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Announcements and News
News about your product, conferences, and community events.

New Web-Based Training (WBT) Course for Db2 DevOps
A new WBT course, Using the DBM for Db2 Plug-in for Zowe CLI to Provision, Migrate, and Recover Objects,
is now available at no cost to customers on active maintenance. The DBM for Db2 Plug-in for Zowe CLI lets
you integrate Db2 schema provisioning and deployment into CI/CD workflows. After completing this course,
Application Developers can use this plug-in to complete the following tasks:

• Generate DDL for one or more Db2 objects and related objects to make schema changes.
• Validate DDL schema changes and verify object dependencies.
• Compare DDL to a target subsystem and make changes.
• Migrate and deploy Db2 object changes from one subsystem to another.
• Revert the DDL changes.

To access Broadcom Mainframe web-based training, see our Quick Reference Guide.
Db2 Tools Community Monthly Update and Roadmap Webcast

Did you miss the last community update on March 13, 2023? Use this replay link to access a video of that
session.
Did you miss the last Roadmap Webcast on March 28, 2023? Use this link to access a recording of this session.
Registration is required.

New Security Advisories Consolidated CSV File
Broadcom now offers a .CSV file that contains a consolidated list of security advisories affecting all supported
Broadcom mainframe products. This file lets you easily search the Common Vulnerabilities and Exposures (CVE)
information. You can also access the Security Advisory articles that include more details and context about
the security or integrity exposure. Broadcom updates this file daily. For CSV download instructions, see this
Broadcom Support article (login required).

Mainframe Technical Exchanges: June and October 2023
Join us for the Mainframe Technical Exchanges in person in Plano, Texas (June 13-15) and virtually on October
3-5. Connect with Mainframe Experts who share the latest technical education and product demos and respond
to your questions and feedback. These no-cost educational events are a great way to network with peers and
experts from across the globe.
Bookmark this page for current registration and event information.

Custom Maintenance Acquisition Interface
Use the Create Service Order Online Interface to order, download, and receive maintenance packages for
Broadcom mainframe product solutions. This option is more streamlined than using the SMP/E Internet Service
Retrieval batch JCL option and requires no firewall changes.

Direct Product Acquisition into z/OSMF
A new GIMZIP download option is available to acquire a portable software instance from a secure Broadcom
download server directly from z/OSMF. To determine if your product is GIMZIP enabled, see Mainframe Products
using z/OSMF for Software Management.

Consolidated Product Lifecycle Overview
Use the new Broadcom Mainframe Product Lifecycle Page to determine the end-of-service (EOS) or end-of-life
(EOL) support dates for Broadcom mainframe products and releases. This information is useful when planning
installations and upgrades.
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Chorus Software Manager (CSM) End of Life
As part of our ongoing commitment to customer success and to help our customer base achieve their strategic
business initiatives, we are investing our resources in z/OSMF for software management. We are discontinuing
technical support for CSM effective June 30, 2023. Thereafter, CSM will have limited functionality. In accordance
with the terms and conditions, guidelines, and parameters of the Broadcom support program, which is
documented in the Broadcom Software Maintenance Policy Handbook, this announcement provides written
notification of End of Life for CSM. For full details, see the End of Life Announcement. If you do not have CSM
installed, we recommend that you install z/OSMF to manage your software. For installation and usage details, see
the IBM documentation and the Broadcom product installation best practices at techdocs.broadcom.com.

NOTE
For migration assistance and access to z/OSMF trainings from Broadcom, see z/OSMF Migration. To
migrate existing environments, see Migrate SMP/E Environments to z/OSMF.
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Release Notes
Welcome to the release notes for Version 20.0 of Detector® for Db2 for z/OS (Detector). The release notes describe new
features (enhancements), Db2 version support, release compatibility and support, and so on. Detector helps you optimize
performance by detecting, diagnosing, and evaluating Db2 performance problems.

NOTE

For more information about the available database administration, performance, and backup and recovery tools
that are included in this solution group, see the solution brief here.

See the following documentation for detailed information about this version:

• New features (what is new in this product)
• Release compatibility and support (release and support lifecycle dates, maintenance grid, and fix strategy)
• Prepare for Installation (installation and software requirements)

New Features
The new features in this Detector release offer you increased flexibility and efficiency. We release features using PTFs for
simple installation.

The following list provides a high-level summary of the new features and enhancements that have been delivered to date
in Version 20.0 for Detector.

TIP
To ensure availability of all features and fixes, ensure that your product is current on maintenance. To download
and receive maintenance automatically, configure SMP/E Internet Service Retrieval. To view the available
solutions, go to the Broadcom Mainframe Product Maintenance solutions list on the Broadcom Support portal
and search by product name.

NOTE

For a list of enhancements for all the Database Management Solutions for Db2, click here. To request product
enhancements, contact a product manager or log in to the Db2 Tools community, and post your request in the
"Ideas" section at the top of the page.

IBM Function Registry Support (LU09993)

Detector can now use the Common Components and Services (CCS) Feature Registration Service (FRS), through
CAIRIM, to register with the IBM Function Registry for z/OS. You can now use FRS to track use of the Detector pdt REST
API endpoints.

The IBM Function Registry for z/OS lets you gather information about your product installations. Registry information
includes release and maintenance level, available features, status, use count, and LMP key for each feature. Reviewing
the available features helps you determine whether you are getting the most value out of your products. Broadcom can
also use this information to determine whether we are building features that are useful for you.

For more information about using the register, see View IBM Function Registry for z/OS Data.

Capture Object Getpage Statistics for Triggers (LU07488)

When Subsystem Analyzer and Detector collections are synchronized, they can now capture the table and index getpage
statistics for triggers. These statistics can now be captured, displayed, reported, and unloaded. The ability to track these
statistics gives you a more accurate view of what is happening in your systems, which can help with performance tuning
and troubleshooting.
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This new functionality is enabled automatically in  Subsystem Analyzer. In  Detector, specify Triggered SQL = Y on
the Start Collection Display, or specify TRG(Y) in the START(DTR) command.

For more information about starting collections using the Start Collection Display, see Start Collection.

For more information about starting collections using the START(DTR) command, see START(DTR) Command.

Db2 13 Support (LU05995)

Db2 13 for z/OS support is now provided for function levels V13R1M100, V13R1M500, and V13R1M501.

To help you determine whether you are ready to upgrade to Db2 13, a new Db2 13 Readiness report is now available. For
more information, see Are you ready for Db2 13? by Chris Crone, Distinguished Engineer.

To specify the new function levels for Db2 13, see Upgrade to New Db2 Releases and Function Levels in the Database
Management Solutions for Db2 documentation.

Report or Unload Metrics by SSID for a Data Sharing Group (LU04586)

When you generate a report or you unload data for a data sharing group in Detector, you can now report or unload the
metrics by member (SSID). Previously, when a data sharing group was specified in PDTBATCH, the common metrics that
were shared by two or more members were aggregated into a single report or unload file. If you wanted separate metrics
for each member, you had to run an individual PDTBATCH job for each member SSID. Using a single PDTBATCH job to
generate separate metrics for each member saves time and system resources. Furthermore, the same job can be used
repeatedly because the job does not require updates when members are added to the data sharing group or removed
from it.

This new functionality is enabled through the following new parameter in hlq.CDBAJCL(PDTBATCH):
DSG_MEMBER=Y|N

Specifies whether to provide separate metrics for each member SSID in a data sharing group. This parameter is
valid only when DSGROUP is specified in the job.
Y

Generates a separate report for each SSID (when REPORT is specified). Generates an unload file that
provides separate metrics for each SSID (when DATATYPE is specified).

N
Aggregates the metrics in the report or unload file that is generated.

Default: N

For more information about generating reports, see Generate Data Sharing Group Reports.

For more information about unloading data, see Unload Collection Data from a Data Store.

zIIP Support for Collection Externalization (LU03709)

Detector now uses a zIIP processor to externalize collected standard activity data to a data store when a zIIP processor is
available. The use of zIIP processors for this CPU-intensive processing can improve performance and can reduce costs.

For more information about the z/OS zIIP settings that affect externalization and their recommended settings, see Create
a Data Store for Collected Data.

Db2 11 Autonomous Native Stored Procedure Support (LU02554)

Detector now supports autonomous native stored procedures (ANSPs). You can collect the SQL statistics data from
ANSPs by specifying Triggered SQL=Y on the product panel or TRG(Y) in your START(DTR) command when you start
the collection. This option collects statistics from native stored procedures, triggered SQL, and native SQL UDFs. The
inclusion of ANSP data gives you more details about the SQL performance in your Db2 subsystems.
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Filter Detector Collection Data by Connection Type (LU01002)

When you run Detector collections, you can now filter the collected data by connection type. A new field, Connection
Type, has been added to the Add Include/Exclude Entry panel. This panel is accessible through your Detector collection
profile. The ability to filter by connection type gives you more granular control over the collection of your Db2 application
statistics, which helps you optimize the use of system resources.

For more information, see Limit Collection Activity.

Improved Performance for Batch Unloads (LU00565)

Detector now provides better performance when the PDTBATCH job is used with NORMALIZE=Y to unload collection data
from the data store. Customers may experience significant improvement, depending on their site environments. Having a
fast and reliable method for unloading normalized collection data helps ensure that your collection data is safely archived
before it is overwritten in the data store.

Increased Number of Intervals for Data Stores (SO16173, SO16174)

You can now specify more intervals when creating a  Detector data store. Previously, you were limited to 999 intervals.
This limit has been increased to 9,999. The ability to create a data store with more intervals lets you save smaller slices of
data for more granular troubleshooting.

For more information about creating data stores, see Create a Data Store for Collected Data.

MOI Integration Enhancements

You can now customize the selection of Db2 plan and package metrics that you want to send from Detector to collect,
view, and analyze in MOI. This enhancement allows you to exclude specific metrics from analysis in MOI. All metrics are
included by default.

The default settings that indicate when to extract metrics based on the number of SQL calls for a plan or package have
changed. If the following parameters are omitted when you extract Detector data, the default value is now zero:

• MINIMUM_PLAN_SQL
• MINIMUM_PACKAGE_SQL

For more information, see Integrating.

Collection Improvements

The following new functionality helps reduce collection overhead:

• Statistics collection has been streamlined:

• Detector now collects only the statistics that it reports on. (Previously, some unused statistics were also collected.)
• Data movement during collection has been minimized when USECOLLTASKS(Y) is used.

• SQL activity data collection has been streamlined when COMPAT(N) is used. A new, more efficient collection
mechanism reduces the INDB2_CPU usage.

For more information, see the PDT parmlib information in the Database Management Solutions for Db2 documentation.

Db2 12 Support

IBM Db2 12 for z/OS function levels V12R1M100, V12R1M500, and V12R1Mnnn are now supported.

Version 20.0 of Detector supports the IBM Db2 12 Continuous Delivery Model, which introduces new features in the
maintenance stream for faster adoption.
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WARNING

Customers who are moving to Db2 12 should upgrade to Version 20.0 of Detector to take advantage of new Db2
12 features. In Version 19.0, only Db2 12 function levels V12R1M100 and V12R1M500 are supported.

NOTE

To specify the new function levels for Db2 12, see Upgrade to a New Db2 Release, Migration Mode, or Function
Level.

Mainframe Team Center – Database Management for Db2 for z/OS

Mainframe Team Center – Database Management for Db2 for z/OS is a graphical user interface that lets you view and
explore Db2 application performance data from Detector in a web browser.

This feature runs on the CCS Apache Tomcat server and uses the Database Management Data Service (DBM Data
Service) to read the collected data from Detector through Xnet and Xmanager services.

NOTE
For more information about installing, configuring, and using the Mainframe Team Center user interface and the
DBM Data Service, see the Database Management Solutions for Db2 documentation.

With Mainframe Team Center – Database Management for Db2 for z/OS, you can easily identify poorly performing SQL
statements in your environment. Database administrators at any experience level can monitor their mission-essential
mainframe applications in a non-3270 environment.

You can also perform the following tasks:

• View current and historical Db2 application performance data from one or more data stores by Db2 subsystem ID or
data sharing group.

• Explore SQL summarized by the following categories:
– Plan
– Package
– Static or dynamic SQL statement
– Key by user ID, correlation ID, connection type, location, end-user ID, transaction ID, or workstation ID

• Analyze SQL statement performance metrics in your preferred view. For example, view all packages for a particular
Db2 SSID, then narrow the view to see SQL statements that are associated with a selected package.

• Reduce or eliminate right-to-left scrolling by rearranging the table columns.
• View dynamic SQL statement text.

Database Management Data Service

The Database Management Data Service (DBM Data Service) hosts a RESTful API that enables access to Db2 data and
metrics that are collected by the Database Management Solutions for Db2. The DBM Data Service allows applications
such as Mainframe Team Center – Db2 Performance Analysis access to SQL activity and metrics that are collected by
Detector. Also, mainframe and non-mainframe applications can use the API hosted by the service to access collected
data.

NOTE
For more information about installing, configuring, and using the Mainframe Team Center user interface and the
DBM Data Service, see the Database Management Solutions for Db2 documentation.

MOI Solution

MOI lets your mainframe management team visualize and explore current and historical performance data, from across
your mainframe, from one location. MOI also uses machine learning to predict future performance. Data-science
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algorithms provide the team with embedded and predictive analytics. MOI models your data and provides multiple tools to
analyze it in your web browser. MOI tools include alerts, dashboards, metrics, and reports.

With the historical, current, and predicted data, the team can:

• Predict incidents.
• Remediate faster.
• Improve collaboration among the mainframe management team.
• Optimize performance continuously.

MOI combines multi-domain data, machine learning, predictive analytics, and a domain-agnostic web application to help
your site maintain optimal mainframe performance.

For detailed information about this solution, see the MOI documentation.

Detector Metrics for MOI

MOI Release 2.0.01 includes totals and averages for the following metrics from Detector Version 20.0:

• CLAIM_LOCK_REQ
• DB2_CPU
• DB2_ELAPSED
• GETPAGE
• PAGEUPDT
• PFPAGES
• SQL
• WAIT_COUNT
• WAIT_TIME

NOTE

Average metrics are displayed in MOI with the suffix AVG. For example, DB2_CPU_AVG represents the average
amount of time that is spent executing within Db2. Average numbers are calculated by dividing the value of the
total metric by the SQL_COUNT.

DB2_CPU represents the total amount of CPU time that is spent executing within Db2.

For more information, see Metrics Available in MOI.

Redesigned SQL Collection Process

Previously, Detector performed SQL statement resource collection as part of SQL statement execution. The overhead
from SQL statement capture, calculation, recording, and exception collection was added to the cost of the SQL statement.

With the new Collection Tasks process, calculation, recording, and exception collection are no longer performed as part
of the SQL statement. Those functions are now performed by Xmanager collection tasks. Also, the Xmanager collection
tasks can run on a zIIP processor. The Collection Tasks process provides more reliable processing, reduced CPU costs,
and less overhead on SQL statements.

The Collection Tasks process has the following requirements:

• Common Components and Services Version 15.0 or above. For information about Database Management Solutions
for Db2 software requirements, see Software Requirements.

• Give Xmanager a higher dispatching priority than Db2 DBM1, DIST or WLM address spaces, allied address spaces
such as CICS, IMS, or WebSphere, and any address space that is executing SQL. For more information about
dispatching priority, see Assign Dispatching Priority or a WLM Service Class.

The Collection Tasks process is enabled through the following new parameters in hlq.CDBAPARM(PDT):
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USECOLLTASKS
Enables or disables the new collection process. By default, the new collection process is disabled.

COLLTASKSCNT
Controls the number of collection tasks. By default, the collection process determines this number.

USEZIIP
Enables utilization of zIIP processors. By default, zIIP processor utilization is enabled.

MAXQ
Specifies how many elements that the collection task queue can hold before data loss occurs. Valid values are
5000-120000.

For more information about the new parameters, see the PDT parmlib information in the Database Management Solutions
for Db2 documentation.

NOTE

• If you plan to use an older version of the PDT parmlib member, you can add the new parameters to it.
• This support was added in Version 19.0 as a post-GA PTF.

Auto Delete Threshold for Collection Intervals

If a data set in a data store becomes full, Detector can now delete multiple collection intervals from the data set to make
space for the newest interval. Previously, Detector stopped writing data to the data store. This new functionality lets
Detector continue to write collection data to the data store even when the data store has become full.

This new functionality is enabled by adding the following parameter to the PDT parmlib member in hlq.CDBAPARM:
INTERVAL_%_TO_DELETE (nnn)

Specifies the maximum percentage of collection intervals to delete. For example, if you specify 50 percent and the
data store contains 60 intervals, Detector can delete up to 30 of the oldest intervals to make space for the newest
interval.
Default: 0
Limits: 0–100

For more information, see Set the Auto Delete Threshold for Collection Intervals.

Automatic Collection Restart after Abends

If a collection stops due to an abend, Xmanager can now restart the collection automatically when the collection meets
certain criteria. This new functionality eliminates the need to monitor the collections manually and helps prevent gaps in
collection data. Previously when an abend occurred during collection, the collection had to be restarted manually.

This new functionality is automatically enabled and does not require you to select any options.

For more information, see Automatic Collection Restart.

Release Compatibility and Support
Release compatibility and support information lets you see the tools that Broadcom offers to assist you in the product
lifecycle.

The following resources are available from Broadcom Support online:

• Broadcom Mainframe Installation and Maintenance Tools
• Mainframe Software Security Advisories (login required)
• Broadcom Mainframe Product Maintenance Solutions List
• Recommended Service for z/OS (CARS)
• Migrate SMP/E Environments into z/OSMF
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NOTE
For migration assistance and access to z/OSMF trainings from Broadcom, see z/OSMF Migration. To migrate
existing environments, see Migrate SMP/E Environments to z/OSMF.

• Mainframe Essentials Software Risk Assessment video
• Broadcom Mainframe Product Lifecycle Page
• Mainframe Compatibilities
• Broadcom Support Network Details

For other technical insights and to consult your peers and product management, monitor our global communities:

• Broadcom Mainframe Software Division (MSD) Microsite
• Broadcom Mainframe Software Communities
• Db2 Tools Community

Deprecated Features
The following features have been deprecated in Detector. Each feature is followed by the relevant PTF number:

• The PDT parmlib option BUFSINPRVT has been deprecated. Buffer statistics are now always stored in the above-the-
bar common area, which typically improves CPU overhead. (SO14782)

Product Accessibility Features
Learn about product accessibility features for software applications and operating systems, functional performance, and
documentation.

Broadcom is committed to addressing user accessibility in the development of its products and documentation to help all
customers, regardless of ability, to accomplish vital business tasks.

The Database Management Solutions for Db2 provide the following accessibility features support.

Software Applications and Operating Systems

• Most product functions are executable from a keyboard where the function and result can be discerned textually.
However, some functions, like expand and collapse controls on the panel are not in the tab order, and can only be
located by exploration of the panel using the keyboard.

• The products inherit the following operating system accessibility features:
– StickyKeys
– FilterKeys
– ToggleKeys
– MouseKeys
– SerialKeys

• When tabular output is generated as a result of job submission, the output uses visual formatting semantics that are
not programmatically available to Assistive Technology (AT) through the emulator.

• Textual information is provided through a standard text file, which can be edited and viewed using a text editor and
through operating system functions for displaying text.

• The products do not inherit user-selected color, contrast, and font settings from the operating system. However, you
can change color, contrast, and font settings in the emulator and the product inherits these settings.
You can also adjust the colors that are displayed on the ISPF panels using the Global Profile option on the Database
Management Solutions for Db2 Main Menu. Select the Setup Screen Colors option to define color combinations and
select colors that are easier to see.
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NOTE

To make more adjustments to your display, and the sound, keyboard, and mouse interactions with the
emulator, refer to your 3270 emulation software documentation. For other changes, refer to your operating
system documentation.

• Some characters (<, +, -, and >) are used to create a graphic indicator. However, these characters might cause
confusion when encountered by a screen reader user when seen individually or in combination within the same or
other applications.

Functional Performance Criteria

• Assistive Technology screen readers and screen magnifiers are supported. The batch products are text-based and
use input and output files that are viewed through text editors. However, some output can include visually formatted,
tabular data that require the user to examine the textual screen content to interpret responses.

• The products can be used in a mouseless (keyboard-only) mode. The products also inherit operating system motor
control accessibility features.

Documentation and Support

• Documentation can be viewed online, or downloaded in PDF files.
• Support is available online, by email, and by phone.

Third-Party Software Agreements
This topic provides information about the third-party software agreements that apply to this release.

The third-party software agreements (copyright statements and licenses for open-source software) that apply to this
release of the Database Management Solutions for Db2 are described in Third-Party Software Agreements (login
required).

Product Names and Abbreviations
This document references the following Broadcom products:

• Detector® for Db2 for z/OS (Detector)
• ACF2™ for z/OS (ACF2)
• Chorus™ Software Manager (CSM)
• Common Components and Services for z/OS (Common Components and Services or CCS)
• Database Management Solutions for Database Management Solutions for Db2 for z/OS
• Fast Load for Db2 for z/OS (Fast Load)
• Log Analyzer™ for Db2 for z/OS (Log Analyzer)
• Mainframe Operational Intelligence (MOI)
• Mainframe Resource Intelligence (MRI)
• Plan Analyzer® for Db2 for z/OS (Plan Analyzer)
• RC/Query ® for Db2 for z/OS (RC/Query)
• Recommended Service for z/OS (CARS)
• SQL-Ease® for Db2 for z/OS (SQL-Ease)
• Subsystem Analyzer for Db2 for z/OS (Subsystem Analyzer)
• SYSVIEW® Performance Management Option for Db2 (SYSVIEW for Db2)
• Top Secret® for z/OS (Top Secret)
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Installing
The following process explains how to perform a base installation of Detector.

NOTE

Detailed instructions and other installation use cases (like upgrading and installing maintenance) are described
in the Installing section of the Database Management Solutions for Db2 documentation.

1. Prepare for installation by reviewing the installation best practices and verifying that the installation
requirements (hardware, software, security, and so on) have been met.

2. Acquire and install the product using CSM or native SMP/E (pax-ESD).
3. Install product maintenance using IBM z/OSMF Software Update, SMP/E JCL, or CSM.
4. Configure the product using the Post-Install Tailoring panels. Select the following options in the order presented:

1. Select option 0 (Settings - Session and environmental options). Use these settings to manage and maintain the
configuration environment. These settings are also used in batch jobs that are submitted in the following steps.

2. Select option 1 (Setup - Create/edit global and product PARMLIB members). Use this option to set
up global and product-specific parmlib members.

• Edit the global parmlib members first.
• Then edit the PDT parmlib member in the CDBAPARM data set to set site-specific default execution values.

3. Select option 2 (Customize - Execute product specific customization tasks). Use this option to customize post-
installation global options, Xmanager, Xnet, and perform product-specific customization. Complete the following
tasks:

• Review the product customization members. The members summarize the product-specific customization
requirements.

• Customize Xmanager to prepare the Xmanager procedure with the proper library names, data set
authorizations, and so on. This task is required only once per LPAR.

• Customize Detector. You can use an existing control file (to enable data store compatibility) or you can create
one. You must also grant access for viewing static SQL text and set up SQL traces. Repeat for each PTISYS.

• Configure the Mainframe Team Center - Db2 Performance Analysis User Interface.
4. Select option 3 (Tasks - Execute  Db2 catalog customization tasks). This option generates JCL to perform Db2

tasks. Installation-related (INS and GEN) tasks appear first, followed by product-specific tasks. Execute these tasks
on each Db2 subsystem.
The installation-related tasks include starting Xmanager, creating the product objects, and binding the product
plans and packages.
For a list of the  Db2 objects that are created during installation, see  Detector Objects.

5. Prepare the products for execution and verify user authorizations.

Before you begin using the product, review the tutorial information in the Getting Started section of this documentation.
The tutorial provides information about completing the following optional tasks:

• Creating new collection profiles if you do not plan to use existing collection profiles.
• Creating a data store if you do not plan to use an existing data store, or you do not have one that is compatible with the

new release.
• If your environment uses Db2 security, adding new users as needed.

Also review the best practices and operational considerations in the Using section of this documentation.
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Getting Started
Detector is an innovative solution for analyzing Db2 application performance. Database administrators, performance
analysts, application developers, and system programmers can use Detector to evaluate application characteristics and
associated resource usage. Robust displays, ease of use, and unique data collection techniques help you identify poorly
performing application components.

You can view Db2 accounting trace information from various application levels. You can view low overhead Db2
accounting information for Db2 applications, plans, DBRMs, packages, and SQL statements. The collection capabilities
allow you to interrogate SQL execution activity. Extended collection is optional and can be requested when a collection is
initialized. All major accounting trace performance information is collected at the SQL call level without the need for Db2
performance trace activity.

You can examine Db2 application use from application, plan, and program perspectives. By defining reporting profiles,
you can observe the application workload from an application perspective, so you can truly understand which applications
account for most your Db2 subsystem activity. You can also interrogate Db2 subsystem use from a plan or program
perspective. Examining application activity from a program perspective makes it easy to identify heavily used programs
and account for most application SQL calls. You can also identify which plans are using specific programs. Extensive
online panels categorize application activity and resource use in a logical, effective fashion.

The collection and reporting facilities help you understand the application SQL error activity. You can view and evaluate
application errors that are incurred as a result of abnormal SQL call return codes. Optionally, you can request SQL error
collection when you initialize a collection. Performance trace activity is not required for SQL error collection.

When you enable Xmanager cross-system communication support, you can use a single TSO session to transparently
access any Db2 subsystem in a sysplex.

Architecture

The user interface and related panels are provided using TSO/ISPF. The panel logic interfaces seamlessly with other
Database Management Solutions for Db2. The Xmanager provides the execution environment for Detector.

To use Detector, the Xmanager started task must be active. When you are viewing panels, communication occurs
between your TSO session and the Xmanager started task.

Multiple TSO sessions can use Detector and can relate to the Xmanager address space. The Xmanager address space
relates to the various Db2 subsystems on your MVS system. Other products, such as Subsystem Analyzer and Thread
Termination/Dynamic DSNZPARM, also use Xmanager. Multiple products can coexist within a single Xmanager address
space.

Various product features require asynchronous collection activity. For example, starting a collection sends a request to the
Xmanager started task. When the request is processed, the collection starts and it executes asynchronously to your TSO/
ISPF session. If you log out of your TSO session, the collection remains active within the Xmanager address space. The
same type of processing occurs when an SQL trace request is issued. Other features communicate with Xmanager in a
synchronous fashion.

Control File

Detector uses a control file that lets ISPF users perform the following tasks:

• Share related collection start variable information.
• View all collection data stores, including data stores that are created by other users.
• View and use all collection and reporting profiles, including profiles that are created by other users.
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The control file is created during the customization step of the post-installation process. For more information about
creating and using control files, see the instructions in the Database Management Solutions for Db2 documentation.

If Xmanager cross-system communication support is enabled, all Xmanager tasks in the sysplex must reference the same
control file.

Interproduct Functionality

Detector interfaces seamlessly with Plan Analyzer to analyze Db2 access paths for packages, DBRMs, and SQL calls.
Plan Analyzer provides important supplemental information about optimizing SQL access paths, physical designs, and
plan enhancements.

Global commands can also be used from other Database Management Solutions for Db2. For example, you can activate
the Detector trace facility from SQL-Ease or any other Database Management Solutions for Db2. You can also use the
PDT global command to jump to the Detector main menu from other products. For more information about interproduct
interface commands, see the command summary in Interproduct Interface.

Seamless integration with Subsystem Analyzer lets you evaluate the performance of your subsystems and applications.
You can jump between the products while viewing real-time information or historical information. The collection data
between Subsystem Analyzer and Detector is synchronized by using a common collection interval.

You can use Detector with Thread Termination/Dynamic DSNZPARM to cancel idle or runaway threads without affecting
other transactions. You can quickly and easily terminate a thread by selecting it from a list of active threads.

Supported Masking Characters

Use the percent sign (%) and the underscore (_) to specify selection criteria:

• Percent sign (%) -- Use the percent sign only at the end of the string to represent any number of characters. The
percent sign is a suffix match symbol. The string that you enter is read until the percent sign is reached. Anything that
you enter after the percent sign is not read.
For example, if you enter DSN%123, DSN is read, but not 123. All members that begin with DSN are returned, with no
limits on what follows the initial three characters. To mask an indeterminate number of characters, use a single percent
sign.

• Underscore (_) -- Use the underscore anywhere within the string to represent any single character for each underscore
that you enter. Blanks are not allowed.
For example, if you enter DSN _ _ _ _ ABC, you can receive DSN1234ABC but not DSN1ABC or DSN12ABC or
DSN123ABC. In this example, only members with exactly four characters between DSN and ABC are returned.

Date and Time Formats

Many fields contain date, time, or timestamp information:

Date
Indicates the date when an event occurred or an interval began.

Elapsed Time
Indicates the time duration of an event or an interval.

Timestamp
Indicates the time when an event occurred or an interval began.

The date and time formats use the following abbreviations:
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• MM – Month
• DD – Day
• YY – Year
• HH – Hours
• MM – Minutes
• SS – Seconds
• ss – Hundredths of seconds
• sss – Thousandths of seconds (milliseconds)
• ssssss – Millionths of seconds (microseconds)

The following table summarizes the date and time formats:

Time Data Type # of Bytes Time Value Time Format

Date 8 (N/A) MM/DD/YY

Elapsed Time 8 < 1 hour
> 1 hour

MM:SS.ss
HH:MM:SS

Elapsed Time 12 < 1 hour
> 1 hour
> 24 hours

MM:SS.ssssss
HH:MM:SS.sss
DD-HH:MM.SS

Timestamp 8 (N/A) HH:MM:SS

Because time field contents are variable format, they are not suitable for sorting. Instead, use the corresponding percent
field. For example, to order a display by CPU usage, sort the CPUPCT column instead of the INDB2_CPU column.

Day 1 Task Checklist
Users can execute the tasks in this checklist to start using Detector.

This checklist summarizes key tasks to start using this product after the product is up and running. This checklist applies
to any new user. However, even experienced users can benefit from reviewing this content. The checklist includes a
brief description of the tasks, with links to procedures. The checklist also identifies the roles that are typically required to
complete the task. Use the Status column to track your progress.

This checklist is not all inclusive, but it represents the top tasks that we recommend that you execute on Day 1.

TIP
The tasks in this checklist are not in sequential order except where noted. Therefore, you can complete tasks in
parallel.

To download an Excel spreadsheet of this checklist, click here. 

Task Description Role Status

Review the Authorization and
Security Requirements

Review the authorization and
security requirements for using
the product.

Security Administrator,
Database Administrator

Complete, In progress, or N/A.

Create a Data Store for
Collected Data

Create a data store to hold the
activity, exception, and error
activity that you collect.

Database Administrator Complete, In progress, or N/A.

Review the Operational
Considerations

Review the operational
considerations to optimize your
use of Detector.

Database Administrator Complete, In progress, or N/A.
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Task Description Role Status

Best Practices: Improve
Performance and Reduce CPU

Review the best practices
to ensure that Detector runs
efficiently.

Systems Programmer, Database
Administrator

Complete, In progress, or N/A.

Create Collection Profiles Collection profiles specify the
types of Db2 subsystem activity
to collect and save to your data
store.

Database Administrator Complete, In progress, or N/A.

Create Reporting Profiles Reporting profiles let you view
resource consumption by Db2
plans, packages, and users.

Database Administrator Complete, In progress, or N/A.

Start Collection Start collecting Db2 subsystem
activity.

Database Administrator Complete, In progress, or N/A.

View the Collected Data You can view the collected
data from the current collection
interval in real time. You can
also view the historical data that
is saved in the data store.

Database Administrator Complete, In progress, or N/A.

Review the Authorization and Security Requirements
Global product authorization is implemented through Db2 security or external security using an external security manager
product (like , ACF2, or IBM RACF). Use the EXTERNALSEC option in hlq.CDBAPARM(PDT) to control user access
through an external security manager product. Db2 security is used by default.

Consider the following items:

• The EXTERNALSEC parameter value has no effect on Xmanager external security requirements. For more
information about these external security requirements, see External Security Manager Requirements in the Database
Management Solutions for Db2 documentation.

• In the descriptions that follow, hlq.CDBAPARM(PLANS00) contains the value for xxxx.

For Db2 security, EXECUTE authority is required on the Detector plans for the following product functions. For external
security, the security resource entity and required access that are listed for each function apply.

Detector
Lets the user access any of the product functions. Authorization to use this function is required before access to
other product functions can be provided.
Security resource entity:PDT.LEVEL1.ssid
Required access:READ
Plan:PDTPLN01=PDTAxxxx

View Displays
Lets the user view current and historical Detector displays.
Security resource entity:PDT.LEVEL2.ssid
Required access: READ
Plan:PDTPLN02=PDTBxxxx

Batch Reporting
Lets the user generate reports and unload data from a data store.
Security resource entity: PDT.LEVEL3.ssid
Required access:READ
Plan:PDTPLN03=PDTCxxxx

View SQL Trace
Lets the user view, start, or stop an SQL trace.
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Security resource entity:PDT.LEVEL4.ssid
Required access:READ
Plan:PDTPLN04=PDTDxxxx

Collection Services
Lets the user start and stop a collection and create a collection data store.
Security resource entity: PDT.LEVEL5.ssid
Required access: READ
Plan: PDTPLN05=PDTExxxx

SQL Trace Admin
Lets the user modify performance-related parameters for SQL trace collection.
Security resource entity: PDT.LEVEL6.ssid
Required access: UPDATE
Plan:PDTPLN06=PDTFxxxx

Coll Profile Update
Lets the user create and modify collection profiles.
Security resource entity: PDT.LEVEL7.ssid
Required access:UPDATE
Plan:PDTPLN07=PDTGxxxx

View Host Variables
Lets the user view host variables.
Security resource entity: PDT.LEVEL8.ssid
Required access:READ
Plan:PDTPLN08=PDTHxxxx

Control User Access Using Db2 Security
The Product Authorizations Facility lets you use Db2 security to control user access to the product functions.

All users must be granted execute authority on the product plans. Plan execute authority is granted on a Db2 subsystem
basis. Execute authority must be granted on all Db2 subsystems on which the product is used.

1. Go to the Database Management Solutions for Db2 main menu.
2. Type A in the Option line and press Enter.

The Product Authorizations panel appears.
3. Type E (explode/implode) next to the product name or function and press Enter.

A list of available plans appears for the selected product or component.

NOTE

The E command lets you alternately expand and collapse the plan list.
4. Type the user ID in the TO ID field, type G next to the plan, and press Enter.

Authorization is granted to the plan. A G or GW appears in the TO column and Authority Granted appears in the
MESSAGES column.

For more information about the Product Authorizations facility, see Use the Product Authorizations Facility in the Database
Management Solutions for Db2 documentation.

Control User Access Using External Security
Db2 security is used by default. However, you can also control access to the product functions by using an external
security manager product. The Security Authorization Facility (SAF) provides an interface to , ACF2, and IBM RACF. This
interface provides a common means for identifying a user and authorizing user access to critical resources.
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NOTE

To implement Top Secret security, define the Xmanager as a MASTFAC.

1. Define the Broadcom Db2 resource class name to the security system.
2. Define access to resources using the available access levels.

These security levels correspond to the Db2 plan authorizations that you can set using the Product Authorizations
Facility.

NOTE
The resource names are not based on data set class security definitions even though the resource names
look like data set names. Lowercase nodes in the resource name indicate that you can use a wildcard
asterisk.

3. Set EXTERNALSEC to Y in hlq.CDBAPARM(PDT).

Xmanager Started Task Authorization
The Xmanager started task requires specific authorizations to use the Detector SQL Trace facility.

The Xmanager address space ID must be authorized to create threads on all Db2 subsystems on which SQL Trace is run.
If you use resource class DSNR to control access to a Db2 subsystem, the Xmanager user ID must be granted access to
the appropriate profiles within DSNR.

NOTE
For more information, see the PDTSQTGR member in hlq.CDBASQL.

z/OS Authorization Requirements
Functions that TSO users request can cause data set access requests on behalf of the user to occur in the Xmanager
address space. To accomplish these tasks, the Xmanager address space might attempt to create a security environment
for the users within its address space using the MVS RACROUTE macro. The Xmanager address space might require
authorization to create this security environment. If the facility class is active within the security subsystem, then users
must be granted access to the Xmanager facility. Contact your security administrator to determine whether the security
subsystem requires updates.

The following z/OS authorizations are required for TSO users of the product and for Xmanager:

• Control file data set
– Required TSO user access: READ and UPDATE
– Required Xmanager access: READ and UPDATE

• Collection data store
– Required TSO user access: CREATE and READ
– Required Xmanager access: READ and UPDATE

• Collection profiles
– Required TSO user access: CREATE, READ, and UPDATE
– Required Xmanager access: READ and UPDATE

• Reporting profiles
– Required TSO user access: CREATE, READ, and UPDATE
– Required Xmanager access: None

• SQL trace control file
– Required TSO user access: CREATE, READ, and UPDATE
– Required Xmanager access: READ and UPDATE

• SQL trace data set
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– Required TSO user access: CREATE, READ, and UPDATE
– Required Xmanager access: None

• Xmanager parmlib data set
– Required TSO user access: None
– Required Xmanager access: READ and UPDATE

• Db2 catalog data sets
– Required TSO user access: None
– Required Xmanager access: READ

Configure the SQL Trace Profile Options
Configure your SQL trace performance parameters in your Detector profile.

The DTTRxxxx member of hlq.CDBAPXMP contains the SQL trace performance parameters that are specific to
Detector. The default shipped member is DTTR0000. You can configure these parameters through the Detector profile.
The default values are appropriate for most situations. Altering these values affects the performance of SQL traces. If a
value is not shown or found for any of the parameters, the default values in DTTR0000 are used.

For more information about setting up SQL trace and global profiles, see Set Up SQL Traces in the Database
Management Solutions for Db2 documentation.

Use the following steps to configure your SQL trace profile options.

1. Select P (Product profile) on the Detector Main Menu and press Enter.
2. Select 2 (PRODUCT PROFILE VARIABLES) and press Enter.
3. Select 1 (SQL trace perf parms) and press Enter.

The SQL Trace Performance panel appears, showing the current parameter values in the DTTRxxxx member.
4. Modify the parameter values as needed. These values apply to all traces on the specified subsystem. For more

information about a parameter, see the online help panels.
Press Enter.
The DTTRxxxx member is updated with the new values, the profile is saved, and your selections are processed.

Create a Data Store for Collected Data
Before you start a Detector collection, create a data store for externalizing (saving) the collected data.

A data store is a collection of VSAM linear data sets that save the collected data for later viewing and report generation. If
you do not use a data store, the collected data is retained only for the current collection interval. When that interval
expires, the data is discarded. Collection data is written to the data store on a collection interval basis. You specify how
many collection intervals to save when you create the data store. The data store is a wrap file. This file retains the n most
current intervals, where n is the number of intervals that you specified when creating the data store. The oldest interval is
deleted when the newest interval is written.

A data store can be used only on a single Db2 subsystem. Each subsystem can have multiple data stores. Create the
data stores before you start the collection, and then specify the data store to use when you start the collection.

Consider the following items before creating a data store:

• Data stores are compatible across multiple Detector versions. If you are upgrading to a new version, you can probably
reuse your existing data stores. See the Data Store Compatibility topic in this section.

• If you externalize your collected data, review your z/OS zIIP settings. The Detector externalization process uses zIIP
processors when they are available. The z/OS parameters IIPHONORPRIORITY, ZIIPAWMT, and HIPERDISPATCH
in the IEAOPTxx member affect the externalization process. Use the default settings for those parameters. (See the
IBM documentation.) The default settings allow Detector to fall back and execute on a general processor when a zIIP
processor is not available.
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Creating a data store consists of the following steps, which are discussed in this section:

1. Calculate the space requirements for the data store.
2. Create the data store.
3. Set up a schedule for unloading the collection data.
4. Set the auto delete threshold for collection intervals.

You can now start collecting data and writing it to the data store.

Data Store Compatibility
Data stores are compatible across multiple versions. Therefore, data store data remains accessible when you upgrade 
Detector.

Earlier versions, such as Version 16.0, can read a data store that was created in a later version after the appropriate
maintenance is applied. Later versions remain compatible with earlier versions.

The ability to read a data store from a different product version is enabled by using the same, original control file in
multiple Xmanagers.

The following table shows data store compatibility across versions. For example, you use Version 20.0 to view historical
data that was collected by Versions 15.0 through 20.0.

NOTE

• After you apply the data store compatibility PTFs that are noted in the following table, the installed version
can read the data store.

• To convert a data store from Version 11.5, 12.0, 14.0, or 14.5 to Version 15.0, use the loadlib from Version
15.0 and the PDTDSCPY utility. Sample JCL is provided in hlq.CDBAJCL(PDTDSCPY).

Version Used to
Collect Data

Installed Version 20.0Installed Version 19.0Installed Version 18.0Installed Version 17.0Installed Version 16.0Installed Version 15.0

Version 20.0 Automatically
compatible

Apply
compatibility PTF
RO98079

Apply
compatibility PTF
RO98083

n/a n/a n/a

Version 19.0 Apply
compatibility PTF
RO98088

Automatically
compatible

Apply
compatibility PTF
RO81399

Apply
compatibility PTF
RO81397

Apply
compatibility PTF
RO81349

n/a

Version 18.0 Apply
compatibility PTF
RO98088

Automatically
compatible

Automatically
compatible

Apply
compatibility PTF
RO73469

Apply
compatibility PTF
RO73470

n/a

Version 17.0 Automatically
compatible

Automatically
compatible

Automatically
compatible

Automatically
compatible

Apply
compatibility PTF
RO73470

n/a

Version 16.0 Automatically
compatible

Automatically
compatible

Automatically
compatible

Automatically
compatible

Automatically
compatible

n/a

Version 15.0 Automatically
compatible

Automatically
compatible

Automatically
compatible

Automatically
compatible

Automatically
compatible

Automatically
compatible

Versions 11.5,
12.0, 14.0, or
14.5

PDTDSCPY utility
required

PDTDSCPY utility
required

PDTDSCPY utility
required

PDTDSCPY utility
required

PDTDSCPY utility
required

PDTDSCPY utility
required

Calculate Space Requirements for a Data Store
When you create a Detector data store, allocate enough space to hold the collected data.
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You can allocate up to 999,999 cylinders. If you anticipate that the collected data could exceed the 4-GB VSAM limit,
allocate the data store in an Extended Addressability (EA) SMS class. The data sets in the data store can then grow to
span multiple volumes.

WARNING
The estimated space requirements are for uncompressed record data. Activity and exception SQL data records
are compressed when they are externalized. This compression typically reduces the actual record space by 50
to 70 percent.

Follow these guidelines when calculating your space requirements.

Activity Collection Requirements

When you estimate the space requirements for activity collection data, consider the following factors:

• The number of collection intervals to retain in the data set. You supply this value when you create the data store.
• The interval time; that is, how often collections are externalized to the data set. You supply this value when you start

the collection.
• The number of unique plans that execute during a collection interval.
• The number of unique plan and program combinations that execute during a collection interval.
• The number of unique plan, program, and SQL statement combinations that execute during a collection interval.
• The number of additional keys that are collected and the types of Db2 connections, such as batch or CICS, for which

the additional keys are collected.

The activity collection data set uses variable-length records. Most application-related records are 800 bytes long. At the
end of a collection interval, an 800-byte record is written for the following items:

• Each unique plan name that executed during the interval.
• Each program that was executed by each unique plan during the interval.
• Each SQL statement that was executed by each unique plan and program combination during the interval.
• Each unique program that executed during the collection interval.
• Each plan that executed the unique program during the collection interval.
• Each SQL statement that was executed by the unique program during the collection interval.
• If you enabled dynamic SQL text-based statistics, each dynamic SQL statement that was executed by the unique

program during the collection interval.

If you are using Detector with Subsystem Analyzer for the integrated panels, add 250 bytes for the following items:

• Each table that the unique program accessed during the collection interval.
• Each index that the unique program accessed during the collection interval.

If you enabled dynamic SQL text-based statistics, add sufficient space for all the dynamic SQL text that executed during
the collection interval.

Set allocation values when you create the data store and then increase or decrease those values as needed.

Exception SQL Collection Requirements

When you create a data store for exception SQL collection, two data sets are created: an exception SQL data set and a
work file data set.

• Exception SQL Data Set
When you estimate space requirements for exception SQL collection data, consider the following factors:
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• The number of collection intervals to retain in the data set. You supply this value when you create the data store.
• The interval time; that is, how often collections are externalized to the data set. You supply this value when you start

the collection.
• The collection profile definition. If your collection profile captures most exception SQL requests, you need more

space than when the profile captures only a few requests.
• The maximum number of exception SQL requests to retain per collection interval. You specify this value in the

global defaults.

The exception SQL data set uses variable-length records. However, you can use an average length of 4,000 bytes
for an exception SQL request record to help you in estimating your space requirements. You can then increase or
decrease the allocation values as needed.
At the end of a collection interval, one record is written for each exception SQL request that is captured during the
collection interval.
If you specify SQL error text as a collection start option, another record might be written to the SQL exception
collection data sets. This record contains the SQL text and host variables that are associated with the error. In this
case, increase the data set allocation by five to ten percent.

• Exception SQL Work File Data Set
The space allocations for the work file data set should be large enough to contain the exception SQL data for a
single collection interval. Specify a space allocation that can hold the number of average size exception records that
you specified as the maximum exceptions per interval on the collection profile global defaults. If necessary, provide
secondary space allocations to allow data set extents.

SQL Error Collection Space Requirements

When you estimate space requirements for SQL error collection data, consider the following factors:

• The number of collection intervals to retain in the data set. You supply this value when you create the data store.
• The interval time; that is, how often collections are externalized to the data set. You supply this value when you start

the collection.
• The collection profile definition. If your collection profile excludes most SQL error codes, you need less space than

when you capture most SQL error codes.
• The typical amount of SQL error activity on the subsystem.

The SQL error collection data set uses fixed-length records of approximately 400 bytes. At the end of a collection interval,
one 400-byte record is written for each SQL error that was collected during the interval.

Create a Data Store
After you calculate the space requirements, you are ready to create the Detector data store.

A data store is a collection of VSAM linear data sets with the following naming convention:

high-level.datastore_name.DTRnnnn.ssid

You specify the high-level, datastore_name, and ssid values when you create the data store. DTRnnnn identifies
the data set. The data sets are generated for you automatically when you create the data store. The nnnn in the data set
name is a 4-byte identifier:
0001

Indicates an activity collection data set. This data set is always created.
0002

Indicates an exception SQL collection data set. This data set also contains SQL error text and host variables.
This data set is created only when you specify Exception SQL (Y) on the Create Datastore Display to collect
exception SQL data.
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W002
Indicates a data store work file. This work file is a VSAM entry-sequenced data set (ESDS), and it is created only
when you specify Exception SQL (Y) on the Create Datastore Display.

0003
Indicates an SQL error collection data set. This data set is created only when you specify SQL Error (Y) on the
Create Datastore Display to collect SQL error data.

NOTE

After you create a data store, set up a schedule to unload the collection data to a separate file regularly.
Unloading the data lets you archive it for later reference. Unloading the data also enables you to load it into Db2
tables and query it.

Use the following procedure to create a data store:

1. Access the Create Datastore Display panel by performing one of the following actions:

• Select option 7 (Create/Initialize Datastore) on the Detector Main Menu and press Enter.
• Type Y in the Create Datastore field on the Start Collection Display and press Enter.

2. Complete the following fields:
Datastore SSID

Specifies the Db2 subsystem ID for which the data store is being created.
High Level

Specifies the high-level qualifier for the data store.
Datastore name

Specifies a data store name. The name must be unique for the Db2 subsystem ID. The name is used in the data
set names that are created for the data store. If you are synchronizing collection data with Subsystem Analyzer,
the data store names must match.

Max intervals
Specifies the maximum number of collection intervals to retain in the data store.

Exception SQL
Specifies whether to include exception SQL in the data store.

SQL Error
Specifies whether to include SQL errors in the data store.

Batch JCL
Specifies whether to run the JCL in batch.

Press Enter.
The Create Data store Display/Standard Activity Collection Data Set panel appears.

3. Complete the data set allocation criteria for standard collection activity and press Enter.
If you entered N in the Exception SQL and SQL Error fields, a message indicates successful initialization of the data
store. You are done.
If you entered Y in the Exception SQL or SQL Error fields, a panel appears for each option. Go to Step 4.

4. Complete the data set allocation criteria for the exception SQL collection and SQL error data sets and press Enter.
A message indicates successful initialization of the data store.

Example: Data Store Creation

Create a data store with the following attributes:

• The high-level qualifier is DSNMx.
• The data store name is COLLD11A.
• The subsystem is D11A.
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Also specify that you want the data store to collect exception SQL and SQL error data.

When you create the data store, the following data sets are generated:

Data Set Name Collection Type
DSNMx.COLLD11A.DTR0001.D11A Activity
DSNMx.COLLD11A.DTR0002.D11A Exception SQL
DSNMx.COLLD11A.DTRW002.D11A Exception SQL (work file)
DSNMx.COLLD11A.DTR0003.D11A SQL error

Set Up a Schedule for Unloading the Collection Data
Unload the collection data in your Detector data store regularly.

Unloading the data to a separate file serves the following purposes:

• The data in the data store is eventually overwritten to make space for new data. Unloading the collection data to a
separate file lets you archive it and retain it indefinitely.

• Unloading the data also enables you to load it into Db2 tables, where you can use SQL to query the information.

To help you decide how frequently to unload collection data, consider the following factors:

• The maximum number of collection intervals that the data store can hold. You specified this number when you created
the data store.

• How frequently you collect data. Collection data is written to the data store on a collection interval basis. The data is
written to the data store when the interval expires. When the data store reaches its maximum number of intervals, the
oldest interval is deleted to make space for the newest interval.

• Whether the auto delete threshold has been set for interval deletion and, if yes, what threshold has been set. This
feature allows Detector to delete multiple intervals when a data store becomes full. If you do not unload frequently
enough, intervals can be deleted before they are unloaded, causing gaps in your data archives.

When you have determined a schedule for unloading the data, follow the instructions in Unload Collection Data to unload
the data at the scheduled times. Consider automating the unload process as described in Automate the Unloading of
Collection Data.

Set the Auto Delete Threshold for Collection Intervals
The auto delete threshold lets Detector delete multiple collection intervals from a data store when one of its data sets
becomes full.

If a data set becomes full and cannot be extended, collection continues but the interval data is not written (externalized) to
the data store. When externalization stops, your ability to view and analyze the data is impaired because non-externalized
data is discarded at the start of the next interval. And because the interval is not saved to the data store it also is not
unloaded to an archive file, causing gaps in your saved data.

Allocate ample room for data store data sets so that externalization is not interrupted. (See Calculate Space
Requirements for a Data Store.) However, you can also use the auto delete threshold to permit Detector to delete one or
more of the oldest intervals when a data set becomes full, so that externalization can continue. The auto delete feature
is controlled through the INTERVAL_%_TO_DELETE parameter in hlq.CDBAPARM(PDT). The value that you specify for
this parameter applies to all data stores on this subsystem.

Use the following procedure to set your auto delete threshold.

1. Add the following value to the PDT parmlib member:
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INTERVAL_%_TO_DELETE (nnn)
Specifies the maximum percentage of collection intervals to delete when a data store is full.
For example, if you specify 50 percent and the data store contains 60 intervals, up to 30 intervals can be deleted
to make space for the newest interval. Detector compares the size of the new interval to the sizes of the 30 oldest
intervals and calculates how many intervals to delete. If enough space can be freed, the oldest intervals are
deleted, the newest interval is written, and collection continues. (Detector deletes the minimum number that is
necessary to free up enough space.) If Detector cannot free up enough space without exceeding the threshold of
30, no intervals are deleted. Warning messages are issued and the new interval is not written to the data store.
Collection continues.
If you specify 0 percent, no collection intervals are deleted. Warning messages are issued and the new interval is
not written to the data store. Collection continues.
Default: 0
Limits: 0–100

WARNING

Detector does not check whether the collection interval data has been unloaded to a separate file
before deleting it from the data store. Select your percentage carefully, and ensure that you unload your
collection data regularly.

2. Save your changes and exit the parmlib member.

Review the Operational Considerations
Use these tips to optimize your Detector experience.

Integrated Data Sharing Statistics

Data sharing integration lets you view the collection statistics of all members in a data sharing group at one time. You can
view the statistics as an integrated whole and comparatively.

For the members of a data sharing group to be included in this integration, they must meet the following requirements:

• Each member must externalize its collected statistics to a data store.
• The data stores must all have the same name and high-level qualifier. We recommend using the data sharing group

name as the data store name for the individual member collections.
• The collections in each member must use the sysplex interval as their collection interval.

– The sysplex interval can be specified by using one of the following methods:
• Specifying the PLEXINTV parameter in hlq.CDBAPXMP(XMANINIT).
• Using the PLEXINTV modify command. 

– After the sysplex interval is specified, select this interval when you start the collection in a data sharing member:
• If you are starting the collection through the product panels, specify Sysplex Interval Time = Y on the

DETECTOR Start Collection panel.
• If you are using a modify command to start the collection, specify PLEXINTV(Y) as part of the command.

If your data sharing group members are active on multiple LPARs, activate cross-system support when you start
your Xmanager address spaces. Otherwise, you cannot integrate data sharing member activity across all LPARs in the
sysplex.

Cross-System Support

In a sysplex, the Xmanager can provide a distributed communications environment. This environment gives the product
transparent access to any Db2 subsystem in the sysplex that is executing on a z/OS platform with an active Xmanager
task.
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If you implement cross-system support, all Xmanager tasks must reference the same  Detector control file to access the 
Detector data stores across the sysplex. The control file resides in hlq.CDBAPXMP(DTCFPARM).

For more information about implementing cross-system support, see the XSYS parameter description in Prepare the
Xmanager Started Task Procedure.

Db2 Trace Requirements and Collection

Most Db2 performance information is collected when the Db2 accounting trace is active. Db2 collects this information
internally, whether the accounting trace is active or not. Activating accounting trace class 1 externalizes this information
to a selected trace destination. Activating accounting class 2 (INDB2 times) and class 3 (wait times and counts) collects
extra data.

Detector collection activity relies on the accounting trace information. When the collection is active, you can view
accounting data values at the application, plan, package, DBRM, and SQL statement levels, even when accounting class
1 is not active.

The following areas within collection have Db2 trace implications:

• Wait times and counts
The Detector panels contain various data values that originate from Db2 accounting class 3 collection. If accounting
class 3 or monitor class 3 is not active on the subsystem with an active collection, the wait time and wait counts that
are populated by class 3 collection are zero. Various performance monitors rely on monitor class 3, which causes
the same trace collection activity within Db2 as accounting class 3. If monitor class 3 is active and accounting class
3 is not active, the wait times and wait counts are available to you. The Detector collection does not enable the
performance trace activity.

• Thread package or DBRM level accounting information
The Detector panels let you access Thread Termination/Dynamic DSNZPARM panels to view the thread package or
DBRM level accounting information. If accounting class 7 or monitor class 7 is not active on the subsystem with an
active collection, thread package or DBRM counts that are populated by class 7 collection are not available.

Tutorial
Learn to use the primary product features.

This tutorial guides Database Administrator (DBAs) through the basic Detector usage. The procedures include sample
user inputs.

Videos

In addition to the tutorial, two videos are available:

• Demo for New Users

• Collecting and Viewing Exception SQL

Create the Data Store
Detector collects SQL data during the specified time interval. When the time interval expires, the collected data is
discarded and data collection for the next interval begins. If you want to review data from previous intervals, you must
save the collected data to a data store before the next interval starts. A data store is a collection of data sets that retain
historical data.
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NOTE

• If you are using Detector for the first time, you can skip this section and can proceed to Create the Collection
Profile. However, if you skip this section, you cannot collect exception SQL data and you cannot perform the
steps in View Exception SQL Collection Data.

• For more information about data stores, including space requirements, see Create a Data Store for Collected
Data.

Use the following procedure to create a data store.

1. Type 7 in the Option line on the Detector Main Menu and press Enter.
The Create Datastore Display appears.

2. Specify the following information to create the data store:
– Enter a subsystem identifier in the Datastore SSID field. The data store retains the data that is collected for this

subsystem.
– Enter a high-level qualifier for the data store in the High Level field.
– Type TUTORIAL in the Datastore Name field. This field provides a name for the data store.
– Type 005 in the Max intervals field to store five intervals in the data store. When a sixth interval completes, it erases

the first interval. The sixth interval is stored in the space that the first interval had used.
– Type Y in the Exception SQL field to store data for exception SQL collection.
– Type Y in the SQL Error field to store data for SQL error collection.
– Type N in the Batch JCL field to create the data store online in this TSO session rather than in batch.
Press Enter.
The Standard Activity Collection Dataset display appears.

3. Specify the following standard activity SQL collection data set information:
– If your site does not use SMS, enter a volume name in the Volume field.
– Type CYLS in the Alloc unit field to allocate the primary and secondary space quantities in cylinders.
– Type 0050 in the Primary space field to allocate 50 cylinders of primary space.
– Type 0025 in the Secondary space field to allocate 25 cylinders of secondary space.
– If your site uses SMS, enter class information in the SMS MGMT, SMS STORAGE, and SMS DATA fields. The

class names are installation-specific. If necessary, see your database administrator for SMS information.
Press Enter.
The Exception SQL Collection Datasets display appears.

4. Specify the following allocation criteria:
For the data store data set:
– If your site does not use SMS, enter a volume name in the Volume field.
– Type CYLS in the Alloc unit field to allocate the primary and secondary space quantities in cylinders.
– Type 0050 in the Primary space field to allocate 50 cylinders of primary space.
– Type 0020 in the Secondary space field to allocate 20 cylinders of secondary space.
– If your site uses SMS, enter class information in the SMS MGMT, SMS STORAGE, and SMS DATA fields.
For the data store work file data set:
– If your site does not use SMS, enter a volume name in the Volume field.
– Type CYLS in the Alloc unit field to allocate the primary and secondary space quantities in cylinders.
– Type 0040 in the Primary space field to allocate 40 cylinders of primary space.
– Type 0020 in the Secondary space field to allocate 20 cylinders of secondary space.
– If your site uses SMS, enter class information in the SMS MGMT, SMS STORAGE, and SMS DATA fields.
Press Enter.
The SQL Error Collection Dataset panel appears.

5. Specify the following information for the data sets to hold SQL error collection:
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– If your site does not use SMS, enter a volume name in the Volume field.
– Type CYLS in the Alloc unit field to allocate the primary and secondary space quantities in cylinders.
– Type 0050 in the Primary space field to allocate 50 cylinders of primary space.
– Type 0025 in the Secondary space field to allocate 25 cylinders of secondary space.
– If your site uses SMS, enter class information in the SMS MGMT, SMS STORAGE, and SMS DATA fields.
Press Enter.
The Create Datastore Display appears with a message indicating that the data store has been created.

Create the Collection Profile
You must create a collection profile to collect exception SQL and SQL error data. Collection profiles are used to control
and customize dynamic SQL collection and to manage and control SQL error collection. You can set up a collection profile
to control the SQL activity that is captured. For example, you can set thresholds for CPU time, getpage, or number of rows
that are returned to limit what SQL activity is captured.

Collection profiles can also control SQL error collection. You can exclude SQL error conditions that are of no interest, or
you can limit how much SQL error information to retain.

NOTE

When you create a collection profile, Detector adds sample application and resource groups with default values.
For information about customizing the collection profile for your requirements, see Collection Profiles.

Use the following procedure to create a collection profile.

1. Type 4 in the Option line on the Detector Main Menu and press Enter.
The Collection/Reporting Profiles Menu appears.

2. Type 1 in the Option line and press Enter.
The Collection Profiles Display appears.

3. Type S in the Create Profile field and press Enter.
The Create Collection Profile Display appears.

4. Complete the following fields:
Profile SSID

Identifies the subsystem where the collection profile will be used.
Profile ID

Provides a unique identifier for the collection profile. For example, specify the subsystem identifier as the first four
characters and 0000 as the last four characters.

Profile desc
Describes the collection profile. For example, specify TUTORIAL_TEST_PROFILE.

Highlevel
Specifies a high-level qualifier.

Volume
Specifies a volume name. This field is required only when your site does not use SMS.

Alloc unit
Specifies the allocation unit to use for primary and secondary space quantities. Valid values are T for tracks and C
for cylinders.

Primary space
Specifies the initial space allocation in tracks or cylinders. For example, specify 0005 to allocate five tracks or
cylinders, based on the value that is specified for Alloc unit.

Secondary space
Specifies the secondary space allocation.
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SMSMGT class, SMS STORAGE class, and SMS DATA class
Specifies SMS information (for sites that use SMS). The names are site-specific. You can contact your database
administrator for this information.

Press Enter.
A message indicates that the profile has been created.

Start the Collection
Learn how to start the Detector data collection.

To start the data collection process, specify the SSID for which Detector collects data and the time interval for each
collection. In addition, specify whether the collected data is written to a data store for later review. You also indicate
whether to collect information about exception SQL and SQL error activity.

1. Type 5 in the Option line on the Detector Main Menu and press Enter.
The Start Collection Display appears.

2. Define collection processing:

• Type 01:00 in the Interval Time field to gather and retain data in one-hour periods. When this interval has
passed, Detector automatically reinitializes and begins the collection for a new one-hour period. The statistics and
information that Detector displays represents activity over a period no greater than the interval you specify here.

• Type N in the Sysplex Interval field. For the purposes of this exercise, do not engage this parameter. The Sysplex
Interval is an option to the Interval Time parameter. This time interval is managed by the Xmanager to provide a
consistent collection interval across all collections in a Sysplex complex.

• Type 08:00 in the Time Limit field to stop the collection after eight hours.
• Type Y in the Externalize field to save the collected data to a data store. When the interval time has elapsed,

Detector reinitializes its data collection. If you did not create a data store, then enter N.
• Enter the high-level qualifier for the data store that you created earlier in the High Level field. Enter this field only if

you entered Y in the Externalize field.
• Type TUTORIAL in the Datastore Name field. Enter this field only if you entered Y in the Externalize field.

Press Enter.
The second Start Collection Display appears.

3. Further define collection processing:

• Type N in the Triggered SQL collection field. SQL statistics are not collected for triggered SQL activity, or for SQL
originating from native SQL stored procedures or native SQL UDFs.

• Type N in the Plan Exclude List field. For this procedure, your collection profile does not include a Plan Exclude
List.

• Type Y in the Dynamic SQL field to collect dynamic SQL data.
• Type Y in the Static SQL field to collect static SQL data.
• Type Y in the SQL Error field to collect SQL error data.
• Type Y in the Host variable collection field to collect host variable data.
• Type 1 in the Exception cache size field. Doing so indicates you want the number of 1-MB blocks in the exception

collection storage cache to be 1.
• Enter the name of your collection profile in the Collection Profile field.

Press Enter.
The first Start Collection display appears with the following message:
DT202I: START REQUEST HAS BEEN SUCCESSFULLY PROCESSED.

If you receive a message that collection is already active, Detector is already collecting information for the specified
SSID.
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View Standard Activity Collection Data
You can view standard collection data on application workload and resource use for the collections you have started. You
begin at the plan level, view programs within one of the plans, and, finally, view the SQL calls and call text that are issued
by a specific program.

1. Type 1 in the Option line on the Detector Main Menu and press Enter.
The Planname Summary Display appears.

2. Type S in the field before the planname you want to select and press Enter.
The Plan Program Display panel appears. This panel identifies the programs (DBRMs and packages) for the selected
plan.

3. Type S in the field before the name of the program you want to select and press Enter.
The Plan SQL Display panel appears. From this panel, you can view the SQL call types and statement numbers for
the SQL activity that has been executed from the program being viewed. You can also identify the SQL call types and
statement numbers for the program (DBRM or package) you selected.

4. Type S in the field before the SQL call you want to select and press Enter.
The SQL Call Text Display appears. This panel shows the call text originating from the static SQL application.

NOTE
To invoke EXPLAIN from Plan Analyzer, type S in the Select for the SQL statement field and press
Enter. The PPA Quick Explain Data Editor display appears. The fields on this display are filled in with the
information about the SQL statement that you selected. A license for Plan Analyzer is required. For more
information about using Quick Explain, see the Plan Analyzer documentation.

View Exception SQL Collection Data
You can use Detector to view exception SQL collection data on application workload and resource use. You begin at the
user level, view exception requests captured by plan for a user, view the reasons that the exception request was captured,
and, finally, view the SQL statements that are issued by the request.

Because exception SQL collection requires externalization of data, you can only complete this procedure if you created a
data store.

You can also view collection data using history displays instead of the current displays. See View a History Display for
more information.

1. Type 1 in the Option line on the Detector Main Menu and press Enter.
The Planname Summary Display appears. This panel shows the standard activity collection data.

2. Type X in the View Type field and press Enter to access the exception SQL view type.
The Exception SQL User Summary Display appears. This panel lists all users who are executing exception SQL
requests.

3. Type S in the line command field before the OPID and press Enter to select a user.
The Exception SQL Request Summary Display appears. This panel lists the exception SQL requests that are captured
by plan for the user during the collection interval.

4. Identify why the exception SQL request was collected:
– Type MAX in the Command field to scroll to the last column of the display.
– Press PF11 (Right) to execute the scroll. The display scrolls to the TRANSACTION_NAME column.
– Press PF10 (Left) nine times to scroll left six columns.

5. Analyze the reason for the collection.
The APPLICATION_GROUP, RESOURCE_GROUP, THRESHOLD, and PROGRAM columns appear next to the
START_TIME column.
The values in the APPLICATION_GROUP and RESOURCE_GROUP columns show which application group and
resource group contain the threshold values that were applied to the exception request. The value in the THRESHOLD
column indicates why Detector collected the exception SQL request.
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6. Type MAX in the Command field and press PF10 (Left) to execute the scroll and return to the previous position on the
panel.

7. Type S in the command field before START_TIME and press Enter to view the SQL call statements for the exception
request.
The Exception SQL Request Detail display appears. This panel lists the SQL call statement types that make up the
exception SQL request you selected for viewing.

View SQL Error Collection Data
You can view SQL error data that was collected on applications. Begin by viewing the SQL codes that were generated
during collection. Then, view the users that generated the code. Finally, view the SQL calls and call text that were issued
by the user for the code.

1. Type 1 in the Option line on the Detector Main Menu and press Enter.
The Planname Summary Display appears. This panel shows the standard collection data.

2. Type E in the View Type field and press Enter.
The SQL Error Summary Display appears. This panel lists all the SQL error codes that have occurred during the
current collection interval.

3. Type S next to a SQL code and press Enter.
The SQL ERROR Users/SQLCODE Summary display appears. This panel summarizes, by user, the SQL error data
for the selected SQL error code.

4. Type S next to a user and press Enter.
The SQL Error Detail Display appears. This panel lists the SQL call statement types that generated the selected SQL
error. Use the PF10 and PF11 keys to scroll left and right through the data columns.

5. Type S next to a SQL statement and press Enter.
The SQLCA Data Area Display appears. This panel shows the SQLCAQ area for the SQL call that issued the return
code.

6. Type X in the Display field and press Enter to display the SQLCA area in hexadecimal. Or, type M and press Enter to
display the SQLCA area messages.

View a History Display
You can review collected data when at least one Detector collection time interval has passed, and the collected data has
been externalized to a data store.

1. Type 2 in the Option field from the main menu and press Enter.
The Datastore Display panel appears. From this panel, you can view a data store, view audit data on the intervals in
the data store, or can delete a data store.

2. Type S in the line command field to select a data store and press Enter.
The Datastore Interval Display panel appears. This panel shows the collection intervals that are available in the
selected data store. From this display, you can evaluate application workload at various times of the day for the
subsystem you are viewing. You can also select a specific interval for further display.

3. Type S in the line command field before the DATE field and press Enter.
The Planname Summary Display panel appears. This panel shows data that was collected during the selected interval.
You can examine this data as described earlier in this tutorial, in View Exception SQL Collection Data and View SQL
Error Collection Data.

Stop the Collection
You can stop collection for a specific subsystem.

1. Type 6 in the option line on the Detector Main Menu and press Enter.
The Terminate Collection Display appears.
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2. Enter a subsystem identifier in the Db2 SSID field and press Enter to identify the subsystem for which you want to stop
data collection.
A message indicates that the collection terminated successfully.
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Administrating
Describes how to customize and maintain this product.

The Database Management Solutions for Db2 administrator must reconfigure the product when any of the following Db2
environmental changes occur:

• A new product user is added
• A new member is added to a data sharing group
• A new Db2 subsystem is added
• A new LPAR with shared DASD is added
• A new LPAR without shared DASD is added

More configuration may be required after you perform a full installation or post-installation tailoring in the procedures that
follow.

Add a Product User

To add a user to the product, see the Authorization and Security section in this documentation.

Add a Member to a Data Sharing Group

Perform this procedure when a new member (Db2 subsystem) is added to a data sharing group.

1. Add a new subsystem to the SETUP member. The global parmlib SETUP member defines global and remote z/OS
and Db2 subsystem options for the installed products.

2. Create a subsystem-specific data store. Use the same high-level qualifier and data store name as the other data store
in the group.

3. (Optional) Create a subsystem-specific collection profile. The collection profile contains global defaults. The profile
also contains application group, resource group, and collection exclusion group collection profile information.

4. If the data sharing group members are on different LPARs, set the XSYS parameter to Y in the Xmanager started task
JCL for both LPARs. This setting enables cross-system communication support.

Add a Db2 Subsystem

Perform post-installation tailoring when a new Db2 subsystem is added to an LPAR with shared DASD.

NOTE
If you are installing the product in a subsystem that does not share DASD, complete the entire installation
process instead of using this procedure.

1. Select Setup on the Post-Install Tailoring menu and press Enter.
2. Select Global on the Parameter Setup Menu and press Enter.
3. Select SETUP and specify the information for the new subsystem. (For more information, see Create a SETUP Global

Parmlib Member.)
Press F3 to return to the Post-Install Tailoring menu.

4. Select Tasks and press Enter.
5. Select the new subsystem and execute the following Db2 catalog customization tasks:
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• Compare Db2 Objects
• Create Required Db2 Objects
• Bind Product Packages and Plans
• Copy Plan Authorizations
• Grant Public Access to Global Defaults

For more information about completing these tasks, see Execute Db2 catalog customization tasks.

Add an LPAR with Shared DASD

Perform post-installation tailoring when a new LPAR that shares DASD with other LPARs is added to the Db2
environment.

NOTE
Detailed instructions for these steps are provided in the Installing section of the Database Management
Solutions for Db2 documentation.

1. Configure the product using the Post-Install Tailoring panels:

1. Select Settings - Define session and environmental options. Use these settings to manage and maintain the
configuration environment. These settings are also used in batch jobs that are submitted in the following steps.

2. Select Setup - Create/edit global and product parmlib members. This option lets you set up global and product-
specific parmlib members.
– Edit the global parmlib members first.
– Then edit the PDT parmlib member in the CDBAPARM data set to set site-specific default execution values.

3. Select Tailor - Execute product specific customization tasks. Use this option to customize post-installation
global options, Xmanager, Xnet, and perform the product-specific customization. Complete the following tasks:

• Review the product customization members. The members summarize the product-specific customization
requirements.

• Customize Xmanager to prepare the Xmanager procedure with the proper library names, data set
authorizations, and so on. This task is required only once per LPAR.

• Customize Detector. You can use an existing control file (to enable data store compatibility) or you can create
one. Also grant access for viewing static SQL text and set up SQL traces. Repeat for each PTISYS.

4. Select Tasks - Execute Db2 catalog customization tasks. This option generates JCL to perform the
customization tasks. Installation-related (INS and GEN) tasks appear first, followed by product-specific tasks. The
installation-related tasks include starting Xmanager, creating the product objects, and binding the product plans
and packages. Execute these tasks on each Db2 subsystem.

NOTE
For a list of the Db2 objects that are created during installation, see Detector Objects.

2. Prepare the products for execution and verify user authorizations.

Add an LPAR Without Shared DASD

Perform a full installation when a new LPAR that does not share DASD with other LPARs is added to your sysplex.

NOTE
Detailed instructions for these steps are provided in the Installing section of the Database Management
Solutions for Db2 documentation.

1. Prepare for installation by reviewing the installation best practices and verifying that the installation
requirements (hardware, software, security, and so on) have been met.

2. Acquire and install the product using CSM or native SMP/E (pax-ESD).
3. Install product maintenance using CSM or native SMP/E jobs.
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4. Configure the product using the Post-Install Tailoring panels. Select the following options in the order presented:

1. Select Settings - Define session and environmental options. Use these settings to manage and maintain the
configuration environment. These settings are also used in batch jobs that are submitted in the following steps.

2. Select Setup - Create/edit global and product parmlib members. This option lets you set up global and product-
specific parmlib members.

• Edit the global parmlib members first.
• Then edit the PDT parmlib member in the CDBAPARM data set to set site-specific default execution values.

3. Select Tailor - Execute product specific customization tasks. Use this option to customize post-installation
global options, Xmanager, Xnet, and perform the product-specific customization. Complete the following tasks:

• Review the product customization members. The members summarize the product-specific customization
requirements.

• Customize Xmanager to prepare the Xmanager procedure with the proper library names, data set
authorizations, and so on. This task is required only once per LPAR.

• Customize Detector. You can use an existing control file (to enable data store compatibility) or you can create
one. Also grant access for viewing static SQL text and set up SQL traces. Repeat for each PTISYS.

4. Select Tasks - Execute Db2 catalog customization tasks. This option generates JCL to perform the
customization tasks. Installation-related (INS and GEN) tasks appear first, followed by product-specific tasks. The
installation-related tasks include starting Xmanager, creating the product objects, and binding the product plans
and packages. Execute these tasks on each Db2 subsystem.

NOTE
For a list of the Db2 objects that are created during installation, see Detector Objects.

5. Prepare the products for execution and verify user authorizations.

Other Configuration

After you perform a full installation or post-installation tailoring, complete the following tasks:

• If you do not plan to use existing collection profiles, create collection profiles.
• If you do not plan to use an existing data store, or the data store is not compatible with the new release, create a data

store.
• If your environment uses Db2 security, add new users as needed.
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Integrating
You can optionally integrate Detector with MOI. MOI lets your mainframe management team visualize and explore current
and historical data to understand and predict performance. This understanding helps you prevent mainframe performance
issues. MOI combines multi-domain data, machine learning, predictive analytics, and a domain-agnostic web application
to help your site maintain optimal performance. MOI provides multiple tools to analyze your data through a web browser,
including alerts, dashboards, metrics, and reports.

Integrate Detector with MOI
Learn how to integrate Detector with MOI.

To extract data from Detector to send to MOI, complete the following tasks.

Address Prerequisites

Confirm that the following software is installed with all current PTFs applied:

• Detector 20.0, to send Db2 subsystem plan and package metrics
• MOI 2.0.05
• Common Components and Services 15.0 with the CCS Data Mover and CCS Message Service components

Configure the CCS Message Service server to read data from the CCS Data Mover. Also point the CCS Message
Service to the CCS Message Service Hub that is running in the docker container of the docker that hosts the MOI
analytics engine.

• (Optional) OPS/MVS (OPS/MVS) or another message processing product to automate the extraction and sending of
Detector data to MOI.

NOTE
OMVS segments are required for the user IDs that execute the DPAMOI and DPA2MOI jobs.

Create Detector Control Files

Use the following procedure to allocate and initialize the interval control and metric selection files that are used in the
extraction of Detector data for MOI. The interval file maintains the starting interval timestamp for data that is extracted
from a Detector data store. The metric selection control file determines what metrics are extracted from the Detector data
stores.

The allocated files are referenced in the Detector data extraction JCL procedures. These files must be set up before you
can extract Detector metrics for use in MOI.

1. Copy DPAAICTL from hlq.CDBAJCL into a data set. Do not make changes directly in hlq.CDBAJCL.
2. Edit and submit the copy of DPAAICTL.

The interval and metric selection control files are created and initialized on the subsystems where you plan on extracting
Detector data.

(Optional) Customize the Metric Selection Control Files

Customize the metric selection control files that you created in the previous step for the Db2 subsystems where you want
to exclude metrics from the analysis in MOI. You can exclude a metric by commenting it out or deleting it from the file.
All metrics are included by default. The file names have the following format: <hlq>.DPAMTRX.<ssid>  .
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Extract Detector Metrics

Use the following procedure to initially load MOI with the selected metric values that were extracted from existing Detector
data stores. You can then set up a process to extract the data from Detector automatically.

1. Copy DPAMOI from hlq.CDBAJCL into a data set. Do not make changes directly in hlq.CDBAJCL.
2. Edit and submit the copy of DPAMOI. See Batch Syntax for Data Extraction for the LOADZDM command syntax.

When the job completes, the metrics are populated in MOI. The timestamp in the interval control file is updated to the last
processed interval.

(Optional) Extract Detector Metrics Automatically

You can automate the extraction of metrics from Detector to MOI using a message processing and scheduling service
like OPS/MVS. Use Detector message PDT0170 to trigger this extraction. This message is issued every time a collection
interval is written to the data store. You can create a rule in the message processing and scheduling service of your
choice to invoke the DPA2MOI procedure to extract and send Detector interval data to MOI. DPA2MOI is executed for
each completed Detector collection interval per Db2 subsystem.

1. Copy DPA2MOI from hlq.CDBAJCL into a PROCLIB data set. Do not make changes directly in hlq.CDBAJCL.
2. Edit the copy of DPA2MOI.
3. If you are using OPS/MVS:

– Copy the DPAM0170 OPS/MVS OPS/REXX program in hlq.CDBASAMP into an OPS/MVS Automated Operations
Facility (AOF) rule set.

– Edit the copy of DPAM0170 as described in the member.
DPAM0170 processes the Detector PDT0170 message and starts the DPA2MOI procedure that sends data to MOI.

New data loads into MOI each time DPAM0170 executes the DPA2MOI procedure. The timestamp in the control file
updates to the end timestamp of the last processed interval. Timestamps are in local time.

4. If a message processing service like OPS/MVS is not available, we recommend that you schedule the DPAMOI JCL to
execute at the same interval as the Detector collection.

Metrics Available in MOI
Learn which Detector metrics can be loaded into MOI.

The following metrics can be extracted from Detector data stores and loaded into MOI:

NOTE
All metrics are included by default. You can customize your selection to include only specific metrics. Collected
metrics are either totals or averages. Average metrics use the suffix AVG. Average numbers are calculated by
dividing the value of the total metric by the value of SQL. For example, Db2_CPU_AVG represents the average
amount of time that was spent executing within Db2. Db2_CPU represents the total amount of CPU time that
was spent executing within Db2.

CLAIM_LOCK_REQ
Specifies the total or average number of successful claim requests and IRLM lock requests by the plan or
package during a Detector collection interval. This value corresponds to the CLAIM_REQ and LOCK_REQ fields
in Detector. This value is similar to the QTXACLNO field of IFCID 0003 and the QTXALOCK field of IFCID 0002.

Db2_CPU
Specifies the total or average amount of CPU time that the plan or package spent executing within Db2 during a
Detector collection interval.

Db2_ELAPSED
Specifies the total or average amount of elapsed time that the plan or package spent executing within Db2 during
a Detector collection interval.
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GETPAGE
Specifies the total or average number of GETPAGE requests that were issued by the plan or package during a
Detector collection interval. All accessed buffer pools contribute to this total.

PAGEUPDT
Specifies the total or average number of page updates that were issued by the plan or package during a Detector
collection interval. All accessed buffer pools contribute to this total. This value is similar to the QBSTSWS field of
IFCID 0002.

SQL
Specifies the total or average number of SQL calls that were issued by the plan or package during a Detector
collection interval.

SYNCREAD
Specifies the total or average number of synchronous read I/Os or I/O requests that were issued by the plan or
package during a Detector collection interval. All accessed buffer pools contribute to this total. This value is similar
to the QBACRIO field of IFCID 0003.

WAIT_COUNT
Specifies the total or average number of wait counts that were incurred by the plan or package during a Detector
collection interval. This number includes values from the following wait types:

• Archive logs
• Archive tape read processing
• Autonomous transactions
• Claims to be released
• Drain lock wait
• Latch contention
• Lock held by another member of the data sharing group
• Log write I/O
• Logical lock contention
• Messages that are sent to other members in the data sharing group
• Other write I/O
• Page latch
• Physical lock contention
• Read I/O
• Service calls
• Synchronous read I/O
• Synchronous unit switch for Db2 data set open, close, or HSM recall
• Synchronous unit switch for Db2 dataspace manager services
• Synchronous unit switch for Db2 service tasks
• Synchronous unit switch for the Db2 SYSLGRNG recording service
• TCP/IPLOB materialization

WAIT_TIME
Specifies the total or average amount of wait time that was incurred by the plan or package during a Detector
collection interval. This number includes values from the same list of waits as WAIT_COUNT.

Best Practice: Determine the Amount of Detector Data to Load
Detector loads plan and package metrics to MOI when the number of SQL calls for the plan or package is greater
than the MINIMUM_PLAN_SQL or MINIMUM_PACKAGE_SQL parameter value. You can adjust these parameters
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in the DPAMOI and DPA2MOI members of hlq.CDBAJCL to extract metrics only for the plans and packages that use
significant resources. The default value for these parameters is zero.

Batch Syntax for Data Extraction
Review the batch syntax that is used to extract Detector data.

The following reference content is provided for the batch JCL:

• DD Statements
• LOADZDM Command Syntax
• LOADZDM Commenting Rules

DD Statements

The following list describes the DD statements for the DPAMOI member:

DPACTRL
Specifies the data extraction control file that indicates the starting point for the data extraction.

DPAIN
Specifies the data set that contains the command statements. See the LOADZDM command
syntax and commenting rules later in this article.

DPAMSGS
Specifies the data set that contains the product messages. DPAMSGS can be written to SYSOUT or to an
allocated data set defined as record format VB and sequential.

DPALOG
Specifies the data set that contains the diagnostic messages. Use DPALOG only when requested by Broadcom
Support.

DPAMTRX
Specifies the unique data set name for the metrics filtering file that defines what metrics are sent to MOI.

CEEOPTS
Specifies the control statements that are required for the Common Components and Services (CCS) Data Mover.
Change these values only under the direction of Broadcom Support.

POSIX (ON)
Indicates that the IBM POSIX functionality is turned on. For more information about POSIX, see the IBM z/OS
Language Environment Programming Reference

WARNING
Ensure that POSIX remains set to ON. Otherwise, you cannot connect to the CCS Data Mover and
metrics do not transmit to MOI.

STEPLIB
Specifies the Detector CDBALOAD data set and Db2 SDSNLOAD data set. Verify that the load libraries
are APF authorized.

PTILIB
Specifies the Detector CDBALOAD data set and Db2 SDSNLOAD data set.

PTIPARM
Specifies the Detector CDBAPARM data set.
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LOADZDM Command Syntax

The LOADZDM command extracts the data from a specified Detector data store so that the data can be loaded into
MOI. Metrics are collected as totals and as averages per SQL execution. The number of SQL executions in a collection
interval is also stored. Metrics can be loaded at the plan or package level.

LOADZDM has the following syntax:
LOADZDM VCAT(detector_datastore_highlvl)

DETECTOR_DATASTORE(detector_datastore_name)

SSID(dpa_ssid)       

[MINIMUM_PLAN_SQL(0-2147483674|0)]

[MINIMUM_PACKAGE_SQL(0-2147483674|0)]

[LOADZDM_ID(nnnnn)]

[START_TIMESTAMP(yyyy-mm-dd-hh.mm.ss)]

[END_TIMESTAMP(yyyy-mm-dd-hh.mm.ss)]       

[DETECTOR_INTERVALS(1-999)]

      

The following parameters are provided:

NOTE
The VCAT and DETECTOR_DATASTORE values correspond to the values in the VCAT and DATASTORE
columns on the Detector Datastore Display panel. To access this panel, select the SSID historical interval data
option from the Detector Main Menu.

VCAT(detector_datastore_highlvl)
Specifies the data store high-level qualifier. The value of this parameter corresponds to the Detector VCAT
parameter for the data store.

DETECTOR_DATASTORE(detector_datastore_name)
Specifies the name of the Detector data store that contains the metrics that you want to extract from Detector.

SSID(dpa_ssid)
Specifies the Db2 subsystem ID of the Detector data store that contains the metrics that you want to extract from
Detector.

(Optional) MINIMUM_PLAN_SQL(0-2147483674|0)
Extracts metrics only when the number of SQL calls for a plan meets or exceeds the value that is specified for this
parameter. If this parameter is omitted, the default value is zero. If the specified value is greater than 2147483674,
only plans with more than 2147483674 SQL calls are processed.
Example: Filter out PLAN records where the SQL executions are less than 100,000
The following example shows a list of plans as displayed in Detector. This example uses the default value of
MINIMUM_PLAN_SQL(100000) so only the metrics from PLANNAM1 and PLANNAM2 are extracted.
PLANNAME COMMIT   ABORT  SQL        TIMEPCT CPUPCT  INDB2_TIME   INDB2_CPU     

  -------- -------- ------ ---------- ------- ------- ------------ ------------   

_ PLANNAM1      108      1     634647   1.77%   2.14% 00:42.722439 00:14.078624   

_ PLANNAM2       79      1     120816    .60%    .32% 00:14.661078 00:02.147803   

_ PLANNAM3       76      0        452    .19%    .04% 00:04.762669 00:00.322642   

_ PLANNAM4       30      0        578    .22%    .04% 00:05.341216 00:00.308308   

_ PLANNAM5      157      5        199    .11%    .02% 00:02.763028 00:00.159842   

_ PLANNAM6      521      0        693    .17%    .02% 00:04.097298 00:00.140320   

_ PLANNAM7        1      0        628    .01%    .01% 00:00.415341 00:00.098261   

_ PLANNAM8      166      0        830    .00%    .01% 00:00.210620 00:00.077198
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(Optional) MINIMUM_PACKAGE_SQL (0-2147483674|0)
Extracts metrics only when the number of SQL calls for a package per plan meets or exceeds the specified
value for this parameter. If this parameter is omitted, the default value is 0. If the specified value is greater
than 2147483674, only packages with more than 2147483674 SQL calls are processed.
Example: Filter out packages where the SQL executions is less than10,000
The following example shows a list of packages per plan as displayed in Detector. This example uses the default
value of MINIMUM_PACKAGE_SQL(10000) so only the metrics from PACKAG2, PACKAG3, and PACKAG4 are
extracted.
PROGRAM  TYPE CONTOKEN         PLCNT SQL        TIMEPCT CPUPCT  INDB2_TIME   

   -------- ---- ---------------- ----- ---------- ------- ------- ------------

_  PACKAG1  PKGE 5359534C564C3031     1         36  10.95%  18.79% 04:48.190252

_  PACKAG2  PKGE 1A4280DF026ACF8A     1      28290  21.95%  17.51% 09:37.395962

_  PACKAG3  PKGE 1A4280D31CB22B0A     1     226404  28.17%  17.01% 12:21.074699            

_  PACKAG4  PKGE 1A1E3D2F159D3E56     1    7474505   6.92%  10.13% 03:02.196653

(Optional) LOADZDM_ID(nnnnnnnn)
Specifies a one to eight character user-selected unique value that allows you to simultaneously run multiple
combinations of DPAMOI and DPA2MOI jobs for the same Db2 subsystem. A unique DPACTRL DD control file is
required for each job. Use DPAAICTL to create each control file.
For example, use this parameter to run a manual DPAMOI job to extract the older data from SSID Db2n while the
DPA2MOI job continues to capture new SSID Db2n data automatically by running at the end of each Detector
interval.

WARNING
Changing the following parameters limits the amount of extracted datastore data. We strongly recommend
creating a backup of the control file before using these parameters and also advise using these parameters only
under the direction of Broadcom Support.

(Optional) START_TIMESTAMP(yyyy-mm-dd-hh.mm.ss)
Specifies the local starting time and date of the data store interval metrics that are loaded into MOI. If this
parameter is omitted, the timestamp from the control file is used. This value overrides the timestamp that is
contained in the control file.

(Optional) END_TIMESTAMP(yyyy-mm-dd-hh.mm.ss)
Specifies the local ending time and date of the data store interval metrics that are loaded into MOI. Only intervals
that start and end within the values that are specified in START_TIMESTAMP and END_TIMESTAMP are eligible
for extraction.

(Optional) DETECTOR_INTERVALS(1-999)
Specifies the number of data store intervals that are loaded into MOI. The interval count begins at the
interval that occurs immediately after the last extracted interval timestamp documented in the control file or
START_TIMESTAMP.
Optionally use this parameter with START_TIMESTAMP, END_TIMESTAMP or both. If the intervals go beyond
END_TIMESTAMP, the END_TIMESTAMP value takes precedence.
If END_TIMESTAMP and DETECTOR_INTERVALS are omitted, the metrics load terminates at the last data store
interval.

LOADZDM Commenting Rules

The following list describes the general rules for formatting the batch syntax and using comments:

• Input can be entered in any column, except the last eight characters of the record. Extra white space is ignored.
• Comments are supported by an * (asterisk) in column one. In all other columns, comments are supported as a /* */

comment block.

Examples:
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• Comment spans multiple lines where comment block indicators are in column two:
/*

LOADZDM VCAT (XXXX) DETECTOR_DATASTORE(XXXX) SSID(XXXX).

*/

          

• Comment an entire line:
*LOADZDM VCAT(XXXX) DETECTOR_DATASTORE(XXXX) SSID(XXXX).

          

• Comment within the line:
LOADZDM /* COMMENT1 */ 

VCAT(XXXX) /*COMMENT2 */ DETECTOR_DATASTORE(XXXX) SSID(XXXX).            
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Using
You can use an ISPF session to start and stop Detector collection and to view collection status. Collection is started and
stopped on a Db2 subsystem basis. Multiple subsystems can have active collections concurrently. While the collection is
active, you can externalize the collected data to a data store.

Use collection services to analyze SQL call activity to help you understand Db2 application activity and resource use.
The collection gathers application activity from plan, package, DBRM, and SQL call perspectives with low overhead. The
collection also gathers Db2 accounting trace information about plans, packages, DBRMs, and SQL calls.

When you collect application information for an extended time, you can view the data to identify heavily used components
within applications, understand overall Db2 workload characteristics, and pinpoint and resolve performance problems that
are deeply embedded within your application activity. Resource-intensive Db2 performance traces are not required. Db2
accounting data is used as the source for collection.

The batch reporting facility lets you create reports in batch from a VSAM collection data store. These reports can then be
reviewed online or in print. You can schedule the report generation for off-peak times. You can also set your formatting
parameters once, and reuse the JCL to ensure a consistent report format and save time and effort.

The batch reporting facility can also perform the following tasks:

• Generate reports that consolidate statistics across the members of a data sharing group.
• Unload records from a data store into a sequential file.
• Load data into Db2 tables so that you can use SQL to query the tables for Db2 activity information.
• Generate Plan Analyzer EXPLAIN control statements for your SQL.

Best Practices: Improve Performance and Reduce CPU
Review these best practices for improving Detector performance and reducing CPU.

Set the Xmanager Dispatch Priority

Much of the Detector SQL activity collection occurs in the Xmanager address space. The dispatching priority of the
Xmanager address space can affect the elapsed Db2 time for SQL activity collection, especially when SQL exception
collection is enabled.

The Xmanager dispatching priority must be higher than Db2 DBM1, DIST, or WLM address spaces. The dispatching
priority must also be higher than allied address spaces such as CICS, IMS, or WebSphere, and any address space that is
executing SQL.

For more information about the Xmanager dispatching requirements, see the Database Management Solutions for Db2
documentation.

Enable the Collection Tasks Process (USECOLLTASKS, COLLTASKSCNT, MAXQ, and USEZIIP)

You can improve performance by enabling the Collection Tasks process. This process shifts the collection calculation,
recording, exception, and error tracking from the allied address space (where SQL executes) to the Xmanager address
space. This shift reduces the CPU usage in the allied address space, which reduces SQL statement overhead even
though the total CPU usage remains the same. You can also enable the Xmanager collection tasks to run on a zIIP
processor for extra performance improvement and cost reduction.

Consider the following items before enabling the Collection Tasks process:
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• Ensure that your environment is current on all maintenance.
• When you enable the Collection Tasks process, the Detector collection metrics for the Db2 CPU time do not show

a decrease. Detector reports only the CPU that is used by the SQL statement. The CPU that is used for collection
overhead is not included. To measure the CPU decrease in the allied address space, use a program other than
Detector to collect CPU metrics for that space. We suggest viewing the reported CPU usage in the batch job output or
in Db2 SMF trace record 101 for IFICD 3. Collect and compare the CPU usage in the allied address space when the
old and new collection processes are used.

To enable the Collection Tasks process, edit the following parameters in hlq.CDBAPARM(PDT). If you are using an older
PDT parmlib member, add these parameters to the member:

• USECOLLTASKS (Y) or (A)
• COLLTASKSCNT (0)
• MAXQ (value)
• USEZIIP (Y)

For more information about the PDT parmlib parameters, see the Database Management Solutions for Db2
documentation.

Select Appropriate Options When Starting Collections

The following recommendations can minimize the application overhead from Detector collection activity. These
recommendations are presented in the approximate order that the options appear on the DETECTOR Start Collection
Display:

• Limit triggered SQL collection.
Collecting triggered SQL activity introduces slightly more overhead. If you do not have triggered SQL or you do not
want triggered SQL statistics, disable this option when starting collection.
The Triggered SQL option also collects statistics from native SQL stored procedures and native SQL UDFs. If your
Detector and Subsystem Analyzer collections are synchronized, this option also collects statistics for table and index
getpages for triggered and native SQL. If you disable the triggered SQL option, you also disable the collection of these
other statistics.

• Exclude Db2 thread activity from the collection.
You can limit collection activity by specifying filters for the following Db2 thread information: location name, correlation
ID, plan name, authorization ID, and connection type. Db2 threads matching the specified filters can be included in or
excluded from all collection activity or from the following granular collection activities: dynamic SQL statistics collection,
additional keys statistics collection, table/index statistics collection, and dynamic SQL table/index statistics collection.
For more information about these filters, see Limit Collection Activity.

• Limit the collection of dynamic SQL text statistics.
Collecting statistics for dynamically executed SQL statements can increase storage use in the Xmanager address
space significantly. If you enable this collection option, use the collection profile to limit the statistics that are collected.
You can filter dynamic SQL text statistics by location name, correlation ID, plan name, authorization ID, and connection
type. Also, if you enable this option, do not enable SQL exception collection. Enabling both options for a collection can
increase overhead significantly.
To collect statistics only for individual SQL statements that exceed performance thresholds, enable SQL exception
collection instead.

• Limit the collection of additional view by keys.
Enabling additional keys collection can significantly increase the main storage requirements for active collections and
the DASD requirements for externalized historical activity. For example, if 10 users execute a plan that executes a
package containing two SQL statements, four collection buckets are required for active collection. Four data store
records are required for the historical activity. If additional keys collection is enabled for the user ID key, 40 collection
buckets or data store records are required to record the same activity.
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If you enable this collection option, use the collection profile to limit the statistics that are collected. You can filter the
keys statistics by location name, correlation ID, plan name, authorization ID, and connection type.

• Limit the collection of SQL exceptions.
Because SQL exception collections add overhead beyond standard SQL activity collection, limit SQL exception
collection. Do not capture all exceptions, which can use up Xmanager memory and can stop the collection. Use
standard SQL activity collection to monitor your Db2 application activity broadly, and then use SQL exception collection
to monitor problematic applications closely. Create application groups and resource groups in the collection profile to
restrict SQL exception collection to the problematic applications.
When you enable SQL exception collection, also limit the collection of host variables and use an exception collection
storage cache to minimize the overhead. These collection options are discussed later in this article.

• Limit the collection of SQL errors and SQL error text.
Collecting SQL errors and SQL error text adds overhead beyond standard SQL activity collection. When you collect
this information, use the collection profile to limit the number of SQL errors that are collected and exclude the SQL
error codes that you do not want. Thousands of SQL errors are collected by default. The collection profile sets the
maximum number of SQL errors to collect, the maximum number for a specific SQL error code, and SQL error codes
to exclude. A maximum of 3,000 SQL errors and 200 for a specific SQL error code are collected per interval by default.

• Limit the collection of host variables.
If you enable SQL exception collection or SQL error collection, limit the host variable collection. This collection option
can increase the main storage requirements for active collections and the DASD requirements for externalized
historical activity. This option can also increase overhead.

• Use an exception collection storage cache.
If you enable SQL exception collection and USECOLLTASKS=N is specified in your PDT parmlib member, enable the
exception collection storage cache. When you use the old collection process and you do not enable the cache, SQL
exception collection activity requires access to the cross-system lock for the Xmanager address space. This locking
activity can degrade the Db2 application performance. Often, allocating a sufficiently large exception collection storage
cache can significantly reduce or eliminate this locking activity.
Allocate the cache by specifying any non-zero value for the cache size. The value specifies the number of 1-MB blocks
to allocate to the pool. As a general guideline, specify an initial cache size of 2 MB and then adjust the size as needed.
The maximum cache size is 20 MB (0020). The cache is allocated in the Xmanager private region when the collection
is started.
When you allocate a storage cache, you can monitor its storage use and effectiveness with the PSTAT(DTR) modify
command.

• Do not collect SQL exceptions and dynamic SQL text together.
Dynamic SQL statistics collection and exception SQL collection require extra collection overhead. Avoid enabling
both collection options during a single collection session. If you want to enable both options, reduce the collection
overhead by disabling global exception collection on the collection profile global defaults. Create application groups in
the collection profile to limit the exception SQL collection to targeted plans and programs.

• Set global exception defaults and the maximum number of exceptions appropriately.
In the collection profile, do not set the global exception defaults or the maximum number of exceptions that are
collected in an interval to zeros. Detector attempts to generate an exception for every SQL statement that is executed
by your Db2 applications.

• Stagger the collection interval times.
When you run multiple collections, stagger the interval times by 3 to 5 minutes so that they do not end simultaneously.
This tactic spreads out the work of externalizing the old interval data and resetting the collection interval data to null for
the new interval.

NOTE

• Only one Detector collection can be active for a selected Db2 subsystem. However, you can run
collections concurrently on multiple Db2 subsystems.

• This best practice does not apply to data sharing environments. When data sharing is enabled, the
Round Interval option (or RND parameter, if you use the START(DTR) command to start the collection) is
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enabled automatically for all collections. This option cannot be disabled. This option ends the collection
interval on a time boundary that is an integral multiple of the interval time (for example, at the start of each
hour).

Collection Profiles
You can limit the amount of activity that is captured on your subsystems by creating collection profiles. Collection profiles
let you tailor SQL and SQL error collection by specifying threshold values or excluding conditions that are of no interest.
For example, you can set thresholds for CPU time, getpage, or rows returned to limit the SQL activity that is captured.

Using collection profiles, you can perform the following tasks:

• Control captured SQL activity
• Use capture thresholds to specify when a request is considered for data capture
• Specify thresholds that, when met, set a -905 SQL error code when an SQL request completes.
• Preempt the execution of an SQL request
• Tailor SQL error collection
• Tailor the SQL exception collection for specific applications
• Control the type of exception data that is collected for specific applications, or exclude certain applications from

exception collection using application group options.

This section describes how to manage your collection profiles, and view and modify global defaults, application groups,
resource groups, exclusion groups, and additional keys groups.

Create Collection Profiles
Before collection limits and thresholds can be set, the collection profile must be created.

Each collection profile resides in its own VSAM KSDS variable record length data set. Various record types are used
within the collection profile data set. The data set contains control information and global defaults. The data set also
contains information about application groups, resource groups, and exclusion groups. When you create a collection
profile, the default data set size is 10 primary cylinders and 10 secondary cylinders. The default settings are adequate for
most sites.

NOTE
You can change your collection profile without stopping collection or waiting for collection to complete. You can
also load new active collection profile definitions by using the PROF(DTR) modify command from the MVS
console.

Use the following procedure to create a collection profile.

1. Select Maintain collect/report profiles on the Detector Main Menu.
2. Select View Collection Profiles.

The Collection Profiles Display panel appears, showing each collection profile that was created for the specified SSID.

NOTE

You can use the L line command to load the current profile with values from an existing collection profile.
3. Type S in the Create Profile field and press Enter.

The Create Collection Profile Display appears.
4. Specify the SSID for which the collection profile will be used, the profile ID, an optional profile description, and the

profile data set criteria. Press Enter.
The collection profile is created.

5. Press F3 (End).
The Collection Profiles Display panel appears. The collection profile data set is created with the following name, based
on the values that you specified in Step 4:
high-level.PDTCPR.profile-id.profile-ssid
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Several sample application and resource groups are added to the profile automatically. These groups contain typical
settings and values for your review.

Global Defaults
Global defaults let you specify capture thresholds for exception SQL collection without having to define application groups.
You can specify the same SQL collection capture thresholds that you can specify using resource groups, with one extra
field. The extra field limits the number of exception requests that is captured per collection interval and the maximum
amount of host variable data and SQL text that is captured per exception request.

If an SQL request does not fall within any application group plan or program entry, the global defaults are applied to the
request.

View/Modify Global Defaults
You can enable or disable global default collection of dynamic SQL exceptions, static SQL exceptions, and host variable
data. These options let you limit SQL exception monitoring to only those plans and programs that are associated with
collection profile application groups.

NOTE
Use of global defaults is optional. When you create a collection profile, global defaults are generated for you.
You can accept these defaults or can modify them for your installation.

Use the following procedure to view and modify global defaults.

1. Select Maintain collect/report profiles on the Detector Main Menu.
2. Select View Collection Profiles and press Enter.
3. Type S next to a profile name and press Enter.

The View/Modify Application Groups panel appears, showing the application group information for the profile.
4. Type S in the Set Global Defs field and press Enter.

The View Collection Profile Global Defaults panel appears, showing the current global defaults for the profile.
5. Press Enter to view more global default options.

The second View Collection Profile Global Defaults panel appears.
If you are only viewing the current default settings, stop here and press F3 to exit. If you want to modify the setting,
continue to the next step.

6. Type S in the Update Global Defs field and press Enter.
The Update Collection Profile Global Defaults Display panel appears.

7. Specify values in one or more dynamic and static SQL collection capture threshold fields (CPU time, getpage
requests, fetch count) and press Enter.

WARNING
If you specify 0 (zero) in all three default SQL collection capture threshold fields, all SQL activity is captured.
However, you also incur excessive application overhead and storage use. We do not recommend capturing
all SQL activity.

The next Update Collection Profile Global Defaults Display panel appears.
8. Complete the following fields:
Max Exception Requests captured per collection interval

Limits the total number of SQL exceptions that are collected during a single collection interval. When this limit is
reached, SQL exception monitoring stops for the remainder of the interval. If you enter 0 (zero), no limit is applied.
Entering 0 is not recommended because it can result in excessive application overhead and data store storage
use.
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Max Host Variable data captured per exception request / Max Dynamic SQL Statement text captured
Limits the amount of SQL text or host variable data that is retained for each SQL exception. If the SQL text length
for an SQL exception exceeds the limit, the SQL text is truncated. If the required storage for the host variables in
an SQL exception exceeds the limit, the host variable data is not retained.
The supplied default values are sufficient for most applications. If you are collecting exceptions for SQL with many
host variables, or you are inputting exception SQL text and you have applications that generate large dynamic
SQL statements, you can increase these values.
These fields let you trade off the importance of retaining the SQL data with the storage costs that are associated
with externalizing SQL exceptions. You can retain any amount of dynamic SQL text up to 32,767 bytes. However,
limitations in the Db2 execution-time environment limit the amount of static SQL text to 4,000 bytes even when a
higher limit is specified.
If you enter 0 (zero) in either of these fields, no associated SQL data is retained when creating an SQL exception.

Enable global dynamic SQL exception / Enable global static SQL exception collection / Enable global
exception host variable collection

Enables or disables global default collection. Set these fields to N to disable global default collection and limit
exception collection activity to only SQL that is associated with application groups. This setting is useful when
you want to target SQL performance monitoring to specific applications. In this situation, disabling the global
collection defaults reduces the application overhead and external storage use that is associated with monitoring
and collecting noncritical SQL exceptions.
You must still have the associated exception collection options enabled when starting collection for these
collection profile options to have an effect.

Press Enter.
The Update Collection Profile Global Defaults panel appears.

9. Press Enter again.
The View Collection Profile Defaults Display panel appears with a message that the global defaults have been
updated.

Application Groups
Application groups are used to define logical groupings of application plans or programs, user IDs, or Db2 locations. After
you have defined application groups, you can manage collection for the applications by group, rather than individually.
Although you do not have to define application groups, you may find it beneficial to do so. Application groups let you tailor
SQL exception collections to your applications different performance requirements. You can also use application group
options in combination with global default options to limit the overhead of exception collection to only those applications
that require performance monitoring.

You do not have to create an application group to start exception SQL collection. When you create a collection profile,
global default settings are created for you. These defaults are used to control collection of exception SQL requests.

Application groups and resource groups work together to control exception SQL collection and to provide resource limiting
of SQL activity. When you create an application group, you must specify a resource group to use with the application
group. Within the application group, you can specify plan entries, program entries, or both to define the group. You can
define the entries by using plan names, program names, locations, correlation IDs, collection IDs, primary authorization
IDs, or a combination of these items.

You might want to begin working with collection profiles by first defining a resource group. You can then use the same
resource group for multiple application groups.

How Application Groups Are Applied to SQL Requests
This section describes how application group plan and program entries are applied when Detector encounters an SQL
request. Review this information before defining your own application groups for the first time.
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When Detector encounters an SQL request, it analyzes all program and plan entries in the collection profile for criteria
matching the SQL request:

• All program entries are examined first. If a matching entry is found, its resource group thresholds are applied to the
SQL request.

• If there are no program entries or none of the program entries match, then the plan entries are examined. If a matching
entry is found, its resource group thresholds are applied to the SQL request.

• If there are no matching plan entries or if the collection profile has no application groups, the global defaults are
applied to the SQL request. (For more information about these defaults, see Global Defaults.)

When Detector loads a collection profile, it merges and orders the application group entries so that more specific program
and plan entries are searched before the more generic entries.

The following fields are compared for a match when program entries are examined:

Order and precedence Fields analyzed for match 
1 Location, correlation ID, collection ID, authorization ID, and

program
2 Location, correlation ID, collection ID, and authorization ID
3 Location, correlation ID, program, and authorization ID
4 Location, correlation ID, collection ID, and program
5 Location, correlation ID, and collection ID
6 Location, correlation ID, and authorization ID
7 Location, correlation ID, and program

The following fields are compared for a match when plan entries are examined:

Order and Precedence Fields analyzed for match 
1 Location, correlation ID, plan name, and authorization ID
2 Location, correlation ID, and authorization ID
3 Location, correlation ID, and plan name
4 Location and correlation ID

For both programs and plans, the entry that matches with the highest precedence is used for the SQL request. For
example, suppose a dynamic SQL request search results in two matching program entries. The first match is a program
entry that matches the location, collection ID, and authorization ID. The second match is a program entry that matches
the location, collection ID, and the program name. The first match is used because that program entry has the highest
precedence according to the program entry table.

Except for the Location field, the match can be an exact character-for-character match, or it can be matched using
masking characters. Masking characters are not allowed in the Location field. The Location field is matched as follows:

• The SQL request originates from a local location, and the Location field in the plan entry is blank (which implies the
local location).

• The SQL request location matches the Location field character for character in the plan entry.
• The Location field in the plan entry is a single % (which matches any location including the local location).

View/Modify Application Groups
Application groups let you define logical groupings of application plans or programs, user IDs, or Db2 locations. After you
define application groups, you can manage collection for the applications by group rather than individually.
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You can view, modify, and delete application groups and view information about resource groups and SQL error collection
profiles.

1. Select Maintain collect/report profiles on the Detector Main Menu.
2. Select View Collection Profiles.

The Collection Profiles Display appears, showing the existing collection profiles.
3. Type S next to a profile name and press Enter.

The View/Modify Application Groups panel appears showing the application group information for the profile.
4. Do one of the following actions:

– Type S in the Set Global Defs field to view or modify global defaults.
– Type S in the Add Application Group field to add an application group to the collection profile.
– Type S next to an application group to view or modify the application group plan or program entries.
– Type D next to an application group to delete it from the collection profile.
– Type R, X, or K in the View Group Type field to access another group type.
Press Enter.
More panels appear for you to view or modify the application group or to set global defaults.

View/Modify Application Group Plan Entries

You can add, view, modify, and delete the plan entries in an application group.

1. Select Maintain collect/report profiles on the Detector Main Menu.
2. Select View Collection Profiles.

The Collection Profiles Display appears, showing the existing collection profiles.
3. Type S next to a profile name and press Enter.

The View/Modify Application Groups panel appears showing the application group information for the profile.

NOTE
You can view another group type by changing the specified value in the View Group Type field.

4. Type S next to an application group and press Enter.
The View/Modify Application Group Plan Entries panel appears, showing the plan entries in the selected application
group.

5. Do one of the following actions:
– Type S in the ADD Plan Entry field to add new plan entries to the application group.
– Type S next to an application group plan entry to view a plan entry in report format.
– Type U next to an application group plan entry to change the plan entry definition.
– Type D next to an application group plan entry to delete it from the application group.
Press Enter.
More panels appear for you to view or modify plan entries for the selected application group.

Add Application Group Plan Entries

You can define new plan entries for the application groups.

1. Select Maintain collect/report profiles on the Detector Main Menu.
2. Select View Collection Profiles.

The Collection Profiles Display appears, showing the existing collection profiles.
3. Type S next to a profile name and press Enter.

The View/Modify Application Groups panel appears showing the application group information for the profile.
4. Type S next to an application group and press Enter.

The View/Modify Application Group Plan Entries panel appears, showing the existing plan entries in the selected
group.
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5. Type S in the ADD Plan Entry field and press Enter.
The Add Application Group Plan Entry panel appears.

6. Complete the fields for the new plan entry and press Enter.
A verification message appears.

7. Confirm the addition of the new plan entry to the application group and press Enter.
The new plan entry appears on the Add Application Group Plan Entries panel.

View Application Group Plan Detail

You can view application group plan detail in a report format.

1. Select Maintain collect/report profiles on the Detector Main Menu.
2. Select View Collection Profiles.

The Collection Profiles Display appears, showing the existing collection profiles.
3. Type S next to a profile name and press Enter.

The View/Modify Application Groups panel appears showing the application group information for the profile.
4. Type S next to an application group and press Enter.

The View/Modify Application Group Plan Entries panel appears, showing the existing plan entries in the group.
5. Type S next to a plan entry and press Enter.

The View Application Group Plan Detail panel appears.

Update Application Group Plan Entries

You can update application group plan entries to change the thread selection criteria or the name of the associated
resource group. You can also enable or disable SQL exception monitoring.

1. Select Maintain collect/report profiles on the Detector Main Menu.
2. Select View Collection Profiles.

The Collection Profiles Display appears, showing the existing collection profiles.
3. Type S next to a profile name and press Enter.

The View/Modify Application Groups panel appears showing the application group information for the profile.
4. Type S next to an application group and press Enter.

The View/Modify Application Group Plan Entries panel appears, showing the existing plan entries for the group.
5. Type U next to a plan entry and press Enter.

The Update Application Group Plan Entry panel appears.
6. Complete the fields as follows:

– Specify the thread selection criteria for the application group entry in the Location Name, Correlation ID, Planname,
and Authid fields. The nonblank fields are matched against the corresponding thread fields to determine whether to
apply the associated resource group thresholds to the Db2 thread. You must specify at least one nonblank field.

– Specify the resource group that is associated with this plan entry in the Resource Group field. You must specify a
resource group name.

– To enable or disable the corresponding SQL exception monitoring activity for threads matching the plan entry
selection criteria, enter data in the Dynamic Exceptions, Static Exceptions, and Host Variables fields. These fields
control the type of exception data that is collected for specific applications. If you set all these fields to N, exception
monitoring for matching threads is bypassed.

Press Enter.
A verification message appears.

7. Press Enter to confirm the update.
The View/Modify Application Group Plan Entries panel appears. A message confirms the update to the plan entry.
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View/Modify Application Group Program Entries

You can add, view, modify, and delete the program entries in an application group.

1. Select Maintain collect/report profiles on the Detector Main Menu.
2. Select View Collection Profiles.

The Collection Profiles Display appears, showing the existing collection profiles.
3. Type S next to a profile name and press Enter.

The View/Modify Application Groups panel appears showing the application group information for the profile.

NOTE
You can view resource, SQL, and keys groups by changing the value of the View Group Type field.

4. Type S next to an application group and press Enter.
The View/Modify Application Group Plan Entries panel appears, showing the existing plan entries in the group.

5. Type G in the View Entry Type field. Press Enter.
The View/Modify Application Grp Program Entries panel appears, showing the program entries in the group.

6. Enter one of the following values:
– Type S in the ADD Pgm Entry field to add new program entries to the application group.
– Type S next to a program entry to view the program entry in report format.
– Type U next to a program entry to change the program entry definition.
– Type D next to a program entry to delete it from the application group.
Press Enter.
More panels appear for you to view or modify program entries for the selected application group.

Add Application Group Program Entries

You can add new program entries for an application group.

1. Select Maintain collect/report profiles on the Detector Main Menu.
2. Select View Collection Profiles.

The Collection Profiles Display appears, showing the existing collection profiles.
3. Type S next to a profile name and press Enter.

The View/Modify Application Groups panel appears showing the application group information for the profile.
4. Type S next to an application group and press Enter.

The View/Modify Application Group Plan Entries panel appears, showing the plan entries in the group.
5. Type G in the View Entry Type field and press Enter.

The View/Modify Application Grp Program Entries panel appears, showing the program entries in the group.
6. Type S in the ADD Pgm Entry field and press Enter.

The Add Application Group Program Entry panel appears.
7. Complete the fields for the new program entry and press Enter.

A verification message appears.
8. Press Enter to confirm the new program entry.

The Add Application Group Program Entries panel appears. A message indicates that the new program entry has
been added to the application group.

View Application Group Program Detail

You can view application group program detail in a report format.

1. Select Maintain collect/report profiles on the Detector Main Menu.
2. Select View Collection Profiles.

The Collection Profiles Display appears, showing the existing collection profiles.
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3. Type S next to a profile name and press Enter.
The View/Modify Application Groups panel appears showing the application group information for the profile.

4. Type S next to an application group and press Enter.
The View/Modify Application Group Plan Entries panel appears, showing the plan entries in the group.

5. Type G in the View Entry Type field and press Enter.
The View/Modify Application Grp Program Entries panel appears, showing the program entries in the group.

6. Type S next to a program entry and press Enter.
The View Application Group Program Detail panel appears.

Update Application Group Program Entries

You can update application group program entries to change the thread selection criteria and the name of the associated
resource group. You can also enable or disable SQL exception monitoring.

1. Select Maintain collect/report profiles on the Detector Main Menu.
2. Select View Collection Profiles.

The Collection Profiles Display appears, showing the existing collection profiles.
3. Type S next to a profile name and press Enter.

The View/Modify Application Groups panel appears showing the application group information for the profile.
4. Type S next to an application group and press Enter.

The View/Modify Application Group Plan Entries panel appears, showing the plan entries in the group.
5. Type G in the View Entry Type field and press Enter.

The View/Modify Application Grp Program Entries panel appears, showing the program entries in the group.
6. Type U next to a program entry and press Enter.

The Update Application Group Program Entry panel appears.
7. Complete the fields as follows:

– Specify the thread selection criteria for the application group entry in the Location Name, Correlation ID, Planname,
and Authid fields. The nonblank fields are matched against the corresponding thread fields to determine whether to
apply the associated resource group thresholds to the Db2 thread. You must specify at least one nonblank field.

– Specify the resource group that is associated with this program entry in the Resource Group field.
– Specify values in the Dynamic Exceptions, Static Exceptions, and Host Variables fields to enable or disable the

corresponding SQL exception monitoring activity for threads matching the program entry selection criteria. These
fields control the type of exception data that is collected for specific applications. If you set all these fields to N,
exception monitoring for matching threads is bypassed.

Press Enter.
A verification message appears.

8. Press Enter to confirm the update.
The View/Modify Application Grp Program Entries panel appears. A message confirms that the program entry has
been updated for the application group.

Create an Application Group
Your application groups should be efficient and easy to administer. When you create application groups and their
corresponding plan and program entries, note the following administration considerations:

• Create an application group using program entries or plan entries, but not both. Although you can use both types of
entries in an application group, administration is easier when all entries are the same type.

• Place related plans or programs for an application in one application group. Grouping these items helps eliminate or
minimize conflicting entries across application groups.

• Use masking to limit the number of entries in your application groups. For example, to include several plans that start
with PR, create one plan entry specifying PR% in the Planname field.
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Use the following procedure to create an application group.

1. Select Maintain collect/report profiles on the Detector Main Menu.
2. Select View Collection Profiles.

The Collection Profiles Display appears, showing the existing collection profiles.
3. Type S next to a profile name and press Enter.

The View/Modify Application Groups panel appears showing the application group information for the profile.
4. Type S in the Add Appl Group field and press Enter.

The Add Collection Profile Application Group Display panel appears.
5. Complete the following fields:
Application Group Name

Specifies a name for the group. The name must be unique in the collection profile.
Limits: 1 to 18 alphanumeric characters

Application Group Description
(Optional) Describes the group.
Limits: 1 to 40 alphanumeric characters

Press Enter.
The Add Application Group Plan/Program Entries panel appears.

6. Complete the fields as follows:
– To add plan entries, specify values in the Planname or Primary Authid field. Also enter a resource group name in

the Resource Group Name field.
– To add program entries, specify values in the Collection Id, Program Name, or Primary Authid field. Also enter a

resource group name in the Resource Group Name field.

NOTE
When you initially create plan or program entries, the collect dynamic SQL, static SQL, and host variable
options all default to Y. To change these values, update the entries after they have been created.

Press Enter.
A verification message appears.

7. Press Enter to confirm the new entries.
The Add Application Group Plan/Program Entries panel appears. A message indicates that the entries have been
added to the application group. To modify the new plan or program entry, return to the Add Application Group Plan/
Program Entries panel.

Delete an Application Group
You can delete an application group from a collection profile.

1. Select Maintain collect/report profiles on the Detector Main Menu.
2. Select View Collection Profiles.

The Collection Profiles Display appears, showing the existing collection profiles.
3. Type S next to a profile name and press Enter.

The View/Modify Application Groups panel appears showing the application group information for the profile.
4. Type D next to an application group and press Enter.

The Delete Application Group Verification panel appears.
5. Press Enter to confirm the delete request.

The application group is deleted from the collection profile and removed from the list of application groups on the View/
Modify Application Groups panel. A message confirms the deletion.
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Resource Groups
Resource groups let you define the SQL thresholds and the limits to use in your collection profiles.

View/Modify Resource Groups
You can define resource groups to perform the following tasks:

• Specify thresholds that cause Detector to set a -905 SQL error code when an SQL request completes.
• Control SQL execution.
• Preempt SQL execution of statements that are too resource-intensive.

Resource groups are not standalone entities; they work only with application groups. One resource group can be linked
to many application groups. Therefore, you can define a few resource groups for use with all your application groups. For
example, to use the same thresholds for all application groups, define one resource group and then specify that resource
group in your application groups.

When you create a collection profile, sample resource groups are generated for you. You can examine these groups to
understand how resource groups are defined, modify them for your own use, or delete them.

You can add, view, update, and delete resource groups for use in collection profiles.

1. Select Maintain collect/report profiles on the Detector Main Menu.
2. Select View Collection Profiles.

The Collection Profiles Display appears, showing the existing collection profiles.
3. Type S next to a profile name and press Enter.

The View/Modify Application Groups panel appears showing the application group information for the profile.
4. Type R in the View Group Type field and press Enter.

The View/Modify Resource Groups panel appears, showing the sample groups.

NOTE
This panel also appears when you type S in the View Res Groups field on the View/Modify Application Group
Program Entries and View/Modify Application Grp Program Entries panels.

5. Complete one of the following steps:
– Type S in the Add Res Group field to add a new resource group to the collection profile.
– Type S next to a resource group to view the resource group definition in a report format.
– Type U next to a resource group to update the resource group.
– Type D next to a resource group to delete it from the collection profile.
– Type A, X, or K in the View Group Type field to access another group type.
Press Enter.
More panels appear for you to view or modify resource groups for the selected collection profile.

Add Collection Profile Resource Groups
You can add a new resource group to a collection profile.

You can specify capture thresholds that define the level of resource use by a request that will warrant collection data
capture for the request. Exception SQL data capture provides all major accounting information for the execution of the
initial request and for the SQL calls executed as a result of the request.

You can also specify thresholds that, when met, cause Detector to set a -905 SQL error code when an SQL request
completes.

Different applications typically have different performance requirements. Application groups let you specify thread criteria
identifying specific plans and programs, or related groups of plans and programs. You can associate different exception
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thresholds with each of these groups, collecting only those SQL statements whose performance is outside the expected
range for the specific applications.

Resource thresholds let you specify limits relating to SQL execution cost. You can preempt the execution of an SQL
request when the PREPARE of that SQL statement indicates that the cost is higher than you specified in the collection
profile.

1. Select Maintain collect/report profiles on the Detector Main Menu.
2. Select View Collection Profiles.

The Collection Profiles Display appears, showing the existing collection profiles.
3. Type S next to a profile name and press Enter.

The View/Modify Application Groups panel appears showing the application group information for the profile.
4. Type R in the View Group Type field and press Enter.

The View/Modify Resource Groups panel appears, showing the sample groups.
5. Type S in the Add Res Group field and press Enter.

The Add Collection Profile Resource Group panel appears.
6. Complete the fields and press Enter.

A message confirms that the resource group has been added to the collection profile.
7. Press F3.

The new entries appear on the View/Modify Resource Groups panel. You can update, delete, and view entries as
needed, or repeat the previous steps to add more entries.

View Collection Profile Resource Groups
You can view a resource definition in a report format.

1. Select Maintain collect/report profiles on the Detector Main Menu.
2. Select View Collection Profiles.

The Collection Profiles Display appears, showing the existing collection profiles.
3. Type S next to a profile name and press Enter.

The View/Modify Application Groups panel appears showing the application group information for the profile.
4. Type R in the View Group Type field and press Enter.

The View/Modify Resource Groups panel appears, showing the sample groups.
5. Type S next to a resource group and press Enter.

The View Collection Profile Resource Group Display panel appears.

Update Collection Profile Resource Groups
You can change a resource group definition including the description, SQL collection capture thresholds, SQL -905 return
code thresholds, and preempt SQL execution thresholds.

1. Select Maintain collect/report profiles on the Detector Main Menu.
2. Select View Collection Profiles.

The Collection Profiles Display appears, showing the existing collection profiles.
3. Type S next to a profile name and press Enter.

The View/Modify Application Groups panel appears showing the application group information for the profile.
4. Type R in the View Group Type field and press Enter.

The View/Modify Resource Groups panel appears, showing the sample groups.
5. Type U next to a resource group and press Enter.

The Update Collection Profile Resource Group panel appears.
6. Modify the fields as needed and press Enter.

A confirmation message appears.
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7. Press Enter to confirm.
A message confirms that the resource group has been updated.

Exclusion Groups
Exclusion groups limit the amount of information that is collected by letting you perform the following tasks:

• Limit collection activity by the following thread-based keys: location name, correlation ID, plan name, authorization ID,
and connection type.

• Limit the amount of SQL error activity that is collected and also exclude specific SQL error codes from collection.

Limit Collection Activity
You can limit collection activity by specifying filters for the following thread-based keys: location name, correlation ID, plan
name, authorization ID, and connection type. You can apply these filters to the following statistics collection activities:

• Detector statistics collection
• Dynamic SQL statistics collection
• Additional keys statistics collection
• Standard activity table/index statistics collection
• Dynamic SQL table/index statistics collection

To limit your collection activity, add the appropriate filters to your Detector collection profile. You can then use these filters
when you start the collection. If you start the collection through the product panels, specify your profile name and Plan
Excl/Incl List=Y on the Start Collection Display. If you start the collection by using the START(DTR) command, specify the
profile name and PLNX(Y) in the command.

Use the following procedure to limit collection activity.

1. Select option 4 (Maintain collect/report profiles) on the Detector Main Menu.
2. Select option 1 (View Collection Profiles).
3. Type S next to a profile name and press Enter.

The View/Modify Application Groups panel appears.
4. Type X (Exclude) in the View Group Type field and press Enter.
5. Select option 1 (Collection Profile Plan Exclude/Include Group).
6. Type S (Select) in the ADD Entry field and press Enter.
7. Specify your selection criteria in the Location Name, Correlation ID, Planname, Authid, and Connection Type fields. In

the remaining fields, specify whether the selected data is included (Y) or excluded (N) for each collection activity. For
more information about a field, press F1 to access the online help. Press Enter.
A message confirms that the update was successful.

8. Press F3.
The new entry appears on the View/Modify Include/Exclude List Entries panel, showing your specified filter criteria.

9. Repeat the previous steps to add more entries. You can also view, update, and delete existing entries.
10. Press F3 (End) until you return to the product main menu.

Limit SQL Error Activity and Exclude SQL Error Codes
You can limit the amount of SQL error activity that is collected. You can also exclude selected SQL return codes. These
limits and exclusions are defined in the SQL error group within your collection profile.

The SQL error group is automatically included when you create a collection profile. Unlike application groups and
resource groups, you do not create multiple SQL error groups.
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The SQL error group is distinct from application groups; it is always present in the collection profile, even when you do not
create any application groups.

Use the following procedure to limit SQL error activity and exclude SQL error codes.

1. Select Maintain collect/report profiles on the Detector Main Menu.
2. Select View Collection Profiles.
3. Type S next to a profile name and press Enter.

The View/Modify Application Groups panel appears, showing application group information for the profile.
4. Type X in the View Group Type field and press Enter.

The Collection Exclusion Groups Menu panel appears.
5. Select Collection Profile SQL Error Exclusion Group.

The View/Modify SQL Error Group panel appears.
6. Specify the maximum number of SQL errors to retain by completing the fields on the panel. For more information

about a field, press F1 to access the online help.
Press Enter.
A message confirms that the update was successful.

7. Specify the SQL error codes to exclude:
a. Type S in the View SQLCode List field and press Enter.

The View/Modify SQL Error Exclude List panel appears, showing the current exclusion list.
b. Follow the panel instructions to add or remove a SQL error code and press Enter. Repeat this step for each error

code.

NOTE

Specify a leading '+' (plus sign) in front of positive SQL codes. SQL codes without a leading '+' are
assumed to be negative. Positive SQL error data is collected only when you specify an A in the SQL
Error field when initializing the collection.

The list is updated with your selections.

How Collection Filters are Applied
The View/Modify Include/Exclude List Entries panel shows the order in which your collection filters are applied to the data
that Detector collects. The first entry on the list is applied first. If the data does not match that filter, the second entry is
applied, and so on, until a match is found. When a match is found, the rest of the entries in the list are ignored.

The column order on the panel also shows the order of precedence within each filter. Consider the following filter:

A LOCATION  CORRID  PLAN   AUTHID CONNTYP  ACT  DYN  KEY  TBL  DTB

- --------  ------  ------ ------ -------  ---  ---  ---  ---  ---

_ AAAAAA    BBBBBB  CCCCCC DDDDDD EEEEEE   Y    Y    Y    Y    Y 

When this filter is applied to a SQL call, the collector first looks for location AAAAAA. If it finds a match, it looks for
correlation ID BBBBBB. If it finds a match, it looks for plan CCCCCC, and so on. If the filter finds a match for all values
from LOCATION to CONNTYP, it includes the data from that SQL call for each collection activity (because Y is specified
for ACT, DYN, KEY, TBL, and DTB). If N was specified for one of the collection activities, the data from the SQL call would
be excluded from that collection activity.

Customize Additional Keys Group Collection
The additional keys group lets you control what extra data to collect and the types of Db2 connections to include. You can
specify more thread identification criteria to organize standard activity collection data by more View By groupings. You can
view the plans, programs, and SQL statements that are executed by a selected key, such as a specific user or connection
type.
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When you create a collection profile, the additional keys group is included automatically. The additional keys group is
distinct from application groups. If you do not create any application groups, the additional keys group still exists in your
collection profile.

NOTE

Enabling additional keys collection can significantly increase the main storage requirements for active collections
and the DASD requirements for the externalized historical activity. We recommend limiting additional keys
collection to one or two views and connect types that you consider to be the most important.

Use the following procedure to customize the additional keys group.

1. Select Maintain collect/report profiles on the Detector Main Menu.
2. Select View Collection Profiles.
3. Type S next to a profile and press Enter.

The View/Modify Application Groups panel appears.
4. Type K in the View Group Type field and press Enter.

The View Collection Profile Additional Keys panel appears. This panel shows the current settings for the View By
keys that are being collected. This panel also shows the current settings for the Db2 connection types that the extra
collection is enabled for.

5. Type S in the Update Additional Keys field and press Enter.
The Update Collection Profile Additional Keys panel appears.

6. Specify which data items (connection types and additional keys) to collect by completing the fields on this panel. For
more information about a field, press F1 to access the online help.
Press Enter.
Your updates are saved.

Delete a Collection Profile
Collection profiles can be deleted when they are no longer needed.

1. Select Maintain collect/report profiles on the Detector Main Menu.
2. Select View Collection Profiles.
3. Type D next to the profile and press Enter.

The Collection Profile Delete Verification panel appears.
4. Press Enter to confirm the delete request.

The profile is deleted.

Reporting Profiles
Reporting profiles collect Db2 plans, packages, or users into composite application profiles. After the reporting profiles
are defined, you can view application use and resource consumption by application. The plan, package, and user data
is grouped according to the profiles that you define. You can define a unique profile for each Db2 subsystem, or you can
define a profile data store for several Db2 subsystems. You can create a profile data store for your own use or you can
share profiles with multiple users.

Reporting profiles help you focus your tuning efforts. Detailed reporting capabilities let you quickly locate and identify
the application programs and SQL statements that are the most resource-intensive. You are informed how frequently
various application components are used and how much resources they consume. Therefore, you can easily identify
which application areas can benefit most from application tuning efforts.
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Reporting Profile Space Requirements
Each reporting profile resides in its own data set. The data set is a VSAM KSDS file. Each application entry in the profile
data set is stored as a single VSAM record. The records are 827 bytes, fixed length.

A profile data set requires relatively little physical space. To determine how much space required, multiply the record
length (827) by the number of application profile entries to be used. Add extra space to allow for insert, update, and delete
activity, and also the indexspace that is required for the data set. Adding an extra 20 percent to your total usually provides
the necessary room for expansion and indexspaces. Use a secondary allocation value to alleviate possible out-of-space
conditions. When you create a reporting profile, the default data set size is ten primary cylinders and five secondary
cylinders.

Create Reporting Profiles
Reporting profiles let you classify Db2 plans, packages, or users into composite application profiles. You can then view
application use and resource consumption by application. Detector groups the plan, package, or user data for you.

1. Select Maintain collect/report profiles on the Detector Main Menu.
2. Select View Reporting Profiles.

The Reporting Profiles Display appears, showing the existing reporting profiles.
3. Type S in the Create Profile field and press Enter.

The Create Reporting Profile Display appears.
4. Specify a Db2 SSID for the profile, the profile ID and optional description, profile type, and profile data set allocation

criteria. Press Enter.
The reporting profile is created.

5. Type data in the fields as needed and press Enter.
Your selections are processed and a message informs you that the profile has been defined and initialized.

6. Press F3 (End).
The Reporting Profiles Display reappears, showing the new profile.
The reporting profile data set is created with the following name:
high-level.PDTRPROF.profileid.profilessid

NOTE
The high-level, profileid, and profilessid values are taken from the fields you completed on the Create
Reporting Profile Display.

View and Update Reporting Profiles
After you create a reporting profile, you can view its application profile entries to see what plans, packages, correlation
IDs, collection IDs, and users are included. You can also add, view, update, and delete application profile entries.

1. Select Maintain collect/report profiles on the Detector Main Menu.
2. Select View Reporting Profiles.

The Reporting Profiles Display appears, showing the existing profiles.
3. Type V next to a profile and press Enter.

The View/Modify Reporting Profile panel appears.

NOTE

You can also type D next to a reporting profile to delete that profile.
4. (Optional) Add an application profile entry:

a. Type S in the Select to ADD profile entries field and press Enter.
The Add Application Profile Entry panel appears.

b. Complete the following fields:
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Profile application ID
Specifies a name for the entry. Embedded blanks can be used.
Limits: 1 to 18 characters

Specify the application PACKAGE names in the application profile entry
Specifies the plans, packages, correlation IDs, collection IDs, and user names to add to the entry. Selection
criteria (masks) are allowed.
Limits: Up to 40 entries

NOTE
The profile entries are processed in EBCDIC collating sequence. If you include the same plan name or
mask in multiple reporting profiles, the performance data for the plan name is assigned to the profile that
appears first in the collating sequence.

Press Enter.
The Add Profile Entry Confirmation panel appears.

c. Verify your entries and press Enter.
A message states that your entry has been successfully added.

d. Press F3 (End).
You return to the View/Modify Reporting Profile Display.

5. (Optional) View an application profile entry:
a. Type V next to an application profile ID and press Enter.

The View Application Profile Entry panel appears, showing each item in the application profile. These fields cannot
be updated on this panel.

b. Press F3 (End).
You return to the View/Modify Reporting Profile Display.

6. (Optional) Update an application profile entry:
a. Type U next to an application profile ID and press Enter.

The Update Application Profile Entry panel appears, showing each item in the application profile.
b. Add, change, or delete items as needed and press Enter.

The Update Profile Entry Confirmation panel appears.
c. Verify your entry and press Enter.

The entry is updated and you are returned to the View/Modify Reporting Profile panel.
7. (Optional) Delete an application profile entry:

a. Type D next to an application profile ID and press Enter.
The Delete Profile Confirmation panel appears.

b. Verify the delete information and press Enter.
The entry is deleted and you are returned to the View/Modify Reporting Profile panel.

Set the Current Profile
You can view collection data using a profile.

NOTE
If you type F in the View By field on any activity or exception SQL collection panel that contains the field, the
current profile is used (as set on the Reporting Profile Display panel). If the current profile does not fit the type of
collection data you are viewing, you are prompted to change it.

1. Do one of the following:
– Type S in the Chg Profile field on the Application Profile panel or Exception SQL Profile panel.
– Type 2 in the Option line on the Collection/Reporting Profiles Menu panel.
Press Enter.
The Reporting Profiles Display panel appears.
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2. Type S next to an existing profile and press Enter.
The reporting profile is set as the current reporting profile for collection. The Current Profile field on the Reporting
Profiles Display panel is updated with your selection.

Collecting SQL Data
Detector collection services let you start and stop collection, create a data store, and view collection status from an ISPF
session. Collection is an asynchronous activity that executes within the Xmanager address space. Collection is started
and stopped on a Db2 subsystem basis. Multiple collectors can be active concurrently for multiple Db2 subsystems. While
the collector is active, you can externalize the collected data to a data store.

Use collection services to analyze SQL call activity to help you understand Db2 application activity and resource use.
Collection analyzes application activity from plan, package, DBRM, and SQL call perspectives with low overhead.
Collection also provides Db2 accounting trace information about plans, packages, DBRMs, and SQL calls.

When you initiate dynamic, exception, or SQL error collection, you can use a collection profile to control what is collected:

• Specify the amount of dynamic SQL text and the type and amount of exception SQL and SQL error data that is
accumulated during collection.

• Manage exception SQL activity based on resource thresholds that you specify. For example, you can set thresholds for
CPU time, getpage, or rows returned to limit how much exception SQL activity is captured.

• Control SQL error collection by excluding SQL error conditions that are of no interest or by limiting the amount of SQL
error information to be retained.

If you have Subsystem Analyzer installed, you can coordinate collection between Detector and Subsystem Analyzer to
receive more data on application and SQL performance.

More information: 

Collection Profiles 

Create a Data Store for Collected Data 

Using MVS Modify Commands to Control Collection 

Start Collection
This procedure describes how to select Detector collection options and start a collection from an ISPF session.

Only one Detector collection can be active for a selected Db2 subsystem. However, you can run collections on multiple 
Db2 subsystems concurrently.

NOTE
You can also select options and start a collection using MVS modify commands. The same collection options are
provided with each method. See the START(DTR) Command.

Consider the following items before starting a collection:

• By design, the following dynamic statement types are not collected: COMMENT, CONNECT, EXPLAIN, GRANT,
LABEL, RELEASE, REVOKE, and SET.

• If you plan to enable any of the following collection options, a collection profile is required. Create the collection
profile before starting the collection:
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– Dynamic SQL Stats
– View By Keys
– Dynamic Exceptions
– Static Exceptions
– SQL Errors

• If you plan to externalize the collected data, a data store is required. You can use an existing data store that meets the
data store compatibility requirements. You can also create a data store. If you plan to externalize SQL exceptions and
errors, the Exception SQL and SQL errors options must be enabled when the data store is created.

• If you externalize your collected data, review your z/OS zIIP settings. The Detector externalization process uses zIIP
processors when they are available. The z/OS parameters IIPHONORPRIORITY, ZIIPAWMT, and HIPERDISPATCH
in the IEAOPTxx member affect the externalization process. Use the default settings for those parameters. (See the
IBM documentation.) The default settings allow Detector to fall back and execute on a general processor when a zIIP
processor is not available.

To start the collection, follow these steps:

1. Type 5 (Initialize SSID collection) on the Detector Main Menu and press Enter.
The first Start Collection Display panel appears.

2. Specify the collection options for the interval time and time limit, collection externalization, and automatic collection.
Press Enter.

NOTE
If you are starting a collection in a member of a data sharing group, specify Y in the Sysplex Interval Time
field. You must use the sysplex interval to view the combined collection statistics of all members in a data
sharing group. For more information about the sysplex interval, see Review the Operational Considerations.

The next Start Collection Display panel appears.
3. Specify the SQL collection and exception collection options:
Triggered SQL Collection

Specifies whether to collect SQL statistics for triggered SQL. This option also collects statistics for SQL from
native stored procedures and native SQL UDFs. If you synchronize your Detector and Subsystem Analyzer
collections, this option also collects statistics for table and index getpages for triggered and native SQL.
This type of collection introduces slightly more overhead. If you do not have triggered SQL or you do not want to
collect triggered SQL statistics, specify N.

Plan Excl/Incl List
Specifies whether to load the exclude/include list from the specified collection profile. This list specifies filters for
Db2 thread information, such as location name and plan name, and specifies whether to exclude or include that
thread information from the collection. When this option is set to Y, the list is loaded from the specified collection
profile.
This processing can be activated even when the collection does not include any exception collection options.

Standard Activity
Specifies whether to collect static and dynamic SQL activity. To capture dynamic SQL, exceptions, and data
based on user-defined keys, specify Y. To capture SQL errors only, specify N.
Dynamic SQL Stats

Specifies whether to collect statistics for dynamic SQL text strings. When this option is enabled, you
can collect the aggregate statistics for each unique dynamic SQL text string that is executed during the
collection interval. This option is independent of SQL exception collection.
These statistics do not include SQL host variables. To include that information, enable Dynamic
Exceptions, Static Exceptions, or both on this panel.
In the collection profile, enable dynamic SQL statistics collection in the include/exclude list entry.
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View By Keys
Specifies whether to collect data based on the values that are defined for the additional View By keys.
When this option is enabled, more thread identification information is collected. This information lets you
organize standard activity data by criteria such as user ID and correlation ID, in addition to the standard
plan hierarchy view.
This option is independent of the SQL exception and SQL error collection.
In the collection profile, enable the appropriate thread information and connection types in the additional
keys group.

Dynamic Exceptions
Specifies whether to collect data on dynamic SQL activity exceptions.
If you want to externalize the data, the data store must be created with the exception SQL option enabled.
In the collection profile, enable dynamic SQL exception collection in the global defaults and in the
application group definitions.

Static Exceptions
Specifies whether to collect data on static SQL activity exceptions. When this option is enabled, more
monitoring for SQL performance exceptions for static SQL statements is performed. If you specify Y, you
must also specify Y for Standard Activity and Dynamic Exceptions on this panel.
In the collection profile, enable static SQL exception collection in the global defaults and in the application
group definitions.

Exception cache size
Specifies how much memory to allocate to the pool for the exception collection storage cache. The
storage is allocated in the Xmanager region private area. Allocating a storage cache can improve
application performance when you collect SQL exceptions.

NOTE
An exception cache is most effective when your PDT parmlib member specifies
USECOLLTASKS (N), which activates an older, less efficient collection process. Using a cache
with USECOLLTASKS (Y), which activates the more efficient Collection Tasks process, provides
a negligible performance improvement.

This value can reduce the exception collection overhead at the cost of some additional storage. If 0 is
specified, the exception cache is not allocated.
When this value is established, it can increase during times of high activity or can decrease when the
system activity is lower.
Limits: 0 through 20

SQL Errors
Specifies whether to collect data on SQL error activity. Specifying A instead of Y also collects data on warning
activity. To capture SQL error text, select this option and the SQL Error Text option.
In the collection profile, enter the maximum number of SQL errors to retain for an interval and for a single SQL
code in the SQL error group. You can also exclude your choice of SQL error codes from collection.
If you want to externalize the data, the data store must be created with the SQL Errors option enabled.

SQL Error Text
Specifies whether to collect SQL error text data on SQL error activity.
If you want to externalize the data, the data store must be created with the SQL Errors option enabled.

Host variables
Specifies whether to collect host variables. This option applies to SQL exceptions and SQL errors.
To collect host variables, you must also enable one or more of the following options on this panel: Dynamic
Exceptions, Static Exceptions, or SQL Error Text.

Collection Profile
Specifies the collection profile to use when any options that require a collection profile have been enabled.
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Press Enter.
A panel message verifies that the collection has started. Informational messages are also written to the Xmanager job
log and the MVS syslog. These messages include the user ID of the person who started the collection. If the collection
was started by an MVS modify command, the user ID is CONSOLE.

NOTE
If the collection stops due to an abend, it may restart automatically, depending on the conditions. For more
information, see Automatic Collection Restart.

Automatic Collection Restart
Detector provides two collection restart functions: the Db2 availability restart and the abend restart.

The auto restart automatically starts or restarts collection when Db2 becomes available. If Db2 is not available when
you issue the start command, collection starts when Db2 becomes available. If Db2 shuts down during collection, the
collection suspends and then restarts when Db2 becomes available again. This restart function is enabled by specifying
one of the following options when you start the collection:

• Auto Start in the DETECTOR Start Collection Display (when starting the collection from an ISPF session)
• AUTO(Y) in the START(DTR) command (when starting the collection through an MVS modify command)

The abend restart automatically restarts the collection when it has stopped due to an abend. This restart function is
always enabled and does not require you to select any panel or syntax options. To restart automatically after an abend,
the collection must meet the following criteria:

• The collection must run for 5 minutes or more before the abend occurs. (This condition applies only to the first abend
restart.)

• The abend must occur one hour or more after a previous abend restart.

If a collection does not meet these criteria when an abend occurs, you must restart the collection manually.

NOTE

• These restart functions work independently.
• If an auto restart or abend restart occurs during a synchronized collection, the collections are synchronized

again when both collections are active.

View Collection Status
You can view a list of active Db2 subsystems and data sharing groups and the collection status of each collection and
group member. The collection status includes the options in effect when collection was started, such as collection interval
times, the type of data being collected, and whether the data is being externalized. The DETECTOR Collection Status
display also shows total number of SQL statements that were collected, the number of collection abends and lost data,
Xmanager collection subtask CPU usage, and the Xmanager service class.

To view collection status, select either of the following options on the Detector Main Menu:

• Select SSID collection status.
The DETECTOR Collection Status Display appears. You can select the following line commands:
– S—View SSID current interval data
– H—View SSID historical interval data
– C—View Detector collection statistics and startup options
– I—Start a Detector collection
– T—Terminate a Detector collection

• Select DS Group collection status.
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The Data Sharing Groups Display panel appears. You can select a group to set it as the default or view information
about the members in the data sharing group. This information includes the member status (if the member was
selected for data sharing statistics integration). For members with active collections, you can view the options that
were in effect when collection was started.

Stop Collection
You can stop collection on a specific subsystem at any time.

1. Select Terminate SSID collection on the Detector Main Menu and press Enter.
The Terminate Collection Display appears.

2. Specify the Db2 subsystem ID on which you want to stop collection, and press Enter.
Informational messages are written to the Xmanager job log and the MVS system log. These messages include the
user ID of the person who stopped the collection. (If collection was stopped by MVS modify command, the user ID is
CONSOLE.) It can take a few moments for collection to quiesce and terminate. A message displays when collection
has been successfully stopped.

Using MVS Modify Commands to Control Collection
You can use MVS modify commands to start and stop collection, load a collection profile, and monitor exception cache
use. These commands can be issued through an MVS console, an automated operation tool, or by any other technique
for issuing MVS modify commands.

NOTE
These commands can be used only for Db2 subsystems that are executing on the same LPAR as the one from
which the modify command is issued. Related error messages are issued as WTO (write-to-operator) messages.
Review the JES job log or the MVS syslog for any WTO messages that indicate a successful or failed result.

START(DTR) Command -- Start Collection
The START(DTR) command initiates Detector collection. You can add this command to the Xmanager started task on a
specific Db2 subsystem.

Only one Detector collection can be active for a selected subsystem. However, you can run Detector collections on
multiple subsystems concurrently.

NOTE
You can also use the product panels to start a collection using an ISPF session. The same collection options are
provided with each method. See Start Collection.

This command has the following format:

F PTXMAN,START(DTR),DB2(ssid),AUTO(Y|A|N),CHV(Y|N),DST(datastore-name),

         DUR(hhmm),DYN(Y|N),EXT(Y|N),HLVL(high-level),INT(hhmm),KEYS(Y|N),

         PLEXINTV(Y|N),PLNX(Y|N),POOL(nnnn),PRF(profile-name),RND(Y|N),

         SDE(Y|N),SQE(Y|N|A),SQLT(Y|N),SQT(Y|N),STAN(Y|N),TRG(Y|N)

The following keywords are required:

PTXMAN
Specifies the name of the Xmanager started task. PTXMAN is the default name for this task.

START(DTR)
Specifies the start keyword and related operand. Specify START(DTR) as the first keyword.

DB2(ssid)
Specifies the subsystem on which to start the collection. The subsystem must reside on the same z/OS system as
the one from which you issue the modify command.
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The remaining keywords are optional and you can enter them in any order. If you do not specify a keyword, its default
value is used:

AUTO(Y|A|N)
Specifies whether to start or restart the collection automatically when Db2 is not available or when Db2 terminates
during collection:
Y

Starts collection automatically when Db2 is available. If Db2 terminates during collection, the collection
is suspended. Collection is restarted when Db2 is available. If the collection is terminated manually, this
setting is canceled.

A
Starts collection automatically even when the Db2 subsystem is not defined to the current LPAR. This
option is useful for starting collection automatically when a subsystem that is executing on one LPAR
moves to the current LPAR.

N
Does not start the collection automatically. Messages that Db2 is unavailable are written to the Xmanager
job log and SYSLOG.

Default: N

NOTE

This restart option is independent from the abend restart, which automatically restarts collections that
stop due to an abend. For more information about abend restarts, see Automatic Collection Restart.

CHV(Y|N)
Specifies whether to collect host variable data:
Y

Collects host variable data. When you specify Y, also specify the PRF keyword and either DYN(Y) or
SDE(Y).

N
Does not collect host variable data.

Default: N
DST(datastore-name)

Specifies the data store to use for collection. This keyword is required when EXT(YES) is specified.
Use the same data store for every member of a data sharing group that you want to include in the integrated data
sharing statistics.

DUR(hhmm)
Specifies how long the collection stays active, in hours and minutes. If you specify 0000 or you omit this keyword,
no time limit is in effect.
Limits: 0000 to 9999

DYN(Y|N)
Specifies whether to collect data from dynamic SQL when the SQL surpasses the profile threshold and it
becomes exception SQL:
Y

Collects dynamic SQL data. If you specify Y, also specify PRF.
N

Does not collect dynamic SQL data.
Default: N

EXT(Y|N)
Specifies whether to externalize (write) the collection data to a data store at the end of the collection interval:
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Y
Externalizes the collected data at the end of the interval. The collection interval data is then reset to null,
and collection starts for the new interval.
When you specify Y, also specify DST.

NOTE
If you externalize your collected data, review your z/OS zIIP settings. The Detector
externalization process uses zIIP processors when they are available. The z/OS parameters
IIPHONORPRIORITY, ZIIPAWMT, and HIPERDISPATCH in the IEAOPTxx member affect
the externalization process. Use the default settings for those parameters. (See the IBM
documentation.) The default settings allow Detector to fall back and execute on a general
processor when a zIIP processor is not available.

N
Does not externalize the data. The data is overwritten when the next interval starts.

Default: N
HLVL(high-level)

Specifies the high-level qualifier of the data store. This keyword is required when EXT(Y) is specified.
HLVL is also referred to as VCT.
Use the same high-level qualifier for every member of a data sharing group that you want to include in the
integrated data sharing statistics.

INT(hhmm)
Specifies the collection interval to use, in hours and minutes.
Limits: 0005 to 9999
Default: 0030

KEYS(Y|N)
Specifies whether to collect more thread identification information. This information is used to organize standard
activity data by more views, such as by user ID or correlation ID.
Y

Collects more View By keys.
N

Does not collect more View By keys.
Default: N

PLEXINTV(Y|N)
Specifies whether to use the Xmanager sysplex time interval as the collection time interval. The sysplex interval
coordinates collection activity across all LPARS in a sysplex.
Y

Uses the common sysplex interval for the collection interval. Specify Y for data sharing group members.
You must use the sysplex interval to view the combined collection statistics of all members in a
data sharing group. For more information about the sysplex interval, see Review the Operational
Considerations.

N
Uses the INT keyword value for the collection interval.

Default: N
PLNX(Y|N)

Specifies whether to load the exclude/include list from the specified collection profile:
Y

Loads the exclude/include list. This list specifies filters for Db2 thread information, such as location name
and plan name, and specifies whether to exclude or include that thread information from the collection.
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Collecting Db2 thread information increases overhead. The amount of increase depends on the filters that
are specified in the exclude/include list.

N
Does not load the exclude/include list.

Default: N
POOL(nnnn)

Specifies how much memory to allocate to pool for the exception collection storage cache. The storage is
allocated in the Xmanager region private area. Allocating a storage cache can improve application performance
when you collect SQL exceptions.

NOTE
This parameter is most effective when your PDT parmlib member specifies USECOLLTASKS (N),
which activates an older, less efficient collection process. Using this parameter with USECOLLTASKS
(Y), which activates the more efficient Collection Tasks process, provides a negligible performance
improvement.

You can specify a POOL value of one to four digits. If you specify a value from 1 to 20, Detector interprets the
value as MB. For example, specifying 20 allocates 20 MB.
If you specify a value of 21 or higher, Detector interprets the value as KB and it rounds the value to the next
highest MB. For example, specifying 21 allocates 1 MB. Specifying 1000 allocates 1 MB. Specifying 1001
allocates 2 MB.
If you specify 0 MB or you omit the POOL keyword, no storage is allocated.
Limits: 0 through 9999

PRF(profile-name)
Specifies the collection profile to use. This keyword is required when you specify Y for DYN, SDE, CHV, SQE, or
PLNX.

RND(Y|N)
Specifies whether to end the collection interval on a time boundary that is an integral multiple of the interval time.
When PLEXINTV(Y) is specified, the interval is always rounded.
Y

Rounds the end of the interval to an integral boundary. If you specify Y, also specify INT(Y).
N

Does not round the end of the interval.
Default: Y

SCA
Is synonymous with SQE. SCA is retained for compatibility with previous releases.

SDE(Y|N)
Specifies whether to collect data from static SQL when the SQL surpasses the profile threshold and it becomes
exception SQL:
Y

Collects static SQL data. If you specify Y, also specify PRF and DYN(Y).
N

Does not collect static SQL data.
Default: N

SQE(Y|N|A|O)
Specifies what SQL error data to collect. When SQE is enabled, also specify PRF.
Y

Collects data only on negative SQL error activity.
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N
Does not collect SQL error data.

A
Collects data on positive and negative SQL error activity.

O
Does not initiate standard and exception collections.
SQE(O) is retained for compatibility with earlier releases. Replace SQE(O) with STAN(N), SQE(Y).
STAN(Y) cannot be specified with SQE(O).

Default: N
SQLT(Y|N)

Specifies whether to enable more SQL text collection to collect the resource statistics that are associated with
dynamic SQL statements:
Y

Enables more monitoring for dynamic SQL statements statistics collection.
N

Does not enable more monitoring.
Default: N

SQT(Y|N)
Specifies whether to collect more SQL text for SQL error data:
Y

Collects more SQL text for SQL error data. If you specify Y, also specify SQE(Y) or SQE(A).
N

Does not collect more SQL text.
Default: N

STAN(Y|N)
Specifies whether to collect standard activity:
Y

Collects standard activity.
STAN(Y) cannot be specified with SQE(O).

N
Does not collect standard activity

Default: Y
TRG(Y|N)

Specifies whether to collect statistics for triggered SQL. This option also collects statistics for SQL originating
from native SQL stored procedures (NSPs) or native SQL user-defined functions (UDFs). If you synchronize your
Detector and Subsystem Analyzer collections, this option also collects statistics for table and index getpages for
triggered and native SQL.
Y

Collects the triggered SQL statistics.
Collecting triggered SQL statistics introduces a slight overhead.

N
Does not collect triggered SQL statistics.

Default: Y

Example: Start Collection

The following syntax illustrates some of the options that you can specify when using the START(DTR) command:
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F PTXMAN,START(DTR),DYN(Y),PRF(COLLDSN1),DB2(DSN1),INT(0015),

         EXT(Y),DST(DETECTOR),HLVL(PDT)

In this example, the command syntax performs the following tasks:

• Starts activity and exception SQL collection on subsystem DSN1 for the COLLDSN1 collection profile.
• Defines a collection interval of 15 minutes.
• Saves the collected data to a data store named DETECTOR with the high-level qualifier PDT.

STOP(DTR) Command -- Stop Collection
The STOP command terminates Detector collection. You must execute this command on the same z/OS system as the
Db2 subsystem in which the collection takes place.

This command has the following format:

F PTXMAN,STOP(DTR),DB2(ssid)

PTXMAN
Specifies the name of the Xmanager started task. PTXMAN is usually specified.

STOP(DTR)
Specifies the stop keyword and related operand. Specify this keyword first, exactly as shown.

Db2(ssid)
Specifies the subsystem on which to stop collection.

PROF(DTR) Command -- Load a Collection Profile
The PROF command loads a different collection profile or refreshes the contents of the current collection profile. Use this
command to customize profile-controlled collection activity for varying workload requirements without having to stop and
restart your current collection. You must execute this command on the same z/OS system as the Db2 subsystem in which
the collection takes place.

This command has the following syntax:

F PTXMAN,PROF(DTR),PRF(profile-name),DB2(ssid)

PTXMAN
Specifies the name of the Xmanager started task. PTXMAN is usually specified.

PROF(DTR)
Specifies the profile keyword and related operand. Specify PROF as the first keyword, exactly as shown here.

PRF(profile-name)
Specifies the collection profile to use. Use this keyword to replace the currently loaded collection profile.

Db2(ssid)
Specifies the subsystem on which to load or refresh the profile.

PSTAT(DTR) Command -- Monitor the Exception Cache Pool
The PSTAT command monitors the effectiveness of the exception storage cache. Periodically monitoring cache statistics,
especially after first setting up a storage cache, helps you size the cache pool for maximum effectiveness. You must
execute this command on the same z/OS system as the Db2 subsystem in which the collection takes place.

This command produces message PDT0525, which shows the cache size and the average percent of cache hits. If the
percent is consistently below 95 percent, consider increasing the cache allocation.

This command has the following format:
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F PTXMAN,PSTAT(DTR),DB2(ssid)

PTXMAN
Specifies the name of the Xmanager started task. PTXMAN is usually specified.

PSTAT(DTR)
Specifies the pool statistics keyword and related operand. Specify PSTAT as the first keyword, exactly as shown
here.

Db2(ssid)
Specifies the subsystem on which to monitor the exception cache pool.

Modify RUN Command
You can execute the Xmanager MVS modify commands to start and stop collection by placing the commands in an
Xmanager parmlib member and then issuing the RUN modify command. This method is useful for automating the use of
modify commands. This method is also useful when the modify command parameters exceed the maximum allowable
length for an MVS console command, JCL, or other technique.

The modify RUN command has the following syntax:

RUN(member)

member
Specifies the Xmanager parmlib member that contains the modify commands.

Create the Xmanager Parmlib Member
Create a member in the Xmanager CDBAPXMP PDS using ISPF Edit or another appropriate method. The member name
should not begin with D because the members that Detector creates in this PDS begin with D.

Edit the member so that it contains the appropriate MVS modify commands to issue to Xmanager. Do not use the full MVS
command structure. For example, assuming that PTXMAN is the name of the Xmanager started task, the F PTXMAN
portion of the command is not required.

Precede all commands with a hyphen (-). The command can be split across lines if necessary. The hyphen indicates the
start of the next command.

Detector uses columns 1 - 72 for values but ignores columns 73 - 80. If your values exceed 72 columns, move to the next
line and continue there. For example, you can enter the following command syntax:

-START(DTR),DYN(Y),PRF(RQPAP310),DB2(DB2F),DST(RQPAP310),

        HLVL(OLS),SCA(Y),EXT(Y),INT(0010),DUR(0010)

When this member is executed using a RUN command, it starts the collection on subsystem Db2F.

Issue the RUN Command
To issue the modify command that you entered in the Xmanager parmlib member, use the RUN command. See the
following example:

F PTXMAN,RUN(MODIFY01)

This example assumes that the parmlib member is MODIFY01, and that the Xmanager started task is PTXMAN.
When this example is executed, Xmanager finds each command in MODIFY01 that starts with a hyphen. Xmanager
then executes the commands as if they were issued by a modify command. For example, if MODIFY01 contains the -
START(DTR) command, collection starts.
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Start or Stop Collection in a Remote LPAR
You can create a batch file of JCL commands to start or stop Detector collection in a remote LPAR.

The examples in this topic are for Detector. However, similar commands can be used to start and stop Subsystem
Analyzer collection. In the examples that follow, LPR2 is the remote LPAR and PTXRUN18 is the Xmanager name on the
remote LPAR.

Example: Start Collection in a Remote LPAR 

While you are working in one LPAR, you can start Detector collection in a different LPAR when both LPARs are in the
same Sysplex environment. For example, if you are submitting jobs in LPAR LPR1, with a /*JOBPARM SYSAFF=LPR2
statement, the job execution is performed on LPAR LPR2, which is defined in the JES2 multi-access spool configuration.

As a prerequisite, create a $START member in the Xmanager PXMPARM parmlib in the remote LPAR. For more
information, see START(DTR) Command -- Start Collection.

The following JCL references the $START member and starts collection in remote LPAR LPR2:

//JOBNAME  JOB ...

//*                       

/*JOBPARM SYSAFF=LPR2     

//*                       

//COMMAND EXEC PGM=IEFBR14

//*                       

//  F PTXRUN18,RUN($START)

Example: Stop Collection in a Remote LPAR 

The following JCL stops a Detector collection in remote LPAR LPR2:

//JOBNAME  JOB ...

//*                               

/*JOBPARM SYSAFF=LPR2             

//*                               

//COMMAND EXEC PGM=IEFBR14        

//*                              

//  F PTXRUN18,STOP(DTR),DB2(D10A)

Example: Display Collection Status in a Remote LPAR 

The following JCL displays the status of a Detector collection in remote LPAR LPR2:

//JOBNAME  JOB ...

/*JOBPARM SYSAFF=LPR2     

//*                       

//COMMAND EXEC PGM=IEFBR14

//*                       

//  F PTXRUN18,DISPLAY

Example: Display Collection Status When Not in a Sysplex Environment 

When you are not working in a Sysplex environment but the LPARs are connected, use the /*ROUTE XEQ statement to
send batch JCL to a remote LPAR.

The following JCL displays the status of a Detector collection in remote LPAR LPR2 in a network connection system:

//JOBNAME  JOB ...

//*                       
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/*ROUTE XEQ USILLPR2      

//*                       

//COMMAND EXEC PGM=IEFBR14

//*                       

//  F PTXRUN18,DISPLAY

NOTE

In this example, the network node is USILLPR2. To determine your network node, use the $D CONNECT
command (JES2) to display the network connections.

Capture Positive and Negative SQL Codes During Collection
Learn how to detect SQL error activity in your applications.

The Detector collection facilities can help you detect SQL error activity in your applications by capturing positive and
negative SQL codes. When you start the collection, set the SQL error collection option. You can then view the collected
SQL error data online or in batch. View the data that was captured for the current interval, or view the historical data
that was saved in a data store. This data helps you determine which SQL errors are occurring most frequently on a Db2
subsystem, bringing potential problems to your attention. For example, SQL codes +331, and +335 can be indicative of
potential data integrity issues with CCSIDs.

Data is collected for positive and negative SQL codes. No performance trace activity is required for SQL error collection.
Data is not collected for SQL errors that occur during Db2 activity that is unrelated to SQL statement execution. Examples
of this activity are CONNECT, CREATE THREAD, and SIGNON processing, and also deadlocks or timeouts that occur
during SQL statement execution.

You can optionally use a collection profile to tailor SQL error collection by excluding specified SQL error codes. Data is not
collected for the specified codes. If you do not exclude any codes, over 100 codes are collected by default.

Use the following procedure to capture positive and negative SQL codes.

1. (Optional) Exclude SQL error codes by creating or modifying a collection profile.
a. Select Maintain collect/report profiles on the Detector Main Menu.
b. Select View Collection Profiles.
c. Create a profile (if one does not exist).
d. Type S next to the profile name and press Enter.

The View/Modify Application Groups panel appears, showing application group information for the profile.
e. Type X in the View Group Type field and press Enter.

The Collection Exclusion Groups Menu panel appears.
f. Select Collection Profile SQL Error Exclusion Group.
g. Type S in the View SQLCode List field and press Enter.
h. Specify the SQL error code to add or delete from SQL error collection. For a positive SQL code, specify a leading

'+' (plus sign) in front of the code. SQL codes without a leading '+' are assumed to be negative. Press Enter.
The code is added to the list or deleted from the list on the panel.

i. Repeat the previous step for each error code.
j. Press F3 repeatedly to return to the Detector main menu.

2. Start the collection:
a. Select Initialize SSID collection on the Detector Main Menu.
b. Specify the collection options, including the interval time, whether the collection is externalized, and whether the

collection is started or restarted automatically. Press Enter.

NOTE
The sysplex interval time is maintained with the Xmanager PLEXINTV command. For more information
about PLEXINTV, see the Database Management Solutions for Db2 documentation.
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The next DETECTOR Start Collection Display appears.
c. Complete the SQL collection and exception collection options. To collect statistics for the positive and negative

SQL codes, specify an A in the SQL Error field. This value is the only method for collecting the positive SQL codes.
To collect statistics only for the negative SQL codes, specify Y. Verify that your collection profile is specified in the
Collection Profile field. Press Enter.
A message verifies that collection has started successfully. Informational messages are written to the Xmanager
job log and the MVS syslog. These messages include the user ID of the person who started the collection. If
an MVS modify command is used to start the collection, the value of the user ID is CONSOLE.

3. View the SQL error data. You can view current data in the online panels. If the collection is written to a data store, you
can view historical data in the online panels or in batch reports.

Synchronize Detector and Subsystem Analyzer Data Collection
Detector and Subsystem Analyzer work together to provide detailed information that you can use to tune your Db2
subsystems and applications.

By synchronizing the  Detector collection with Subsystem Analyzer, you can easily access related information between the
two products. For example, you can use  Subsystem Analyzer to identify a heavily accessed table. You can then select a
SQL option on the panel to jump to Detector and view all SQL statements that have accessed the table.

You must have a licensed copy of both products. Both products must also be running on the same Db2 subsystem.

To relate the collection data between the products, the intervals must be aligned. The collection that starts first sets the
interval values that are used. When the other product starts collection on the same subsystem, it uses the same values,
regardless of what is specified. For example, if Subsystem Analyzer starts a collection with a one-hour interval, and
Detector starts a collection on the same subsystem with a 30-minute interval, the Detector collection interval is set to one
hour. 

Start the collection for both products in approximately the same time frame. Otherwise, the data for the second product
may not be complete. If you start a Detector collection with a two-hour interval, and then one hour later you start a
Subsystem Analyzer collection, the first Subsystem Analyzer collection interval contains only one hour of data. When
the Detector interval completes, the collected data for both products resets and a new collection interval begins for both
products. If one product stops its collection, it resynchronizes with the other product when it resumes.

1. (Optional) Create a data store for each product with identical high-level qualifiers and data store names. This step is
necessary only when the products write their collected data to a data store.

2. Specify the data store name (if applicable) and interval criteria in the first product and start the collection.
NOTE
The Time Limit value can be set independently in each product regardless of synchronization.

3. Specify the same data store name (if applicable) and start the collection in the other product.
Both collections use the interval values that are set when the first collection starts. The collections synchronize
automatically.

View the Collected Data
This article describes the types of collected data that you can view through Detector.

Collecting application information helps you identify heavily used components within applications. You can also
understand overall Db2 workload characteristics, and pinpoint and resolve performance problems that are deeply
embedded within your application activity. Because Detector uses Db2 accounting data as the source of its collection,
resource-intensive Db2 performance traces are not required.

You can view information from real time and historical perspectives, and for data sharing groups, for the following types of
collection activity:
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• Db2 subsystem activity (standard)
• Exception SQL activity
• SQL error activity
• Additional keys collection data
• Historical collection activity
• Data sharing group activity
• Subsystem Analyzer synchronized collection activity

NOTE

When you view activity counts, you may see values that end in a K (for kilo). The K indicates that the value has
been rounded to units of thousands, to prevent truncation. For example, a value of 12345678900 is divided by
1024 and displayed as 12056327K. This rounding applies only to the online display. Detector retains and uses
the full value for reporting and processing.

View Standard Collection Activity
The standard collection displays help you understand Db2 application use and resource consumption. You can view
collection data from a real time (current) and historical perspective for the following types of collection activity:

• By plan name
• By DBRM/package name
• By SQL call
• By dynamic SQL text
• By reporting profile
• By other optional groups (keys)

NOTE
The same information is gathered for current and historical activity, except for the fields that define the collection
interval. For current activity, the interval collection fields are Interval Time and Interval Elapsed. For historical
activity, the collection interval fields are Interval Date, Interval Time, and Elapsed Time.

Use the following procedure to view this data.

1. Select one of the following options on the Detector Main Menu:
– SSID current interval data
– DS Group current interval data
The Planname Summary Display or the DS Group Planname Summary Display appears.

NOTE
Use the View By field to sort the collection activity by plan, program, SQL call, dynamic SQL text, profile, and
other groupings (keys) as applicable.

2. Specify one of the following line commands next to a plan:
S

Shows the next level of granularity for the selected line.
D (Detail)

Shows a detailed report of the column data for the selected line. This report shows the column data in a report
format, which lets you view the data with less scrolling.

Q (Dynamic SQL)
Shows the executed dynamic SQL statements for the selected line. This option is not applicable for data sharing
groups.
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H (Plan History)
Shows a history report of the column data for the selected line. This option is not applicable for data sharing
groups.

T (Active Threads)
Shows active thread collection data for the selected line. This option is not applicable for data sharing groups.

M (Member Activity)
Lists interval data for data sharing group members that were used to formulate the data on the selected line.

Press Enter.
The panel for the specified command appears.

View Collection Activity by Plan Name
You can view application activity and resource use from a plan name perspective. Use this information to identify which
plans are most frequently used within the Db2 subsystem and to analyze resource use by plan name. You can see which
plans consume a high percentage of Db2 resources during the collection interval and why it is occurring. You can also
view exception SQL and SQL error collection data, and view related keys information. Plans with currently active threads
are highlighted.

You can select a plan and then perform the following tasks:

• View collection statistics by DBRM/package name.
• View plan information.
• View dynamic SQL activity.
• View related keys.
• View application activity history.
• View active thread collection data.

Use the following procedure to view this data.

1. Specify the subsystem that you want to retrieve collection data for in the Db2 SSID field.
2. Select SSID current interval data on the Detector Main Menu.

The Planname Summary Display panel appears. Use the View History field to view intervals from a data store that is
currently in use by collection. Use the Total/Avg field to show totals or averages in the data columns.

NOTE
This panel also appears when you type A in the View Type field on any current display panel.

3. Specify one of the following line commands next to a plan:
S (Programs)

Shows the program activity that originated from the selected plan on the Plan Program Display panel. From this
panel, you can view and evaluate activity and resource use from a DBRM/package point of view.

D (Detail)
Shows the collection data for the selected plan in a report format on the Planname Summary Detail Display panel.
The fields are grouped by plan information, buffer manager activity, prepare statement cache activity, RID list
processing, locking (IRLM) activity, data sharing lock activity, parallelism accounting data, wait times and counts,
and other time values.

Q (Dynamic SQL)
Shows the dynamic SQL statements that the selected plan executed on the Plan Dynamic SQL Display panel.
From this panel, you can select a dynamic SQL statement to view the plan-related statistics and the complete
dynamic SQL statement text. If you have a Plan Analyzer license, you can also evaluate access path information.

K (Keys)
Shows keys data for the selected plan on the Planname Key Display panel. The keys are identified by type, such
as Db2 connection user ID (AUTHID) or correlation ID (batch job name or CICS transaction name).
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H (Plan History)
Shows the application history activity for the selected plan on the Plan History Display panel. From this panel, you
can identify the application activity for the plan and its resource use. The application activity and resource use are
summarized for time intervals.

T (Active Threads)
Shows active thread collection data for the selected plan.

Press Enter.
The panel for the specified command appears.

View Plan Collection Activity by Program

You can view program (DBRM or package) activity originating from a plan. Plan resource use and SQL activity can be
evaluated from a DBRM/package point of view. This view helps you identify which programs account for most plan activity
and resource consumption within the plan. You can view all major accounting class data values at the program level.

You can select a program and perform the following tasks:

• View the SQL activity originating from the program.
• Evaluate access path information (requires a Plan Analyzer license).
• View program information.

Use the following procedure to view this data.

1. Specify the subsystem that you want to retrieve collection data for in the Db2 SSID field.
2. Select SSID current interval data on the Detector Main Menu.

The Planname Summary Display appears.
3. Type S next to a plan and press Enter.

The Plan Program Display appears. Use the Total/Avg field to show totals or averages in the data columns. Plan
resource use and SQL activity is summarized by program name.

4. Specify one of the following line commands next to a program:
S (SQL stmts)

Shows SQL call activity and resource information on the Plan SQL Display.
Q (Dynamic SQL)

Shows dynamic SQL activity on the Pgm Dynamic SQL Display.
E (Explain)

Invokes the Quick Explain component of Plan Analyzer to evaluate access path information.
D (Detail)

Shows collection data for the program/plan in a report format on the Plan Program Detail Display. This panel lets
you view the column data with less scrolling. The fields are grouped by program information, buffer manager
activity, prepare statement cache activity, RID list processing, locking (IRLM) activity, data sharing lock activity,
parallelism accounting data, wait times and counts, other time values, and program identification information.

Press Enter.
The panel for the specified command appears.

View Plan Dynamic SQL Activity

You can view the dynamic SQL activity for plans to identify which dynamic SQL statements have been executed.

You can select a dynamic SQL statement and perform the following tasks:
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• View statistics relative to a plan.
• View the complete dynamic SQL statement text.
• Evaluate access path information (a Plan Analyzer license is required).
• View the referenced tables and indexes (a Subsystem Analyzer license is required).

Use the following procedure to view this data.

1. Specify the subsystem that you want to retrieve collection data for in the Db2 SSID field.
2. Select SSID current interval data on the Detector Main Menu.

The Planname Summary Display appears.
3. Type Q (Dynamic SQL) next to a plan and press Enter.

The Plan Dynamic SQL Display appears.
4. Specify one of the following line commands next to a dynamic SQL statement text:
D (Detail)

Shows dynamic SQL statement text information in a report format. This display lets you view the column data with
less scrolling. The fields are grouped by SQL statement information, buffer manager activity, prepare statement
cache activity, RID list processing, locking (IRLM) activity, data sharing lock activity, parallelism accounting data,
wait times and counts, and other time values.

E (Explain)
Invokes the Quick Explain component of Plan Analyzer to evaluate access path information.

Q (SQL text)
Shows the SQL call text for the dynamic SQL statement on the Dynamic SQL Call Text Display. You can pass the
SQL call text to Plan Analyzer for Quick Explain or to interactive SQL (ISQL) for edit and execution.

T (Tables/indexes)
Shows tables and indexes that are referenced by the dynamic SQL statement on the Dyn SQL Table Activity
Display.

Press Enter.
The panel for the specified command appears.

View Plan Related Keys

You can view the keys that are related to a plan. The keys are identified by type such as user ID and correlation ID,
number of commits, thread aborts, SQL calls, and the percentage of total interval or program INDb2 time.

You can select a key and view the collected data in a report format by key information, buffer manager activity, prepare
statement cache activity, RID list processing, locking (IRLM) activity, data sharing locking activity, parallelism accounting
data, wait times and counts, and other time values.

NOTE

• You must have enabled the Additional View By Keys option when you started the collection and specified a
collection profile.

• Statistics are rolled up into a view by key of NULL under the following conditions:
– Statistics for any activity in which the selected view by key value was blank or null
– SQL activity by Db2 connection types that were excluded from key capture using the View Collection

Profile Additional Keys panel

Use the following procedure to view this data.

1. Specify the subsystem that you want to retrieve collection data for in the Db2 SSID field.
2. Select SSID current interval data on the Detector Main Menu.

The Planname Summary Display appears.
3. Type K next to a plan and press Enter.
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The Planname Key Display appears. Use the Total/Avg field to show totals or averages in the data columns. Plan key
related data is summarized by key.

4. Type D next to a key and press Enter.
The Planname Key Detail Display appears, showing the collection data in a report format.

5. Scroll the data as needed using F7 and F8 and press F3 to exit.

View Plan History

You can view the application activity history for a plan. Application activity and resource use for plans are summarized by
time intervals. You can identify the activity for a plan in the Db2 subsystem and examine resource use by the plan.

You can select a time interval and perform the following tasks:

• View program activity originating from a plan.
• View interval information.

Use the following procedure to view this data.

1. Specify the subsystem that you want to retrieve collection data for in the Db2 SSID field.
2. Select SSID current interval data on the Detector Main Menu.

The Planname Summary Display appears.
3. Type H next to a plan and press Enter.

The Plan History Display appears.
4. Specify one of the following line commands next to a plan:
S (View Programs)

Shows collection data for the program on the Plan Program Display.
D (View Detail)

Shows collection data for the time interval in a report format on the Plan History Detail Display. This view
shows you the column data from the Plan History Display with less scrolling. The fields are grouped by interval
information, statement execution data, buffer manager activity, prepare statement cache activity, RID list
processing, locking (IRLM) activity, data sharing lock activity, parallelism accounting data, wait times and counts,
and more time values.

Press Enter.
The panel for the specified command appears.

View Plan Active Thread Collection Activity

You can view active thread collection data for Db2 subsystems.

1. Specify the subsystem that you want to retrieve collection data for in the Db2 SSID field.
2. Select SSID current interval data on the Detector Main Menu.

The Planname Summary Display appears.
3. Type T next to a plan and press Enter.

The Thread Terminator Active Threads Display appears.
4. Specify one of the following line commands next to a plan:
S (View Thread Detail)

Shows detailed time-related information about a currently active thread to help you analyze thread elapsed time,
INDb2 time, and CPU use. Wait analysis information is also provided.
Class 2 times are available only when Accounting Class 2 is active on the subsystem being viewed. Class 3 times
are available only when Accounting Class 3 is active on the subsystem being viewed.
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T (Terminate Thread)
Selects a thread for termination.

Press Enter.
The panel for the specified command appears.

View Collection Activity by Program
You can evaluate the performance of an application program (DBRM or package name). All major accounting data values
can be viewed for programs.

You can select a program and then perform the following tasks:

• View SQL statements.
• View all plans that have used the DBRM or package.
• Evaluate access path information (a Plan Analyzer license is required).
• View program information.
• View SQL calls originating from the program.
• View program history.

NOTE
For data sharing groups, you can view SQL statements and more program history. You can invoke Plan
Analyzer to evaluate access path information. You can also view interval data for data sharing group members.

Use the following procedure to view this data.

1. Specify the subsystem that you want to retrieve collection data for in the Db2 SSID field.
2. Select SSID current interval data on the Detector Main Menu.

The Planname Summary Display appears. Use the View History field to view intervals from a data store that is
currently in use by collection.

NOTE
This panel also appears when you type A in the View Type field on any current display panel.

3. Type G in the View By field and press Enter.
The Package/DBRM Summary Display appears. Program information is summarized by application DBRM/package
name. Use the Total/Avg field to show totals or averages in the data columns.

4. Specify one of the following line commands next to a program:
S (SQL)

Shows SQL statements for the selected DBRM or package on the Package/DBRM SQL Display.
P (Plans)

Shows collection data for all plans that have executed the selected DBRM or package on the Package/DBRM
Plan Display.

E (Explain)
Invokes Plan Analyzer Quick Explain to evaluate access path information for the selected program.

D (Detail)
Shows collection data for the program in a report format on the Package/DBRM Summary Detail Display. This
report lets you view the column data with less scrolling. The fields are grouped by program information, buffer
manager activity, prepare statement cache activity, RID list processing, locking (IRLM) activity, data sharing
lock activity, parallelism accounting data, wait times and counts, other time values, and program identification
information.

Q (Dynamic SQL)
Shows dynamic SQL statements that the selected program executed on the Pgm Dynamic SQL Display.
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K (Keys)
Shows keys data for the selected program on the Package/DBRM Key Display. The keys are identified by type,
such as Db2 connection user ID (AUTHID) or correlation ID (such as batch job name or CICS transaction name).

NOTE
To view this information, you must have enabled Additional View By Keys when starting the collection
start. You must also have specified a collection profile to view keys data.

H (Program History)
Shows the application activity history for the selected program on the Package/DBRM History Display.

Press Enter.
The panel for the specified command appears.

View Program SQL Statements

You can view SQL statements for DBRMs or packages. Output is summarized by SQL statement. All major accounting
class data values are available.

You can select an SQL call and perform the following tasks:

• View static and dynamic SQL call text.
• View the referenced tables and indexes (a Subsystem Analyzer license is required).
• Evaluate access path information (a Plan Analyzer license is required).
• View SQL information in a report format.

Use the following procedure to view this data.

1. Specify the subsystem that you want to retrieve collection data for in the Db2 SSID field.
2. Select SSID current interval data on the Detector Main Menu.

The Planname Summary Display appears. Use the View History field to view intervals from a data store that is
currently in use by collection.

NOTE
You can also access this panel by typing A in the View Type field on any current display panel.

3. Type G in the View By field and press Enter.
The Package/DBRM Summary Display appears.

4. Type S (SQL) next to a program and press Enter.
The Package/DBRM SQL Display appears. From this panel, you can determine program SQL call use and resource
consumption at the SQL call level. Information is provided for all plan users of the program.

5. Specify one of the following line commands next to an SQL call:
Q (View SQL Text)

Shows the SQL call text for the selected SQL call on the SQL Call Dynamic SQL Display. Use this option to view
the dynamic SQL activity for the selected PREPARE or EXECUTE IMMEDIATE SQL statement.

T (View Tables/Indexes)
Shows tables and indexes that the SQL call referenced on the SQL Table Display. A Subsystem Analyzer license
is required. Use this option to view all tables that have been referenced by the statement and the associated
activity.

E (Explain)
Invokes the Quick Explain component of Plan Analyzer to evaluate access path information.

D (Detail)
Shows SQL calls that were issued during the collection interval in a report format on the Package/DBRM SQL
Detail panel. The fields are grouped by SQL information, buffer manager activity, prepare statement cache activity,
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RID list processing, locking (IRLM) activity, data sharing lock activity, parallelism accounting data, wait times and
counts, other time values, and plan/program ID values.

Press Enter.
The panel for the specified command appears.

View Program Collection Activity by Plan

You can view all plans that have executed a specific DBRM or package. You can also determine which plans are the
largest users of a selected program.

You can select a plan and perform the following tasks:

• View plan information.
• View the SQL activity originating from the plan.

Use the following procedure to view this data.

1. Specify the subsystem that you want to retrieve collection data for in the Db2 SSID field.
2. Select SSID current interval data on the Detector Main Menu.

The Planname Summary Display appears. Use the View History field to view intervals from a data store that is
currently in use by collection.

NOTE
This panel also appears when you type A in the View Type field on any current display panel.

3. Type G in the View By field and press Enter.
The Package/DBRM Summary Display appears.

4. Type P (Plans) next to a program and press Enter.
The Package/DBRM Plan Display appears.

NOTE
This panel also appears when you type P on the Package/DBRM History Display or type P next to an SQL
call on the SQL Statement Summary Display.

5. Specify one of the following line commands next to a plan:
D (Detail)

Shows collection data for the plan in a report format on the Package/DBRM Plan Detail Display. This report lets
you view the column data from the Package/DBRM Plan Display with less scrolling. The fields are grouped by
plan information, buffer manager activity, prepare statement cache activity, RID list processing, locking (IRLM)
activity, data sharing lock activity, parallelism accounting data, wait times and counts, other time values, and
program identification information.

Q (Dynamic SQL)
Shows dynamic SQL statements that were executed by the selected program on the Plan Dynamic SQL Display.

Press Enter.
The panel for the specified command appears.

View Program Dynamic SQL Activity

You can view the dynamic SQL activity for a package or DBRM to identify which dynamic SQL statements have been
executed.

You can select a dynamic SQL statement and perform the following tasks:
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• View statistics relative to a program.
• View the complete dynamic SQL statement text.
• Evaluate access path information (a Plan Analyzer license is required).
• View the referenced tables and indexes (a Subsystem Analyzer license is required).

Use the following procedure to view this data.

1. Specify the subsystem that you want to retrieve collection data for in the Db2 SSID field.
2. Select SSID current interval data on the Detector Main Menu.

The Planname Summary Display appears.
3. Type G (program) in the View By field and press Enter.

The Package/DBRM Summary Display appears.
4. Type Q (Dynamic SQL) next to a program and press Enter.

The Pgm Dynamic SQL Display appears, showing the dynamic SQL statements that have been executed from the
selected program. You can evaluate program activity and resource use from the dynamic SQL point of view.

NOTE
This panel also appears when you type G next to an SQL statement on the Dynamic SQL Summary Display
and press Enter.

5. Specify one of the following line commands next to a dynamic SQL statement:
D (Detail)

Shows dynamic SQL statement text information in a report format on the DETECTOR Pgm Dynamic SQL Detail
Display. This report lets you view the column data with less scrolling. The fields are grouped by SQL statement
information, buffer manager activity, prepare statement cache activity, RID list processing, locking (IRLM) activity,
data sharing lock activity, parallelism accounting data, wait times and counts, and other time values.

E (Explain)
Invokes the Quick Explain component of Plan Analyzer to evaluate access path information.

Q (Dynamic SQL)
Shows the SQL call text for dynamic SQL activity on the Pgm Dynamic SQL Display.

T (Tables/indexes)
Shows tables and indexes that were referenced by the dynamic SQL statement on the Dyn SQL Table Activity
Display.

Press Enter.
The panel for the specified command appears.

View Program Related Keys

If keys were enabled for collection, you can view the following program-related keys:

• Connection Type
• Connection Name
• Correlation ID
• Location
• User ID
• End User ID
• End User Transaction ID
• End User Workstation ID

You can select a key and view the collected data in a report format by key information, buffer manager activity, prepare
statement cache activity, RID list processing, locking (IRLM) activity, data sharing locking activity, parallelism accounting
data, wait times and counts, and other time values.
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NOTE

• You must have enabled the Additional View By Keys option when you started the collection and specified a
collection profile.

• Statistics are rolled up into a view by key of NULL under the following conditions:
– Statistics for any activity in which the selected view by key value was blank or null
– SQL activity by Db2 connection types that were excluded from key capture using the View Collection

Profile Additional Keys panel

Use the following procedure to view this data.

1. Specify the subsystem that you want to retrieve collection data for in the Db2 SSID field.
2. Select SSID current interval data on the Detector Main Menu.

The Planname Summary Display appears.
3. Type G (program) in the View By field and press Enter.

The Package/DBRM Summary Display appears.
4. Type K (Keys) next to a program and press Enter.

The Package/DBRM Key Display appears.
5. Type D next to a key and press Enter.

The Package/DBRM Key Detail Display panel appears, showing the collection data in a report format. The information
is grouped by the type of data collected (key information, buffer manager activity, and so on).

6. Scroll the data as needed using F7 and F8 and press F3 to exit.

View Program History

You can view application activity history for a program. This option lets you identify the activity for a program in a Db2
subsystem and examine resource use by the program during the collection interval.

You can select a time interval and perform the following tasks:

• Determine program SQL call use and resource consumption at the SQL call level.
• View all plans that have executed a selected DBRM or package.
• Evaluate access path information (a Plan Analyzer license is required).
• View interval information.

Use the following procedure to view this data.

1. Specify the subsystem that you want to retrieve collection data for in the Db2 SSID field.
2. Select SSID current interval data on the Detector Main Menu.

The Planname Summary Display appears.
3. Type G in the View By field and press Enter.

The Package/DBRM Summary Display appears.
4. Type H (Program History) next to a program and press Enter.

The Package/DBRM History Display appears. Application activity and resource use for the program are summarized
for time intervals.

5. Specify one of the following line commands next to a time interval:
S (View SQL stmts)

Shows SQL statements for the selected DBRM or package on the Package/DBRM SQL Display.
P (View Plans)

Shows collection data for all plans that have executed the DBRM or package on the Package/DBRM Plan Display.
E (Explain)

Invokes the Quick Explain component in Plan Analyzer to evaluate access path information for the selected time
interval.
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D (View Detail)
Shows collection data for the time interval in a report format on the Package/DBRM History Detail panel. The
fields are grouped by interval information, statement execution data, buffer manager activity, prepare statement
cache activity, RID list processing, locking (IRLM) activity, data sharing lock activity, parallelism accounting data,
wait times and counts, and other time values.

Press Enter.
The panel for the specified command appears.

View SQL Calls
You can view SQL calls that were issued during the collection interval.

NOTE
To view this data, you must set the SQL collection and exception options when you start the collection.

You can select an SQL call and then perform the following tasks:

• View SQL call text (for dynamic and static calls).
• View collection data for all plans that executed the selected SQL call.
• View tables and indexes that the SQL call referenced (a Subsystem Analyzer license is required).
• Invoke Quick Explain (a Plan Analyzer license is required) and ISQL.
• View SQL information in a report format.
• View SQL call history.

Use the following procedure to view this data.

1. Specify the subsystem that you want to retrieve collection data for in the Db2 SSID field.
2. Select SSID current interval data on the Detector Main Menu.

The Planname Summary Display appears.
3. Use the View History field to view intervals from a data store that is currently in use by collection. Use the Total/Avg

field to show totals or averages in the data columns.

NOTE
You can also access this panel by typing A in the View Type field on any current display panel.

4. Type S (SQL) in the View By field and press Enter.
The SQL Statement Summary Display appears. Use the Total/Avg field to show totals or averages in the data
columns. Use the INDb2_CPU and INDb2_Time fields to show only those SQL requests that exceed the specified
time.

5. Specify one of the following line commands next to an SQL call:
Q (SQL Text)

Shows the SQL call text for the selected call on the SQL Call Text Display (static SQL calls) or the SQL Call
Dynamic SQL Display (dynamic SQL calls).

P (Plans)
Shows collection data for all plans that executed the selected call on the Package/DBRM Plan Display.

T (Tables)
Shows tables and indexes that the SQL call referenced on the SQL Table Display. A Subsystem Analyzer license
is required.

E (Explain)
Invokes the Quick Explain component of Plan Analyzer to evaluate access path information.

D (Detail)
Shows SQL calls that were issued during the collection interval in a report format on the SQL Statement Detail
Display. This format lets you view the column data from the SQL Statement Summary Display with less scrolling.
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The fields are grouped by SQL information, buffer manager activity, prepare statement cache activity, RID list
processing, locking (IRLM) activity, data sharing lock activity, parallelism accounting data, wait times and counts,
other time values, and plan/program ID values.

H (SQL History)
Shows the activity history for the selected call on the SQL Statement History Display.

Press Enter.
The panel for the specified command appears.

View Static SQL Call Text

You can view SQL call text that originated from a static SQL application or that has exceeded at least one threshold and
become exception SQL for dynamic SQL. For example, if you are viewing an SQL OPEN CURSOR statement, you can
view the SQL call text of the related SQL DECLARE CURSOR. You can then pass the SQL call text to Plan Analyzer
for access path analysis or to the Interactive SQL facility (ISQL) to interactively edit and execute the SQL call text. Db2
catalog access is not required so catalog lock contention is not a concern.

NOTE
For more information about ISQL, see the Database Management Solutions for Db2 documentation at Use the
Interactive SQL Facility.

You can view the SQL text for static SQL and perform the following tasks:

• Pass the SQL call catalog information to Quick Explain (a Plan Analyzer license is required).
• Pass the SQL call text to Quick Explain for editing (a Plan Analyzer license is required).
• Pass the SQL call text to ISQL and edit and execute the SQL text interactively.

Use the following procedure to view this data.

1. Type Q next to an SQL call on any of the following panels:
– Plan SQL Display
– Package/DBRM SQL Display
– SQL Statement Summary Display
– Key Pkge/DBRM SQL Display
– SQL error panels
Press Enter.
The SQL Call Text Display appears.

2. Specify one of the following line commands next to an SQL call:
E -Explain SQL

Passes the SQL call catalog information to the Quick Explain component of Plan Analyzer. This explain action is
the default for static SQL statements. Use this command when the SQL call text contains host variable markers.

T -Explain Text
Passes the SQL call text to the Quick Explain component of Plan Analyzer and lets you edit the call text within
Plan Analyzer.

I -ISQL
Passes the SQL call text to ISQL to edit and execute the SQL text interactively.

NOTE
These options are available only for Db2 subsystems that are on the local z/OS system or that are members
of a data sharing group with an active group member on the local z/OS system.

Press Enter.
The related SQL call text panel appears.
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View Dynamic SQL Call Text

You can view the SQL text for a dynamic SQL statement and then invoke the following applications:

• The Quick Explain component of Plan Analyzer (a Plan Analyzer license is required) to evaluate access path
information.

• Interactive SQL (ISQL) to edit and execute SQL statements that are contained in a data set.

These options are available only on the local z/OS subsystem or for a data sharing group with an active group member
on the local z/OS subsystem. ISQL is a Value Pack component and is installed automatically with any Database
Management Solutions for Db2 product installation.

1. Type Q next to an SQL call on any of the following panels:
– Plan Dynamic SQL Display
– Pgm Dynamic SQL Display
– Key Dynamic SQL Display
Press Enter.
The Dynamic SQL Call Text Display appears.

2. Specify one of the following line commands next to an SQL call:
E -Explain SQL

Passes the SQL call text information to Quick Explain.
I -ISQL

Passes the SQL call text to ISQL.
Press Enter.
The related SQL call text panel appears.

View SQL Call Related Plans

You can view collection data for all plans that have executed SQL calls.

1. Specify the subsystem that you want to retrieve collection data for in the Db2 SSID field.
2. Select SSID current interval data on the Detector Main Menu.

The Planname Summary Display appears. Use the View History field to view intervals from a data store that is
currently in use by collection. Use the Total/Avg field to show totals or averages in the data columns.

NOTE
This panel also appears when you type A in the View Type field on any current display panel.

3. Type S (SQL) in the View By field and press Enter.
The SQL Statement Summary Display appears.

4. Type P next to an SQL call and press Enter.
The Package/DBRM Plan Display appears.

5. Specify one of the following line commands next to a plan name:
D (Detail)

Shows all plans that have executed a DBRM or package. The fields are grouped by plan information, buffer
manager activity, and so on.

Q (Dynamic SQL)
Shows the dynamic SQL statements that were executed by the plan.

Press Enter.
The plan-related SQL call panel appears for the specified command.
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View SQL Call-Related Tables and Indexes

You can view a list of tables and indexes that were referenced by SQL calls.

NOTE
A Subsystem Analyzer license is required.

1. Specify the subsystem that you want to retrieve collection data for in the Db2 SSID field.
2. Select SSID current interval data on the Detector Main Menu.

The Planname Summary Display appears. Use the View History field to view intervals from a data store that is
currently in use by collection. Use the Total/Avg field to show totals or averages in the data columns.

NOTE
This panel also appears when you type A in the View Type field on any current display panel.

3. Type S (SQL) in the View By field and press Enter.
The SQL Statement Summary Display appears.

4. Type T next to an SQL call and press Enter.
The SQL Table Display appears. This panel shows all tables that were referenced by an SQL statement and what kind
of activity is associated with those tables.

View SQL History

You can view the activity history for an SQL call. Activity and resource use for the SQL call are summarized for time
intervals. You can identify the activity for an SQL call and also examine resource use by the SQL call.

You can select a collection interval and perform the following tasks:

• View SQL call text for the call.
• View collection data for all plans that executed the selected SQL call.
• View tables and indexes that were referenced by the SQL call.
• Evaluate access path information (a Plan Analyzer license is required).
• View information in a report format.

Use the following procedure to view this data.

1. Specify the subsystem that you want to retrieve collection data for in the Db2 SSID field.
2. Select SSID current interval data on the Detector Main Menu.

The Planname Summary Display appears.
3. Type S (SQL) in the View By field and press Enter.

The SQL Statement Summary Display appears.
4. Type H (SQL History) next to an SQL call and press Enter.

The SQL Statement History Display appears.
5. Specify one of the following line commands next to a time interval:
Q -View SQL Text

Shows SQL call text on the SQL Call Text Display (static SQL calls) or the SQL Call Dynamic SQL Summary
Display (dynamic SQL calls).

P -View Plans
Shows collection data for all plans that have executed the SQL call on the Package/DBRM Plan Display.

T -View Tables/Indexes
Shows the tables and indexes that were referenced by the SQL call on the SQL Table Display.

E -Explain
Invokes the Quick Explain component of Plan Analyzer to evaluate access path information for the selected time
interval.
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D -View Detail
Shows collection data for the SQL call on the SQL Statement History Detail panel. This option lets you view
the column data from the SQL Statement History Display with less scrolling. The fields are grouped by interval
information, statement execution data, buffer manager activity, prepare statement cache activity, RID list
processing, locking (IRLM) activity, data sharing lock activity, parallelism accounting data, wait times and counts,
and other time values.

Press Enter.
The panel for the specified command appears.

View Dynamic SQL Activity
You can view dynamic SQL activity to identify which dynamic SQL statements within a Db2 subsystem are the most
frequently used or most resource-intensive.

You can view dynamic SQL call activity and resource information originating from a plan or program (package or DBRM)
entry summarized by dynamic SQL text string. You can evaluate major accounting class data values from a dynamic
SQL call perspective. You can identify the dynamic SQL statements and view resource consumption at the dynamic SQL
statement level. You can also view the dynamic SQL statement text.

NOTE

To view this data, you must enable Dynamic SQL Stats and Dynamic SQL Text Statistics when you
start collection. These statistics do not include host variables. To include this information, enable SQL
exceptions.

You can select a dynamic SQL statement and then perform the following tasks:

• View SQL statement information.
• Evaluate access path information (a Plan Analyzer license is required).
• View collection statistics for all packages, DBRMs, and plans that have executed the dynamic SQL statement.
• View related keys.
• Evaluate table activity (a Subsystem Analyzer license is required).

Use the following procedure to view this data.

1. Specify the subsystem that you want to retrieve collection data for in the Db2 SSID field.
2. Select SSID current interval data on the Detector Main Menu.

The Planname Summary Display appears.
3. Type Q in the View By field and press Enter.

The Dynamic SQL Summary Display appears.
4. Specify one of the following line commands next to a dynamic SQL statement:
D (Detail)

Shows dynamic SQL statement text information in a report format on the Dynamic SQL Detail Display, Plan
Dynamic SQL Detail Display, or Pgm Dynamic SQL Detail Display. This report lets you view the column data
from the Dynamic SQL Summary Display, Plan Dynamic SQL Display, or Pgm Dynamic SQL Display with less
scrolling. The fields are grouped by SQL statement information, buffer manager activity, prepare statement cache
activity, RID list processing, locking (IRLM) activity, data sharing lock activity, parallelism accounting data, wait
times and counts, and other time values.

E (Explain)
Invokes the Quick Explain component of Plan Analyzer to evaluate access path information.

G (Programs)
Shows collection data for all packages and DBRMs that executed the selected dynamic SQL statement on the
Dynamic SQL Pgm Display. This panel lets you view the application activity for the packages and DBRMs. From
this panel, you can perform the following tasks:
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• Type D to view the information by program on the Dynamic SQL Pgm Detail Display.
• Type S to view SQL statements for the selected DBRM or package information on the Dynamic Package/

DBRM SQL Display. Type D on this panel to view the data in a report format on the Dyn Pkge/DBRM Detail
SQL Display. You can also invoke Plan Analyzer to evaluate access path information and view the tables and
indexes that the dynamic SQL statement referenced.

P (Plans)
Shows collection data for all plans that executed the selected dynamic SQL statement on the Dynamic SQL Plan
Display. Type D on this panel to view the data in a report format on the Dynamic SQL Plan Detail Display.

Q (SQL)
Shows the SQL text for a dynamic SQL statement on the Dynamic SQL Call Text Display. Type E to pass the SQL
call text to Plan Analyzer. Or, type I to pass the SQL call text to ISQL to edit and execute the SQL text.

K (Keys)
Shows related keys data for the SQL call text. The keys are identified by type, such as Db2 connection user ID
(AUTHID) or correlation ID (such as batch job name or CICS transaction name).

NOTE
To view this data, you must enable Additional View By Keys when you start collection. You must have
also specified a collection profile to view keys data.

T (Tables/indexes)
Shows tables and indexes that were referenced by the dynamic SQL statement on the Dyn SQL Table Activity
Display.

Press Enter.
The panel for the specified command appears.

View Collection Activity by Reporting Profile
You can use a reporting profile to view application activity and resource use from an application perspective. A reporting
profile consists of a list of the plans or packages that make up the application.

A reporting profile for standard activity collection can be a plan profile or a package profile. For a plan profile, all reporting
profile IDs are defined to include the plan names that are contained in the application. For a package profile, all reporting
profile IDs are defined to include the packages and DBRMs that are contained in the application.

Use the following procedure to view collection data by reporting profile.

1. Specify the subsystem that you want to retrieve collection data for in the Db2 SSID field.
2. Select SSID current interval data on the Detector Main Menu.

The Planname Summary Display appears. Use the View History field to view intervals from a data store that is
currently in use by collection.

NOTE
This panel also appears when you type A in the View Type field on any current display panel.

3. Type F in the View By field and press Enter.
If a profile has been assigned to the selected subsystem, the Application Profile Display appears. The data is grouped
according to the current profile definitions. The NO PROFILE entry represents all applications that are not defined in
the profile.
If a profile has not been assigned to the subsystem, the Reporting Profiles Display appears. You can then create or
select a reporting profile.

4. Specify one of the following line commands next to an application:
S (View activity)

Shows all plans or packages that the application executed on the Application Planname Display or Application
Package/DBRM Display. These panels let you understand which plans or packages account for most of the
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application workload. You can then select a plan or package and view the application activity in greater detail.
For plans, you can view program, detail, and active threads. For programs, you can view plans, SQL statements,
access path information, and details.

D (View Detail)
Shows application activity in a report format on the Application Profile Detail Display. This report lets you view
the column data from the Application Profile Display with less scrolling. The fields are grouped by application
information, buffer manager activity, prepare statement cache activity, RID list processing, locking (IRLM) activity,
data sharing lock activity, parallelism accounting data, wait times and counts, and other time values.

H (Application History)
Shows the application history on the Application Profile History Display.

Press Enter.
The panel for the specified command appears.

View Application Profile History
You can view the activity history for an application. Data is summarized by activity and resource use for the application
according to time intervals. This option lets you identify the activity for an application and examine its resource use.

1. Specify the subsystem that you want to retrieve collection data for in the Db2 SSID field.
2. Select SSID current interval data on the Detector Main Menu.

The Planname Summary Display appears.
3. Type F in the View By field and press Enter.

The Application Profile Display appears.
4. Type H (Application History) next to an application and press Enter.

The Application Profile History Display appears.

View Keys Collection Activity
You can view application activity from the perspective of optional additional view by keys as follows:

• The Db2 connection user ID (AUTHID)
• The correlation ID, such as batch job name or CICS transaction name
• The connection type, such as TSO or CICS
• The connection name, such as the CICS region name
• The remote location name or IP address
• The end user ID that may be specified for distributed and RRSAF connections
• The end user transaction and workstation ID that may be specified for distributed and RRSAF connections

NOTE

• You must have enabled the Additional View By Keys option when you started the collection and specified a
collection profile.

• Statistics are rolled up into a view by key of NULL under the following conditions:
– Statistics for any activity in which the selected view by key value was blank or null
– SQL activity by Db2 connection types that were excluded from key capture using the View Collection

Profile Additional Keys panel

You can identify subsystem activity by optional view by keys such as user or correlation ID. Also, you can view resource
use by the optional keys.

You can select a key and perform the following tasks:
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• View all plans and programs that have been executed by the key during the collection interval.
• Access exception SQL and SQL error collection data.

Use the following procedure to view this data.

1. Specify the subsystem that you want to retrieve collection data for in the Db2 SSID field.
2. Select SSID current interval data on the Detector Main Menu.

The Planname Summary Display appears.
3. Type K (Keys) in the View By field and press Enter.

The Key Summary Display appears. Use the Key field to specify the standard activity data is grouped by (connection
ID, correlation ID, connection type, connection name, remote location name, end user ID, end user transaction, or end
user workstation ID).

4. (Optional) Change the Key value to view the standard activity data in a different order and press Enter.
5. Specify one of the following line commands next to a time interval:
P (Plans)

Shows key activity from a plan name perspective on the Key Planname Display.
G (Programs)

Shows key activity from a program perspective on the Key Package/DBRM Display. From this panel, you can
select a program and view SQL statements, plans, dynamic SQL, access path information, and details.

Q (Dynamic SQL)
Shows the dynamic SQL activity that is related to a selected view by key on the Dynamic SQL Summary Display.

D (Detail)
Shows key activity in a report format on the Key Summary Detail Display. This report lets you view the column
data from the Key Summary Display with less scrolling. The fields are grouped by key information, buffer manager
activity, prepare statement cache activity, RID list processing, locking (IRLM) activity, data sharing lock activity,
parallelism accounting data, wait times and counts, and other time values.

Press Enter.
More information about the selected key appears.

View Exception SQL Collection Activity
The exception SQL collection facilities let you evaluate and control SQL from any application origin, including SQL that
originates from the following sources:

• Client/server database gateways
• Fourth-generation tools
• Typical on-demand queries

Exception SQL collection uses collection profile information that lets you perform the following tasks:

• Specify when a request is considered for data capture. Exception SQL data capture provides all major accounting
information for the execution of the initial request and for the SQL calls that execute as a result of the request.

• Specify thresholds that when met, cause Detector to set a -905 SQL error code when an SQL request completes.
• Preempt the execution of an SQL request. For example, you can specify a resource threshold that is related to

SQL execution cost. If the PREPARE of the SQL statement indicates that the cost is higher than your threshold, the
execution of the SQL request can be preempted.

NOTE
You must define a collection profile to capture performance information that contains application definitions
and resource-related information in effect for those applications.

• View current and historical exception SQL activity. This data helps you easily identify which users are executing
exception SQL within the Db2 subsystem you are viewing. Data is provided in the following categories:
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– By user
– By DBRM/package name
– By plan name
– By reporting profile
– By correlation ID
– By collection ID

NOTE

The same information is gathered for current and historical activity, except for the fields defining the collection
interval. For current activity, the interval collection fields are Interval Time and Interval Elapsed. For historical
activity, the collection interval fields are Interval Date, Interval Time, and Elapsed Time.

Use the following procedure to view this data.

1. Specify the subsystem that you want to retrieve collection data for in the Db2 SSID field.
2. Select SSID current interval data on the Detector Main Menu.

The Planname Summary Display appears.

NOTE
This panel also appears when you type A in the View Type field on any current display panel.

3. Type X in the View Type field and press Enter.
The Exception SQL User Summary Display appears. Use the View By field to sort the collection activity by user,
program, plan, profile, correlation ID, or collection ID. A unique user can be defined by combining the original
authorization ID, plan name, and connection ID. Exception SQL activity and resource use for the selected interval are
grouped by original authorization ID.

4. Specify one of the following line commands:
S

Shows the exception SQL requests by plan for the specified user during the collection interval on the Exception
SQL Request Summary Display. This panel lets you identify which plans are executing exception SQL within the
subsystem being viewed.

D
Shows the same data as the Exception SQL User Summary Display, but in a report format on the Exception SQL
User Detail panel. The detail report lets you view the column data with less scrolling. The fields are grouped by
the type of collection data.

Press Enter.
The related exception SQL collection activity panel appears.

View Exception SQL by User
You can view exception SQL activity from a user perspective. Exception SQL activity and resource use are grouped
by original authorization ID. This option lets you easily identify which users are executing exception SQL within the
subsystem being viewed. You can also identify resource use by user.

You can select a user and view all plans, DBRMs, and packages that were executed by the plan during the collection
interval, and also SQL call statements and statistics.

You can also access standard activity and SQL error collection activity.

1. Type X in the View Type field on any panel that has this field and press Enter.
The Exception SQL User Summary Display appears. Use the Total/Avg field to show totals or averages in the data
columns.

NOTE
This panel also appears when you type U in the View Type field on any current display panel.
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2. Specify one of the following line commands next to a plan:
S (View Exception Reqs)

Shows the exception SQL requests during the collection interval on the Exception SQL Request Summary panel.
D (Detail)

Shows exception SQL collection activity by user in a report format on the Exception SQL User Summary Detail
Display. This report lets you view the data columns from the Exception SQL User Summary Display with less
scrolling. The fields are grouped by OPID information, buffer manager activity, prepare statement cache activity,
RID list processing, locking (IRLM) activity, data sharing lock activity, parallelism accounting data, wait times and
counts, and other time values.

Press Enter.
The panel for the specified command appears.

View Exception SQL Requests By Plan For A User

You can view exception SQL requests by plan for a user during the collection interval and identify which plans are
executing exception SQL within a subsystem.

You can select an exception SQL request and perform the following tasks:

• View the SQL call statement types that make up the exception SQL request.
• View the SQL call text for the selected exception SQL request.
• Evaluate access path information (a Plan Analyzer license is required).
• View exception SQL requests for the user.

Use the following procedure to perform these tasks.

1. Type S (View Exception Req) next to an OPID on any of the following panels:
– Exception SQL User Summary Display
– Exception SQL Program/User Summary
– Exception SQL Plan/User Summary
Press Enter.
The Exception SQL Request Summary panel appears.

2. Specify one of the following line commands next to a plan:
S (View SQL stats)

Shows the SQL call statement types that make up the exception SQL request during the collection interval on the
Exception SQL Request Detail panel.

Q (View SQL text)
Shows the SQL call text for the exception SQL request on the Exception SQL Call Text panel.

E (Explain)
Invokes the Quick Explain component of Plan Analyzer to evaluate access path information for the exception SQL
request.

D (View Detail)
Shows exception SQL collection activity by plan for a user in a report format on the Exception SQL Request
Summary Detail Display. This report lets you view the data columns from the Exception SQL Request Summary
Display with less scrolling. The fields are grouped by SQL request information, buffer manager activity, prepare
statement cache activity, RID list processing, locking (IRLM) activity, data sharing lock activity, parallelism
accounting data, wait times and counts, other time values, exception SQL collection information, program
information, and end user data.

Press Enter.
The panel for the specified command appears.
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View Exception SQL Call Statement Types

You can view the SQL call statement types that make up an exception SQL request.

You can select an executed SQL call type and view a detailed description.

1. Type X in the View Type field and U in the View By field on any panel that has these fields and press Enter.
The Exception SQL User Summary Display appears.

2. Type S (View Exception Req) next to an OPID and press Enter.
The Exception SQL Request Summary panel appears.

3. Type S next to an exception SQL request and press Enter.
The SQL call statement types that make up the exception SQL requests appear on the Exception SQL Request Detail
panel.

4. Type D next to an execute SQL call type and press Enter.
The information from the Exception SQL Request Detail panel appears in a report format. This report lets you view
the data columns with less scrolling. The fields are grouped by SQL information, buffer manager activity, prepare
statement cache activity, RID list processing, locking (IRLM) activity, data sharing lock activity, parallelism accounting
data, wait times and counts, and other time values.

View Exception SQL Call Text

You can view the SQL call text for exception SQL requests for the SQL call that is currently being executed by the active
thread. SQL call text is available only for threads that are currently executing.

The actual values of the host variables are provided with the SQL call request. The parameter markers are listed in
consecutive order as they appear in the SQL call request. These values appear only for SQL calls that contain host
variable data.

You can view the exception SQL call text and perform the following tasks:

• Pass the SQL call catalog information to Quick Explain (a Plan Analyzer license is required).
• Pass the SQL call text to Quick Explain for editing (a Plan Analyzer license is required).
• Pass the SQL call text to ISQL and interactively edit and execute the SQL text.

Use the following procedure to perform these tasks.

1. Type X in the View Type field and U in the View By field on any panel that has these fields and press Enter.
The Exception SQL User Summary Display appears.

2. Type S (View Exception Req) next to an OPID and press Enter.
The Exception SQL Request Summary panel appears.

3. Type Q (View SQL text) next to an exception SQL request and press Enter.
The SQL call text for the exception SQL call request appears on the Exception SQL Call Text panel.

4. Specify one of the following line commands next to an SQL call:
E -Explain SQL

Passes the SQL call catalog information to the Quick Explain component of Plan Analyzer. Use this option when
the SQL call text contains host variable markers.

T -Explain Text
Passes the SQL call text to the Quick Explain component of Plan Analyzer for you to edit.

I -ISQL
Passes the SQL call text to ISQL for you to edit and execute the SQL text.

Press Enter.
The panel for the specified line command appears.
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View Exception SQL By Program
You can view exception SQL requests by program for the collection interval and identify which users are executing
exception SQL within the subsystem being viewed.

You can select a program and perform the following tasks:

• View program users.
• View program information.

Use the following procedure to perform these tasks.

1. Type X in the View Type field and G in the View By field on any panel that has these fields and press Enter.
The Exception SQL Program Summary panel appears.

2. Specify one of the following line commands next to a program:
S (View Program Users)

Shows the users that have executed exception SQL requests during the collection interval in the selected
program on the Exception SQL Program/User Summary panel.

D (View Detail)
Shows exception SQL collection activity by program in a report format on the Exception SQL Program Summary
Detail panel. This report lets you view the data columns from the Exception SQL Program Summary panel with
less scrolling. The fields are grouped by program information, buffer manager activity, prepare statement cache
activity, RID list processing, locking (IRLM) activity, data sharing lock activity, parallelism accounting data, wait
times and counts, other time values, exception SQL collection information, and program information.

Press Enter.
The exception SQL collection activity panel appears for the specified command.

View Exception SQL User Program Information

You can view all users who have executed exception SQL requests in a program during the collection interval.

You can select a user and view all plans, DBRMs, and packages that have been executed by the plan during the
collection interval, and also SQL call statements and statistics.

You can also access standard activity and SQL error collection activity.

1. Type X in the View Type field and G in the View By field on any panel that has these fields and press Enter.
The Exception SQL Program Summary panel appears.

2. Type S next to a program and press Enter.
The Exception SQL Program/User Summary panel appears.

3. Specify one of the following line commands next to a user:
S (View Exception Reqs)

Shows the exception SQL requests during the collection interval on the Exception SQL Request Summary panel.
D (Detail)

Shows exception SQL collection activity by user in a report format on the Exception SQL User Summary Detail
Display panel. This report lets you view the data columns from the Exception SQL User Summary Display panel
with less scrolling. The fields are grouped by OPID information, buffer manager activity, prepare statement cache
activity, RID list processing, locking (IRLM) activity, data sharing lock activity, parallelism accounting data, wait
times and counts, and other time values.

Press Enter.
The exception SQL collection activity panel appears for the specified command.
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View Exception SQL by Plan
You can view all plan names that have executed exception SQL requests during the collection interval.

You can select a plan and perform the following tasks:

• View plan users.
• View plan information.

Use the following procedure to perform these tasks.

1. Type X in the View Type field and P in the View By field on any panel that has these fields and press Enter.
The Exception SQL Planname Summary panel appears.

2. Specify one of the following line commands next to a plan:
S (View Plan Users)

Shows the users that have executed exception SQL requests during the collection interval in the selected plan on
the Exception SQL Plan/User Summary panel.

D (View Detail)
Shows exception SQL collection activity by user in a report format on the Exception SQL Plan/User Summary
panel. This report lets you view the data columns from the Exception SQL Planname Summary panel with less
scrolling. The fields are grouped by OPID, buffer manager activity, prepare statement cache activity, RID list
processing, locking (IRLM) activity, data sharing lock activity, parallelism accounting data, wait times and counts,
and other time values.

Press Enter.
The exception SQL collection activity panel appears for the specified command.

View Exception SQL User Plan Information

You can view all users who have executed exception SQL requests in a plan during the collection interval.

You can select a user and view all plans, DBRMs, and packages that have been executed by the plan during the
collection interval, and also SQL call statements and statistics.

You can also access standard activity and SQL error collection activity.

1. Type X in the View Type field and P in the View By field on any panel that has these fields and press Enter.
The Exception SQL Planname Summary panel appears.

2. Type S next to a plan and press Enter.
The Exception SQL Plan/User Summary panel appears.

3. Specify one of the following line commands next to a user:
S (View Exception Reqs)

Shows the exception SQL requests during the collection interval on the Exception SQL Request Summary panel.
D (Detail)

Shows exception SQL collection activity by user in a report format on the Exception SQL Planname Summary
panel. This report lets you view the data columns from the Exception SQL Plan/User Summary panel with less
scrolling. The fields are grouped by plan information, buffer manager activity, prepare statement cache activity,
RID list processing, locking (IRLM) activity, data sharing lock activity, parallelism accounting data, wait times and
counts, and other time values.

Press Enter.
The exception SQL collection activity panel appears for the specified command.
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View Exception SQL by Reporting Profile
You can view exception SQL request activity and resource use from an application perspective using a reporting profile.
The reporting profile consists of a list of the plans, packages, or users that make up the application.

An exception SQL reporting profile can be a plan profile, a package profile, a user profile, a correlation ID profile, or a
collection ID profile:

• For a plan profile, the profile ID is defined to include the plan names in the application.
• For a package profile, the ID is defined to include the packages and DBRMs in the application.
• For a user profile, the profile ID is defined to include the user IDs in the application.
• For a correlation ID profile, the profile ID is defined to include the correlation IDs in the application.
• For a collection ID profile, the profile ID is defined to include the collection IDs in the application.

Users can share reporting profiles.

Detector aggregates (totals) the display output by profile ID. This aggregation lets you analyze subsystem use by
application. You can easily identify which applications account for the most resource use.

You can view application activity, detail, and history.

1. Type X in the View Type field and F in the View By field on any panel that has these fields and press Enter.
The Exception SQL Profile Display appears. The data is grouped according to the definitions in the current profile. The
NO PROFILE entry represents all applications that are not defined in the profile.

NOTE

If a profile has not been assigned to the subsystem, the Reporting Profiles Display appears. You can then
create or select a reporting profile.

2. Specify one of the following line commands next to an application:
S (View Exception Activity)

Shows all plans or packages that were executed by the application on the Application Planname Display or
Application Package/DBRM Display. This view shows which plans or packages account for most of the application
workload. You can then select a plan or package and view the application activity in greater detail. For plans, you
can view program, detail, and active threads. For programs, you can view plans, SQL statements, access path
information, and detail.

D (View Detail)
Shows application activity in a report format on the Exception SQL Profile Detail panel. This report lets you view
the column data from the Exception SQL Profile Display panel with less scrolling. The fields are grouped by
application information, buffer manager activity, prepare statement cache activity, RID list processing, locking
(IRLM) activity, data sharing lock activity, parallelism accounting data, wait times and counts, and other time
values.

Press Enter.
The panel for the specified command appears.

View Exception SQL By Correlation ID
You can view exception SQL requests by correlation ID for a collection interval.

You can select a correlation ID and perform the following tasks:

• View correlation ID information.
• View users that have executed exception SQL requests by correlation ID.
• View plans that have executed exception SQL requests by correlation ID.
• View programs that have executed exception SQL requests by correlation ID.
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Use the following procedure to perform these tasks.

1. Type X in the View Type field and C in the View By field on any panel that has these fields and press Enter.
The Exception SQL Corrid Summary panel appears.

2. Specify one of the following line commands next to a correlation ID:
D (View Detail)

Shows exception SQL collection activity by correlation ID in a report format on the Exception SQL Corrid
Summary panel. This report lets you view the data columns from the Exception SQL Corrid Summary panel with
less scrolling. The fields are grouped by correlation ID information, buffer manager activity, prepare statement
cache activity, RID list processing, locking (IRLM) activity, data sharing lock activity, parallelism accounting data,
wait times and counts, and other time values.

S (View Users)
Shows all users that executed exception SQL requests for the selected correlation ID during the collection interval
on the Exception SQL Corrid/User Summary Display.

P (View Plans)
Shows the plans that executed exception SQL requests for the selected correlation ID during the collection
interval on the Exception SQL Corrid/Plan Summary panel.

G (View Programs)
Shows the programs that executed exception SQL requests for the selected correlation ID during the collection
interval on the Exception SQL Corrid/Pgm Summary panel.

Press Enter.
The exception SQL collection activity panel for the specified command appears.

View Exception SQL By Collection ID
You can view exception SQL requests by collection ID for a collection interval.

You can select a collection ID and perform the following tasks:

• View collection ID information.
• View users that have executed exception SQL requests by collection ID.
• View plans that have executed exception SQL requests by collection ID.
• View programs that have executed exception SQL requests by collection ID.

Use the following procedure to perform these tasks.

1. Type X in the View Type field and C in the View By field on any panel that has these fields and press Enter.
The Exception SQL Collid Summary panel appears.

2. Specify one of the following line commands next to a collection ID:
D (View Detail)

Shows exception SQL collection activity by collection ID in a report format on the Exception SQL Collid Summary
panel. This report lets you view the data columns from the Exception SQL Collid Summary panel with less
scrolling. The fields are grouped by collection ID information, buffer manager activity, prepare statement cache
activity, RID list processing, locking (IRLM) activity, data sharing lock activity, parallelism accounting data, wait
times and counts, and other time values.

S (View Users)
Shows all users that executed exception SQL requests for the selected correlation ID during the collection interval
on the Exception SQL Collid/User Summary panel.

P (View Plans)
Shows the plans that executed exception SQL requests for the selected correlation ID during the collection
interval on the Exception SQL Collid/Plan Summary panel.
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G (View Programs)
Shows the programs that executed exception SQL requests for the selected correlation ID during the collection
interval on the Exception SQL Collid/Pgm Summary panel.

Press Enter.
The exception SQL collection activity panel appears for the specified command.

View SQL Errors Collection Data
Detector has collection and reporting facilities to help with detecting and understanding application SQL error activity. SQL
error collection lets you view data on application errors that are incurred as a result of abnormal SQL call return codes. No
performance trace activity is required for SQL error collection.

You can create collection profiles to tailor SQL error collection by excluding SQL error conditions that are of no interest.
More thresholds are also provided to limit the amount of SQL error information that is retained.

You can view SQL error data that has been captured for the current interval. You can also view historical data that has
been saved in a data store for an individual subsystem or for a data sharing group. Viewing this data lets you quickly
determine which SQL errors are occurring most frequently.

To view SQL error data, you must set the SQL Error Text and Collection Profile options when you start collection.

NOTE
SQL error collection does not capture SQL errors that are incurred during CONNECT, CREATE THREAD, and
SIGNON activity. SQL error collection also does not collect other Db2 activity that is unrelated to SQL statement
execution, including deadlocks or timeouts that occur during the execution of these statements.

To view SQL error collection data, type E in the View Type field of any panel with that field and press Enter.

The DETECTOR SQL ERROR Summary Display or DETECTOR DS Group Error Interval Display appears. Use these
panels to view data about application errors resulting in abnormal SQL return codes.

From the SQL error panels, you can use the View By field to view the following types of activity:

C (SQL code)
Shows data by SQL error code.

G (program)
Shows collection data by DBRM/package name. Use line commands to view SQL statements, collection data for
all executed plans, more program details, dynamic SQL, and program history. If you have a Plan Analyzer license,
you can invoke that product to evaluate access path information.
For data sharing groups, you can view SQL statements and program history, and can invoke Plan Analyzer to
evaluate access path information. You can also view interval data for data sharing group members.

U (user)
Shows collection data by user. A unique user can be defined by combining the original authorization ID, plan
name, and connection ID.

L (List)
Shows a list of errors for the interval.

A (All)
Shows all SQL statements that generated an SQL error code for all intervals in a data store.

You can also use the following line commands to view more information:

U (View Users)
Shows SQL error data by user for the SQL error code.

G (View Programs)
Shows all programs (DBRMS or packages) that generated a specified SQL code.
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L (View List)
Shows all SQL statements that generated an SQL error code during the interval.

M (Member Activity)
Lists interval data for the members that were used to formulate the data on the selected line.

View SQL Error Codes
You can view all SQL errors that were captured for the current interval. This function helps you determine which SQL
errors occur most frequently. You can select an SQL code and then view all users or programs that encountered the error.

NOTE

Many false -805 SQL errors can be generated by the remote Db2 subsystem during a package lookup. The
local Db2 subsystem records and displays only true -805 SQL errors from the remote subsystem. The remote
subsystem does not collect any -805 errors during the package lookup. For distributed requests that run under
the DISTSERV plan, all -805 SQL errors are recorded and displayed on both the local and remote subsystems.

1. Type E in the View Type field of any panel containing that field and press Enter.
The SQL Error Summary Display appears. The View By field defaults to SQLcode.

2. Specify one of the following line commands next to an SQL error code:
U (View Users)

Formats the SQL error data on the SQL ERROR User/SQLCODE Summary panel. The output is summarized
by user and it is listed chronologically with the most recent occurrence first. After you select a user, the SQL
Error Detail Display appears, showing all statements that generated a particular SQL code for the user. The SQL
statements are listed chronologically with the most recent occurrence first.

G (View Programs)
Shows all programs (DBRMs or packages) that generated the selected error code on the SQL Error Program/
SQLCODE Summary panel. The detail lines are listed chronologically with the most recent occurrence first. After
you select a program, the SQL Error Detail Display appears, showing all statements that generated a particular
SQL code for the program. The SQL statements are listed chronologically with the most recent occurrence first.

L (View List)
Shows the SQL statements that generated the selected error code during the interval. Up to 999 SQL statement
detail lines can appear. The statements are listed chronologically, with the most recent occurrence first.

Press Enter.
The panel for the specified command appears.

3. Specify one of the following line commands:
S (SQLCA Message Display)

Shows the SQLCA area for the SQL call that issued the return code on the SQLCA Data Area Display. You can
switch between showing the SQLCA area message and showing the SQLCA area in hexadecimal.

Q (SQL Call Text)
Shows the SQL call text on the SQL Call Text Display (static SQL calls) or the SQL Call Dynamic SQL Summary
Display (dynamic SQL calls).

V (View Detail)
Shows all SQL statements that generated a particular SQL code for the user being viewed on the SQL Error
Detail Display. This option lets you view the data columns with less scrolling. The fields are grouped by SQL error
environment information, SQL error data from the SQLCA, and warning information from the SQLCA.

Press Enter.
The SQL error code panel appears.
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View SQL Errors by Program
You can view all programs (DBRMs or packages) that generated a specific SQL code. You can determine what
applications account for the SQL error activity for that code. You can then select a program to view a list of the SQL codes
that were generated by the program.

1. Type E in the View Type field and G in the View By field of any panel with those fields and press Enter.
The SQL Error Program Display appears. From this panel, you can determine which SQL errors are occurring in the
program. You can select an SQL code to view the SQL calls that generated errors.

2. Select a program and press Enter.
The SQL statements that generated a particular SQL code for the selected program appear on the SQL Error Detail
Display. The SQL statements are listed chronologically, with the most recent occurrence first.

3. Specify one of the following line commands:
S (SQLCA Message Display)

Shows the SQLCA area for the SQL call that issued the return code on the SQLCA Data Area Display. You can
switch between showing the SQLCA area message or showing the SQLCA area in hexadecimal.

Q (SQL Call Text)
Shows the static and dynamic SQL call text.

Press Enter.
The panel for the specified command appears.

View SQL Errors by User
You can view all users that generated an SQL error. Use this feature to determine which users and plans account for the
SQL error activity. You can then select a user to view the SQL codes that were generated by that user.

1. Type E in the View Type field and U in the View By field of any panel with those fields and press Enter.
The SQL Error User Summary Display appears.

2. Select a user and press Enter.
The SQL Error User Display appears. This panel lists all SQL errors that were generated by the user for the current
interval.

3. Select an error and press Enter.
The SQL Error Detail Display appears. This panel shows all SQL statements that generated the selected error for this
user. The SQL statements are listed chronologically, with the most recent occurrence first.

4. Specify one of the following line commands:
S (SQLCA Message Display)

Shows the SQLCA area for the SQL call that issued the return code on the SQLCA Data Area Display. You can
switch between showing the SQLCA area message or showing the SQLCA area in hexadecimal.

Q (SQL Call Text)
Shows the static and dynamic SQL call text.

V (View Detail)
Shows all SQL statements that generated the selected SQL code for this user on the SQL Error Detail Display.
This option lets you view the data columns with less scrolling. The fields are grouped by SQL error environment
information, SQL error data from the SQLCA, and warning information from the SQLCA.

Press Enter.
The SQL error panel appears.
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View a List of SQL Errors
You can view a list of SQL statements that generated an SQL error code during the collection interval. The SQL
statements are listed chronologically, with the most recent occurrence first. Up to 999 SQL statement detail lines can be
viewed at one time.

1. Type E in the View Type field and L in the View By field of any panel with those fields and press Enter.
The SQL Error List Display appears.

2. Specify one of the following line commands:
S (SQLCA Message Display)

Shows the SQLCA area for the SQL call that issued the return code on the SQLCA Data Area Display. You can
switch between showing the SQLCA area message or showing the SQLCA area in hexadecimal.

Q (SQL Call Text)
Shows the static and dynamic SQL call text.

V (View Detail)
Shows all SQL statements that generated a particular SQL code for the user being viewed on the SQL Error
Detail Display. This option lets you view the data columns with less scrolling. The fields are grouped by SQL error
environment information, SQL error data from the SQLCA, and warning information from the SQLCA.

Press Enter.
The SQL error panel appears.

List All SQL Error Codes
You can list all SQL statements that generated an SQL error code for all intervals in a data store. Up to 999 SQL
statement detail lines can be viewed at one time.

NOTE
You can access this information only when viewing historical collection data.

1. Type E in the View Type field and A in the View By field of any panel with those fields and press Enter.
The SQL Error List-All Display appears. The SQL statements are listed chronologically with the most recent
occurrence first. The display can show up to 999 SQL statement detail lines.

2. Specify one of the following line commands:
S (SQLCA Message Display)

Shows the SQLCA area for the SQL call that issued the return code on the SQLCA Data Area Display. You can
switch between showing the SQLCA area message or showing the SQLCA area in hexadecimal.

Q (SQL Call Text)
Shows the static and dynamic SQL call text.

V (View Detail)
Shows all SQL statements that generated a particular SQL code for the user that is being viewed on the SQL
Error Detail Display. This option lets you view the data columns with less scrolling. The fields are grouped by SQL
error environment information, SQL error data from the SQLCA, and warning information from the SQLCA.

Press Enter.
The SQL error panel appears.

View SQLCA Data Area
The SQLCA Data Area Display shows the SQLCA area for the SQL call that issued the return code. You can switch
between displaying the SQLCA area messages and displaying the SQLCA area in hexadecimal.

To access the SQLCA Data Area Display, select an SQL statement from any SQL Error List display or SQL Error Detail
display.
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NOTE
For information about the data that is contained in this area, see the current IBM Db2 SQL Reference.

The following example shows the SQLCA in message format:

DSNT408I SQLCODE = -805, ERROR:  DBRM OR PACKAGE NAME D41ADB2..PTADRVAC.0F0F- 

         1F0F00404040 NOT FOUND IN PLAN RDTP025S. REASON 01                   

DSNT418I SQLSTATE   = 51002 SQLSTATE RETURN CODE                              

DSNT415I SQLERRP    = DSNXEPM SQL PROCEDURE DETECTING ERROR                   

DSNT416I SQLERRD    = -250  0  0  -1  0  0 SQL DIAGNOSTIC INFORMATION         

DSNT416I SQLERRD    = X'FFFFFF06'  X'00000000'  X'00000000'  X'FFFFFFFF'      

         X'00000000'  X'00000000' SQL DIAGNOSTIC INFORMATION                  

******************************** BOTTOM OF DATA *******************************

The following example shows the SQLCA in hexadecimal format:

HEX                                                                            

OFFSET  HEX DATA                             CHARACTER DATA                    

------  -----------------------------------  ------------------                

+ 0000  E2D8D3C3 C1404040 00000088 FFFFFCDB  *SQLCA   ........*                

+ 0010  002EC4F4 F1C1C4C2 F24B4BD7 E3C1C4D9  *..D41ADB2..PTADR*                

+ 0020  E5C1C34B F0C6F0C6 F1C6F0C6 F0F0F4F0  *VAC.0F0F1F0F0040*                

+ 0030  F4F0F4F0 FFD9C4E3 D7F0F2F5 E2FFF0F1  *4040.RDTP025S.01*                

+ 0040  40404040 40404040 40404040 40404040  *                *                

+ 0050  40404040 40404040 C4E2D5E7 C5D7D440  *        DSNXEPM *                

+ 0060  FFFFFF06 00000000 00000000 FFFFFFFF  *................*                

+ 0070  00000000 00000000 40404040 40404040  *........        *                

+ 0080  404040F5 F1F0F0F2                    *   51002        * 

View Dynamic SQL Errors
You can view dynamic SQL errors.

NOTE
If you did not enable SQL error text collection when the collection was started, you can view the SQL call text
for dynamic SQL statements only when the SQL error was also captured as an SQL exception. Otherwise, the
request fails with a DT160I error message.

To view dynamic SQL errors, type Q in the S column for a row on the SQL Error Detail Display.

The SQL Error Call Text Display appears.

View SQL Call Text for Static SQL Statements
Static SQL statements can be viewed from the Standard Activity, Exception SQL, and SQL error panels.

Detector might be unable to display static SQL text. Some SQL statements, such as CONNECT and SET, do not allow
Detector to collect enough information to classify the issuing program type as a package or DBRM. Typically, Detector can
resolve this ambiguity when the program executes more SQL statements that can be classified. However, if a program
executes only a single unclassifiable statement, the program type remains unknown, and an attempt to view SQL call text
fails with a DT165E message. In other cases, the attempt to view static SQL text can fail with a DT161E message due to
a bind or authorization error that prevents the Xmanager address space from reading the Db2 catalog. If you receive the
DT161E message, examine the related Xmanager job log for PDT0220 messages that describe the failure.

To view call text for static SQL statements, type Q in the S column next to the static SQL call from any standard activity
SQL statement display, the Exception SQL Request Summary Display, or the SQL Error Detail Display and press Enter.
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The SQL Call Text Display appears. On this panel, you can view the entire SQL text and can select from the following text
processing options:

• Type E and press Enter to invoke the Quick Explain component of Plan Analyzer. A Plan Analyzer license is required.
The related SQL statement and section number are passed to Plan Analyzer.

NOTE
Use this option for static SQL statement text containing host variables.

• Type T to pass the SQL call text directly to Quick Explain.
The SQL call text is available for editing from within Plan Analyzer.

NOTE
If the static SQL statements contain host variables, the EXPLAIN might fail with a -204 SQL error. If this
problem occurs, select E to explain the SQL call statement.

• Type I to pass the SQL call text directly to the Value Pack ISQL application. Within this application, you can edit, save,
and execute the SQL call text.

View Db2 Data Sharing Group Activity
You can view consolidated statistics for a data sharing group without incurring more overhead for data collections. You
can view the statistics as an integrated whole and comparatively.

The data sharing group options and panels are similar to the panels for an individual subsystem. Aggregated data is
available for the program activity and for SQL error views.

For the members of a data sharing group to be included in these displays, they must meet the following requirements:

• Each member must externalize its collected statistics to a data store.
• The data stores must all have the same name and high-level qualifier. We recommend using the data sharing group

name as the data store name for the individual member collections.
• The collections in each member must use the sysplex interval as their collection interval. For more information about

the sysplex interval, see Review the Operational Considerations.

Follow these steps to view the data sharing group activity:

1. Specify the data sharing group name in the DS Group field on the Detector Main Menu and press Enter. The DS
Group field is independent of the SSID field on this panel.

2. Select DS Group current interval data on the main menu and press Enter.
The DETECTOR DS Group Planname Summary Display appears. From this panel, you can view application activity
by plan name for the data sharing group.
You can use the View Type field to view standard (A) or error (E) activity. You can use the View By field to view
information by plan name (P), DBRM/package name (G), keys groups (K), and SQL calls that were issued during the
collection interval (S).

3. Specify one of the following line commands:
S

Shows the next level of granularity for the selected line.
M (Member Activity)

Lists interval data for data sharing group members that were used to formulate the data on the selected line.
D (Detail)

Shows a detailed report of the column data for the selected line. The report shows the same column data but in a
report format, which lets you view all column data with less scrolling.

Press Enter.
The panel for the specified command appears.
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Set Default Data Sharing Group
Use the following procedure to set the default data sharing group.

1. Select DS Group Collection Status on the Detector Main Menu and press Enter.
The Data Sharing Groups Display appears, showing the state and collection status of each data sharing group.

2. Type S next to a data sharing group and press Enter.
The selected group is now the default data sharing group. The main menu reappears, showing the default group in the
DS Group field.

View Status of Data Sharing Group Members
Use the following procedure to view the Db2 status and Detector collection status of the members in a data sharing group.
This information can help you determine which group members are included in integrated statistics. You can also use this
information to evaluate conditions that may be excluding specific group members from statistics integration.

1. Select DS Group Collection Status on the Detector Main Menu and press Enter.
The Data Sharing Groups Display appears, showing the state and collection status of each data sharing group.

2. Type M (Member list) next to a group and press Enter.
The DS Group Member Status panel appears, showing the members of the selected group.

View Data Sharing Group Activity By Plan
You can use the DS Group Planname Summary Display to view data sharing group application activity from a plan name
perspective. This display summarizes the application activity and resource use by plan name. You can also view the
activity for a selected plan across all group members that executed the plan during the collection interval. Use this display
to identify the most frequently used plans in a data sharing group and to examine resource use by plan name.

1. Select DS Group Current Interval Data on the Detector Main Menu.
The DS Group Planname Summary Display appears.

2. Type D next to a plan and press Enter.
The DS Group Planname Detail Display appears. This display shows the same data as the DS Group Planname
Summary Display but in a report format for the selected display line. The fields are grouped by the type of collection
data. Use the F7 (Up) and F8 (Down) keys to scroll through the report.

3. Press F3 (End).
The DS Group Planname Summary Display reappears.

View Plan Activity for Data Sharing Group Members
The DS Group Planname Member Summary Display summarizes application activity and resource use across the
data sharing group members. Use this display to identify how the activity for a plan is distributed across the member
subsystems.

1. Select DS Group Current Interval Data on the Detector Main Menu and press Enter.
The DS Group Planname Summary Display appears.

2. Type D next to a plan and press Enter.
The DS Group Planname Detail Display appears.

3. Type M next to a plan and press Enter.
The DS Group Planname Member Summary panel appears.

4. Specify one of the following line commands:
S

(Programs)
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D
(Detail)

Q
(Dynamic SQL)

H
(Plan History)

T
(Active Threads)

Press Enter.
The data sharing group panel for the specified command appears.

Evaluate Program Activity for Data Sharing Group Members
You can use the DS Group Plan/Program Display to view program (DBRM or package) activity originating from a selected
plan. You can evaluate the plan activity and resource use from a DBRM or package point of view. You can view the
program activity for the entire data sharing group or comparatively across the group members.

This display summarizes the plan resource use and SQL activity by program name. This information makes it easy to
identify the programs in the plan that account for most of the plan activity and resource consumption. You can view all
major accounting class data values at the program level.

NOTE
If you have a Plan Analyzer license, you can invoke it from this display to analyze the access path for a selected
program.

1. Select a plan from the DS Group Planname Summary Display.
The DS Group Plan/Program Display appears.

2. Enter the D line command to select a display line.
The DS Group Plan/Program Detail Display appears.

View Plan Program Activity Across Data Sharing Group Members
The DS Group Plan Program Member Summary Display summarizes plan program activity and resource use across the
data sharing group members. Use this display to identify how the activity for a program is distributed across the member
subsystems.

To view program activity across data sharing group members, enter the M line command to select a display line.

The DS Group Plan/Program Member Summary Display appears.

Review Plan SQL Call Types and Resource Consumption
The DS Group Plan SQL Display formats the SQL call activity and resource information originating from a selected plan or
program entry. You can use this display to view the SQL call types and statement numbers for the SQL activity that were
executed from a program. You can also use this display to evaluate major accounting class data values from an SQL call
perspective. You can identify the SQL call types and view resource consumption at the SQL call level. You can also view
the SQL text for static SQL calls.

1. Select a program from the DS Group Plan Program Display.
The DS Group Plan SQL Display appears.

2. Enter the D line command to select a display line.
The DS Group Plan SQL Detail Display appears.
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View SQL Activity for Plans Across Data Sharing Group Members
The DS Group Plan SQL Member Display formats the SQL call activity and resource use across the data sharing group
members. Using this display, you can identify how the SQL activity is distributed across the member subsystems.

To view SQL activity for plans across data sharing group members, enter the M line command to select a display line. 

The DS Group Plan SQL Member Summary Display appears.

Evaluate Application Performance by Program
You can use the DS Group Package/DBRM Summary Display to evaluate application performance from an application
program point of view. This display summarizes display output by application DBRM or package name. You can view all
major accounting data values for the programs.

1. Type G in the View By field on the DS Group Planname Summary Display.
The DS Group Package/DBRM Summary Display appears.

2. Enter the D line command to select a display line.
The DS Group Package/DBRM Detail Display appears.

View Program Activity Across Data Sharing Group Members
The DS Group Package/DBRM Member Summary Display formats application program activity and resource use across
the data sharing group members. Use this display to identify how the program activity is distributed across the member
subsystems.

To view program activity across data sharing group members, enter the M line command to select a display line.

The DS Group Package/DBRM Member Summary Display appears. Specify
the S (SQL), P (plans), E (explain), D (detail), Q (dynamic SQL), and H (program history) commands as needed.

Review Program SQL Call Use and Resource Consumption
The DS Group Package/DBRM SQL Display formats the SQL information for a program. Output is summarized by SQL
statement.

All major accounting class data values are available for viewing from a SQL call perspective. Use this display to determine
program SQL call use and resource consumption. Information is provided for all plan users of the program. You can also
view the text of static SQL calls.

1. Type G in the View By field on the DS Group Package/DBRM Summary Display, and then use the S line command to
select a program.
The DS Group Package/DBRM SQL Display appears.

2. Enter the D line command to select a display line.
The DS Group Package/DBRM SQL Detail display appears.

View Program SQL Activity Across Data Sharing Group Members
The DS Group Package/DBRM SQL Members Display formats application program SQL activity and resource use across
the data sharing group members. Using this display, you can identify how the program SQL activity is distributed across
the member subsystems.

To view program SQL activity across group members, enter the M line command to select a display line. 

The DS Group Package/DBRM SQL Member Summary Display appears.
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View Data Sharing Group SQL Call Summary Information
You can use the DS Group SQL Statement Summary Display to view the SQL calls that were issued during the collection
interval. You can then select a call and view SQL call text or the plan names that are associated with the call. You can also
invoke Quick Explain, invoke the SQL editor, or view a detail display for the SQL call.

1. Specify S in the View By field on an integrated data sharing collection display.
The DS Group SQL Statement Summary Display appears.

2. Enter the D line command to select a display line.
The DS Group SQL Statement Detail Display appears.

View SQL Activity Across Data Sharing Group Members
The DS Group SQL Statement Member Display formats the SQL call activity and resource use across the data sharing
group members. Using this display, you can identify how the SQL activity is distributed across the member subsystems.

To view SQL activity distribution across data sharing members, enter the M line command to select a display line. 

The DS Group SQL Statement Member Summary Display appears.

Subsystem Analyzer for Db2 for z/OS Panel Integration
Detector and Subsystem Analyzer have been integrated on selected panels to maximize product functionality and
usefulness when evaluating your subsystem performance and application workload. When both products are in use, you
can view table and index getpage activity at the SQL statement level.

Selected Subsystem Analyzer panels let you invoke Detector panels. For example, if you use Subsystem Analyzer to view
table activity, you can invoke Detector to view all SQL activity that has referenced the table. If you use Detector to view
SQL statement activity, you can invoke Subsystem Analyzer to view the tables and indexes that were referenced by an
SQL statement. This view provides an understanding of getpage activity that was incurred by the application. You can
determine the tables and indexes that were referenced by the SQL statement and the access path that was used.

NOTE

If you externalize your Detector and Subsystem Analyzer data, we recommend giving both data stores the
same name, with the same high-level qualifier. Synchronizing the names lets you take advantage of the panel
integration and switch between the two products when viewing the data in the data stores.

The following Subsystem Analyzer panels are integrated with Detector:

• Table Activity Display
• Indexspace Activity Display

Table Activity Display

From the Table Activity Display, you can access Detector by typing A (View SQL Activity) next to a table and pressing
Enter.

The DETECTOR Table SQL Activity Display appears, showing the application SQL activity that referenced the table
and its related indexes during the collection interval. The output displays SQL getpage activity referencing the table
and getpage activity referencing the table indexes. Use this display to determine which application SQL references the
table and its indexes most frequently. You can also determine whether the displayed SQL activity is referencing the table
using sequential access or index access by evaluating other output columns.
The View Type options on this panel display more Detector panels that provide further analysis of the SQL activity:
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B (Table SQL/Multi-Table)
Displays the Table SQL/Multiple Tables Accessed panel. This panel shows the SQL that referenced the selected
table, and any other tables, during the collection interval. For example, SQL that referenced the table during join
processing would appear because the SQL referenced more than one table when it executed. Other activity, such
as embedded dynamic SQL that references multiple tables in different executions, can also appear in the output.
Dynamic SQL PREPARE statements can also appear because they reference many Db2 catalog tables during
statement execution.

C (Table SQL/Workfile)
Displays the Table SQL/Workfile Accessed panel. This panel shows the SQL that referenced the table and the
work file during the collection interval. Use this display to identify excessive work file use by the SQL referencing
the table.

The line command options on this panel also display more Detector panels that provide further analysis of the SQL
activity:

S (View Indexes)
Displays the Table/SQL Index Display. This panel shows the indexes for the table that was referenced by the
selected SQL statement. If multiple-index access was used, multiple output lines appear. You can determine the
number of index getpage requests that were issued and the number of table getpage requests that were issued
using the index. If the table getpage count is zero, the SQL statement might have used index-only access.

A (View All Tables)
or S(View Tables/Indexes)
Displays the SQL Table Activity Display. This panel shows the tables and indexes that were referenced by the
SQL statement. Use this display to see the quantity of getpage activity that was incurred and how table data is
being accessed.

P
(View Plans)
Displays the Table/SQL Plan Display. This panel shows the plans that executed the SQL statement. Use this
display to determine which plans account for most SQL activity that references the table and the amount of
getpage activity that was incurred on the table and its related indexes.

Q
(View SQL Text)
Displays the SQL Call Text Display. This panel shows the call text originating from the static SQL application.

E
(Explain)
Passes the SQL call text to the Quick Explain component of Plan Analyzer. You must have a Plan Analyzer
license to use this feature.

Indexspace Activity Display

From the Indexspace Activity Display, you can access Detector by typing A (View SQL Activity) next to an indexspace
name and pressing Enter.

The DETECTOR Index SQL Activity Display appears, showing the SQL that referenced the index during the collection
interval.

The line command options on this panel display more Detector panels that provide further analysis of the SQL activity:

S (View All Tables/ Indexes)
Displays the SQL Table Activity Display. This panel shows the tables and indexes that were referenced by the
SQL statement. Use this display to see the quantity of getpage activity that was incurred and how table data is
being accessed.
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Q (View SQL Text)
Displays the SQL Call Text Display. This panel shows the call text originating from the static SQL application.

E (Explain)
Invokes the Quick Explain component of Plan Analyzer. You must have a Plan Analyzer license to use this
feature.

View Historical Collection Data
You can view collection data and SQL error data for a subsystem or data sharing group that has been externalized
(saved) to a data store. You can view interval summaries for standard collection, exception SQL collection, or SQL error
collection.

NOTE

• Externalizing SQL error activity data is optional and must be specified when the collection is started. To
collect exception SQL data, you must externalize the data.

• When data is collected, the time values are stored in raw system clock format, which is in Greenwich Mean
Time (GMT). The operating system stores a value that provides the offset from GMT to the local time. When
the raw clock value is converted to a formatted time and date, the offset converts the GMT system clock
value to the local time. Depending on when you set the dates on your data store interval, the clock value
can appear to gain an hour when daylight saving time begins, and to lose an hour when standard time is
reinstated. When the intervals that predate the time change are cycled off the data store, the clock value
returns to normal.

Use the following procedure to view this data.

1. Perform any of the following actions:
– Select SSID historical interval data on the Detector Main Menu.

The Detector Datastore Display appears, showing the data stores in the selected subsystem.
– Select DS Group historical interval data on the Detector Main Menu.

The Detector Data Sharing Datastore Display appears. Data stores are shown only for data sharing groups in which
least one member collected data using the sysplex time interval.

– Type S in the View History field on any current activity panel where it is available and press Enter.
A panel appears where you can select the data store containing the collection data that you want to view.

NOTE

You can use the C line command on an interval to view the following collection statistics: Collection CP
usage, Xmanager and System CPU storage usage, and collection and environmental options that are in
effect.

2. Select a data store and press Enter.
The Datastore Interval Display or DS Group Datastore Interval Display panel appears. Use the F11 key to scroll right
and view all columns. Use the View Type field to view intervals on the Exception SQL or SQL Error Interval panels.

NOTE
You can also delete intervals from the Datastore Interval Display. (If you are viewing the DS Group Datastore
Interval Display, first select a data store, then use the M option to display the intervals.) All data for the
selected interval is purged and the space that was occupied by the deleted data is reused by subsequent
collections.

3. Select an interval or range of intervals and press Enter.
The Planname Summary Display panel appears. Use the View Type field to view standard, exception, error, or object
collection activity.
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View Audit Records
Every time Detector starts or stops collection, it writes an audit record to the control file. The audit record contains a
history of the collection activity, including start and stop times and dates, and how collection was terminated.

You can view the collections that have been externalized (written) to a data store for a subsystem or data sharing group.
You can view interval summaries for standard, exception SQL, or SQL error collection.

NOTE
To collect exception SQL data, you must externalize the data. Externalization is optional and must be specified
when the collection is started.

1. Perform any of the following actions:
– Select SSID historical interval data on the Detector Main Menu.

The Detector Datastore Display appears, showing the data stores in the selected subsystem.
– Select DS Group historical interval data on the Detector Main Menu.

The Detector Data Sharing Datastore Display appears. Data stores are shown only for data sharing groups in which
least one member collected data using the sysplex time interval.

– Type S in the View History field on any current activity panel where it is available and press Enter.
A panel appears where you can select the data store containing the collection data that you want to view.

2. Type A next to a data store and press Enter.
The Collection Audit Display appears. A row of data is shown for each time that collection started and stopped. If
a collection ends normally, the panel shows one row for the collection session. If collection is stopped using the
Terminate SSID Collection option on the Detector Main Menu, an audit record is written to the data store and a row for
the session appears on this panel.

3. Type E next to an audit record and press Enter.
If collection terminated normally, a message indicates that there is no error information to display.
If collection terminated abnormally, the Collection Audit Error panel appears. This panel shows the original message
that was issued.

4. Press F3 when you have finished reviewing the message.
The Collection Audit Display reappears.

Analyze Current Subsystem Activity
You can view current Db2 thread activity to evaluate current users and related resource use. You can view a list of
current threads on a subsystem and can observe and evaluate current thread activity. You can also easily switch between
subsystems by changing the subsystem ID. Thread identification information and selected performance-related values are
available so that you can evaluate current thread activity and resource use.

NOTE
Class 2 and Class 3 times are available only when their respective accounting classes are active on the
subsystem.

View a Subsystem List

You can view a list of all Db2 subsystems that are defined on your z/OS system. This list provides the subsystem
identifiers, recognition characters, status, version, data sharing group information, date and time started, and number of
active connections and threads.

1. Select SSID, Active thread, SQL trace displays on the Detector Main Menu.
The Additional Features menu appears.

2. Select View subsystem list.
The Thread Terminator Db2 Subsystem Display appears. This panel shows all subsystems that are defined on the z/
OS system.
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NOTE
You can use the LISTDb2 global command to jump directly to this panel from other products.

View Subsystem Threads

You can view the current users (thread activity) in a subsystem.

1. Select SSID, Active thread, SQL trace displays on the Detector Main Menu.
The Additional Features menu appears.

2. Select View subsystem list.
The Thread Terminator Db2 Subsystem Display appears.

3. Type S next to a subsystem and press Enter.
The Thread Terminator Active Threads Display appears. The selected subsystem is then used for subsequent active
threads displays.

NOTE

• You can use the LISTTHD global command to jump directly to this panel from other products
• To evaluate threads on a different subsystem, enter the subsystem ID in the SSID field and press Enter.

View Current Thread Activity

You can evaluate the active thread activity in a granular fashion.

NOTE
If the Thread Termination\Dynamic DSNZPARM Value Pack component is installed, you can also terminate a
thread. If Plan Analyzer is installed, you can also jump to that product to explain SQL call text.

1. Select SSID, Active thread, SQL trace displays on the Detector Main Menu.
The Additional Features menu appears.

2. Select View current users and press Enter.
The Thread Terminator Active Threads Display appears, showing current thread activity in the subsystem.

NOTE
You can use the LISTTHD global command to jump directly to this panel from other products.

3. Select a thread from the list and press Enter.
The Thread Terminator Thread Time Display appears.

4. Use the Option field to view more thread information:
B (Buffer)

Identifies the buffer manager statistics for a currently active thread from a buffer pool perspective. Analysis of
the buffer manager statistics for a thread provides insight into data buffer access and I/O requests that were
performed.

NOTE
To see this information in report format, select an entry from the list and press Enter.

S (SQL)
Identifies the type and count of SQL calls that have been issued by an active thread.

C (SQLCall)
Identifies current SQL call information for an active thread. SQL call text appears for threads that are currently
executing. If a thread is not executing, the SQL call text is unavailable. Instead, only the program name, SQL
statement number, and call type are available for the last SQL call that was executed.

NOTE
When SQL call text is available, you can invoke Plan Analyzer (if installed) to analyze the access path
for the currently active SQL call.
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L (Lock)
Identifies the locks that are being held by a thread. This information includes the lock type, lock state, lock
resource, and the number of locks being held for all locks that are owned by a thread. Output is grouped by lock
type, state, and resource.

I (Parallelism)
Provides accounting information for analysis of I/O parallelism. Named I/O parallelism provides multiple,
concurrent I/O streams to service I/O requirements for SQL or utility access.

P=Program
Identifies package-level accounting information. This information lets you view a subset of accounting information
at the DBRM or package level.

R=Drain
Provides information about thread claim and drain activity to serialize and manage access to Db2 page sets.

Z=SQLtrace
Provides thread-related options and a descriptive name for traces.

D=Dist
Identifies distributed relationship information for the thread (if available).

T=Time
Provides detailed, time-related information about a currently active thread. This information helps you analyze
thread elapsed time, INDb2 time, and CPU use.

Press Enter.
A new panel appears with the requested thread activity information.

Analyze Access Paths Online
Detector interfaces with Plan Analyzer to analyze the access paths of various SQL sources. For example, you can view a
package or DBRM on a Detector panel and then invoke Plan Analyzer from that panel to evaluate access path information
for that item.

NOTE

• You must have a Plan Analyzer license to perform this analysis.
• The explain option that is documented in this article performs a Quick Explain. Quick Explain is available only

for Db2 subsystems on the local z/OS or for data sharing groups with an active group member on the local z/
OS.

• You can also use a batch job to analyze access paths. This option is useful for analyzing multiple items at
one time. Using the online panels to generate the same statements would require navigating through various
panels and selecting each item individually.

Use the following procedure to analyze access paths online.

1. Specify the subsystem ID and perform one of the following actions:
– Select SSID current interval data on the Detector Main Menu.
– Select SSID historical interval data on the main menu, then select a data store, and then select an interval.

2. Complete the following fields:
View Type

Specifies the type of activity to view (for example, Db2 activity or exception SQL activity).
View By

Specifies how to display the data (for example, by plan name or DBRM/package name).
Press Enter.
The lower half of the panel updates to reflect your selections.
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3. Type S (Select) next to the item to analyze. Press Enter.
4. Type E (EXPLAIN) next to the item to analyze. Press Enter.

The PPA Quick Explain panel appears.
5. Press Enter.

The PPA Quick Explain Batch Processor statements are generated and displayed on the PPA Batch Processor Card
Display panel.

6. Edit the statements as needed. (For example, specify REPORT = (COST) to generate a cost report with the analysis.
For more information about the supported batch syntax, see the Plan Analyzer documentation.) Press Enter.
The EXPLAIN is executed using the Batch Processor.

Example: Sample Access Path Analysis

This example shows the access path analysis for statement number 1160 in the selected DBRM:

                 -------------- AUDIT Message File -------------          

        

------------------------------------------------------------- USER ID: USER01 

SOURCE DB2 SSID: Dxxx                         DATE/TIME: mm/dd/yy, 09:33:16:02

           PLAN: PPAMB41A                     DB2 SSID : Dxxx                 

           DBRM: PPA$BPDR                     SQL CODE :   +0                 

           STMT: 1160                         MESSAGE  :                      

        

SQL STATEMENT TEXT:                                                            

        

DECLARE CSR_STATV1_EQ_EQ CURSOR                                                

FOR                                                                            

SELECT A.NAME , A.PDSNAME , A.PLNAME , A.PLCREATOR                            

    FROM SYSIBM.SYSDBRM A                                                      

    WHERE A.PLNAME = :R_PLAN_NAME                                              

    AND A.PLCREATOR = :R_CREATOR                                               

    ORDER BY A.PLNAME , A.PDSNAME , A.NAME                                     

        

ACCESS PATH ANALYSIS:                                                         

        

THIS ACCESS PATH CONSISTS OF    1 QUERY BLOCK(S).                              

                 QUERY BLOCK    1 HAS    2 STEP(S).                            

        

        

+--- QUERY BLOCK:    1                                                         

|                                                                              

|    THIS QUERY BLOCK CONSISTS OF    2 STEP(S).                                

|                                                                              

|                                                                              

|    +--- PLAN STEP:    1                                                      

|    |                                                                         

|    |    THE TABLE SYSIBM.SYSDBRM IS THE 1ST TABLE ACCESSED                   

|    |    TO SATISFY THIS QUERY.  DATA FROM THIS TABLE WILL BE ACCESSED VIA    

|    |    A SEQUENTIAL SCAN (TABLESPACE SCAN) OF THE TABLES DATA PAGES.        

|    |                                                                         

|    |    THIS TABLE’S TABLE SPACE WILL BE LOCKED IN INTENT SHARE MODE.        

|    |    THIS PROCESS MAY READ DATA IN THE TABLE OR TABLE SPACE, BUT          

|    |    NOT CHANGE IT.  OTHER APPLICATION PROCESSES MAY BOTH READ            

|    |    AND CHANGE THE DATA.                                                 

|    |                                                                         
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|    |    DATA PAGES WILL BE READ IN ADVANCE BY PURE SEQUENTIAL PREFETCH.      

|    |                                                                         

|    +--- PLAN STEP:    1 END.                                                 

|                                                                              

|                                                                              

|    +--- PLAN STEP:    2                                                      

|    |                                                                         

|    |    THIS PLAN STEP WILL PERFORM EXTRA REQUIRED SORTING.  NO NEW          

|    |    TABLE WILL BE ACCESSED.                                              

|    |                                                                         

|    |    THE COMPOSITE TABLE WILL BE SORTED FOR AN ORDER BY CLAUSE.           

|    |                                                                         

|    +--- PLAN STEP:    2 END.                                                 

|                                                                              

|                                                                              

+--- QUERY BLOCK:    1 END.                                                    

Tracing SQL Activity with IFI
You can use the SQL trace component to analyze and diagnose troublesome application activity. SQL trace collection
provides a granular analysis of application performance, including application flow and resource use. Information is
available about application threads, commits, aborts, programs, SQL calls, access path scan activity, and locking activity.
You can also invoke Plan Analyzer at selected points within the SQL trace panels to analyze access paths.

Application developers can use SQL traces to evaluate the impact of planned SQL modifications on performance. You can
resolve potential performance problems during the development cycle before being moved into production.

You can also collect the Db2 trace records that are related to distributed SQL activity. This feature lets you see the flow of
Db2 activity that is related to the execution of remote SQL.

Use the SQL trace request to select the application activity that you want to analyze. The trace request can be qualified
or unqualified. You can limit what trace data is collected by specifying any combination of plan name, authorization ID,
original authorization ID, connection ID, and correlation ID. You can set these fields to exact values or can qualify them
with masks.

After the trace has been started, you can view the collected trace data while the trace is active or after it has terminated.
You can view application performance at various levels of granularity, including thread, commit or abort, application flow,
program, and SQL call.

SQL Trace Prerequisites
Before you start a trace, allocate and initialize the data set where the trace data is to be collected. Optionally, you can also
specify which SQL traces to display.

Allocate and Initialize the Trace Data Set

The SQL trace component uses a VSAM ESDS file for the data that is collected for an active SQL trace. These trace data
records are grouped logically into physical records before they are written to the data set. SQL trace records are variable-
block unspanned records with a maximum record length of 32,760 bytes.

The size of the data set depends on the amount of application activity that is being traced. If you are not evaluating
application lock acquire activity or data manager scan activity, specify LOCK=NO and SCAN=NO when you set up the
trace. These settings minimize the amount of space that is needed.

When an SQL trace data set becomes full, the related data collection is terminated. SQL trace collection can generate a
large amount of data in a short time. You might need a data set of 50 cylinders or more to capture enough SQL trace data
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to evaluate application performance. The logical records that comprise a physical record are also variable. The record size
depends several factors such as SQL call type and scan type. More importantly, volume is based on the application SQL
activity that is occurring.

We suggest experimenting with varying SQL trace data set space allocations. This experimentation helps you understand
the SQL trace data set size that is required to trace application activity at your site.

If you are tracing application activity that is generating trace data at a rapid rate, allocate a large primary space quantity.
Otherwise, secondary extents must be obtained during SQL trace collection. Data set extent activity can result in the loss
of trace data when extensive trace data is generated rapidly.

Specify Which SQL Traces to Display

The TRSALL parameter in the hlq.CDBAPARM(PDT) parmlib member lets you limit the SQL traces that are displayed
to improve performance. You can display all SQL traces regardless of who started them. Alternately, you can display
only traces that were started by the requesting user. By default, only traces that were started by the requesting user are
displayed.

Distributed SQL Traces Collection
The SQL Trace component can optionally collect the trace records that are related to distributed SQL activity. With this
feature, you can see the flow of Db2 activity that is related to the execution of remote SQL.

We have integrated Detector and Subsystem Analyzer output to help you evaluate subsystem performance and
application workload activity. You can review getpage requests, physical I/O activity, and buffer pool hit ratios to determine
which objects are most active and their performance efficiency.

Detector also interfaces seamlessly with Plan Analyzer to help you improve application performance. Plan Analyzer
analyzes access paths for packages, DBRMs, and SQL calls and provides information about optimizing access paths,
physical designs, and plan enhancements.

SQL Trace and Db2 Performance Trace
The SQL trace component uses a Db2 performance trace during its data collection activities. Various Instrumentation
Facility Component Identifiers (IFCIDs) are activated automatically when Detector issues a start SQL trace request. All
performance trace activity stops when the SQL trace collection activity is terminated.

To minimize the performance impact of using the SQL trace, specify a fully qualified plan name and authorization ID when
you start the trace request. Also, collect lock information only to view application lock acquisition activity.

Start an SQL Trace
Detector can trace application SQL activity and provide a granular analysis of application performance.

When you start an SQL trace, you can perform the following tasks:

• Specify thread-related options.
• Specify options for the SQL trace control file and the data sets for the trace data that is collected.
• Schedule your trace for a future time.
• Specify the time limit for data collection.
• Specify whether to collect data locking and scan data information.

You can start an SQL trace from the Detector panels or by using MVS modify commands.

Before you start a trace, allocate and initiate a data set to hold the trace data.
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Use the following procedure to start an SQL trace.

1. Select SSID, Active thread, SQL trace displays from the Detector Main Menu.
The Additional Features panel appears.

NOTE

You can also use the SQLTRACE global command to jump from another product to the SQL trace feature.
2. Select Initialize SQL trace.

The SQL Trace Request panel appears.
3. Specify a descriptive name for the trace and thread-related options.

The trace request can be qualified or unqualified. The request can collect data that is related to application lock
activity, access path scan information, and Db2 communication activity that is related to distributed SQL.

NOTE
If you do not specify trace selection qualifications, all SQL trace data is collected until the trace time limit
expires, the trace data set becomes full, or the trace is stopped by a terminate SQL trace request. Because
the data volume can grow quickly when all trace data is collected, we recommend limiting the SQL trace to
a specific plan name, authorization ID, original authorization ID, connection ID, or correlation ID. Masking
characters can also be used to limit the selections.

Press Enter.
The next SQL Trace Request panel appears.

4. Specify the data set name and allocation parameters for the trace control file. Also specify the high-level data set
name and allocation parameters for the trace data sets.
– The VSAM trace control file maintains historical and statistical information about the SQL trace request. The trace

data set contains the data that is collected during the trace.
– The trace request must include the data set name and the amount of time in which to collect the data. This data set

must be allocated and initiated before the trace starts and can be reused for subsequent trace data collections.
Press Enter.
The next SQL Trace Request panel appears.

5. Specify the date and time for the trace to begin, the trace time limit, and the trace data collection options for locking,
scan, and distributed data.

NOTE
The default values let you start the trace immediately. If the Xmanager task is stopped before the trace
begins, pending traces are canceled.

Press Enter.
Your selections are processed. If you specified a deferred start time or date, a message informs you that the trace has
been submitted to the pending trace request queue. Otherwise, a message informs you that the trace has started.
After the trace has been started, you can view the collected data while the trace is active or after it has terminated.

View and Manage SQL Traces
SQL trace data provides information about application performance at various levels of granularity including thread,
commit/abort, application flow, program, and SQL call.

To view SQL trace data, you must first start a trace. You can view the trace data while the trace is active or after the trace
has terminated. You can also delete, restart, and terminate a trace.

1. Start a trace.
2. Type 8 (SSID, Active thread, SQL trace displays) on the Detector Main Menu and press Enter.

The Additional Features panel appears.
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NOTE
You can also use the SQLTRACE global command to jump from another product to the SQL trace feature.

3. Type 3 (View/term SQL trace) and press Enter.
The SQL Trace Status Display appears, showing a list of traces.

4. Update the header fields to specify which traces to display (active, pending, or completed) and press Enter.
The SQL Trace Status Display is refreshed.

5. Select a trace to view by performing one of the following actions:
– Type S next to a trace. (If the trace is for a Db2 subsystem that is not on the local LPAR, it must be terminated (T)

or have ended before you can select it for viewing.)
– Complete the following steps:

a. Type S in the View DSN field to view an SQL trace data set that still exists but is no longer associated with a
trace control data set and press Enter. The SQL Trace View Request panel appears.

b. Specify the SQL trace data set name.

NOTE
Alternately, you can type D (Delete), R (Restart), or T (Terminate) next to a trace to perform the
corresponding action.

Press Enter.
The SQL Trace Thread Display appears, showing a line of output for each unique thread plan name, connection ID,
correlation ID, op ID, and auth ID combination in the SQL trace data set. Each line can contain multiple commits,
aborts, and in flight units of work. The request may take a few moments to complete when a large data set (100
cylinders or more) is being formatted. If the display shows more data than you need, you can qualify the SQL trace
start request with additional thread selection criteria.
If the trace ended with an error, the SQL Trace Status Error Display appears (instead of the SQL Trace Thread
Display) and provides information about the error.

6. Type S (Select) next to a thread and press Enter.
After you select an SQL trace thread, several SQL trace displays are available for viewing various types of thread
activity. The following line commands can be used on SQL trace displays. Not all line commands are valid on all
displays; valid line commands are listed on each display.

7. Specify one of the following commands to view various aspects of the thread activity and press Enter:
P (Program)

Shows application performance from a program perspective. When you press Enter, the SQL Trace Program
Display panel appears.
You can also use the S line command in place of the P to achieve the same results.

F (Flow)
Shows unit of work flow information for a thread. When you press Enter, the SQL Trace Workunit Flow Display
panel appears.

C (Scan)
Shows all scan activity for a unit of work. When you press Enter, the SQL Trace Object Scan Display panel
appears.

L (Lock)
Shows application lock acquire activity. When you press Enter, the SQL Trace Locks Acquired Display panel
appears.

V (Event)
Shows each Db2 event for a work unit and lets you view event application flow from the lowest level of granularity.
When you press Enter, the SQL Trace Event Display panel appears.

D (Dist)
Shows each Db2 distributed flow for a work unit and lets you view application flow from the lowest level of
granularity. When you press Enter, the SQL Distributed Flow Display appears.
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S (SQL)
Shows SQL information for the program. When you press Enter, the SQL Trace Program Statement Summary
Display or the SQL Trace Call Detail Display appears.

E (Explain)
Shows the access path analysis for the program. This option leads to the PPA Quick Explain display in Plan
Analyzer. It allows access path analysis for all SQL calls that are contained within the selected program.

NOTE

For more information about using Quick Explain, see the Plan Analyzer documentation.

R (Sort)
Shows sort activity for the thread. When you press Enter, the SQL Trace Sort Detail display appears.

View SQL Trace Program Data
You can evaluate application performance from a program perspective and identify which programs have been executed
and which programs account for the majority of application resource use after a trace is started.

NOTE
This procedure assumes that trace data has already been collected.

1. Type 8 (SSID, Active thread, SQL trace displays) from the Detector Main Menu and press Enter.
The Additional Features panel appears.

2. Type 3 (View/term SQL trace) and press Enter.
The SQL Trace Status Display panel appears.

3. Update the header fields to specify which traces (active, pending, or completed) to include and press Enter.
The SQL Trace Status Display panel is refreshed.

4. Select a trace to view by performing one of the following actions:
– Type S next to a trace. (If the trace is for a Db2 subsystem that is not on the local LPAR, it must be terminated (T)

or have ended before you can select it for viewing.)
– Complete the following steps:

a. Type S in the View DSN field to view an SQL trace data set that still exists but is no longer associated with a
trace control data set and press Enter. The SQL Trace View Request panel appears.

b. Specify the SQL trace data set name.
Press Enter.
The SQL Trace Thread Display panel appears.

5. Type S next to a thread to view detailed information and press Enter.
6. Type P next to a thread to view program information and press Enter.

The SQL Trace Program Display appears, showing a line for each program that has executed an SQL call from within
the thread unit of work being viewed. This panel lets you identify which programs have been executed and which
programs account for the majority of application resource use.

7. Specify one of the following commands:
S (SQL)

Shows application resource use by SQL statement within a program. When you press Enter, the SQL Trace
Program Statement Summary panel appears. This panel shows a line of output for each unique SQL call type and
statement number that was issued from the program.

E (Explain)
Shows the access path analysis for the program. This option leads to the PPA Quick Explain display in Plan
Analyzer, which allows access path analysis for all SQL calls contained within the selected program.
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NOTE

For more information about using Quick Explain, see the Plan Analyzer documentation.

C (Scan)
Shows scan information for the thread. When you press Enter, the SQL Trace Object Scan Display appears.

L (Lock)
Shows locking information. When you press Enter, the SQL Trace Locks Acquired Display appears.

R (Sort)
Shows sort activity for the thread. When you press Enter, the SQL Trace Sort Detail display appears.

V (Event)
Shows event information. When you press Enter, the SQL Trace Event display appears.

View SQL Trace Workunit Flow Data
To view SQL trace data, you must first start a trace. After a trace is started, the data can be viewed while the trace
remains active or after the trace has terminated. The collected information lets you view application performance at
various levels of granularity, including thread, commit/abort, application flow, program, and SQL call.

1. Type 8 (SSID, Active thread, SQL trace displays) on the Detector Main Menu and press Enter.
The Additional Features panel appears.

NOTE
You can also use the SQLTRACE global command to jump from another product to the SQL trace feature.

2. Type 3 (View/term SQL trace) and press Enter.
The SQL Trace Status Display panel appears.

3. Update the header fields to specify which traces (active, pending, or completed) to include and press Enter.
The SQL Trace Status Display panel is refreshed.

4. Do one of the following:
– Type S next to a trace. (If the trace is for a Db2 subsystem that is not on the local LPAR, it must be terminated (T)

or have ended before you can select it for viewing.)
– Complete the following steps:

a. Type S in the View DSN field to view an SQL trace data set that still exists but is no longer associated with a
trace control data set. Press Enter. The SQL Trace View Request panel appears.

b. Specify the SQL trace data set name.
Press Enter.
The SQL Trace Thread Display panel appears.

5. Type S next to a thread to view detailed information and press Enter.
The SQL Trace Workunit Display panel appears. This panel shows a line of data for each commit, abort, or in-flight
unit of work that is active for the selected thread during the trace.

6. Type F (flow) and press Enter.
The SQL Trace Workunit Flow Display panel appears. This panel provides application flow information and helps you
identify what area of application flow accounts for the most resource usage. An output line indicates the program, the
SQL statement, the number of times the SQL statement was executed, and various resource usage-related fields.
For example, if an application is executing in PGMA and executes an OPEN CURSOR once, a line of output appears,
describing the OPEN CURSOR statement. If PGMA then executes 1000 FETCH statements, a single line of output
appears for this activity. If the application then transfers control to PGMB and executes a SELECT statement, a single
line of output is built for this activity.
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View SQL Trace Sort Detail
You can view Db2 sort statistics for selected SQL statements that are called by the program or DBRM.

1. Take one of the following actions:
– Type R (Sort) next to a work unit on the SQL Trace Workunit Flow display.
– Type S (Select) next to a program on the SQL Trace Program Sort Summary display.
Press Enter.
The SQL Trace Sort Detail panel appears.

2. Type S next to a sequence number or total row and press Enter.
The data is reformatted into a single page display. All the information that was shown in the other (multicolumn) view is
present. To view the other sequences, scroll the panel by pressing F7 (Up) and F8 (Down).

View SQL Trace Program Sort Summary Data
You can view Db2 sort statistics for the selected program or DBRM.

To view SQL trace program sort summary data, type R (sort) next to a program on the SQL Trace Program Display panel
and press Enter.

The SQL Trace Program Sort Summary panel appears. Press F1 to view descriptions of the column data.

View SQL Trace Object Scan Data
You can view Db2 objects that were accessed by the application on the SQL Trace Object Scan Display panel. This panel
shows the types of scans that Db2 processed in response to the SQL requests that the application issued. This panel also
provides various scan-related data values so you can understand application access path scan activity and the volume of
data being referenced. The output is formatted by objects that were accessed and scan type.

To view SQL trace object scan data, type C next to an object on any of the following panels:

• SQL Trace Workunit Display
• SQL Trace Program Display
• SQL Trace Program Statement Summary display

Press Enter.

The SQL Trace Object Scan Display appears.

NOTE
The displayed output varies depending on where the SQL Trace Object Scan Display request originated from.
For example, if the request came from the SQL Trace Workunit Display, the output shows all scan activity for
that unit of work. If the request is invoked from the SQL Trace Program Display, the output shows all scan
activity that originated as a result of SQL activity from the selected program.

View Application Lock Acquire Activity
You can view application lock acquire activity to understand the lock types and lock states that Db2 uses to provide
concurrent data access and ensure data integrity. Output also includes the lock resource for all acquired locks. The
display is formatted by lock type, state, and resource. A count field indicates how many times the lock was acquired.

To view application lock acquire activity, use the L line command on the following panels:
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• SQL Trace Workunit Display
• SQL Trace Program Display
• SQL Trace Program Statement Summary
• SQL Trace Workunit Flow Display.

The SQL Trace Locks Acquired Display appears.

NOTE
The displayed output depends on where the SQL Trace Locks Acquired Display request originated from. For
example, if the request originates from the SQL Thread Workunit Display, the output shows all lock acquire
activity for the unit of work being viewed. If the request is invoked from the SQL Program Summary Display, the
output shows all lock acquire activity that originated as a result of SQL activity from the selected program.

View Application Resource Use by SQL Statement Type
You can view application resource use by SQL statement type within a program.

To view application resource use by SQL statement type, use the S line command on the SQL Trace Program Display.

The SQL Trace Program Statement Summary panel appears. SQL call activity originating from a selected program is
formatted. A line of output is formatted for each unique SQL call type and statement number issued from the program.

View SQL Activity Calls
You can view the SQL call activity from a specific program and the actual SQL text being executed at the time the SQL
trace record was captured.

• To view the SQL call activity from a program, use the S line command on the SQL Trace Program Statement Summary
display.
The SQL Trace Call Detail display appears, showing SQL activity at the SQL call level. A single line of output is shown
for each SQL call invocation.

• To view the SQL text that was executing when the SQL trace record was captured, select a PREPARE SQL call
sequence number (SEQNO) on the SQL Trace Call Detail display.
The SQL Trace Call Text display appears, showing the SQL text.

View Application Event Flow
The SQL Trace Event Display shows each Db2 event for a work unit. This display lets you view event application flow
from the absolute lowest level of granularity.

To display the SQL Trace Event Display, use the V line command on any of the following panels:

• SQL Trace Workunit
• SQL Trace Program
• SQL Trace Workunit Flow
• SQL Trace Program Statement Summary

NOTE
The display columns GETPAGE through ROW_DLRI contain values only for End Scan events. To view this type
of data for SQL calls, use the other Trace Detail displays.
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View Db2 Distributed Flow for a Work Unit
The SQL Distributed Flow Display shows each Db2 distributed flow for a work unit. This display lets you view distributed
application flow from the lowest level of granularity.

To view the SQL Distributed Flow Display, use the D line command on any of the following panels:

• SQL Trace Workunit
• SQL Trace Program
• SQL Trace Workunit Flow
• SQL Trace Program Statement Summary

NOTE
The display columns GETPAGE through ROW_DLRI contain values only for End Scan events. To view this type
of data for SQL calls, use the Trace Detail displays.

Stop an SQL Trace
Typically, you arrange for SQL traces to stop automatically by specifying an expiration time limit on the SQL Trace request
panel or by setting resource limits so that the trace stops when the trace data set becomes full. However, you can also
stop a trace manually by using the SQL Trace Status Display.

NOTE
A SQL trace can be terminated only by the user that started it.

1. Type 8 (SSID, Active thread, SQL trace displays) from the  DetectorMain Menu and press Enter.
The Additional Features panel appears.

NOTE
You can use the SQLTRACE global command to jump from another product to the SQL trace feature.

2. Type 3 (View/Term SQL Trace) and press Enter.
The SQL Trace Status Display appears.

3. Update the header fields to specify which traces (active, pending, or completed) to include and press Enter.
The SQL Trace Status Display is refreshed.

4. Type T (Terminate) next to a trace and press Enter.
The trace is stopped. This process may take a few moments.

5. Press Enter.
The panel refreshes. When the trace has stopped, its status changes to TERM(USER).

Start and Stop SQL Traces Using Modify Commands
You can start and stop SQL traces with a console command, an automated operation tool, or any other technique in
which a modify command can be issued. You can specify all start and stop SQL trace options available on the SQL Trace
panels. You can also specify more options by using modify commands with keywords.

You must specify the appropriate keywords when issuing the command to the Xmanager started task on the appropriate
system. In most cases, the operand can include masking characters to limit the selection. Related error messages
are issued in the form of WTO (write-to-operator) messages. Check the JES job log or the MVS syslog for any WTO
messages that indicate a successful or failed result.

However, because of the number of parameters that are required to specify all the SQL trace options, you will usually
issue the commands with the RUN modify facility.
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START(SQLTRACE) Command -- Start an SQL Trace
The START(SQLTRACE) modify command starts an SQL trace using thread, control file, data set, deferred start, time
limit, and data collection keywords. Each keyword corresponds to an option on the SQL Trace Request panels.

When this command is issued, you can monitor the status of the trace request using the SQL Trace Status panel. If the
trace fails and the status panel contains no record of the trace, the allocation or update of the trace control file may have
failed. In this case, review the modify command parameters that are associated with the control file to ensure they are
appropriate.

You can start an SQL trace using an MVS modify command with the following syntax:

F PTXMAN,START(SQLTRACE),DB2(ssid),[keyword(value),keyword(value),...]

PTXMAN
(Required) Specifies the Xmanager started task. PTXMAN is the default task name.

START(SQLTRACE)
(Required) Starts the SQL trace. Specify this keyword in position 1, exactly as shown.

Db2(ssid)
(Required) Specifies the Db2 subsystem on which to start the trace. This subsystem must reside on the same z/
OS system as the one from which the modify command is issued.

keyword(value)
Specifies the thread, control, data set, deferred start, time limit, and data collection options to include in the trace.

Thread-Related Keywords

Use the following optional keywords when you start an SQL trace to name the trace and to specify thread-related options:

DESC(text)
(Optional) Describes the trace. To use embedded spaces in the description, enclose the entry in single quotes.
Limits: 1 to 32 characters

PLAN(planname)
Specifies the plan name for which the SQL trace is being requested.

AUTH(authid)
Specifies the authorization ID for which the SQL trace is being requested.

OAUTH(original authid)
Specifies the original authorization ID for which the SQL trace is being requested.

CONN(connid)
Specifies the connection identifier for which the SQL trace is being requested.

CORR(corrid)
Specifies the correlation identifier for which the SQL trace is being requested.

Control File Keywords

Use the following keywords to specify the data set name and allocation parameters for the trace control file. The VSAM
trace control file maintains historical and statistical information about your SQL trace requests.

CDSN(dsn)
(Required) Specifies a fully qualified data set name for the control file.
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CVOL(volume)
Specifies the volume where the data set should be created. This keyword is required when the data set does not
already exist. This keyword is not required when the SMS keywords are used instead. If you specify CVOL, also
specify CUNIT, CPRI, and CSEC.

CUNIT(alloc unit)
Specifies whether to allocate the data set in tracks (TRKS) or cylinders (CYLS). This keyword is required when
the data set does not already exist. This keyword is not required when the SMS keywords are used instead.

CPRI(primary space)
Specifies the primary space quantity to allocate. This keyword is required when the data set does not already
exist. This keyword is not required when the SMS keywords are used instead.

CSEC(secondary space)
Specifies the secondary space quantity to allocate. This keyword is required when the data set does not already
exist. This keyword is not required when the SMS keywords are used instead.

CSMSM(sms mgmt class)
Specifies the SMS management class for the data set.

CSMSS(sms storage class)
Specifies the SMS storage class for the data set.

CSMSD(sms data class)
Specifies the SMS data class for the data set.

Data Set Keywords

A new trace data set is created each time you start a new SQL trace. Use the following keywords to specify the high-
level data set name and allocation parameters for the SQL trace data set. This data set contains the data that is collected
during the trace.

TDSN(dsn)
(Required) Specifies a high-level qualifier for the data set name. The remaining data set name qualifiers are
generated automatically. A new name is generated each time you start an SQL trace.

TVOL(volume)
Specifies a volume for the trace data set. This keyword is required when the data set does not already exist. This
keyword is not required when the SMS keywords are used instead. If you specify TVOL, also specify TUNIT,
TPRI, and TSEC.

TUNIT(alloc unit)
Specifies whether to allocate the data set in tracks (TRKS), cylinders (CYLS), or TPRI (primary space). This
keyword is required when the data set does not already exist. This keyword is not required when the SMS
keywords are used instead.

TPRI(primary space)
Specifies the primary space quantity to allocate. This keyword is required when the data set does not already
exist. This keyword is not required when the SMS keywords are used instead.

TSEC(secondary space)
Specifies the secondary space quantity to allocate. This keyword is not required when the SMS keywords are
used instead.

NOTE
Avoid using secondary space allocation when possible. Due to the intensity of trace data collection
activities, the prolonged wait activity that can occur during data set extend processing can result in the
loss of trace data.
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TSMSM(sms mgmt class)
Specifies the SMS management class.

TSMSS(sms storage class)
Specifies the SMS storage class.

TSMSD(sms data class)
Specifies the SMS data class.

Deferred Start, Time Limit, and Data Collection Keywords

Use the following SQL trace request keywords to schedule your trace for a future time, specify the time limit for data
collection, and indicate whether to collect data locking or scan data information:

STIME(start time)
(Optional) Specifies a start time for the trace in hours and minutes. The start time and date must be greater than
or equal to the current time and date.
If this keyword is omitted, the default time is 0000.

SDATE(start date)
(Optional) Specifies a start date for the trace by month, day, and year (MMDDYYYY). The start time and date
must be greater than or equal to the current time and date.
If this keyword is omitted, the default value is the current date.

TLIM(trace time)
(Required) Specifies how long the trace remains active in hours and minutes. For example, to request a trace for
thirty minutes, enter 0030. To request a trace time of five hours and twenty-three minutes, enter 0523.

LOCK(Y|N)
(Optional) Specifies whether to collect locking information.

SCAN(Y|N)
(Optional) Specifies whether to collect scan information.

USER(userid)
(Required) Identifies the TSO user ID or job name on whose behalf the SQL trace is being started. All data
set authorizations are based on this ID; therefore, this keyword is required for proper control file updating and
externalization of SQL trace data.

ID(trace id)
(Optional) Specifies an eight-character identifier for the trace. This keyword is optional, but it must be specified if
you want the ability to stop the trace using a modify command. The trace ID must be unique for all currently active
and pending traces.

TPLAN(planname)
(Required) Specifies the first Detector plan name in the list of plans that were specified during product installation.
This plan is not the one for which trace data is being collected. (See the PLAN keyword under Thread-Related
Keywords.)

STOP(SQLTRACE) Command -- Stop an SQL Trace
You can use the STOP(SQLTRACE) modify command to stop an SQL trace when the following conditions are true:

• The trace was started with the START(SQLTRACE) modify command.
• The ID(trace id) keyword was specified when the trace was started.

If the trace was started using the ISPF panels, or the ID (trace id) keyword was omitted, then the trace cannot be stopped
using this method.
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You can stop an SQL trace using an MVS modify command with the following syntax:

F PTXMAN,STOP(SQLTRACE),ID(trace id)

PTXMAN
(Required) Specifies the Xmanager started task. PTXMAN is the default task name.

STOP(SQLTRACE)
Stops the SQL trace. Specify this keyword in position 1, exactly as shown.

ID(trace id)
Specifies the identifier of the active or pending trace to stop.
Limit: 1 to 8 characters

Execute Modify Commands from the Xmanager Parmlib Member
You can execute the modify commands to start and stop an SQL trace by placing the commands in an Xmanager parmlib
member and then issuing the RUN modify command. This method is useful for automating the use of Detector modify
commands. This method is also useful when the modify command parameters exceed the maximum allowable length for
an MVS console command, JCL, or other technique.

1. Create the Xmanager parmlib member using ISPF Edit or another appropriate method.

NOTE
Do not start the member name with a D. The members that are created by Detector in this PDS begin with D.

2. Edit the member to contain the appropriate START and STOP commands. Keep the following items in mind:
– Do not use the full MVS command structure. The F PTXMAN portion of the command is not required.
– Precede each command with a hyphen (-) character followed immediately by the command. The command can be

split across lines, if necessary. The hyphen indicates the start of the next command.
Example: The following command stops the PDTSAMP trace:
-STOP(SQLTRACE),ID(PDTSAMP)

3. Use the RUN command to issue the modify commands in the Xmanager parmlib member.
Example: The following command assumes that the parmlib member is MODIFY01, and that the Xmanager started
task is PTXMAN:
F PTXMAN,RUN(MODIFY01)

When this example is executed, Xmanager finds each command in MODIFY01 that starts with a hyphen. Xmanager
then executes those commands as if they were issued by a modify command. For example, if MODIFY01 contains the
-STOP(SQLTRACE) command shown in Step 2, the trace is stopped.

Trace a Poorly Performing SQL Statement
SQL trace lets you monitor SQL statement performance in Detector and in the other Database Management Solutions for
Db2. This functionality provides information about application flow and resource usage. For example, when this function is
used with SQL-Ease, you can monitor and tune Db2 application performance during the development cycle.

The following scenario describes the process of accessing the Detector SQL trace component from SQL-Ease to trace a
poorly performing SQL statement.

Initiate a Trace on Your Current SQL Statement
You can initiate a SQL trace on your current SQL statement. You can specify the following items when you start the trace:
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• What data to collect
• Where to allocate the collected data
• What trace time limit, if any, to impose
• Whether to collect scan and locking information

NOTE
We recommend qualifying your trace request to minimize the associated data collection overhead.

Use the following procedure to initiate a trace.

1. Type the SQLTRACE global command in the command line of SQL-Ease (or from any Database Management
Solutions for Db2 product).
The SQL Trace Main Menu appears.

2. Type 2 (Initialize SQL trace) in the Option field and press Enter.
The SQL Trace Request panel appears.

3. Enter data in the fields as needed and press Enter.
The next panel appears. This panel lets you specify data sets to store the data that is collected during an SQL
trace, schedule your trace for a future time, specify the time limit for data collection, and indicate whether data locking
and scan data information should be collected.

4. Fill in all fields on the SQL Trace Request panels and press Enter.
If you specified a deferred start time and date, a message states that the trace has been submitted to the pending
trace request queue. Otherwise, a message states that your start request is being processed.

Execute Test SQL
After collection starts, you can go to your SQL-Ease session to execute your test SQL on the Dynamic SQL Execution
panel.

To execute the SQL, type S in the Option field and press Enter.

View the SQL Trace Data
You can view the SQL trace data.

1. Type 1 (View/term SQL trace) from the SQL Trace Main Menu and press Enter.
The SQL Trace Status Display appears.

2. Type S (Select/View) in the line command field next to the UserID column, and press Enter.
The SQL Trace Thread Display panel appears, showing data for each thread that was active during the trace.

3. Type S next to a thread and press Enter.
The SQL Trace Workunit Display appears, showing data for all commit, abort, and in-flight work units that were active
for that thread during the trace.

4. Use the following line commands to access the various SQL Trace panels:
– P (program)
– F (flow)
– C (scan)
– L (lock)
– V (event)
– D (dist)

Example: View the Work Unit Display at the Program Level

Type P (program) on the SQL Trace Workunit Display to view the work unit display at the program level. The SQL Trace
Program Display appears, showing data for each program in the specified work unit. From this panel, you can enter a line
command to view information about Db2 sort activity.
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If you enter R next to a program, a modified SQL Trace Program Display appears. To view the next level of granularity,
enter S next to a program and press Enter. The SQL Trace Sort Detail panel appears.

View Event Application Flow
You can view event application flow from the lowest of granularity.

1. Select option 1 (View/Stop an SQL Trace) from the SQL Trace Main Menu and press Enter.
The SQL Trace Status Display appears.

2. Type S (Select/View) in the line command field next to the UserID column, and press Enter.
The SQL Trace Thread Display appears.

3. Type S next to a plan name to select a thread and press Enter.
The SQL Trace Workunit Display appears.

4. Type V in the line command field next to the StartTime column.
The SQL Trace Event Display appears.

View Distributed Application Flow
You can view distributed application flow from the lowest level of granularity.

1. Select option 1 (View/Stop an SQL Trace) from the SQL Trace Main Menu and press Enter.
The SQL Trace Status Display appears.

2. Type S (Select/View) next to the UserID column and press Enter.
The SQL Trace Thread Display appears.

3. Type S next to a plan name to select a thread and press Enter.
The SQL Trace Workunit Display appears.

4. Type D in the line command field next to the StartTime column.
The SQL Distributed Flow Display appears.

Terminate the SQL Trace
An SQL trace terminates automatically when the trace data set becomes full or the time limit expires. (The time limit is
specified on the SQL Trace Request Display.) But you can terminate an SQL trace at any time.

1. Select option 1 (View/term SQL trace) from the SQL Trace Main Menu and press Enter.
The SQL Trace Status Display appears.

2. Type T in the line command field to the left of the UserID field and press Enter.
The SQL trace is terminated.

Batch Reporting
The batch reporting facility lets you create reports in batch from a VSAM collection data store. These reports can then be
reviewed online or in print. You can schedule the report generation for off-peak times. You can also set your formatting
parameters once, and reuse the JCL to save time and effort and ensure a consistent report format.

The batch reporting facility can also perform the following tasks:

• Generate reports that consolidate statistics across the members of a data sharing group.
• Unload records from a data store into a sequential file.
• Load data into Db2 tables so that you can use SQL to query the tables for Db2 activity information.
• Generate Plan Analyzer EXPLAIN control statements for your SQL.
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TIP

The information in this section is restricted. Sign in with your Broadcom Support credentials to access these
topics.

Create Batch Reports
You can generate batch reports by editing and submitting the sample JCL in high-level.CDBAJCL(PDTBATCH). Various
parameter options let you specify what reports to generate, what time intervals to include, and what selection criteria to
use. The PDTBATCH member provides modification instructions and a description of each parameter.

NOTE

You can also use the JCL in PDTBATCH to unload data from the data store. For more information, see Data
Store Unload Without Report Generation.

1. Create a copy of the PDTBATCH sample JCL.
2. Modify the JCL in your copy. The modifications must include a valid JOB statement, the XMANID to use, your site

libraries, target data sets, and the input parameters for the reports.
The sample JCL includes modification instructions and brief parameter descriptions. You can also view detailed
parameter descriptions in this section of the document.

3. Save your changes.
4. Submit the JCL for execution.

The batch reporting facility processes the JCL. If the execution is successful, return code 0 is issued and the
generated report is written to the location that you specified.

Batch Reporting Parameters
This section provides detailed descriptions of the available batch reporting parameters. (Brief descriptions are also
provided with the sample JCL in PDTBATCH.)

NOTE

• If the options for a parameter are enclosed in parentheses, then multiple options can be specified.
• Some parameters are valid only for certain reports. These parameters are optional unless noted otherwise.

Data Store Parameters

The following data store parameters are required when generating a batch report:

DATASTORE=datastor

VCAT=high-level.qualifier

SSID=ssid

DSGROUP=dsgroup

DSG_MEMBER=Y|N

These parameters identify the data store to use when generating the report:

DATASTORE
Identifies the data store.

VCAT
Indicates the high-level qualifier of the data store.

SSID
Indicates the subsystem of the data store.
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NOTE

Specify SSID or DSGROUP, but not both.

DSGROUP
Indicates which data sharing group was in use when the data store was created. Use this parameter instead of
the SSID parameter to report consolidated statistics from the data sharing group members.

DSG_MEMBER=Y|N
Specifies whether to provide separate metrics for each member SSID in a data sharing group. This parameter
is valid only when DSGROUP is specified in the job. If you specify N, the metrics are aggregated in the report or
unload file that is generated. If you specify Y, a separate report is generated for each SSID and the unload file
provides separate metrics for each SSID.
Default: N

Report, Unload, and EXPLAIN Parameters

Use the following parameters in the PDTBATCH sample job to generate reports and unload data from a data store.
(You can also use PDTBATCH to generate EXPLAIN statements for Plan Analyzer, but we recommend using PDTEXPL
instead. For more information, see Analyze Access Paths in Batch.)

REPORT=PLAN|PROG|SQL|DYNT|PLANDYNT|PROGDYNT|EXCP|SQLE|KEYPLAN|KEYPROG|KEYDYNT

DATATYPE=ALL|STAN|EXCP|SQLE

UNLOAD=Y|N

UNLDOBJ=Y|N

UNLDKEYS=Y|N

HOSTVARS=Y|N

UNLDTEXT=Y|N|D|S

AGGREGATE=Y|N

UPPERCASE=Y|N

EXPLAIN=Y|N

SQLQUAL=Y|N

SRCSQL=Y|N

PRINT=Y|N

SORTMSG=Y|N

FORMAT=DETAIL|SUMMARY

LINES=n

LIMIT=n

CONTENT=(TIME,WAIT,BUFP,RIDL,LOCK,PLISM,TABLE,INDEX,TEXT)

NOCONTENT=(TIME,WAIT,BUFP,RIDL,LOCK,PLISM,TABLE,INDEX,TEXT)

SORT=(colname_1,ASC|DESC,colname_n,ASC|DESC)

KEY=USER|CORRID|CTYPE|CNAME|EUID|EUTX|EUWN

NORMALIZE=Y|N

UNIT=unitname

These parameters specify the type of report to generate and its format. These parameters also specify whether to unload
the data and generate Plan Analyzer EXPLAIN statements.

REPORT
Specifies the type of report to generate. Include this parameter when you want to generate a report. This
parameter is not required to unload data.
You can specify one of the following report types:
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• PLAN (Plan Activity Report)
• PROG (Package/DBRM Activity Report)
• SQL (SQL Statement Activity Report)
• DYNT (Dynamic SQL Activity Report)
• PLANDYNT (Plan Dynamic SQL Activity Report)
• PROGDYNT (Package/DBRM Dynamic SQL Activity Report)
• EXCP (Exception SQL Report)
• SQLE (SQL Error Report)
• KEYDYNT (Dynamic SQL Activity Report by Key)
• KEYPLAN (Plan Activity Report by Key)
• KEYPROG (Package/DBRM Activity Report by Key)

For more information about these report types, see Sample Batch Reports.
DATATYPE

Specifies which data store data to unload and lets you unload historical data without generating report output. You
can also use this parameter with the REPORT and interval selection parameters (like STARTDATE, USER, and
AGGREGATE) to filter the data to unload.
You can combine this parameter with REPORT in a single SYSIN. However, we recommend separate SYSIN
streams for reporting and unloading. If neither parameter is specified, DATATYPE=ALL is assumed.

NOTE
The KEYS parameter requires this parameter. Records that are unloaded using UNLOAD=Y and the
KEYS parameter do not include this data.

The following options are valid:
ALL

Unloads STAN, EXCP, and SQLE data.
STAN

Unloads standard activity data including dynamic SQL statistics, SQL call text, and table and index
information.

NOTE
If you do not want to unload SQL call text and the table and index information, also specify
NOCONTENT=(TEXT) and UNLDOBJ=N.

EXCP
Unloads exception data.

NOTE
If you do not want to unload host variable information, also specify HOSTVARS=N.

SQLE
Unloads the SQL error data, including SQL call text. This parameter can also be specified as ESQL, for
compatibility with PTDULDCC.

NOTE
If you do not want to unload the SQL call text, also specify ERRORTEXT=N.

UNLOAD
Specifies whether to unload the records that match the filtering and selection criteria into a sequential file. You can
then use the load utility to load the data into Db2 tables or write your own facility for reporting the data.
If you specify Y, also include a SYSREC DD to specify the target data set. The PDTBATCH sample member
shows the parameters for this data set.
Default: N
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NOTE

• Different report types can produce overlapping unload records. To avoid writing duplicate unload
records, specify UNLOAD=Y only with REPORT=PLAN, REPORT=DYNT, REPORT=EXCP, or
REPORT=SQLE reports.

• The DATATYPE parameter ignores this parameter. (UNLOAD=Y is always assumed.) However, to
unload standard activity Additional View By Keys data, you must include the DATATYPE parameter.
Unload records that are produced by the UNLOAD=Y parameter alone do not include this data.

UNLDOBJ
Specifies whether to unload SOBJ records (Db2 table and index information). UNLDOBJ applies only when you
specify UNLOAD=Y.
SOBJ data can be written multiple times because these records contain source data for PLAN, PROG, and SQL
reports. To unload only one set of SOBJ records in a multiple REPORT batch job, specify UNLDOBJ=N after the
second REPORT parameter that uses SOBJ records. The following REPORT parameters use these records:
PLAN, PROG, SQL, DYNT, PLANDYNT, and PROGDYNT.
Default: Y

UNLDKEYS
Specifies whether to include any additional thread keys in the standard activity unload records for
DATATYPE=ALL or DATATYPE=STAN.
If you have activated a collection for additional thread view by keys and you want to include those keys in the
unloaded records, use DATATYPE with UNLDKEYS=Y. You cannot unload the additional keys with the REPORT
parameter.
Default: N

HOSTVARS
Specifies whether to include host variables in the unloaded data for the EXCP report or SQLE detail report. You
can then use the load utility to load the data into Db2 tables or write your own facility for reporting the data. Each
host variable is unloaded as a separate record in the SYSREC data set.

NOTE
Specifying HOSTVARS=Y can significantly increase the amount of data that is written to the SYSREC
data set.

Default: N
UNLDTEXT

Specifies which SQL text to unload:
Y

Unloads static and dynamic SQL text with standard activity data.
N

Does not unload SQL text.
D

Unloads only dynamic SQL text.
S

Unloads only static SQL text.
Default: Y
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NOTE

• This parameter applies to DATATYPE=STAN and ALL. DATATYPE=SQLE and EXCP ignore this
parameter.

• To collect dynamic SQL text, specify Y for the Dynamic SQL Stats start option or SQLT keyword.
• Unloading static SQL text can affect batch utility performance adversely when the unload job and the

Db2 subsystem catalog are on different LPARs.

AGGREGATE
Specifies whether to create a consolidated report aggregating the statistics for the selected intervals. This option
lets you create summary reports and unload data. You can then use the load utility to load the summary data into
Db2 tables or write your own facility for reporting the data. This parameter applies to the PLAN, PROGRAM, and
SQL REPORT options. Other REPORT options ignore this parameter. The following values are valid:
Y

Aggregates the statistics from the selected intervals. The Interval Date and Time on the report header
represent the first interval in the selected range. The Elapsed Time, Total CPU, and Total Time represent
the aggregated values for all intervals in the selected range. The interval timestamps in the unloaded
records contain the start and end timestamps for the range of aggregated data store intervals.

N
Reports the statistics for each selected interval separately.

Default: N

NOTE
If you unload records to SYSREC for the same reports using both AGGREGATE=Y and
AGGREGATE=N, consider using separate unload data sets and Db2 tables. Using separate sets
prevents mixing unload records or table rows containing aggregated and nonaggregated totals.

UPPERCASE
Specifies whether to generate the report in all uppercase characters.
Default: N

EXPLAIN
Specifies whether to generate Plan Analyzer EXPLAIN control statements for the reported SQL and then write
them to a sequential file. You can then insert the statements into a Plan Analyzer job for processing. A Plan
Analyzer license is required. For more information about EXPLAIN, see the Plan Analyzer documentation.
If you specify EXPLAIN=Y, also specify the target data set in a PPAEXPL DD. The PDTBATCH sample
member shows parameters for this data set.
Default: N

NOTE
Instead of using PDTBATCH to generate EXPLAIN statements, we recommend using PDTEXPL
instead. PDTEXPL eliminates the need to manually insert the EXPLAIN statements into a Plan Analyzer
job. For more information, see Analyze Access Paths in Batch.

SQLQUAL
Specifies whether to write Plan Analyzer SQLQUAL control statements for the reported SQL to the PPAEXPL
data set. This parameter applies only when you specify EXPLAIN=Y.
When SQLQUAL=Y is specified, control statements are written based on the user ID in the exception records
being reported. If the current SQLID was set, the generated SQLQUAL statements are set to the current SQLID
at the time the SQL statement was executed. Otherwise, SQLQUAL is set to the OPID at the time the SQL
statement was executed.
Although this option is valid for dynamic SQL, it can be inappropriate when static SQL or a mixture of static and
dynamic SQL are being reported. Review the SQLQUAL statements in the PPAEXPL data set before using them
with Plan Analyzer and, if necessary, modify them.
Default: Y
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SRCSQL
Specifies whether to write Plan Analyzer SRCSQL control statements for the reported SQL to the PPAEXPL
data set. The SRCSQL control statements specify which free-form SQL statements are used as the source entry
information for the SQL type. This parameter applies only when you specify EXPLAIN=Y.
Default: Y

PRINT
Specifies whether to write the report output to the SYSPRINT data set. If you are using the batch reporting facility
solely as an unload utility, you can use this parameter to suppress printing of the report output.
Default: Y

NOTE
The DATATYPE parameter ignores this parameter because PRINT=N is always assumed.

SORTMSG
Specifies whether to write the SORT message output to the SYSOUT data set.
Default: Y

FORMAT
Specifies the report format to use:
DETAIL

Generates a detail report. This option provides the most information, providing detailed performance data
for each report entry.

SUMMARY
Generates a summary report. This value is the default. This option provides a single summary line of
performance data for each report entry.

Default: SUMMARY

NOTE
The DATATYPE parameter ignores this parameter.

LINES
Specifies the maximum number of lines per page.

LIMIT
Specifies the maximum number of items to include in the report. For example, a limit of 10 when generating
a Plan Activity Report provides data for the first ten plans that satisfy your selection criteria, from each of the
selected intervals.

NOTE
Use this parameter with the filtering parameters to minimize the amount of data that is included in the
report.

CONTENT
Specifies what collection data to include in the report. You can specify multiple CONTENT options by separating
them with commas. For example, CONTENT=(TIME,WAIT,BUFP). If no CONTENT parameters are specified, all
data options are included in the report.

NOTE
This parameter applies only when FORMAT=DETAIL is specified with the REPORT parameter. If
REPORT=SQLE, this parameter is ignored. Only the TABLE, INDEX, and TEXT options apply to the
DATATYPE parameter.

The following options are valid:
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• TIME (IN-Db2 time data)
• WAIT (wait time data)
• BUFP (buffer pool data)
• RIDL (RIDLIST data)
• LOCK (locking data)
• PLISM (query and sysplex parallelism data)
• TABLE (tablespace data)

NOTE
TABLE is ignored when REPORT=EXCP.

• INDEX (indexspace data)

NOTE
INDEX is ignored when REPORT=EXCP.

• TEXT (SQL call text on PLAN, PROG, and SQL Activity Detail reports)

NOCONTENT
Specifies what collection data to exclude from the report. The options are the same as for the
CONTENT parameter. The report includes all content except the specified options. For example,
NOCONTENT=(BUFP,RIDL) includes all report data except buffer pool and RIDLIST data.

NOTE
This parameter applies only when FORMAT=DETAIL is specified with the REPORT parameter. If
REPORT=SQLE, this parameter is ignored.

SORT
Specifies which columns to sort the data on and whether to sort in ascending (ASC) or descending (DESC) order.
The following columns can be used for sorting:

• Plan, Program, SQL, and Dynamic SQL reports: COLLID, GETPAGE, INDb2_TIME, INDb2_CPU, PLAN,
PROGRAM, SQL, STMT#
Default: (PLAN,ASC)

• Exception SQL report: OPID, CONNID, COLLID, GETPAGE, INDb2_TIME, INDb2_CPU, PLAN, PROGRAM,
SQL, STMT#
Default: (PROGRAM,ASC)

• SQL Error report: OPID, CONNID, COLLID, PLAN, PROGRAM, SQLCODE, STMT#
Default: (PLAN,ASC)

Examples:
To sort a report in ascending order using the PLAN column, specify SORT=(PLAN,ASC).
To sort on more than one column, specify more columns with the SORT parameter. For example,
SORT=(INDb2_CPU,DESC,SQL,DESC).

KEY
Generates reports by plan, program, and dynamic SQL activity by the selected key type. The following key types
are valid:

• USER (group by primary authorization ID)
• CORRID (group by correlation ID)
• CTYPE (group by connection type)
• CNAME (group by connection name)
• EUID (group by end-user ID)
• EUTX (group by end-user transaction name)
• EUWN (group by end-user workstation name)
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NOTE
This parameter applies to the KEYPLAN, KEYPROG, and KEYDYNT REPORT options. Other REPORT
options ignore this parameter.

NORMALIZE
Specifies whether to consolidate (or normalize) the SQL statement text and statistics for dynamic SQL statements
containing embedded literals and constants. This parameter can be useful when you have large amounts of
programmatically generated dynamic SQL, such as SAP or JAVA applications. These applications often generate
unique dynamic SQL statements with embedded literals instead of generating identical dynamic SQL statements
with parameter markers. Consolidating the statistics for these statements gives you an accurate evaluation of their
total execution cost.
This parameter applies to the DYNT, PLANDYNT, and PROGDYNT REPORT options. Other REPORT options
ignore this parameter. This parameter can also be used with the UNLOAD option.
The following values are valid:
Y

Consolidates the statistics and SQL text records before generating the report or unloading the data. String
literals and numeric constants in dynamic SQL statements are replaced with ? parameter markers. After
these substitutions are made, the totals for any identical statements are consolidated. The section and
statement numbers for the consolidated dynamic SQL statements are set to 0 in the reports or in the
unloaded records.

NOTE
If you are unloading records, use a consistent value for the NORMALIZE parameter to avoid
mixing consolidated and nonconsolidated totals.

N
Reports or unloads the statistics and SQL text records for each unique dynamic SQL statement
separately.

Default: N
UNIT

Specifies the unit name to use when dynamically allocating the SYSUT1 data set. If this parameter is omitted, the
WORKUNIT parameter from the SETUP parmlib member is used. This parameter is ignored when the SYSUT1
data set is present in the batch report facility JCL.

More information:

Unload Collection Data from a Data Store

Automate the Unloading of Collection Data

Interval Filter Parameters

When generating batch reports, use the following parameters to filter the intervals that are included in the report:

STARTDATE=MM/DD/YYYY

STARTTIME=HH:MM

ENDDATE=MM/DD/YYYY

ENDTIME=HH:MM

INTERVALS=nnn

NOTE
For an interval to be included in the report, it must start after the specified start date and time and end before the
specified end date and time.
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STARTDATE
Specifies the starting date of the intervals to report on. The date consists of a two-digit month, two-digit day, and
four-digit year. The date follows the format that is specified in the SETUP member DATEFORM parameter.

STARTTIME
Specifies the starting time of the intervals to report on.

ENDDATE
Specifies the ending date of the intervals to report on. The date consists of a two-digit month, two-digit day, and
four-digit year. The date follows the format that is specified in the SETUP member DATEFORM parameter.

ENDTIME
Specifies the ending time of the intervals to report on.

INTERVALS
Specifies the number of intervals to report on. Specifying INTERVALS=1 limits the report to the most recently
externalized interval. You can use this parameter with PDT0170 in Detector or PSA0170 in Subsystem
Analyzer to automate submission of the batch unload utility job and unload the data for each collection interval as
it is externalized.
Default: 100

NOTE

REPORT=EXCP and REPORT=SQLE can return message PDT0331 - WARNING, NO DATA FOR
SELECTION CRITERIA. This message is issued when no exception or SQL error data is collected for
the latest externalized intervals in which standard activity was collected.

Data Filter Parameters

When you generate a batch report, use the data filter parameters to filter the report or unloaded data to a specific set of
data.

COLLID=collectionID

CONNID=threadconnID

CORRID=threadcorrID

CNAME=connectionname

CTYPE=connectiontype

EUID=userID

EUTX=transactionID

EUWN=workstationID

PACKAGE=name

PLAN=name

PROGRAM=name

SQLCODE=codes

USER=userid

The following syntax rules apply to the data filter parameters:

• You can use masking characters.
• You can specify more than one value for each parameter by separating them with commas.
• You can use a continuation character (+) at the end of a line to specify parameter values that exceed more than one

line.

Use these parameters with the LIMIT parameter to minimize the amount of data that is included in the report.

When these parameters are used with the DATATYPE parameter, the following processing occurs:
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• Filters that apply to STAN, PROG, SQL, and DYNT reports also apply to DATATYPE=STAN or ALL.
• Filters that apply to the EXCP report also apply to DATATYPE=EXCP or ALL.
• Filters that apply to the SQLE report also apply to DATATYPE=SQLE or ALL.

You can specify the following data filter parameters:
COLLID

Filters the collected data using the specified package collection identifier or mask.
CONNID

Filters the collected data using the specified thread connection identifier or mask.

NOTE
This parameter can be used only with the Exception SQL and SQL Error reports. CONNID is ignored for
other reports.

CORRID
Filters the collected data using the specified thread correlation identifier or mask.

NOTE
This parameter can be used only with the exception SQL, SQL Error, and Additional keys reports.
CORRID is ignored for other reports.

CNAME
Filters the collected data using the specified connection name, such as the CICS region name.

CTYPE
Filters the collected data using the specified Db2 connection type, such as TSO or CICS.

EUID
Filters the collected data using the user ID that can be specified for distributed and RRSAF connections.

EUTX
Filters the collected data using the transaction ID that can be specified for distributed and RRSAF connections.

EUWN
Filters the collected data using the specified workstation ID for distributed and RRSAF connections.

PACKAGE
Filters the collected data using the specified package name or mask.

PLAN
Filters the collected data using the specified plan name or mask.

NOTE
This filter is ignored for the Package/DBRM activity report.

PROGRAM
Filters the collected data using the specified program name or mask. This parameter filters DBRMs only.

SQLCODE
Filters the collected data using the specified positive or negative SQL error codes.

WARNING
Specify a leading '+' (plus sign) in front of each positive SQL code. SQL codes without a leading '+' are
assumed to be negative.

NOTE
This parameter can be used only with the SQL Error report. SQLCODE is ignored for other reports.
Masking is not supported for this parameter.

USER
Filters the collected data using the specified user ID or mask. This filter is equivalent to the OPID.
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NOTE
This parameter can be used only with the exception SQL, SQL Error, and Additional keys reports. USER
is ignored for other reports.

Example: Specify Masking Characters with Data Filter Parameters

This example shows how to use masking characters with data filter parameters:

PLAN=(PD%) 

PLAN=(PD%,TD%)

Multiple Reports in a Single Job
The batch reporting facility can use a single batch job to generate multiple reports on the same interval or on different
intervals.

You can change parameters by specifying them again in the SYSIN section of the JCL.

All specified parameters except for the data filter parameters apply to any subsequent reports in the same SYSIN section.
The data filter parameters must be specified for each report in the SYSIN section.

When generating multiple reports, specify the parameters for each report before the report parameter itself. To apply a
parameter to all reports in a single job, specify it before the first report parameter in the SYSIN section.

Example: Multiple Reports/Same Intervals/Same Data Filter Parameters

The following example generates multiple reports of the same intervals using the same data filter parameters. The data
store and interval specifications are defined once. Even though the filter parameters are the same, each report has its own
set of filter parameters following its respective REPORT statement:

//SYSIN DD *

  DATASTORE=datastor

  VCAT=high-level.qualifier

  SSID=ssid

  STARTDATE=mm/dd/yyyy

  STARTTIME=hh:mm 

  ENDDATE=mm/dd/yyyy

  ENDTIME=hh:mm

  REPORT=PLAN

  FORMAT=DETAIL

  PLAN=(R%)

  PROGRAM=(HR%)

  REPORT=EXCP

  FORMAT=DETAIL

  PLAN=(R%)

  PROGRAM=(HR%)

Example: Multiple Reports/Same Intervals/Different Data Filter Parameters

The following example generates multiple reports of the same intervals using different data filter parameters. The data
store and interval specifications are defined once. Each report has its own set of filter parameters following its respective
REPORT card:

//SYSIN DD *

  DATASTORE=datastor

  VCAT=high-level.qualifier

  SSID=ssid

  STARTDATE=mm/dd/yyyy
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  STARTTIME=hh:mm

  ENDDATE=mm/dd/yyyy

  ENDTIME=hh:mm

  REPORT=PLAN

  FORMAT=DETAIL

  PLAN=(R%)

  PROGRAM=(HR%)

  REPORT=EXCP

  FORMAT=DETAIL

  USER=(T%)

  COLLID=(AC%)

Example: Multiple Reports/Different Intervals/Same Data Filter Parameters

The following example generates multiple reports of different intervals using the same data filter parameters. The data
store specifications are defined once. However, the REPORT parameter and its respective set of filter parameters must be
specified for each interval to be reported, even though the same report and data filters are requested:

//SYSIN DD *

  DATASTORE=datastor

  VCAT=high-level.qualifier

  SSID=ssid

  STARTDATE=mm/dd/yyyy

  STARTTIME=hh:mm

  ENDDATE=mm/dd/yyyy

  ENDTIME=hh:mm

  REPORT=PLAN

  FORMAT=DETAIL

  PLAN=(R%)

  PROGRAM=(HR%)

  STARTDATE=mm/dd/yyyy

  STARTTIME=hh:mm

  ENDDATE=mm/dd/yyyy

  ENDTIME=hh:mm

  REPORT=PLAN

  FORMAT=DETAIL

  PLAN=(R%)

  PROGRAM=(HR%)

Generate Data Sharing Group Reports
You can generate reports for all members of a data sharing group by specifying DSGROUP in your PDTBATCH job.

You can generate a single report that aggregates the common metrics that are shared by two or more group members.
Alternatively, you can generate a separate report with separate metrics for each member SSID.

When you use the DSGROUP parameter, the data sharing members must meet the following requirements:

• Each member must externalize its collected metrics to a data store.
• The data stores must all have the same name and high-level qualifier. We recommend using the data sharing group

name as the data store name for the individual member collections.
• The collections in each member must use the sysplex interval as their collection interval. For more information about

the sysplex interval, see Review the Operational Considerations.
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NOTE
When you generate a single, consolidated EXCP or SQLE report, the exception and SQL error metrics are not
aggregated. These events cannot be aggregated. The report provides one list of all exceptions and errors for all
members of the data sharing group.

1. Copy the PDTBATCH member and open the copy for editing.
2. Specify the data store parameters at the beginning of the SYSIN section. Use the DSGROUP parameter instead of the

SSID parameter.
3. Specify the interval filter parameters.
4. Specify REPORT with the desired report parameters. To generate a separate report for each member SSID, specify

DSG_MEMBER=Y.
5. Specify the data filter parameters.
6. Submit the job.

The batch reporting facility processes the JCL, return code 0 is issued, and the report is written to the location that you
specified.

Example: Aggregated Statistics Report for a Data Sharing Group

The following example produces a summary report containing the aggregated plan statistics for all members of
GROUP01. (A detailed report could be generated by specifying FORMAT=DETAIL instead of FORMAT=SUMMARY.) All
plans that start with "PL" are included in the report. Because INTERVALS=1 is specified, the report is limited to the most
recently externalized interval from each member.

//SYSIN DD *

  DATASTORE=TEST01

  VCAT=high-level.qualifier

  DSGROUP=GROUP01

  INTERVALS=1

  REPORT=PLAN

  FORMAT=SUMMARY

  CONTENT=TABLE

  PLAN=(PL%)

Data Store Unload Without Report Generation
The batch reporting facility can unload data from the data store without generating reports.

When you unload data directly, you can use the data filter and selection parameters to control the contents of the
unloaded data.

NOTE
The Additional View By keys data is present only when you unload data directly from the data store by using the
DATATYPE parameter.

Example: Unload Data Store Data Directly

The following example writes all data in the data store to the SYSREC data set for the selected range of intervals. No
report output is written to the SYSPRINT data set:

//SYSIN DD *

  DATASTORE=datastor

  VCAT=high-level.qualifier

  SSID=ssid

  STARTDATE=mm/dd/yyyy

  ENDDATE=mm/dd/yyyy

  DATATYPE=ALL
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Sample Batch Reports
This section provides samples of the following batch reports:

• Standard Activity Reports (Plan Activity, Package/DBRM Activity, and SQL Statement Activity)
• Exception SQL Reports 
• SQL Error Reports 
• Dynamic SQL Activity Reports (Dynamic SQL Activity, Plan Dynamic SQL Activity, and Package/DBRM Dynamic SQL

Activity)
• Additional Keys Activity Reports (Key Plan Activity, Key Package Activity, and Key SQL Statement Activity)

NOTE

These sample reports were generated with CONTENT=TABLE specified, therefore they provide tablespace
data for the selected intervals. Other CONTENT= values will display different content. For example, specifying
CONTENT=TIME will display IN-Db2 time data for the selected intervals.

For more information about the available syntax options, see Batch Reporting Parameters.

Standard Activity Reports

The Plan Activity, Package/DBRM Activity, and SQL Statement Activity reports all use the same format. These reports are
available in both summary and detail formats.

Generate these reports by specifying the following syntax in the PDTBATCH member:

• Plan Activity Report:
REPORT=PLAN

FORMAT=SUMMARY|DETAIL

• Package/DBRM Activity Report:
REPORT=PROG

FORMAT=SUMMARY|DETAIL

• SQL Statement Activity Report:
REPORT=SQL

FORMAT=SUMMARY|DETAIL

NOTE

These sample reports were generated with CONTENT=TABLE specified, therefore they provide tablespace
data for the selected intervals. Other CONTENT= values display different content. For example, specifying
CONTENT=TIME displays INDB2 time data for the selected intervals.

For more information about the available syntax options, see Batch Reporting Parameters.

Plan Activity Report—Summary Format

The following example shows a summarized Plan Activity Report. The Plan/Prog-Collid/Sect-Stmt field identifies the plan
that is reported on. A Package/DBRM Activity or SQL Statement Activity report shows the package or SQL statement
instead.

The report has a hierarchical structure. Each SQL statement in the report is issued by the program that precedes it. Each
program, in turn, is accessed by the plan that precedes it.

  PDT vv.rr.mmm                    Detector                           Page     1 

  DB2-ssid                    Plan Activity Report                    yyyy/mm/dd                             

                                                                               

 Interval Date => yyyy/mm/dd   Interval Time => 09:49:08  Elapsed Time => 00:12
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 Total CPU     => 00:09.4813   Total Time    => 00:09.63

 Type Plan/Prog-Collid/Sect-Stmt  TimePct CPUPct  Getpage    SQL Calls  SyncRd

 ---- --------------------------- ------- ------- ---------- ---------- -------

 PLAN DISTSERV                     98.69%  99.97%      44616     451009     299

 UNKN DSNLXSRP-                      .00%    .00%          0          2       0

 SQL  000-00000-COMMIT               .00%    .00%          0          2       0

 PROC RTPJSP-RTP                   50.69%  38.98%       5327     446226      24

 SQL  002-00001-OPEN                 .00%    .00%          1         10       0

 SQL  002-00001-FETCH              49.86%  38.94%       5128     446200      19

 SQL  002-00001-CLOSE                .00%    .00%          0         10       0

 SQL  006-00001-SELECT               .63%    .02%        176          1       5

 SQL  000-00001-COMMIT               .00%    .00%          0          2       0

 SQL  004-00001-SET CURRENT DEGREE   .00%    .00%          5          1       0

 SQL  005-00001-CALL STATEMENT       .18%    .00%          0          1       0

 SQL  003-00001-SET CURRENT PATH     .00%    .00%         17          1       0

Plan Activity Report—Detail Format

The following example shows a detailed Plan Activity Report for the same activity that was shown in the preceding
example:

  PDT vv.rr.mmm                    Detector                           Page     1

  DB2-ssid                     Plan Activity Report                   yyyy/mm/dd

 

 Interval Date => yyyy/mm/dd   Interval Time => 09:49:08  Elapsed Time => 00:12

 Total CPU     => 00:09.4813   Total Time    => 00:09.63

 Plan      - DISTSERV

 Program   - DSNLXSRP                 Type      - UNKN

 COLLID    -                          Contoken  - 0000000000000000

 SQL Call  - COMMIT                   Section # - 00000  Statement # - 0000000

                                                             SQL Count -          2

 Program   - RTPJSP                   Type      - PROC

 COLLID    - RTP                      Contoken  - 1A833B82125A1C13

 Version   - V1

 SQL Call  - OPEN                     Section # - 00002  Statement # - 0000001

                                                             SQL Count -         10

 SQL Call  - FETCH                    Section # - 00002  Statement # - 0000001

                                                             SQL Count -     446200

 SQL Call  - CLOSE                    Section # - 00002  Statement # - 0000001

                                                             SQL Count -         10

 SQL Call  - SELECT                   Section # - 00006  Statement # - 0000001

                                                             SQL Count -          1

 SQL Call  - COMMIT                   Section # - 00000  Statement # - 0000001

                                                             SQL Count -          2

 SQL Call  - SET CURRENT DEGREE       Section # - 00004  Statement # - 0000001

                                                             SQL Count -          1

 SQL Call  - CALL STATEMENT           Section # - 00005  Statement # - 0000001

                                                             SQL Count -          1

 SQL Call  - SET CURRENT PATH         Section # - 00003  Statement # - 0000001

                                                             SQL Count -          1
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Exception SQL Reports

The Exception SQL Report is available in both detail and summary formats. Generate this report by specifying the
following syntax in the PDTBATCH member:

REPORT=EXCP

FORMAT=SUMMARY|DETAIL

NOTE

These sample reports were generated with CONTENT=TABLE specified, therefore they provide tablespace
data for the selected intervals. Other CONTENT= values display different content. For example, specifying
CONTENT=TIME displays INDB2 time data for the selected intervals.

For more information about the available syntax options, see Batch Reporting Parameters.

Exception SQL Report—Summary Format

The following example shows a summarized Exception SQL Report:

 PDT vv.rr.mmm                    Detector                           Page     1

 DB2-ssid                     Exception SQL Report                   yyyy/mm/dd

 Interval Date => yyyy/mm/dd   Interval Time => 09:49:08  Elapsed Time => 00:12

 Total CPU     => 00:03.9845   Total Time    => 00:07.63

 Type OPID     Plan     Program  Sect-Stmt TimePct CPUPct  Getpage    SQL Calls

 ---- -------- -------- -------- --------- ------- ------- ---------- ----------

 PKGE USER01   RQPAD200 PTAACCHK 001-00198    .00%    .01%          4          4

 PKGE USER02   RQPAD200 PTADRVAC 001-00765    .00%    .00%          0          4

 PKGE USER02   RQPAD200 PTADRVAC 001-00612    .00%    .00%          3          4

 PKGE USER02   RQPAD200 PTADRVAC 002-00568    .00%    .00%          3          1

 PKGE USER02   RQPAD200 PTADRVAC 002-00568    .00%    .01%          2          1

 PKGE USER02   RQPAD200 PTASSPI  001-01039   1.53%    .02%        255          3

 PROC QADBA01  DISTSERV RTPJSP   002-00001   5.91%   9.42%        512      44622

 PROC QADBA01  DISTSERV RTPJSP   002-00001   5.70%   9.13%        513      44622

 PROC QADBA01  DISTSERV RTPJSP   002-00001   6.97%   9.05%        520      44622

 PROC QADBA01  DISTSERV RTPJSP   006-00001    .80%    .06%        176          1

Exception SQL Report—Detail Format

The following example shows a detailed Exception SQL Report for the first package in the preceding report:

 PDT vv.rr.mmm                    Detector                           Page     1

 DB2-ssid                     Exception SQL Report                   yyyy/mm/dd

 Interval Date => yyyy/mm/dd   Interval Time => 09:49:08  Elapsed Time => 00:12

 Total CPU     => 00:03.9845   Total Time    => 00:07.63

 User      - USER01                  Connection- DB2CALL

 Plan      - RQPAD200                 Corrid    - USER01

 Program   - PTAACCHK                 Type      - PKGE

 Collid    - AUTHD200_COM             Contoken  - 1A525645128F9A26

 Version   - CAD200_2017-05-22-07.05.14

 SQL Call  - PREPARE                  Section # - 00001  Statement # - 0000198
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 End UserId- RAMSR08                  End UserTx- USER01

 W/S Name  - DB2CALL           

 SELECT  COUNT ( * )

    FROM SYSIBM.SYSTABLES

   WHERE CREATOR = 'SYSACCEL'

     AND NAME IN ( 'SYSACCELERATORS' , 'SYSACCELERATEDTABLES' ,

         'SYSACCELERATEDPACKAGES' )

SQL Error Reports

The SQL Error Report is available in both detail and summary formats. Generate this report by specifying the following
syntax in the PDTBATCH member:

REPORT=SQLE

FORMAT=SUMMARY|DETAIL

NOTE

These sample reports were generated with CONTENT=TABLE specified, therefore they provide tablespace
data for the selected intervals. Other CONTENT= values display different content. For example, specifying
CONTENT=TIME displays INDB2 time data for the selected intervals.

For more information about the available syntax options, see Batch Reporting Parameters.

SQL Error Report—Summary Format

The following example shows a summarized SQL Error Report:

 PDT vv.rr.mmm                    Detector                           Page     1

 DB2-ssid                      SQL Error Report                      yyyy/mm/dd

 Interval Date => yyyy/mm/dd   Interval Time => 13:00:01  Elapsed Time => 00:12

 User      - USER01                    Connection- DB2CALL

 Plan      - RBPAP200                 Corrid    - SQ3030@1

 Program   - BPAFE09                  Type      - PKGE

 COLLID    - RBPAP200_ALLPKGS         Contoken  - 1A4280D31CB22B0A

 Version   - CAD200_2017-02-10-12.06.49

 SQL CALL  - OPEN                     Section # - 00001  Statement # - 0000225

 DSNT408I SQLCODE = -911, ERROR:  THE CURRENT UNIT OF WORK HAS BEEN

          ROLLED BACK DUE TO DEADLOCK OR TIMEOUT.  REASON 00C9008E, TYPE

          OF RESOURCE 00000302, AND RESOURCE NAME DQ3030  .SQ3030A

          .X'000012D4'

 DSNT418I SQLSTATE   = 40001 SQLSTATE RETURN CODE

 DSNT415I SQLERRP    = DSNXRUP2 SQL PROCEDURE DETECTING ERROR

 DSNT416I SQLERRD    = -150  13172746  13172878  13227750  1077940225

          536870912 SQL DIAGNOSTIC INFORMATION

 DSNT416I SQLERRD    = X'FFFFFF6A'  X'00C9000A'  X'00C9008E'

          X'00C9D6E6'  X'40401001'  X'20000000' SQL DIAGNOSTIC

          INFORMATION
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SQL Error Report—Detail Format

The following example shows a detailed SQL Error Report for the same error as the preceding report:

 PDT vv.rr.mmm                    Detector                           Page     1

 DB2-ssid                      SQL Error Report                      yyyy/mm/dd

 Interval Date => yyyy/mm/dd   Interval Time => 13:00:01  Elapsed Time => 00:12

 User      - USER01                   Connection- DB2CALL

 Plan      - RBPAP200                 Corrid    - SQ3030@1

 Program   - BPAFE09                  Type      - PKGE

 COLLID    - RBPAP200_ALLPKGS         Contoken  - 1A4280D31CB22B0A

 Version   - CAD200_2017-02-10-12.06.49

 SQL CALL  - OPEN                     Section # - 00001  Statement # - 0000225

 DSNT408I SQLCODE = -911, ERROR:  THE CURRENT UNIT OF WORK HAS BEEN

          ROLLED BACK DUE TO DEADLOCK OR TIMEOUT.  REASON 00C9008E, TYPE

          OF RESOURCE 00000302, AND RESOURCE NAME DQ3030  .SQ3030A

          .X'000012D4'

 DSNT418I SQLSTATE   = 40001 SQLSTATE RETURN CODE

 DSNT415I SQLERRP    = DSNXRUP2 SQL PROCEDURE DETECTING ERROR

 DSNT416I SQLERRD    = -150  13172746  13172878  13227750  1077940225

          536870912 SQL DIAGNOSTIC INFORMATION

 DSNT416I SQLERRD    = X'FFFFFF6A'  X'00C9000A'  X'00C9008E'

          X'00C9D6E6'  X'40401001'  X'20000000' SQL DIAGNOSTIC

          INFORMATION

 SELECT  CHAR_START , CHAR_1 , INT_1

    FROM FINAL TABLE (

 UPDATE  PDBAR01.TQ3030A

     SET VCHAR_1 = '--U01#04--'

   WHERE INT_1 > INTEGER ( RAND ( 65 ) * + 50000000 - 10000 )

     AND INT_1 < INTEGER ( RAND ( 65 ) * + 50000000 + 10000 ) SKIP LOCKED

         DATA )

Dynamic SQL Activity Reports

The Dynamic SQL Activity, Plan Dynamic SQL Activity, and Package/DBRM Dynamic SQL Activity reports all use the
same format. These reports are available in both detail and summary formats.

Generate these reports by specifying the following syntax in the PDTBATCH member:

• Dynamic SQL Activity Report:
REPORT=DYNT

FORMAT=SUMMARY|DETAIL

• Plan Dynamic SQL Activity Report:
REPORT=PLANDYNT

FORMAT=SUMMARY|DETAIL

• Package/DBRM Dynamic SQL Activity Report:
REPORT=PROGDYNT

FORMAT=SUMMARY|DETAIL
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NOTE

These sample reports were generated with CONTENT=TABLE specified, therefore they provide tablespace
data for the selected intervals. Other CONTENT= values display different content. For example, specifying
CONTENT=TIME displays INDB2 time data for the selected intervals.

For more information about the available syntax options, see Batch Reporting Parameters.

Plan Dynamic SQL Activity Report—Summary Format

The following example shows a summarized Plan Dynamic SQL Activity Report. The Plan/Prog-Collid/DynSQLText field
identifies the plan that is reported on. A Dynamic SQL Activity or Package/DBRM Dynamic SQL Activity report shows the
package or SQL statement instead.

 PDT vv.rr.mmm                    Detector                           Page     1

 DB2-ssid                 Plan Dynamic SQL Activity Report           yyyy/mm/dd

 Interval Date => yyyy/mm/dd   Interval Time => 09:49:08  Elapsed Time => 00:12

 Total CPU     => 00:09.4813   Total Time    => 00:09.63

 Type Plan/Prog-Collid/DynSQLText TimePct CPUPct  Getpage    SQL Calls  SyncRd

 ---- --------------------------- ------- ------- ---------- ---------- -------

 PLAN DISTSERV                     97.49%  98.20%      13644     447045     299

 PROC RTPJSPPC-RTP                   .14%    .17%      10302       1004       0

 DYNT SELECT B.ID FROM RTP.RTPJSP    .14%    .17%      10302       1003       0

 PROC RTPJSPPN-RTP                   .53%    .11%         54        948       3

 DYNT SELECT * FROM SYSIBM.SYSTAB    .52%    .11%         54        947       3

 PROC RTPJSPPS-RTP                   .51%    .61%      20613       2008       0

 DYNT SELECT B.ID FROM RTP.RTPJSP    .16%    .19%      10311       1003       0

 DYNT SELECT A.ID FROM RTP.RTPJSP    .16%    .20%      10302       1003       0

 PROC RTPSPDYN-RTP                   .00%    .00%         18          2       0

 DYNT SELECT * FROM SYSIBM.SYSTAB    .00%    .00%          0          1       0

 PKGE SYSLH200-NULLID              27.29%   2.48%       8269        807     299

 DYNT SELECT * FROM LIBJA02.TEST    1.25%   1.20%       3636        411       0

 DYNT SELECT 'T' FROM esp_jhr_b4     .54%    .15%        242        168       6

 DYNT SELECT 1 FROM SYSIBM.SYSDUM    .03%    .04%          0         42       0

 DYNT INSERT INTO esp_jhr_b4 (JHR    .46%    .09%        168         84       0

 DYNT UPDATE esp_jhr_b4 SET JHRAB    .45%    .07%        140         84       0

 DYNT CREATE PROCEDURE RTPSPDYN (    .10%    .08%        287          1       2

 DYNT DROP PROCEDURE RTPSPDYN        .75%    .04%        420          1      12

 DYNT CREATE PROCEDURE RTP.RTPJSP   1.44%    .17%        755          1      17

 DYNT CREATE PROCEDURE RTP.RTPJSP    .71%    .11%        473          1      11

 DYNT DROP PROCEDURE RTP.RTPJSP2     .58%    .04%        518          1      12

 DYNT DROP PROCEDURE RTP.RTPJSP     4.17%    .09%        657          1      71

 DYNT SET CURRENT SCHEMA = 'RTP'     .01%    .01%          0          2       0

 DYNT CREATE PROCEDURE RTPSTOREDP   3.63%    .16%        458          1      49

 DYNT DROP PROCEDURE RTPSTOREDPRO  12.94%    .13%        515          1     119

 PLAN RQPAD200                      1.30%    .02%        267         21       2

 PKGE PTAACCHK-AUTHD200_COM          .00%    .00%          4          4       0

 DYNT SELECT COUNT(*) FROM SYSIBM    .00%    .00%          4          4       0
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Plan Dynamic SQL Activity Report—Detail Format

The following example shows a detailed Plan Dynamic SQL Activity Report for one of the CREATE PROCEDURE
statements in the preceding example:

 PDT vv.rr.mmm                    Detector                           Page     1

 DB2-ssid                 Plan Dynamic SQL Activity Report           yyyy/mm/dd

 Interval Date => yyyy/mm/dd   Interval Time => 09:49:08  Elapsed Time => 00:12

 Total CPU     => 00:09.4813   Total Time    => 00:09.63

 SQL Call  - EXECUTE IMMEDIATE        Section # - 00385  Statement # - 0000385

                                      Use Count -          1 SQL Count -          1

 CREATE  PROCEDURE RTP.RTPJSP LANGUAGE SQL

 BEGIN

 DECLARE LOOP INTEGER DEFAULT 10 ;

 DECLARE JCOUNT INTEGER DEFAULT 0 ;

 DECLARE ICOUNT INTEGER DEFAULT 0 ;

 DECLARE RCOUNT INTEGER DEFAULT 0 ;

 DECLARE MYPARM1 VARCHAR ( 128 ) ;

 DECLARE C1 CURSOR FOR

 SELECT  TB.TSNAME

    FROM SYSIBM.SYSTABLES TB ;

     SET CURRENT SCHEMA = 'RTP' ; COMMIT ;

     SET CURRENT DEGREE = 'ANY' ; CALL RTPJSP2 ; COMMIT ;

 SELECT  COUNT ( * )

    INTO RCOUNT

    FROM SYSIBM.SYSTABLES ; WHILE JCOUNT < LOOP DO

     SET ICOUNT = 0 ; OPEN C1 ; WHILE ICOUNT < RCOUNT DO FETCH C1

    INTO MYPARM1 ;

     SET ICOUNT = ICOUNT + 1 ; END WHILE ; CLOSE C1 ;

     SET JCOUNT = JCOUNT + 1 ; END WHILE ; END

Additional Keys Activity Reports

The Key Plan Activity, Key Package Activity, and Key SQL Statement Activity reports all use the same format. These
reports are available in both detail and summary formats.

Generate these reports by specifying the following syntax in the PDTBATCH member:

• Key Plan Activity Report:
REPORT=KEYPLAN

FORMAT=SUMMARY|DETAIL

• Key Package Activity Report:
REPORT=KEYPROG

FORMAT=SUMMARY|DETAIL

• Key SQL Statement Activity Report:
REPORT=KEYDYNT

FORMAT=SUMMARY|DETAIL
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NOTE

These sample reports were generated with CONTENT=TABLE specified, therefore they provide tablespace
data for the selected intervals. Other CONTENT= values display different content. For example, specifying
CONTENT=TIME displays INDB2 time data for the selected intervals.

For more information about the available syntax options, see Batch Reporting Parameters.

Key Plan Activity Report—Summary Format

The following example shows a summarized Key Plan Activity report:

PDT vv.rr.mmm                    Detector                           Page     1 

DB2-ssid                   Key-Plan Activity Report                 yyyy/mm/dd 

                                                                               

 Interval Date => yyyy/mm/dd   Interval Time => 09:49:08  Elapsed Time => 00:12

 Total CPU     => 00:09.4813   Total Time    => 00:09.63

 Type USER/Plan/Prg-Coll/Sec-Stmt TimePct CPUPct  Getpage    SQL Calls  SyncRd

 ---- --------------------------- ------- ------- ---------- ---------- -------

 KEY  USER01                        1.46%    .32%        550        336       6

 PLAN DISTSERV                      1.46%    .32%        550        336       6

 PKGE SYSLH200-NULLID               1.46%    .32%        550        336       6

 SQL  001-00001-OPEN                 .48%    .08%        242         56       6

 SQL  001-00001-PREPARE              .03%    .04%          0         56       0

 SQL  001-00001-COMMIT               .02%    .03%          0         56       0

 SQL  002-00002-PREPARE              .01%    .01%          0         28       0

 SQL  002-00002-INSERT               .05%    .05%        168         28       0

 SQL  002-00002-COMMIT               .39%    .02%          0         28       0

 SQL  005-00005-PREPARE              .01%    .01%          0         28       0

 SQL  005-00005-UPDATE               .04%    .04%        140         28       0

Key Plan Activity Report—Detail Format

The following example reports on the same data in the detail format:

 PDT vv.rr.mmm                    Detector                           Page     1

 DB2-ssid                     Key-Plan Activity Report               yyyy/dd/mm

 Interval Date => yyyy/dd/mm   Interval Time => 09:49:08  Elapsed Time => 00:12

 Total CPU     => 00:09.4813   Total Time    => 00:09.63

 Key(USER) - USER01

 Plan      - DISTSERV

 Program   - SYSLH200                 Type      - PKGE

 COLLID    - NULLID                   Contoken  - 5359534C564C3031

 SQL Call  - OPEN                     Section # - 00001  Statement # - 0000001

                                                             SQL Count -         56

 SQL Call  - PREPARE                  Section # - 00001  Statement # - 0000001

                                                             SQL Count -         56

 SQL Call  - COMMIT                   Section # - 00001  Statement # - 0000001

                                                             SQL Count -         56

 SQL Call  - PREPARE                  Section # - 00002  Statement # - 0000002
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                                                             SQL Count -         28

 SQL Call  - INSERT                   Section # - 00002  Statement # - 0000002

                                                             SQL Count -         28

 SQL Call  - COMMIT                   Section # - 00002  Statement # - 0000002

                                                             SQL Count -         28

 SQL Call  - PREPARE                  Section # - 00005  Statement # - 0000005

                                                             SQL Count -         28

 SQL Call  - UPDATE                   Section # - 00005  Statement # - 0000005

                                                             SQL Count -         28

Batch Reporting Return Codes
The batch reporting facility issues return codes indicating the status of the report. The following lists the return codes for
batch reporting:

• 0 (execution successful)
• 4 (no data found matching report criteria, empty report generated)
• 8 (warning messages issued, report generated)

NOTE
Review warning messages and reports to ensure that the report contains all of the requested data.

• 12 (error messages issued, no report generated)

NOTE
If you encounter return codes of 4 or 8, you might also receive partial output. Review the WTO messages to
determine the information validity.

Load Collection Data into Db2 Tables
After you have unloaded the collection data to a sequential file, you can optionally load the collection data from the file into
the Detector Db2 tables. Loading the data into these tables lets you run SQL queries on the data.

NOTE

The Detector Db2 tables are created during installation, using the DDL statements in hlq.CDBASKL0(PDTDDL).
For more information about these tables, see Detector objects.

1. Copy one of the following sample JCL jobs. Both jobs are located in hlq.CDBAJCL:
PDTLOAD

Uses the IBM LOAD utility to load the data into the tables.
PDTLOADC

Uses Fast Load to load the data into the tables.
NOTE
The unloaded data must have the same structure as the target tables. If the structure differs, unexpected
results can occur.

2. Modify the JCL in your copy. The modifications must include a JOB statement, the Db2 subsystem ID, your site
libraries, and your system user ID for utility data sets. The sample JCL includes modification instructions.

3. Save your changes.
4. Submit the JCL for execution.

The collection data is loaded into the tables.

More information:

Query Data from Unload Tables
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Analyze Access Paths in Batch
You can use the batch report process to analyze (or explain) the access path for selected packages and SQL statements.
Using a batch job lets you generate EXPLAIN statements for multiple items at one time. Using the online panels to
generate the same statements would require navigating through various panels and selecting each item individually.

The PDTEXPL member of hlq.CDBAJCL contains sample JCL to generate EXPLAIN statements and insert them into a
Plan Analyzer batch job.

NOTE

• You must have a Plan Analyzer license to perform an explain analysis.
• The PDTBATCH member of hlq.CDBAJCL can also generate EXPLAIN statements. However, the JCL in

that member does not insert the statements into a Plan Analyzer job for you; you must insert the statements
manually. We recommend using PDTEXPL instead, to automate the process.

1. Create a copy of the PDTEXPL sample JCL.
2. Modify the JCL in your copy, using the instructions in the JCL and the following tips:

a. Job step 1:
• Use the SYSUT2 DD statement to allocate the PPAEXPL data set. This data set will contain the EXPLAIN

statements that are generated by job step 2.
• Edit the Plan Analyzer syntax to select appropriate options. (For example, specify an explain strategy and an

explain type.) For more information about the Plan Analyzer EXPLAIN syntax options, see the Plan Analyzer
documentation.

b. Job step 2:
• Update the PPAEXPL DD statement with the PPAEXPL data set name.
• Specify the data store to use.
• Specify the intervals to process.
• (Optional) Specify filter parameters to filter the data within the selected intervals.
• Specify EXPLAIN=Y.
• Specify a value for REPORT.

Even when you are not generating a report, this parameter is required to specify the type of EXPLAIN
statements to generate.
Example: Specifying REPORT=SQL generates SRCSQL statements for the SQL statements in the selected
intervals:
SRCSQL = ( 

            SELECT A.UPDT_TIME 

            INTO :H 

            FROM PTI.PTALT_ACM_0160 A 

            WHERE A.USERID = :H 

            )

Example: Specifying REPORT=PLAN generates SRCPACK statements for the plan activity in the selected
intervals:
SRCPACK = (ssid,LOCAL,

           ,UTAGLUR0) 

SRCPACK = (ssid,LOCAL,DGL1P200_PUT_PUT,UTAGLUR1)

SRCPACK = (ssid,LOCAL,DGL1P200_PUT_PUT,UTAGLUR2)

SRCPACK = (ssid,LOCAL,DGL1P200_PUT_PUT,UTAGLUR3)

• Specify PRINT=N to suppress the printing of any report output.

NOTE

For more information about the EXPLAIN, REPORT, and PRINT keywords, see Report, Unload, and
EXPLAIN Parameters.
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c. Job step 3: Update the SYSUT2 DD statement with the PPAEXPL data set name.
d. Job step 4: Update the BPIIPT DD statement with the PPAEXPL data set name.

3. Execute the job.
The EXPLAIN statements are processed and the access path analysis is produced. (For an example of an access
path analysis, see Analyze Access Paths Online.)

Synchronize Collection Data and Identify Performance Trends
As a database administrator (DBA), you want to retain the data that Detector collects for an extended time period and use
this data to help identify performance trends. Retain this data for analysis by regularly synchronizing the collected data
that is saved in the data store with the Detector Db2 user tables.

The analysis that you perform on this data varies according to the needs of your site. You can write custom SQL queries
to detect unusual activity that warrants further investigation. You can also analyze trends that show an increase or
decrease in resources over weeks, months, and even years.

This scenario describes how to use the Detector Db2 tables that are created during installation to collect and analyze data
from Detector.

The following illustration describes how to identify performance trends using your Detector data store data and user
tables:

The following procedures describe how to synchronize your data store data with the Detector Db2 user tables:

1. Review the prerequisites.
2. Synchronize the collection data.
3. Analyze the data.

Review the Prerequisites

Before completing the tasks described in this user scenario, perform the following tasks:

• Verify that you have the correct security authorization.
• Verify that your data stores are collecting and storing data.
• Review the Detector user tables and indexes that were created during installation. Depending on your needs, you

can create more indexes on each table by editing the DDL provided in hlq.CDBASKL0(PDTDDL). For example, your
reporting requirements and expected data queries might benefit from more indexes.

The following list provides a brief overview of each table:
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Standard
Contains accounting data values from application, plan name, package/DBRM, and SQL statement perspectives,
depending on the parameters provided to batch reporting. This information provides an understanding of Db2
application use and resource consumption.

Object
Contains the data values for the objects that the SQL statements access from the standard activity table. This
information provides an understanding of what Db2 objects are being used and resource consumption.

Standard Text
Contains the SQL text for static and dynamic SQL statements that are executed during the collection interval.

SQL Error
Contains the data for the application SQL error activity. SQL error collection lets you view data on application
errors that were incurred as a result of abnormal SQL call return codes.

Error Text
Contains the SQL text for SQL statements that are collected as SQL errors.

Error Variables
Contains the input host variables for the SQL statements for which the SQL error data was captured.

Dynamic Requests
Contains data that is related to SQL queries that have met the exception thresholds that are specified in the
collection profiles.

Dynamic Text
Contains the SQL text for the SQL statements that are identified as exception SQL.

Host Variables
Contains the host variables for the SQL statements that are identified as exception SQL.

Synchronize the Collection Data

Before you can analyze the data from your systems, synchronize the data store data with the Detector Db2 user tables.
Data is typically retained in the data store for one to two weeks, then unloaded and loaded into the Detector Db2 user
tables.

1. Unload the collection data from the data store by editing hlq.CDBAJCL(PDTBATCH) as described in the member.
2. Load the collection data into the Detector user tables by editing hlq.CDBAJCL(PDTLOADC) or

hlq.CDBAJCL(PDTLOAD). PDTLOADC uses Fast Load. PDTLOAD uses the IBM LOAD utility.
3. (Optional) Complete the following steps, according to the requirements at your site:

a. Run a full image copy on the tablespace that contains your Detector Db2 user tables.
b. Run a job that deletes the old entries from the tables.
c. Run a REORG and a RUNSTATS on the tablespace.

Analyze the Data

The analysis that you perform on the data that is stored in the Detector Db2 user tables varies according to the needs of
your site. You can write custom SQL queries to detect unusual activity that warrants further investigation. You can also
identify trends that result in an increase or decrease in resources.

Analyze the trends over weeks, months, and even years. For example, you can analyze the data to assess how package
performance evolves over a year. Small increases can go unnoticed on a transaction-by-transaction basis, but can reveal
a trend of steady performance degradation when analyzing the data over a year.

Analyze INDB2_CPU times to detect trends in the amount of CPU time spent executing within Db2 for plans, programs, or
SQL statements.
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Another area for analysis is GETPAGE trends. For example, are the GETPAGE counts increasing? What is the cause?

If Plan Analyzer is installed, you can assess the analysis results even further. For example, imagine that your analysis
uncovers a SQL statement that has been running poorly for the past year. Analyze this statement using Plan Analyzer to
understand whether you can improve the performance of this statement.

Unload Collection Data from a Data Store
You can unload data from a data store to a sequential flat file.

You can then access the data directly from the file, load it into Db2 tables where you can use SQL to query the
information, or save it as an archive. Unload your collection data regularly so that you do not lose data that is still needed.

NOTE

Unloading collection data does not remove it from the data store; it writes a copy of the data to a separate data
set.

The PDTBATCH member in hlq.CDBAJCL provides a JCL job that you can use to unload data.

NOTE

This article focuses on using PDTBATCH to unload data from a data store. You can also use PDTBATCH to
generate reports and to generate EXPLAIN statements for Plan Analyzer. For more information about these
features, see Create Batch Reports and Analyze Access Paths in Batch.

Use the following procedure to unload data from a data store.

1. Create a copy of the PDTBATCH sample JCL.
2. Modify the JCL in your copy:

– Include a JOB statement, the XMANID to use, and your site libraries.
– Specify a target data set for the unloaded data in the SYSREC DD.
– Specify the data store parameters.
– Specify the unload parameters.
– Specify the appropriate interval filter parameters and data filter parameters

3. Save your changes.
4. Submit the JCL for execution.

The batch reporting facility processes the JCL. If the execution is successful, return code 0 is issued and the data is
unloaded to the specified location.

More information:

Set Up a Schedule for Unloading the Collection Data

Automate the Unloading of Collection Data

Sequential File Record Layout
Assembler macros describing the sequential file record layout of the unloaded data are provided in hlq.CDBAMAC. See
the following list of macro members and the type of record they describe:
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• PDTSTAN -- Standard activity
• PDTSOBJ -- Statement object
• PDTSQLT -- Statement SQL text
• PDTESQL -- SQL error
• PDTETXT -- SQL error SQL text
• PDTEVAR -- SQL error SQL host variables
• PDTDYNR -- Exception SQL
• PDTDYNT -- Exception SQL text
• PDTDYNV -- Exception SQL host variables

Exception SQL Text Table
The exception SQL text table contains the SQL text for SQL statements that are identified as exception SQL. The SQL
text column is limited to 254 characters. Anything beyond the 254-character limit is contained in another row with the
same START_TIME value and an incremented SEQNO value. In this way, the entire SQL statement can be stored in the
table, allowing you to review the entire SQL query.

The PDTDYNT member of high-level.CDBAMAC maps the unload data record that contains the data loaded into this
table.

These records are written to the SYSREC data set only for REPORT=EXCP and HOSTVARS=Y reports.

NOTE
The SSID and START_TIME columns can be used to join the exception SQL table with the exception SQL text
table.

Most of the Db2 columns have the same names and meanings as the columns on the product panels. The following
columns have different names than the panels:

INTERVAL_START
Shows the date and time the collection interval started. This column is a standard Db2 timestamp format.

INTERVAL_END
Shows the date and time the collection interval ended. This column is a standard Db2 timestamp format.

SEQNO
Shows the sequence number of the SQL text segment. You can use the ORDER BY SQNO clause to select all
text segments for a SQL statement in sequence.

SQL_TEXT
Shows a 254-character portion of the SQL statement. If the SEQNO value is 1, it is the first 254 characters. If the
SEQNO value is 2, it is the second 254 characters, and so on.

Automate the Unloading of Collection Data
As a database administrator, you are responsible for maintaining the data that Detector collects, and for ensuring that
it is available when needed. You have already created a data store for the collected data and you know that you should
unload the data from the data store regularly, before the older data is overwritten. (The data store is a wrap file; it retains
the n most current intervals, where n is the number of intervals that you specified when creating the data store. The oldest
interval is deleted when the newest interval is written.)

You decide to unload the data every day. You want to unload all collection data from the previous day, regardless of the
number of collection intervals, without unloading duplicate data. You know that message PDT0170 is issued every time
a collection interval is written to the data store. You decide that you can use this message to help you accomplish your
task. You create a job that unloads the latest interval and writes it to a "staging" data set. You allocate the data set with
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DISP=MOD so that you can accumulate the data from multiple intervals. You then use an automation tool to create a rule
that submits the unload job each time the PDT0170 message appears in the system log.

Next, you create a second job that copies the data from the staging data set to a permanent data set. You schedule this
job to run once a day, after all collection data for that day has been written to the staging data set. This job copies the data
and then reallocates the staging data set so that it is empty and ready for the next day.

Before You Begin

• Create a data store to hold the collected data.
• Start collecting data and writing it to the data store.
• Review the procedure for unloading data from a data store.
• Identify which automation tools are available to you.
• Review the IBM documentation for the IEBGENER and IEFBR14 utilities.

Steps in this Use Case

To unload collection data automatically, complete these steps:

1. Create a job to unload the collection data from the data store.
2. Automate the unload job.
3. Create a job to copy the unloaded data to a permanent data set.
4. Schedule the copy job.

Create a Job to Unload the Collection Data

The first step in setting up automatic unloads consists of creating a job to unload the collection data to a staging data set.
Use the sample JCL that is provided in high-level.CDBAJCL(PDTBATCH).

1. Copy the PDTBATCH member and open the copy for editing.
2. Specify a SYSREC DD of DISP=MOD,DSN=xxxxxxxx.SYSRECAC (in which AC means "accumulate"). The output

from each interval will accumulate in the SYSRECAC file.
3. Specify the SSID, data store name, and VCAT at the beginning of the SYSIN section.
4. Specify INTERVALS=1 to unload the latest interval from the data store.
5. Specify DATATYPE=ALL to unload standard activity data, exception data, and SQL error data (including SQL call

text).
6. Submit the job.

The JCL is processed and the latest interval is unloaded to SYSRECAC.

Example: Unload the Latest Interval to SYSRECAC

The following JCL unloads the latest collection interval to the SYSRECAC file:

//STEP1 EXEC PGM=PTLDRIVM,PARM='EP=PDTBATCC/0000', 

// REGION=0M

//* 

//STEPLIB DD DISP=SHR,DSN=xxxxxxxx.LOADLIB

//PTILIB DD DISP=SHR,DSN=xxxxxxxx.LOADLIB

//PTIPARM DD DISP=SHR,DSN=xxxxxxxx.PARMLIB

//SYSPRINT DD SYSOUT=*

//SYSOUT DD SYSOUT=*

//SYSREC DD DSN=xxxxxxxx.SYSRECAC,DISP=MOD

//*

//SYSIN DD * 

  SSID=ssid
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  DATASTORE=datastor

  VCAT=high-level.qualifier

  INTERVALS=1

  DATATYPE=ALL

Automate the Unload Job

After you create the unload job, use an automation tool (for example, OPS/MVS) to create a rule that submits the job each
time the PDT0170 message appears in the system log.

Create a Job to Copy the Unloaded Data

Create a job that copies the contents of SYSRECAC to SYSRECDL (where DL means "daily") and then reallocates
SYSRECAC as an empty data set so that it is ready for the next day.

Example: Use IEBGENER and IEFBR14 to Copy and Reset SYSRECAC
The following code sample uses the IBM IEBGENER utility to copy the contents of SYSRECAC to SYSRECDL. The IBM
IEFBR14 utility then resets SYSRECAC as an empty data set. (Both of these utilities are provided with z/OS. For more
information about these utilities, see the IBM documentation.)  In this sample, the SYSUT2 DD statement specifies a static
data set name. Consider using system symbolics or JCL symbolics to generate a unique data set name for each day. See
the IBM documentation for instructions on implementing these symbolics.

//ASMIT EXEC PGM=IEBGENER

//SYSPRINT DD SYSOUT=*

//SYSUT1 DD DSN=xxxxxxxx.SYSRECAC,DISP=SHR

//SYSUT2 DD DSN=xxxxxxxx.SYSRECDL,DISP=SHR

//SYSIN DD DUMMY 

//*

//DELETE EXEC PGM=IEFBR14, COND=(4,LT) 

//SYSREC DD DSN=xxxxxxxx.SYSRECAC,

// DISP=(MOD,DELETE),SPACE=(CYL,1),UNIT=SYSDA 

//*

Schedule the Copy Job

After you create the copy job, use an automation tool to schedule the copy job for daily execution. Schedule it to run
after all collection data for that day has been written to the staging data set.

Query Data from Unload Tables
You can run SQL queries on Detector historical unloaded data to create custom reports. To use the data in an SQL query,
unload the collection data store to a sequential data set, then load the data set into the Detector Db2 tables.

NOTE

For more information about Detector tables, see Detector Objects.

1. Unload the collection data from the data store to a sequential data set. To unload the data, modify the sample JCL
in hlq.CDBAJCL(PDTBATCH) and run it as a batch job. Specify a target data set for the data in the SYSREC DD
statement.

2. Load the unloaded data into the Detector Db2 tables. To load the data, modify the sample JCL in
hlq.CDBAJCL(PDTLOAD) and run it as a batch job.

3. Create an SQL query that specifies one or more Detector Db2 tables.
4. Use an application such as Interactive SQL (ISQL) to run the query. (For more information about ISQL, see Use the

Interactive SQL Facility.)
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Table Relationships
The following ERD diagram shows table object relationships:

NOTE

The statement object table is populated only when collection by Detector and Subsystem Analyzer is
synchronized.

Identify a Unique Occurrence in a Query
Learn how to identify a unique occurrence of an SQL execution.

Queries for static SQL and dynamic SQL use many of the same columns to identify data uniquely. To identify a unique
occurrence of an SQL execution, include the columns from all joined tables that were used in the WHERE clause of a
SELECT query. See the following examples.

The following query specifies STD.RECTYPE = 'STMT' and STD.STMT# for use with static SQL:

WHERE    STD.INTERVAL_START      =   'YYYY-DD-MM-HH.MM.SS.NNNNNN'

AND      STD.SSID                =   'DXXX'                      

AND      STD.RECTYPE             =   'STMT'                                

AND      STD.PLANNAME            =   'STARTRIG'                  
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AND      STD.PROGRAM             =   'STARTRIG'                  

AND      STD.SECT#               =    1  

AND      STD.STMT#               =    1

The following query changes STD.RECTYPE to 'DYNS' and specifies STD.DYN_TEXT_TOKEN for use with dynamic
SQL:

WHERE    STD.INTERVAL_START      =   'YYYY-DD-MM-HH.MM.SS.NNNNNN'

AND      STD.SSID                =   'DXXX'                      

AND      STD.RECTYPE             =   'DYNS'                                

AND      STD.PLANNAME            =   'STARTRIG'                  

AND      STD.PROGRAM             =   'STARTRIG'           

AND      STD.SECT#               =    1

AND      STD.DYN_TEXT_TOKEN      =    1

Using Additional Keys

Your collection profile may specify additional keys. To further identify a unique occurrence of an SQL execution, data for
those keys is needed. Update your query to include the columns in the WHERE clause that match the additional keys
that were selected. These columns apply to the PDT_STANDARD_xxxx, PDT_OBJECT_xxxx, or PDT_STANTEXT_xxxx
tables. To use these columns, you must perform the following actions:

• Enable the View By Keys option in the Start Collection Display.
• Enable the keys for the columns in the View Collection Profile Additional Keys panel of the collection profile.
• Specify UNLDKEYS=Y when you perform the unload job.

The following table shows the option in the View Collection Profile Additional Keys panel that captures the corresponding
table column. At least one additional key must be enabled to identify a unique row.

Additional Keys Option Table Column

Connection Type CONN_TYPE

Connection Name  CONN_NAME

Correlation ID CORRID

Location LOCATION

User ID USERID

End User ID END_USER_ID

End User TX TRANSACTION_ID

End User WS WORKSTATION_ID

The following query specifies an additional key that is named USERID:

WHERE    STD.INTERVAL_START      =   'YYYY-DD-MM-HH.MM.SS.NNNNNN'

AND      STD.SSID                =   'DXXX'                      

AND      STD.RECTYPE             =   'STMT'                                

AND      STD.PLANNAME            =   'STARTRIG'                  

AND      STD.PROGRAM             =   'STARTRIG'                  

AND      STD.SECT#               =    1  

AND      STD.STMT#               =    1

AND      STD.USERID              =    'USER01'
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Displays and RECTYPEs
Many Detector displays are associated with a RECTYPE. You can specify a RECTYPE in an SQL query to obtain results
that are similar to a Detector display.

Standard Activity Table

The following displays are associated with Standard Activity (PTI.PDT_STANDARD_xxxx) RECTYPEs:

Plan Displays

Display RECTYPE
Planname Summary Display PLAN
Plan Program Display PGM
Plan SQL Display STMT

Package Displays

Display RECTYPE
Package/DBRM Summary Display PKGE
Package/DBRM Plan Display PKGP
Package/DBRM SQL Display PKGS

Plan Dynamic SQL Display

Display RECTYPE
Plan Dynamic SQL Summary Display or Pgm Dynamic SQL
Summary Display

DYNS

Standard Activity SQL Text Table

The following displays are associated with Standard Activity SQL Text (PTI.PDT_STANTEXT_xxxx) RECTYPEs:

Display RECTYPE
Dynamic SQL Call Text Display DTXT
SQL Call Text Display STXT

Statement Object Table

The following SQL Table Activity Displays are associated with Statement Object (PTI.PDT_OBJECT_xxxx) RECTYPEs:

Display RECTYPE
SQL Table Activity Display for static SQL statements
SQL Table Activity Display for static SQL statements that use an
index

STAB
STIX

Dyn SQL Table Activity Display for dynamic SQL statements
Dyn SQL Table Activity Display for dynamic SQL statements that
use an index

DTAB
DTIX
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Displays and Equivalent SQL Query Examples
This section contains examples of Detector (Detector) displays and the equivalent SQL queries that provide the same
information. You can modify the queries for your requirements.

Planname Summary
The Planname Summary Display shows plan statistics for the collection interval that was selected in the Datastore Interval
Display.

        >   --------- DETECTOR Planname Summary Display -------- YY/MM/DD 12:49

Command ==>                                                     Scroll ==> PAGE

                                                                   LINE 1 OF 10

DB2 SSID  ==> Dxxx                                                             

View Type ==> A * -Activity X -Exception E -Error O -Object                    

View By   ==> P * -Plan G -Prog S -SQL Q -DSQL F -Prof K -Key   Total/Avg ==> T

        

Interval Date => 15/08/31   Interval Time => 15:06:42    Elapsed Time => 00:02

-------------------------------------------------------------------------------

       

S -Programs, D -Detail, Q -Dynamic SQL, K -Keys, H -History, T -Active Threads

      

  PLANNAME GETPAGE    INDB2_CPU    INDB2_TIME   COMMIT   ABORT  SQL            

  -------- ---------- ------------ ------------ -------- ------ ----------     

_ DSNTEP10      14433 00:00.553402 00:04.414998        3      0      71256     

_ SYSTABLE       1890 00:00.176310 00:00.714322        0      0      26275     

_ STARTRIG        290 00:00.022176 00:00.217322       26      0        251     

_ TEAM5            78 00:00.005087 00:00.303970        0      0          5     

_ DISTSERV         47 00:00.004611 00:00.051473        0      0         10     

_ ERROR            34 00:00.003636 00:00.265405        0      0         43     

_ COMMIT           55 00:00.002301 00:00.265715        5      0         26     

_ PSAAR171         44 00:00.001774 00:00.018844        4      0         28     

_ JPINDEX          29 00:00.001610 00:00.198217        0      0         25     

_ INSERT           20 00:00.001441 00:00.075485        0      0          1

Equivalent SQL Query

The following query uses the standard activity table, and returns the same information that is shown in the Planname
Summary Display:

SELECT   PLANNAME,               

         GETPAGE,                                     

         INDB2_CPU,                                   

         INDB2_TIME,                                  

         COMMITS        AS COMMIT,                                     

         ABORTS         AS ABORT,                                      

         SQL_CALLS      AS SQL                 

FROM     hlq.PDT_STANDARD_XXXX                                 

WHERE    RECTYPE        = 'PLAN'                      

AND      INTERVAL_START = 'YYYY-MM-DD-HH.MM.SS.NNNNNN'

AND      SSID           = 'DXXX'                      

ORDER BY INDB2_CPU DESC;

This query provides the following results:
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PLANNAME   GETPAGE  INDB2_CPU  INDB2_TIME   COMMIT   ABORT          SQL

--------  --------  ---------  ----------   ------   -----  -----------

DSNTEP10    14,433  00.553402   04.414998        3       0       71,256

SYSTABLE     1,890  00.176310   00.714322        0       0       26,275

STARTRIG       290  00.022176   00.217322       26       0          251

TEAM5           78  00.005087   00.303970        0       0            5

DISTSERV        47  00.004611   00.051473        0       0           10

ERROR           34  00.003636   00.265405        0       0           43

COMMIT          55  00.002301   00.265715        5       0           26

PSAAR171        44  00.001774   00.018844        4       0           28

JPINDEX         29  00.001610   00.198217        0       0           25

INSERT          20  00.001441   00.075485        0       0            1

Plan SQL and SQL Table Activity
The Plan SQL Display shows SQL calls and statistics for the program that was selected in the Plan Program Display.
The SQL Table Activity Display shows tables, indexes, and statistics for the SQL call that was selected in the Plan SQL
Display.

Plan SQL Display

In the following Plan SQL Display, the T option (View Tables/Indexes) has been entered for the FETCH call row:

        >   ------------- DETECTOR Plan SQL Display ------------ YY/MM/DD 10:05

       

DB2 SSID ==> Dxxx           Planname ==> JPINDEX         Program ==> JPINDEX   

Type     ==> PACKAGE        Collid   ==> DSN_DEFAULT_COLLID                    

Version  ==>                                                                   

Total/Avg => T                                                                 

       

Interval Date => YY/MM/DD   Interval Time => 15:06:42    Elapsed Time => 00:02

-------------------------------------------------------------------------------

        

Q -View SQL text, T -View Tables/Indexes, E -Explain, D -View Detail           

        

   SQL_CALL GETPAGE    INDB2_CPU    INDB2_TIME    STMT#   SECT# SQL            

   -------- ---------- ------------ ------------  ------- ----- ----------     

_  OPEN             22 00:00.000875 00:00.059315  0000115 00001          1     

T  FETCH             7 00:00.000724 00:00.138892  0000131 00001         23     

_  CLOSE             0 00:00.000010 00:00.000010  0000152 00001          1

Pressing Enter causes the SQL Table Activity Display to appear:

        >   -------- DETECTOR SQL Table Activity Display ------- YY/MM/DD 13:01

COMMAND ===>                                                    Scroll ==> PAGE

                                                                    LINE 1 OF 2

Total/Avg => T                DB2 SSID ==> Dxxx                                

Program  ==> JPINDEX          Type     ==> PKGE      Statement     ==> 0000131

Ctoken   ==> 19C9FC4A1F174FE3                        Section       ==> 00001   

Collid   ==> DSN_DEFAULT_COLL                        SQL Call Type ==> FETCH   

Version  ==>                                                                   

        

Interval Date => YY/MM/DD   Interval Time => 15:06:42    Elapsed Time => 00:02

-------------------------------------------------------------------------------
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TABLE               INDEX    TB_SEQ_GP TB_IDX_GP TB_LNK_GP IS_GETP   IS_TBGETP

------------------  -------- --------- --------- --------- --------- ---------

TRAINING            GNINIART                                       6         0

TRAINING                             1         0         0                  

Equivalent SQL Query

The following query joins the standard activity and statement object tables, and returns the same information that is shown
in the Plan SQL and SQL Table Activity displays:

SELECT   STD.PLANNAME,

         SUBSTR (STD.PROGRAM,1,8)  AS PROGRAM,

         SUBSTR (STD.COLLID,1,18)  AS COLLID,

         STD.SQL_CALL,

         GETPAGE,

         INDB2_CPU,

         INDB2_TIME,

         SUBSTR (TBNAME,1,8)     AS TABLE,

         ISNAME                  AS INDEX,

         TB_GETP                 AS TB_SEQ_GP,

         TB_GETP_INDX            AS TB_IDX_GP,

         IS_GETP,

         IS_TABL_GETP            AS IS_TBGETP

FROM     hlq.PDT_STANDARD_XXXX STD,

         hlq.PDT_OBJECT_XXXX   OBJ

WHERE    STD.RECTYPE             =   'STMT'

AND      OBJ.RECTYPE             IN ('STIX', 'STAB')

AND      STD.INTERVAL_START      =   'YYYY-MM-DD-HH.MM.SS.NNNNNN'

AND      STD.INTERVAL_START      =    OBJ.INTERVAL_START

AND      STD.SSID                =   'DXXX'

AND      STD.SSID                =    OBJ.SSID

AND      STD.PLANNAME            =   'JPINDEX'

AND      STD.PLANNAME            =    OBJ.PLANNAME

AND      STD.PROGRAM             =   'JPINDEX'

AND      STD.PROGRAM             =    OBJ.PROGRAM

AND      STD.STMT#               =    131

AND      STD.STMT#               =    OBJ.STMT#

AND      STD.SECT#               =    1

AND      STD.SECT#               =    OBJ.SECT#

AND      STD.SQL_CALL            =   'FETCH'

AND      STD.SQL_CALL            =    OBJ.SQL_CALL

AND      STD.USERID              =    OBJ.USERID

AND      STD.CORRID              =    OBJ.CORRID

AND      STD.END_USER_ID         =    OBJ.END_USER_ID

ORDER BY STD.PLANNAME,

         STD.PROGRAM,

         STD.COLLID,

         INDB2_CPU,

         TBNAME,

         ISNAME DESC ;

This query provides the following results:
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PLANNAME  PROGRAM   COLLID              SQL_CALL  GETPAGE  INDB2_CPU  INDB2_TIME  TABLE     INDEX     

 TB_SEQ_GP  TB_IDX_GP  IS_GETP  IS_TBGETP

-----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

JPINDEX   JPINDEX   DSN_DEFAULT_COLLID  FETCH           7  00.000724  00.138892   TRAINING  GNINIART          

 0          0        6          0

JPINDEX   JPINDEX   DSN_DEFAULT_COLLID  FETCH           7  00.000724  00.138892   TRAINING                    

 1          0        0          0

Plan SQL and SQL Call Text
The Plan SQL Display shows the SQL call statistics for the program that was selected in the Plan Program Display. The
SQL Call Text Display shows the SQL text for the SQL call that was selected in the Plan SQL Display.

Plan SQL Display

In the following Plan SQL Display, the Q option (View SQL text) has been entered for the GETDIAGI call:

        >   ------------- DETECTOR Plan SQL Display ------------ YY/MM/DD 10:48

DB2 SSID ==> Dxxx           Planname ==> DSNTEP10        Program ==> DSN@EP2L  

Type     ==> PACKAGE        Collid   ==> DSNTEP2                               

Version  ==> VAR1.PM96278                                                      

Total/Avg => T                                                                 

        

Interval Date => YY/MM/DD   Interval Time => 15:06:42    Elapsed Time => 00:02

-------------------------------------------------------------------------------

        

Q -View SQL text, T -View Tables/Indexes, E -Explain, D -View Detail           

        

   SQL_CALL GETPAGE    INDB2_CPU    INDB2_TIME    STMT#   SECT# SQL            

   -------- ---------- ------------ ------------  ------- ----- ----------     

q  GETDIAGI          6 00:00.000471 00:00.008557  0005390 00004         31     

_  DESCRIBE          0 00:00.000400 00:00.000416  0001900 00001         48     

_  CLOSE             0 00:00.000167 00:00.000225  0002277 00001         17

Pressing Enter causes the SQL Call Text Display to appear:

       ------------- DETECTOR SQL Call Text Display ------------ YY/MM/DD 10:49

        

DB2 SSID ==> Dxxx         Planname ==> DSNTEP10          Program ==> DSN@EP2L  

Type     ==> PACKAGE      Collid   ==> DSNTEP2                                 

Version  ==> VAR1.PM96278                                                      

        

-------------------------------------------------------------------------------

        

E -Explain SQL, T -Explain Text, I -ISQL ==> _                                 

     

GET     DIAGNOSTICS CONDITION :H :H = DB2_RETURNED_SQLCODE , :H =              

        MESSAGE_TEXT , :H = RETURNED_SQLSTATE , :H =                           

        DB2_MODULE_DETECTING_ERROR , :H = DB2_SQLERRD1 , :H =                  

        DB2_SQLERRD2 , :H = DB2_SQLERRD3 , :H = DB2_SQLERRD4 , :H =            

        DB2_SQLERRD5 , :H = DB2_SQLERRD6

Equivalent SQL Query
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The following query joins the standard activity and standard activity SQL text tables, and returns the same information that
is shown in the Plan SQL and SQL Call Text displays:

SELECT   STD.PLANNAME,                          

         SUBSTR (STD.PROGRAM,1,8)   AS PROGRAM,

         SUBSTR (STD.COLLID,1,15)   AS COLLID,  

         SUBSTR (STD.SQL_CALL,1,8)  AS SQL_CALL,

         GETPAGE,                             

         STD.INDB2_CPU,                         

         STD.INDB2_TIME,                        

         STD.STMT#,                             

         STD.SECT#,                             

         SQL_CALLS                AS SQL,   

         SEQNO,  

         SQL_TEXT                             

FROM     hlq_PDT_STANDARD_XXXX STD,                      

         hlq.PDT_STANTEXT_XXXX TXT                                       

WHERE    STD.RECTYPE        =        'STMT'                      

AND      TXT.RECTYPE        =        'STXT'                      

AND      STD.SSID           =        'D10E'                      

AND      STD.SSID           =         TXT.SSID                     

AND      STD.INTERVAL_START =        'YYYY-MM-DD-HH.MM.SS.NNNNNN'

AND      STD.PLANNAME       =        'DSNTEP10'                  

AND      STD.PLANNAME       =         TXT.PLANNAME                 

AND      STD.PROGRAM        =        'DSN@EP2L'                  

AND      STD.PROGRAM        =         TXT.PROGRAM                  

AND      STD.USERID         =         TXT.USERID                   

AND      STD.CORRID         =         TXT.CORRID

AND      STD.END_USER_ID    =         TXT.END_USER_ID

AND      STD.STMT#          =         5390           

AND      STD.STMT#          =         TXT.STMT#       

AND      STD.SECT#          =         4             

AND      STD.SECT#          =         TXT.SECT#  

ORDER BY STD.SQL_CALL,                              

         SEQNO ;

This query provides the following results:

PLANNAME  PROGRAM   COLLID    SQL_CALL  GETPAGE  INDB2_CPU  INDB2_TIME   STMT#   SECT#     SQL  SEQNO

-----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

DSNTEP10  DSN@EP2L  DSNTEP2   GET DIAG        6  00.000471   00.008557   5,390       4      31      1

DSNTEP10  DSN@EP2L  DSNTEP2   GET DIAG        6  00.000471   00.008557   5,390       4      31      2

        

SQL_TEXT                                                                      

---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

GET DIAGNOSTICS CONDITION : H : H = DB2_RETURNED_SQLCODE , : H = MESSAGE_TEXT ,  : H = RETURNED_SQLSTATE , : H

  2_SQLERRD6

Plan Dynamic SQL and Dynamic SQL Call Text
The Plan Dynamic SQL Display shows the dynamic SQL statement statistics for the plan that was selected in the
Planname Summary Display. The Dynamic SQL Call Text display shows the dynamic SQL call text for the statement that
was selected in the Plan Dynamic SQL Display.
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Plan Dynamic SQL

In the following Plan Dynamic SQL Display, the Q option (SQL text) has been entered for the first detail row:

        >   --------- DETECTOR Plan Dynamic SQL Display -------- YY/MM/DD 10:20

       

Total/Avg ==> T              DB2 SSID  ==> DXXX           Planname ==> DSNTEP10

        

Interval Date => YY/MM/DD   Interval Time => 15:06:42    Elapsed Time => 00:02

-------------------------------------------------------------------------------

   

D -Detail, E -Explain, Q -SQL text, T -Tables/indexes                          

       

   SQL_TEXT                         INDB2_CPU    GETPAGE    STMT#   SECT# SQL_C

   -------------------------------- ------------ ---------- ------- ----- -----

q  SELECT TBNAME AS TABLE, NAME AS> 00:00.296327       2060 0001846 00001 PREP>

_  SELECT NAME AS PACKAGE, GRANTEE> 00:00.053611       1432 0001846 00001 PREP>

_  SELECT NAME AS PACKAGE, OWNER F> 00:00.047489       3133 0001846 00001 PREP>

_  SELECT DBNAME, GRANTEE, GRANTOR> 00:00.036735       4173 0001846 00001 PREP>

_  SELECT IXNAME AS INDEX, COLNAME> 00:00.019426        188 0001846 00001 PREP>

_  SELECT TBNAME AS TABLE, COLNAME> 00:00.011717        105 0001846 00001 PREP>

_  SELECT NAME AS TABLE, DBNAME AS> 00:00.011339        471 0001846 00001 PREP>

_  SELECT NAME AS PLAN, GRANTEE, G> 00:00.010818        813 0001846 00001 PREP>

_  SELECT NAME AS PLAN, CREATOR FR> 00:00.006078        195 0001846 00001 PREP>

_  SELECT NAME AS DATABASE, CREATO> 00:00.005192        127 0001846 00001 PREP>

_  SELECT NAME AS TABLESPACE, DBNA> 00:00.005131        242 0001846 00001 PREP>

Pressing Enter causes the Dynamic SQL Call Text Display to appear:

       --------- DETECTOR Dynamic SQL Call Text Display -------- YY/MM/DD 10:00

Command ==>                                                     Scroll ==> PAGE

       

DB2 SSID ==> DXXX                                                              

        

-------------------------------------------------------------------------------

E -Explain SQL, I -ISQL ==> _                                                  

        

SELECT  TBNAME AS TABLE , NAME AS COLUMN_NAME                                  

   FROM SYSIBM.SYSCOLUMNS                                                      

  WHERE NAME BETWEEN 'AAAAAAAA'                                                

   AND 'MMMMMMMM'                                                             

  ORDER BY 1

Equivalent SQL Query

The following query uses the standard activity and standard activity SQL text tables. The query returns the same
information that is shown in the Plan Dynamic SQL and Dynamic SQL Call Text displays. The values that are shown in the
query results are obtained by the first SELECT statement. Those values are provided by other sections of the query as
follows:

• A.INDB2_CPU and A.GETPAGE obtain their values from the second SELECT statement. That SELECT statement
gets summary totals from the standard activity table, and groups them by DYN_TEXT_TOKEN.

• B.PLANNAME, B.STMT#, B.SECT#, and B.SQL_CALL obtain their values from the first inner join, which gets the call
details.

• C.SEQNO and C.SQL_TEXT obtain their values from the SQL text that is retrieved by the second inner join.
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SELECT       DISTINCT

             B.PLANNAME,

             A.INDB2_CPU,

             A.GETPAGE,

             B.STMT#,

             B.SECT#,

             B.SQL_CALL,

             C.SEQNO,

             C.SQL_TEXT          

FROM

  (SELECT  SUM(INDB2_CPU)     AS INDB2_CPU,

           SUM(GETPAGE)       AS GETPAGE,

           DYN_TEXT_TOKEN

   FROM    hlq.PDT_STANDARD_XXXX

   WHERE   RECTYPE              =   'DYNS'

   AND     SSID                 =   'DXXX'

   AND     INTERVAL_START       =   'YYYY-MM-DD-HH.MM.SS.NNNNNN'

   AND     PLANNAME             =   'DSNTEP10'

   AND     STMT#                =    1846

   AND     SECT#                =    1

   GROUP BY DYN_TEXT_TOKEN  ) AS A

INNER JOIN

  (SELECT  PLANNAME,

           STMT#,

           SECT#,

           SQL_CALL,

           DYN_TEXT_TOKEN

   FROM    hlq.PDT_STANDARD_XXXX

   WHERE   RECTYPE              =   'DYNS'

   AND     SSID                 =   'DXXX'

   AND     INTERVAL_START       =   'YYYY-MM-DD-HH.MM.SS.NNNNNN'

   AND     PLANNAME             =   'DSNTEP10'

   AND     STMT#                =    1846

   AND     SECT#                =    1

                                     ) AS B

ON         A.DYN_TEXT_TOKEN     =    B.DYN_TEXT_TOKEN

INNER JOIN

 (SELECT  PLANNAME,

          STMT#,

          SECT#,

          SQL_CALL,

          SEQNO,

          SQL_TEXT,

          DYN_TEXT_TOKEN

  FROM    hlq.PDT_STANTEXT_XXXX

  WHERE   RECTYPE              =   'DTXT'

  AND     SSID                 =   'DXXX'

  AND     INTERVAL_START       =   'YYYY-MM-DD-HH.MM.SS.NNNNNN'

  AND     STMT#                =    1846

  AND     SECT#                =    1

                                    ) AS C

ON         C.DYN_TEXT_TOKEN     =    A.DYN_TEXT_TOKEN

AND        C.DYN_TEXT_TOKEN     =    B.DYN_TEXT_TOKEN
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AND        C.PLANNAME           =    B.PLANNAME

AND        C.STMT#              =    B.STMT#

AND        C.SECT#              =    B.SECT#

AND        C.SQL_CALL           =    B.SQL_CALL

AND          SQL_TEXT LIKE

             'SELECT TBNAME AS TABLE, NAME AS COLUMN_N%'

ORDER BY B.PLANNAME,

         A.INDB2_CPU DESC,

         C.SEQNO    ;

This query provides the following results:

PLANNAME  INDB2_CPU   GETPAGE   STMT#  SECT#  SQL_CALL  SEQNO   SQL_TEXT  

-----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

DSNTEP10  00.296327     2060    1846       1  PREPARE       1   SELECT TBNAME AS TABLE, NAME AS COLUMN_NAME

        

        

------------------------------------------------------------------------------

FROM SYSIBM.SYSCOLUMNS WHERE NAME BETWEEN 'AAAAAAAA' AND 'MMMMMMMM' ORDER BY 1

Plan SQL, SQL Table Activity, and SQL Call Text
The Plan SQL Display shows the SQL call statistics for the program that was selected in the Plan Program Display. The
SQL Table Activity Display shows statistics and also the tables and indexes that were used in an SQL call. The SQL Call
Text Display shows the SQL text for the SQL call that was selected in the Plan SQL display.

Plan SQL Display

In the following Plan SQL Display, the T option (View Tables/Indexes) has been entered for the FETCH call row. (You
could use option Q to display the SQL call text.)

        >   ------------- DETECTOR Plan SQL Display ------------ YY/MM/DD 14:14

        

   DB2 SSID ==> Dxxx           Planname ==> STARTRIG        Program ==> STARTRIG  

   Type     ==> PACKAGE        Collid   ==> DSN_DEFAULT_COLLID                    

   Version  ==>                                                                   

   Total/Avg => T                                                                 

        

   Interval Date => YY/MM/DD   Interval Time => 15:06:42    Elapsed Time => 00:02

   -------------------------------------------------------------------------------

        

   Q -View SQL text, T -View Tables/Indexes, E -Explain, D -View Detail           

        

      SQL_CALL GETPAGE    INDB2_CPU    INDB2_TIME    STMT#   SECT# SQL            

      -------- ---------- ------------ ------------  ------- ----- ----------     

   _  UPDATE          240 00:00.012233 00:00.176968  0000170 00002         26     

   _  OPEN             22 00:00.001007 00:00.039665  0000116 00001          1     

   T  FETCH            28 00:00.000647 00:00.000683  0000132 00001         27     

   _  CLOSE             0 00:00.000004 00:00.000004  0000154 00001          1 

Pressing Enter causes the SQL Table Activity Display to appear:

        >   -------- DETECTOR SQL Table Activity Display ------- YY/MM/DD 11:22
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   Total/Avg => T                DB2 SSID ==> Dxxx                                

   Program  ==> STARTRIG         Type     ==> PKGE      Statement     ==> 0000132

   Ctoken   ==> 19C9FAC807C52187                        Section       ==> 00001   

   Collid   ==> DSN_DEFAULT_COLL                        SQL Call Type ==> FETCH   

   Version  ==>                                                                   

        

   Interval Date => YY/MM/DD   Interval Time => 15:06:42    Elapsed Time => 00:02

   -------------------------------------------------------------------------------

        

   TABLE               INDEX    TB_SEQ_GP TB_IDX_GP TB_LNK_GP IS_GETP   IS_TBGETP

   ------------------  -------- --------- --------- --------- --------- ---------

   TEAM                MEATTEAM                                       1         0

   TEAM                                26         0         0               

If you had used the Q option, the SQL Call Text Display would appear instead:

       ------------- DETECTOR SQL Call Text Display ------------ YY/MM/DD 14:15

       

   DB2 SSID ==> Dxxx         Planname ==> STARTRIG          Program ==> STARTRIG  

   Type     ==> PACKAGE      Collid   ==> DSN_DEFAULT_COLLID                      

   Version  ==>                                                                   

   -------------------------------------------------------------------------------

        

   E -Explain SQL, T -Explain Text, I -ISQL ==> _                                 

        

   DECLARE CSR1 CURSOR WITH HOLD FOR                                              

    SELECT  NAME , USERID                                                         

      FROM BAY01.TEAM                                                           

     WHERE USERID > ' ' FOR                                                       

    UPDATE  OF NAME

Equivalent SQL Query

The following query joins the standard activity, statement object, and standard activity SQL text tables. The query returns
the same information that is shown in the Plan SQL, SQL Table Activity, and SQL Call Text displays:

SELECT   STD.PLANNAME,    

         SUBSTR (STD.PROGRAM,1,8)  AS PROGRAM,

         SUBSTR (STD.COLLID,1,18)  AS COLLID,  

         SUBSTR (STD.SQL_CALL,1,8) AS SQL_CALL,

         GETPAGE,                            

         INDB2_CPU,                          

         SUBSTR (TBNAME,1,8)     AS TABLE,   

         ISNAME                  AS INDEX,   

         TB_GETP,                            

         IS_GETP,                            

         SEQNO,                              

         SQL_TEXT                            

FROM     hlq.PDT_STANDARD_XXXX STD,                                       

         hlq.PDT_OBJECT_XXXX   OBJ,                                       

         hlq.PDT_STANTEXT_XXXX TXT                                       

WHERE    STD.RECTYPE             =   'STMT'                      

AND      OBJ.RECTYPE             IN ('STIX', 'STAB')             

AND      TXT.RECTYPE             =   'STXT'                      
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AND      STD.INTERVAL_START      =   'YYYY-MM-DD-HH.MM.SS.NNNNNN'

AND      STD.INTERVAL_START      =    OBJ.INTERVAL_START           

AND      STD.INTERVAL_START      =    TXT.INTERVAL_START           

AND      STD.SSID                =   'DXXX'                      

AND      STD.SSID                =    OBJ.SSID                     

AND      STD.SSID                =    TXT.SSID                     

AND      STD.PLANNAME            =   'STARTRIG'  

AND      STD.PLANNAME            =    OBJ.PLANNAME

AND      STD.PLANNAME            =    TXT.PLANNAME

AND      STD.PROGRAM             =   'STARTRIG'  

AND      STD.PROGRAM             =    OBJ.PROGRAM  

AND      STD.PROGRAM             =    TXT.PROGRAM  

AND      STD.STMT#               =    132        

AND      STD.STMT#               =    OBJ.STMT#    

AND      STD.STMT#               =    TXT.STMT#    

AND      STD.SECT#               =    1          

AND      STD.SECT#               =    OBJ.SECT#    

AND      STD.SECT#               =    TXT.SECT#    

AND      STD.SQL_CALL            =   'FETCH'        

AND      STD.SQL_CALL            =    OBJ.SQL_CALL    

AND      STD.SQL_CALL            =    TXT.SQL_CALL    

AND      STD.USERID              =    OBJ.USERID      

AND      STD.USERID              =    TXT.USERID      

AND      STD.CORRID              =    OBJ.CORRID      

AND      STD.CORRID              =    TXT.CORRID      

AND      STD.END_USER_ID         =    OBJ.END_USER_ID

AND      STD.END_USER_ID         =    TXT.END_USER_ID

ORDER BY STD.PLANNAME,                              

         STD.PROGRAM,                               

         STD.COLLID,   

         INDB2_CPU,  

         ISNAME DESC,

         SEQNO ;   

This query provides the following results:

PLANNAME  PROGRAM   COLLID              SQL_CALL   GETPAGE  INDB2_CPU  TABLE  INDEX      TB_GETP   IS_GETP  

----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

STARTRIG  STARTRIG  DSN_DEFAULT_COLLID  FETCH           28  00.000647  TEAM   MEATTEAM         0         1  

STARTRIG  STARTRIG  DSN_DEFAULT_COLLID  FETCH           28  00.000647  TEAM                   26         0

        

SEQNO  SQL_TEXT

-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

0001  DECLARE CSR1 CURSOR WITH HOLD FOR SELECT NAME , USERID FROM BAY01 . TEAM WHERE USERID > ' ' FOR UPDATE

 OF NAME

                                                                                                             

            00001  DECLARE CSR1 CURSOR WITH HOLD FOR SELECT NAME , USERID FROM BAY01 . TEAM WHERE USERID > ' '

 FOR UPDATE OF NAME
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SQL Error Detail and SQL Error Call Text
The SQL Error Detail Display shows the statements that generated a particular SQL code for the user that was selected
in the SQL ERROR User/SQLCODE Summary display. The SQL Error Call Text display shows the SQL call text for the
statement that was selected in the SQL Error Detail Display.

SQL Error Detail

In the following SQL Error Detail Display, the Q option (SQL Call Text) has been entered for the INSERT program row:

        >   --------- DETECTOR SQL Error Detail Display -------- YY/MM/DD 14:56

       

SQLcode ==> -904            SQLstate ==> 57011            DB2 SSID ==> Dxxx    

Opid    ==> BAY01           Planname ==> INSERT           Connid   ==> BATCH   

        

Interval Date => YY/MM/DD    Interval Time => 15:06:42    Elapsed Time => 00:02

-------------------------------------------------------------------------------

S -SQLCA Message Display, Q -SQL Call Text, D -View Detail                     

        

   PROGRAM   TYPE  SQLERRD1  SQL_CALL  STMT#   SECT#  DATE      TIME          

   --------  ----  --------  --------  ------- -----  --------  --------      

Q   INSERT    PKGE  FFFFFF92  INSERT        138     1  15/08/31  15:07:41

Pressing Enter causes the SQL Error Call Text display to appear:

       -------------- DETECTOR SQL Error Call Text ------------- YY/MM/DD 14:58

Command ==>                                                     Scroll ==> PAGE

        

DB2 SSID ==> Dxxx          Planname ==> INSERT         Connid ==> BATCH        

Opid     ==> BAY01         Authid   ==> BAY01          Corrid ==> BAY017    

        

-------------------------------------------------------------------------------

        

E -Explain SQL, T -Explain Text, I -ISQL ==> _                                 

        

INSERT                                                                         

   INTO TRAINING ( ACTOR , FILM , YEAR )                                       

 VALUES ( :H , :H , :H )                                                       

        

HOST VARIABLE DATA USED WITH THIS SQL REQUEST                                  

PARAMETER MARKER     1         = 'Humphrey Bogart               '              

PARAMETER MARKER     2         = 'You Can't Get Away with Murder          '    

PARAMETER MARKER     3         = 1939

Equivalent SQL Query

The following query joins the SQL error, SQL error SQL text, and SQL error SQL host variable tables. The query returns
the same information that is shown in the SQL Error Detail and the SQL Error Call Text displays:

SELECT   ERR.SQLCODE                 AS SQLCODE,

         SUBSTR (ERR.OPID,1,7)       AS OPID,    

         SUBSTR (ERR.PLANNAME,1,7)   AS PLAN,    

         SUBSTR (ERR.CONNID,1,6)     AS CONNID,  

         SUBSTR (ERR.PROGRAM,1,7)    AS PROGRAM,

         ERR.TYPE                    AS TYPE,    

         SQLERRD1                    AS SQLERRD1,
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         SUBSTR (ERR.SQL_CALL,1,8)   AS SQL_CALL,

         ERR.STMT#,                             

         ERR.SECT#,                             

         DATE (ERR.SQL_ENDTIME)      AS DATE,    

         TIME (ERR.SQL_ENDTIME)      AS TIME,   

         ETXT.SEQNO                  AS T_SEQ#,             

         SUBSTR (SQL_TEXT,1,70)      AS SQL_TEXT,           

         EVAR.SEQNO                  AS H_SEQ#,             

         VAR_CHAR                    AS HOST_VAR            

FROM     hlq.PDT_SQLERROR_XXXX ERR,                                 

         hlq.PDT_ERRORTXT_XXXX ETXT,                                 

         hlq.PDT_ERRORVAR_XXXX EVAR                                 

WHERE    ERR.SSID           = 'DXXX'                       

AND      ERR.SSID           = ETXT.SSID                       

AND      ERR.SSID           = EVAR.SSID                       

AND      ERR.INTERVAL_START = 'YYYY-MM-DD-HH.MM.SS.NNNNNN'

AND      ERR.INTERVAL_START = ETXT.INTERVAL_START             

AND      ERR.INTERVAL_START = EVAR.INTERVAL_START

AND      ERR.SQLCODE        = -904             

AND      ERR.SQLCODE        = EVAR.SQLCODE        

AND      ERR.SQLCODE        = ETXT.SQLCODE        

AND      ERR.PLANNAME       = 'INSERT'         

AND      ERR.PLANNAME       = ETXT.PLANNAME       

AND      ERR.PLANNAME       = EVAR.PLANNAME       

AND      ERR.PROGRAM        = 'INSERT'         

AND      ERR.PROGRAM        = ETXT.PROGRAM        

AND      ERR.PROGRAM        = EVAR.PROGRAM        

AND      ERR.AUTHID         = ETXT.AUTHID         

AND      ERR.AUTHID         = EVAR.AUTHID         

AND      ERR.OPID           = 'BAY01'                         

AND      ERR.OPID           = ETXT.OPID                            

AND      ERR.OPID           = EVAR.OPID                            

AND      ERR.CORRID         = ETXT.CORRID                          

AND      ERR.CORRID         = EVAR.CORRID                          

AND      ERR.SQL_ENDTIME    BETWEEN 'YYYY-MM-DD-HH.MM.SS.NNNNNN'

AND     'YYYY-MM-DD-HH.MM.SS.NNNNNN'

AND      ERR.SQL_ENDTIME    = ETXT.SQL_ENDTIME                     

AND      ERR.SQL_ENDTIME    = EVAR.SQL_ENDTIME   

AND      ERR.SECT#          = 1      

AND      ERR.SECT#          = ETXT.SECT#

AND      ERR.SECT#          = EVAR.SECT#   

AND      ERR.STMT#          = 138     

AND      ERR.STMT#          = ETXT.STMT#

AND      ERR.STMT#          = EVAR.STMT#               

AND      ERR.TYPE           = ETXT.TYPE                            

AND      ERR.TYPE           = EVAR.TYPE                            

AND      SQL_TEXT           LIKE                                

        'INSERT INTO TRAINING ( ACTOR , FILM%'               

ORDER BY ERR.SQLCODE,          

         ERR.OPID,             

         ERR.PLANNAME,         

         ERR.CONNID,           

         ERR.SQL_ENDTIME DESC,
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         ETXT.SEQNO,            

         EVAR.SEQNO ;

This query provides the following results:

SQLCODE  OPID     PLAN     CONNID  PROGRAM  TYPE  SQLERRD1  SQL_CALL  STMT#  SECT#  DATE        TIME      

 T_SEQ#

-----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

   -904  BAY01    INSERT   BATCH   INSERT   PKGE  FFFFFF92  INSERT      138      1  YYYY-MM-DD  15.07.41     

   1

   -904  BAY01    INSERT   BATCH   INSERT   PKGE  FFFFFF92  INSERT      138      1  YYYY-MM-DD  15.07.41     

   1

   -904  BAY01    INSERT   BATCH   INSERT   PKGE  FFFFFF92  INSERT      138      1  YYYY-MM-DD  15.07.41     

   1

        

SQL_TEXT                                                               H_SEQ#   HOST_VAR

-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

INSERT INTO TRAINING ( ACTOR , FILM , YEAR ) VALUES ( : H , : H , : H       1   'Humphrey Bogart             

  ' 

                                                                                                             

                   IINSERT INTO TRAINING ( ACTOR , FILM , YEAR ) VALUES ( : H , : H , : H       2   'You Can't

 Get Away with Murder          '

INSERT INTO TRAINING ( ACTOR , FILM , YEAR ) VALUES ( : H , : H , : H       3   1939

Exception SQL Request Summary and Call Text (Static)
The Exception SQL Request Summary shows the exception SQL requests that were captured by plan for the user that
was selected in the Exception SQL User Summary. The Exception SQL Call Text display shows the SQL call text for the
exception SQL request.

Exception SQL Request Summary

In the following Exception SQL Request Summary, the Q option (View SQL text) has been entered for the first detail row:

        >   ------ DETECTOR Exception SQL Request Summary ------ YY/MM/DD 16:27

        

   OPID      ==> BAY01                                          DB2 SSID ==> Dxxx

   Total/Avg ==> T                                                                

        

   Interval Date => YY/MM/DD   Interval Time => 15:06:42    Elapsed Time => 00:02

   -------------------------------------------------------------------------------

   S -View SQL stats, Q -View SQL text, E -Explain, D -View Detail                

        

      START_TIME   GETPAGE     CHANGREQ   INDB2_CPU    INDB2_TIME   PLANNAME      

      ------------ ----------  ---------- ------------ ------------ --------      

   q  15:07:43.423         16           2 00:00.000584 00:00.001868 STARTRIG      

   _  15:07:43.425          0           0 00:00.000012 00:00.000012 STARTRIG      

   _  15:07:43.425          0           0 00:00.000011 00:00.000011 STARTRIG      

   _  15:07:43.425          0           0 00:00.000016 00:00.000028 STARTRIG      

   _  15:07:43.423         16           1 00:00.000300 00:00.001556 STARTRIG 

Pressing Enter causes the Exception SQL Call Text display to appear:

       ------------ DETECTOR Exception SQL Call Text ----------- YY/MM/DD 16:30
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   DB2 SSID ==> Dxxx          Planname ==> STARTRIG       Connid ==> BATCH        

   Opid     ==> BAY01         Authid   ==> BAY01          Corrid ==> BAY017    

        

   -------------------------------------------------------------------------------

   E -Explain SQL, T -Explain Text, I -ISQL ==> _                                 

        

   UPDATE  BAY01.TEAM                                                           

       SET NAME = :H                                                              

     WHERE CURRENT OF CSR1                                                        

        

   HOST VARIABLE DATA USED WITH THIS SQL REQUEST                                  

   PARAMETER MARKER     1         = 'Ross                '

Equivalent SQL Query

The following query joins the exception SQL, exception SQL text, and exception SQL host variable tables. The query
returns the same information that is shown in the Exception SQL Request Summary and the Exception SQL Call Text
displays:

SELECT   SUBSTR (XSQL.OPID,1,8)     AS OPID,      

         XSQL.START_TIME,                         

         GETPAGE,                              

         CHANGREQ,                             

         INDB2_CPU,                            

         INDB2_TIME,                           

         XSQL.PLANNAME,      

         XTXT.SEQNO                 AS TEXT_SEQNO,

         XTXT.SQL_TEXT,

         XHVAR.SEQNO                AS HV_SEQNO,  

         VAR_CHAR                   AS HOST_VAR   

FROM     hlq.PDT_DYNAMREQ_XXXX  XSQL,    

         hlq.PDT_DYNAMTXT_XXXX  XTXT,                                        

         hlq.PDT_HOSTVARS_XXXX  XHVAR                                        

WHERE    XSQL.INTERVAL_START    =       'YYYY-MM-DD-HH.MM.SS.NNNNNN'

AND      XSQL.INTERVAL_START    =        XTXT.INTERVAL_START           

AND      XSQL.INTERVAL_START    =        XHVAR.INTERVAL_START           

AND      XSQL.SSID              =       'DXXX'                      

AND      XSQL.SSID              =        XTXT.SSID                     

AND      XSQL.SSID              =        XHVAR.SSID                     

AND      XSQL.PLANNAME          =       'STARTRIG'                  

AND      XSQL.PLANNAME          =        XTXT.PLANNAME                 

AND      XSQL.PLANNAME          =        XHVAR.PLANNAME                 

AND      XSQL.PROGRAM           =        XTXT.PROGRAM   

AND      XSQL.PROGRAM           =        XHVAR.PROGRAM                  

AND      XSQL.AUTHID            =       'BAY01'                   

AND      XSQL.AUTHID            =        XTXT.AUTHID                   

AND      XSQL.AUTHID            =        XHVAR.AUTHID                   

AND      XSQL.OPID              =       'BAY01'                   

AND      XSQL.OPID              =        XTXT.OPID                     

AND      XSQL.OPID              =        XHVAR.OPID                     

AND      XSQL.CORRID            =       'BAY017'                  

AND      XSQL.CORRID            =        XTXT.CORRID                   

AND      XSQL.CORRID            =        XHVAR.CORRID                   
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AND      XSQL.START_TIME        BETWEEN 'YYYY-MM-DD-HH.MM.SS.NNNNNN'

AND     'YYYY-MM-DD-HH.MM.SS.NNNNNN'    

AND      XSQL.START_TIME        =        XTXT.START_TIME

AND      XSQL.START_TIME        =        XHVAR.START_TIME

AND      XSQL.STMT#             =        XHVAR.STMT#     

AND      XSQL.SECT#             =        XHVAR.SECT#     

AND      XTXT.SQL_TEXT       LIKE                 

         'UPDATE BAY01   . TEAM%'                 

ORDER BY XSQL.OPID,                                  

         XSQL.START_TIME,                            

         XTXT.SEQNO,                                 

         XHVAR.SEQNO ;

This query provides the following results:

OPID      START_TIME                   GETPAGE  CHANGREQ  INDB2_CPU  INDB2_TIME  PLAN      TEXT_SEQNO

-----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

BAY01     YYYY-MM-DD-HH.MM.SS.NNNNNN        16         2  00.000584   00.001868  STARTRIG           1

        

SQL_TEXT                                                      HV_SEQNO  HOST_VAR

----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

UPDATE BAY01 . TEAM SET NAME = : H WHERE CURRENT OF CSR1             1  'Ross                '

Find SQL Statements with Highest CPU Usage
The following sample query displays the 10 SQL statements with the highest CPU usage for the specified interval. Modify
this query for your own use to identify the poorly performing SQL statements in your environment. You can then use this
information to monitor and tune your Db2 application performance.

SELECT   DISTINCT

         DREQ.PLANNAME,

         DREQ.PROGRAM,

         INDB2_CPU,

         DATE (DREQ.START_TIME)       AS DATE,

         TIME (DREQ.START_TIME)       AS TIME,

         GETPAGE,

         SQL_CALLS,

         DREQ.SQL_CALL,

         DTXT.SQL_TEXT

FROM     hlq.PDT_DYNAMREQ_XXXX DREQ,

         hlq.PDT_DYNAMTXT_XXXX DTXT

WHERE    DREQ.SSID           =       'DXXX'

AND      DREQ.SSID           =        DTXT.SSID

AND      DREQ.INTERVAL_START BETWEEN 'YYYY-MM-DD-15.00.00.000000'

AND                                  'YYYY-MM-DD-19.00.00.000000'

AND      DREQ.INTERVAL_START =        DTXT.INTERVAL_START

AND      DREQ.PLANNAME       =        DTXT.PLANNAME

AND      DREQ.PROGRAM        =        DTXT.PROGRAM

AND      DREQ.START_TIME     =        DTXT.START_TIME

AND      DREQ.SECT#          =        DTXT.SECT#

AND      DREQ.STMT#          =        DTXT.STMT#

AND      DTXT.SEQNO          =        1

AND      DREQ.INTERVAL_START = DTXT.INTERVAL_START
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AND      DREQ.SQL_CALL   <> 'SUMMARY'

ORDER BY INDB2_CPU DESC

FETCH FIRST 10 ROWS ONLY;

The results of this query appear in the following format:

PLANNAME   PROGRAM     INDB2_CPU   DATE         TIME         GETPAGE    SQL_CALLS   SQL_CALL

--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

SYSTABLE   SYSTABLE     0.019237   YYYY-MM-DD   15.07.45          37         5253   FETCH   

SYSTABLE   SYSTABLE     0.018425   YYYY-MM-DD   15.07.45          37         5253   FETCH

SYSTABLE   SYSTABLE     0.018423   YYYY-MM-DD   15.07.45          37         5253   FETCH

SYSTABLE   SYSTABLE     0.018382   YYYY-MM-DD   15.07.45          37         5253   FETCH

SYSTABLE   SYSTABLE     0.018220   YYYY-MM-DD   15.07.44          37         5253   FETCH

STARTRIG   STARTRIG     0.004236   YYYY-MM-DD   15.07.43         128            1   UPDATE

DISTSERV   SYSLH200     0.002790   YYYY-MM-DD   15.08.09          29            1   PREPARE

COMMIT     COMMIT       0.001489   YYYY-MM-DD   15.07.43          32            1   DELETE

INSERT     INSERT       0.001441   YYYY-MM-DD   15.07.41          20            1   INSERT

STARTRIG   STARTRIG     0.000870   YYYY-MM-DD   15.07.43          16            1   UPDATE

        

SQL_TEXT

--------

DECLARE GS1 CURSOR FOR SELECT DISTINCT NAME , DBNAME , TSNAME FROM BAY01 . SYSTABLES WHERE DBNAME <> : H AND

 TSNAME <> : H ORDER BY NAME

DECLARE GS1 CURSOR FOR SELECT DISTINCT NAME , DBNAME , TSNAME FROM BAY01 . SYSTABLES WHERE DBNAME <> : H AND

 TSNAME <> : H ORDER BY NAME

DECLARE GS1 CURSOR FOR SELECT DISTINCT NAME , DBNAME , TSNAME FROM BAY01 . SYSTABLES WHERE DBNAME <> : H AND

 TSNAME <> : H ORDER BY NAME

DECLARE GS1 CURSOR FOR SELECT DISTINCT NAME , DBNAME , TSNAME FROM BAY01 . SYSTABLES WHERE DBNAME <> : H AND

 TSNAME <> : H ORDER BY NAME

DECLARE GS1 CURSOR FOR SELECT DISTINCT NAME , DBNAME , TSNAME FROM BAY01 . SYSTABLES WHERE DBNAME <> : H AND

 TSNAME <> : H ORDER BY NAME

UPDATE BAY01 . TEAM SET NAME = : H WHERE CURRENT OF CSR1

select * from team

DELETE FROM BAY01 . STORED_PROC_2

INSERT INTO TRAINING ( ACTOR , FILM , YEAR ) VALUES ( : H , : H , : H )

UPDATE BAY01 . TEAM SET NAME = : H WHERE CURRENT OF CSR1

Profile and Data Store Batch Utilities
You can use the profile and data store batch utilities to create, copy, and delete Detector collection profiles, report profiles,
and data stores.

NOTE
Profiles that were created before Release 14.0 are not compatible with the current release.

Sample JCL is provided in the following members of the hlq.CDBAJCL data set:

PDTCPALC
Creates collection profiles in batch.

PDTCPCPY
Copies collection profiles in batch. Use this utility to migrate collection profiles from an earlier product release and
manage profiles for all your Db2 subsystems.
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PDTCPDEL
Deletes collection profiles in batch.

PDTRPALC
Creates report profiles in batch.

PDTRPCPY
Copies report profiles in batch. Use this utility to migrate report profiles from an earlier product release and
manage profiles for all your Db2 subsystems.

PDTRPDEL
Deletes report profiles in batch.

PDTDSALC
Creates data stores in batch.

NOTE
This JCL is the same utility JCL that is generated when you select Batch JCL = Y on the Detector
Create Datastore Display panel.

PDTDSCPY
Copies data stores in batch. Use this utility to copy an existing data store to a larger data store or to a data store
with more intervals.

WARNING
Although data stores are compatible across multiple releases, this utility is still required when you want
to read data store data from earlier releases. For more information, see Data Store Compatibility.

PDTDSDEL
Deletes data stores in batch.

Batch Utility Requirements
The batch utilities have the following access and authorization requirements:

• The create and delete utilities require Create access to the profile and data store data sets from your security
subsystem.

• The copy utilities require Read and Update access to the profile and data store data sets from your security
subsystem.

Also, the report profile and data store copy and delete utilities require Detector main plan authorization. The collection
profile copy and delete utilities require Detector collection profile update authorization.

NOTE

For information about authorizations, see Review the Authorization and Security Requirements.

SYSIN Statement Examples
The following examples show parameters that can appear in the batch utility SYSIN statements.

NOTE
For detailed descriptions of all SYSIN statements, see the sample JCL for each utility.

Example: Report Profile Create Parameters 

The following example creates a plan report profile. The SYSIN parameters correspond to the fields on the Detector
Create Reporting Profile Display. In this example, the report data set allocation is directed to a specific volume. However,
you can specify SYSIN parameters to create SMS or non-SMS managed data sets.

SSID(D123)
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PROF(ACCTING)               

VCAT(CA.DB2.TOOLS)      

DESC('Accounting Plans') 

TYPE(P)                      

UNIT(TRKS)                   

PRI(5)                       

SEC(5)                       

VOL(VOL001)

Example: Collection Profile Copy Parameters 

The following syntax copies the contents of a collection profile to another collection profile:

ISSID(DF3G)

IVCAT(PDT.R11)

IPROF(OLDCPROF)         

OSSID(DF1G)             

OPROF(NEWCPROF)

Consider the following items when copying a profile:

• The input and output profiles can be defined to the same subsystem or to different subsystems.
• The input profile can be for the current release or for a prior release. Because the input profile can be defined to a

control file for a prior release (to which the utility does not have direct access), the IVCAT parameter is required to build
the input profile data set name.

• The output profile must already exist on the current control file. The output profile is always set to the current release,
so a corresponding OVCAT parameter is not required. The contents of the output profile are replaced by the contents
of the input profile.

Consider the following items when copying a data store:

• The contents of the output data store are replaced by the contents of the input data store. However, the output data
store can be defined with a different number of collection intervals than the input data store.

• If the output data store has fewer intervals than the input data store, the most current input intervals are copied, and
then the number of intervals that are defined in the output data store.

• When the output data store has more intervals than the input data store, the additional intervals are marked as unused.

Example: Data Store Delete Parameters 

The following example deletes an existing data store:

SSID(D123)

VCAT(CA.DB2.TOOLS) 

DST(DATASTOR)

You can create multiple data stores with the same name but with different high-level qualifiers. Therefore, the VCAT
parameter is required when specifying the data store to delete. Because report and collection profile names must be
unique, the VCAT parameter is not required when deleting profiles.

Mainframe Team Center - Database Management for Db2 for z/OS
The Mainframe Team Center is a graphical user interface that lets you explore Db2 application performance data from
Detector in a web browser.

You can easily identify poorly performing SQL statements in your environment. Database administrators at any experience
level can monitor their mission-essential mainframe applications in a non-3270 environment.

With Mainframe Team Center, you can perform the following tasks:
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• View current and historical Db2 application performance data from one or more data stores by Db2 subsystem ID or
data sharing group.

• Explore SQL that is summarized by plan, package, and more.
• Analyze SQL statement performance metrics in your preferred view. For example, view all packages for a particular

Db2 SSID, then narrow the view to see SQL statements that are associated with a selected package.
• View dynamic SQL statement text.

For more information about setting up and using this interface, see the Database Management Solutions for Db2
documentation.

View IBM Function Registry for z/OS Data
View the IBM Function Registry for z/OS data for your Broadcom product to see what product features are available and
are enabled at your site.

This information helps you determine whether your site is getting the most value out of Detector. If you do not have the
permissions to perform these steps, ask your System Programmer to assist you.

Prerequisites

Before you view the registry data, verify that your site meets the following prerequisites:

• The Feature Registration Service (FRS) has been installed. For installation instructions, see the Common Components
and Services documentation.

• The PTF that enables FRS support for Detector has been applied.
• Detector has been started. Starting the product prompts the FRS to register it with the IBM Function Registry for z/OS.

Viewing Methods

When Detector is registered with the IBM Function Registry for z/OS, you can view the product data in the registry. Use
any of the following methods to view the data:

SYSVIEW Performance
Management
16.0 or higher

Displays detailed information about a single product. To use this method with SYSVIEW 16.0 or higher, you
must have a product license.
Alternatively, in SYSVIEW 17.0, you can use SYSVIEW Essentials, which is a lightweight configuration of
SYSVIEW. You do not need a license for SYSVIEW Essentials.

IBM FXEPRINT
batch utility

Displays detailed information about all registered Broadcom mainframe products.

Your system console Displays the feature enablement status for a single product.

View the Data Using SYSVIEW or SYSVIEW Essentials

SYSVIEW and SYSVIEW Essentials include commands to display the IBM Function Registry for z/OS data for your
product. This data can include the product release and maintenance level, product features, and the use counts for those
features. The specific data that is shown depends on the data that Detector reports to the function registry.

1. From any SYSVIEW menu, type FXE in the Command field and select Enter.
The IBM Function Registry for z/OS panel appears.

2. Find "Broadcom" in the Vendor column and type SB in the Cmd field next to it. Select Enter.
The registered Broadcom products appear.

3. Tab to your product and select Enter.
The function registry information for the selected product appears.

Example: SYSVIEW Output

The following example shows sample SYSVIEW output for Detector.
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Product - Detector -----------------------------------------------------------

Path: /Broadcom/Detector                                                      

                                                                              

Vendor           Broadcom                                                     

Product Slot     30                                                           

Product          Detector                                                     

ID                                                                            

Instance                                                                      

Description                                                                   

Attributes       2                                                            

User Data        None                                                         

Private Data     Yes                                                          

Functions        1                                                            

                                                                              

Product Attributes -----------------------------------------------------------

Path: /Broadcom/Detector                                                      

                                                                              

 AS    Attribute                                        Type     Value        

 1     Version                                          TEXT     20.00.01     

 2     Registrations Active                             UNSIGNED 10           

                                                                              

Product Functions ------------------------------------------------------------

Path: /Broadcom/Detector                                                      

FS    Function                                         Status       Used

1     REST API                                         Enabled      Used

View the Data Using FXEPRINT

The IBM FXEPRINT batch utility generates a report that provides information about all Broadcom mainframe products
that are registered with the IBM Function Registry for z/OS. This data can include the product release and maintenance
level, the product features, and the use counts for those features. The specific data that is shown depends on the data
that Detector reports to the function registry.

Use the following JCL to run the IBM FXEPRINT batch utility:
//FXEPRINT EXEC PGM=FXEPRINT,TIME=1440,REGION=0K

//SYSOUT   DD SYSOUT=A,DCB=(LRECL=80)

//SYSIN    DD DUMMY

Example: FXEPRINT Report

The following example shows a sample report for  Detector.

 ----------------------------------------------------------------------

 Vendor Name:          Broadcom

 Vendor Description:   Broadcom Inc.

 Vendor Slot Path:     VS(12)

 ----------------------------------------------------------------------

 Product Name:         Detector

 Product Slot Path:    VS(12) PS(30,-)

 Product Parent:       Broadcom

 Product Attributes:

  Attribute Name:      Version

  Attribute Value:     20.00.01

  Attribute Name:      Registrations Active
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  Attribute Value:     10

 ----------------------------------------------------------------------

 Function Name:        REST API

 Function Description:

 Function Slot Path:   VS(12) PS(30,-) FS(1,AUTHONLY)

 Function Parent:      Detector

 Function Used:        YES

 Function Enabled:     YES

 Function Last Update:

   Job:                PTX88NET

   ASID:               0199

   User:               PLATDEV

   Timestamp:          (Local) 2023-05-03 23:24:22.155113

                       (UTC)   2023-05-04 03:24:22.155113

 Function Attributes:

  Attribute Name:      LMP Key

  Attribute Value:     DT

 ----------------------------------------------------------------------

View the Data Using the System Console

Use the following command to display the status of the registered features for Detector on the system console:
D FXE,VN=BROADCOM,PN='product_name',IID=ssid*,FN=*,STATE

product_name
Specifies the product name. For Detector, enter Detector.

ssid
Specifies the subsystem ID.

The feature information for Detector appears on the system console.

Example: Console Command Output

The following example shows sample FXE output for Detector:

FXE0010I  12.56.22 FXE STATE 430                                       

MATCHING FUNCTION ENTRIES:                                             

-----------------------------------------------------------------------

VENDOR:     Broadcom                                                   

PRODUCT:    Detector                                                   

FUNCTION:   REST API                                                   

SLOTPATH:   VS(12) PS(21,-) FS(1,AUTHONLY)                             

ENABLED:    YES   
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Troubleshooting
Provides troubleshooting tips for Detector.

If you encounter problems with your Detector data stores, these tips can help.

Continue Collection When the Data Set is Full

If a data set in your data store becomes full and cannot be extended, data collection continues but the data is not saved to
the data store.  Detector issues message PDT0113 to notify you.

For a temporary solution, stop the collection, go to the DETECTOR Datastore Interval Display, delete the largest or oldest
intervals, and restart the collection. The SIZE column shows how much space is used for each interval. You can also
adjust the INTERVAL_%_TO_DELETE value in hlq.CDBAPARM(PDT) to let Detector delete multiple intervals so that it
can write new intervals to the data store.

The recommended long-term solution is to create a larger data store.

1. Stop the collection.
2. Create a temporary data store using one of the following methods:

– Modify and execute the hlq.CDBAJCL(PDTDSALC) batch job.
– Use option 7 (Create/Initialize Datastore) on the Detector Main Menu.

3. Copy the data store that was used for the collection to the temporary data store. You can use the sample job in
hlq.CDBAJCL(PDTDSCPY) for this purpose.

4. Select option 2 (SSID historical interval data) on the Detector Main Menu.
The Detector Datastore Display appears.

5. Type B (Browse) next to the temporary data store and press Enter.
6. If the data in the temporary data store is valid, type D (Delete) next to the original data store and press Enter.
7. Create a data store using the original name. If the amount of collected data could exceed the 4-GB VSAM limit,

allocate the data store in an Extended Addressability (EA) SMS class. The data store data set can then grow to span
across multiple volumes.

8. Copy the temporary data store to the new data store using PDTDSCPY.
9. Browse the data in the new data store. If the data is valid, delete the temporary data store as described in Step 6.
10. Restart the collection.

Send a Data Store to Broadcom Support

You can send a Detector or Subsystem Analyzer data store to Broadcom Support for analysis by using the Real Time
Performance Support Utility. After you enter the required information, the utility creates the appropriate JCL to send the
data store.

1. Browse the hlq.CDBACLS0 data set for the PXMRMAIN member.
2. Type EX in the PXMRMAIN line command field.

The Real Time Performance Support Utility appears.
3. Type 1 in the Option field and press Enter.

The Real Time Performance Support Datastore Utility appears.
4. Complete the following fields:
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• Enter a high-level qualifier to which you have read and write access. The utility creates internal data sets using this
qualifier.

• Type Y to select Detector, Subsystem Analyzer, or both.
• Enter the SSID, VCAT, and name of the data store. If you selected Detector and Subsystem Analyzer, this

information must be the same for both products.
• Type Y for FTP. (If you type N, the FTP steps are not included in the job.) Enter the TCP/IP data set name, your

Broadcom Support credentials, your site ID, and case number.
• (Optional) Enter values for one of the following parameter groups. These parameters override the default settings.

– Management class, Storage class, Data class
– Device type, Volume serial

• (Optional) Modify the job card information.

Press Enter.
The job is created, saved, and displayed.

5. Submit the job for processing.
Your data store is sent to Broadcom Support under the specified case number.
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Messages
Detector generates messages that describe normal processing, warning situations, and error conditions that might occur.
Messages with the DT and PDT prefixes are generated by general Detector functions. Messages with the DPA prefix are
generated by the Detector data extraction jobs.

ISPF messages are typically documented within the product interface. For more information about these messages, press
the Help key (F1) while viewing the message.

To browse all Database Management Solutions for Db2 messages and the return codes for each product, see Database
Management Solutions for Db2 Messages.
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Additional Resources
This article provides resources to assist you in maximizing your product experience, including information about
education, webcasts, product support resources, and product maintenance.

Product Support

The following resources are available from Broadcom Support:

• Database Management Solutions for Db2 overview (includes links to solution brief and other technical documents)
• Broadcom Support Online (product information, communities, download management, case management)
• Support and Services (getting started, services, and support)
• Broadcom Mainframe Product Lifecycle Page
• Mainframe Compatibilities (CICS TS, Db2, IBM z13, IBM zEnterprise, IMS, IPv6, Pervasive Encryption Compatibility,

PCI DSS Compliance matrix, z/OS, z/VM, and z/VSE)

Maintenance

Use the following resources to obtain information about maintaining the Database Management Solutions for Db2:

• Mainframe Installation and Maintenance Tools
• Mainframe Common Maintenance Procedures
• Broadcom Mainframe Product Maintenance Solutions List
• Mainframe Software Security Advisories
• Recommended Service for z/OS (CARS)
• Migrate SMP/E Environments into z/OSMF

NOTE
For migration assistance and access to z/OSMF trainings from Broadcom, see z/OSMF Migration.

• Mainframe Essentials Software Risk Assessment video
• Broadcom Support Network Details

Db2 Reference Tools

The following Db2 for z/OS reference tools are provided as a PDF download:

• Performance Handbook for Db2 for z/OS
• Backup and Recovery Handbook for Db2 for z/OS
• Reference Guide for Db2 12 for z/OS
• Catalog Poster for Db2 12 for z/OS

Education and Training

Use the following links to learn more about the Database Management Solutions for Db2:

• Accessing Broadcom Mainframe Training Quick Reference Guide (describes how to access mainframe training from
Learning@Broadcom)

• Integrate Mainframe Db2 into your DevOps Journey
– Complete the Db2 DevOps: Using the DBM for Db2 Plug-in for Zowe CLI to Provision, Migrate and Recover Objects

200 web-based course that is available in Learning@Broadcom.
• Mainframe Software Education
• Web-Based Product Training
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Includes the following resources:
– Mainframe Course Catalog
– Mainframe Learning Paths

Include the following learning plans, based on your job role:

• Database Administration Suite for Db2
Includes core functions training for RC/Migrator and RC/Compare, and selected RC/Query courses.

• Database Performance Suite for Db2
Includes foundations for Mainframe Team Center - Database Management for Db2, core foundations for Plan
Analyzer, and selected courses for Detector, Subsystem Analyzer, and SYSVIEW for Db2.

• Database Recovery Suite for Db2
Includes core functions training for Fast Recover, Log Analyzer, Merge/Modify, Quick Copy, and Recovery
Analyzer.

• Database Utility Suite for Db2
Includes core functions training for Database Analyzer, Fast Load, Fast Recover, Fast Unload, Log Analyzer,
Quick Copy, and Recovery Analyzer.

– Broadcom Digital Badge Program
Earn your badge for skills accomplished in the following Broadcom Db2 products:

• Detector Digital Badge
• Log Analyzer Digital Badge
• RC/Query Digital Badge
• SYSVIEW for Db2 Digital Badge

• Mainframe Product Roadmap Webcasts
• Educate YouTube Channel (requires a Google account)

Videos

Many product videos are available on YouTube by searching using the product or component name. You can access
these videos directly from the Database Management Solutions for Db2 playlist on YouTube or from the product-specific
documentation.

User Communities

Consult your peers, reach out to subject matter experts, and read the latest technical insights and information in our global
communities:

• Broadcom Mainframe Software Division (MSD) Microsite
• Mainframe Blog
• Mainframe Product Communities
• Db2 Tools Community
• Mainframe Education Community

Social Media

Through the following Broadcom Mainframe Software channels, we share information that provides value to our
mainframe community, including events, blog posts, eBooks, analyst reports, and more:

• LinkedIn
• Twitter
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Documentation Legal Notice
This Documentation, which includes embedded help systems and electronically distributed materials, (hereinafter referred
to as the “Documentation”) is for your informational purposes only and is subject to change or withdrawal by Broadcom
at any time. This Documentation is proprietary information of Broadcom and may not be copied, transferred, reproduced,
disclosed, modified or duplicated, in whole or in part, without the prior written consent of Broadcom.

If you are a licensed user of the software product(s) addressed in the Documentation, you may print or otherwise make
available a reasonable number of copies of the Documentation for internal use by you and your employees in connection
with that software, provided that all Broadcom copyright notices and legends are affixed to each reproduced copy.

The right to print or otherwise make available copies of the Documentation is limited to the period during which the
applicable license for such software remains in full force and effect. Should the license terminate for any reason, it is your
responsibility to certify in writing to Broadcom that all copies and partial copies of the Documentation have been returned
to Broadcom or destroyed.

TO THE EXTENT PERMITTED BY APPLICABLE LAW, BROADCOM PROVIDES THIS DOCUMENTATION “AS
IS” WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, INCLUDING WITHOUT LIMITATION, ANY IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF
MERCHANTABILITY, FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE, OR NONINFRINGEMENT. IN NO EVENT WILL
BROADCOM BE LIABLE TO YOU OR ANY THIRD PARTY FOR ANY LOSS OR DAMAGE, DIRECT OR INDIRECT,
FROM THE USE OF THIS DOCUMENTATION, INCLUDING WITHOUT LIMITATION, LOST PROFITS, LOST
INVESTMENT, BUSINESS INTERRUPTION, GOODWILL, OR LOST DATA, EVEN IF BROADCOM IS EXPRESSLY
ADVISED IN ADVANCE OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH LOSS OR DAMAGE.

The use of any software product referenced in the Documentation is governed by the applicable license agreement and
such license agreement is not modified in any way by the terms of this notice.

The manufacturer of this Documentation is Broadcom Inc.

Provided with “Restricted Rights.” Use, duplication or disclosure by the United States Government is subject to the
restrictions set forth in FAR Sections 12.212, 52.227-14, and 52.227-19(c)(1) - (2) and DFARS Section 252.227-7014(b)
(3), as applicable, or their successors.

Copyright © 2005–2023 Broadcom. All Rights Reserved. The term “Broadcom” refers to Broadcom Inc. and/or its
subsidiaries. All trademarks, trade names, service marks, and logos referenced herein belong to their respective
companies.
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